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ABSTRACT

A 32-word by 32-bit bipolar register file with 2 read ports and 1 write port is

described. This register file was implemented using a SiGe heterojunction bipolar

transistor (HBT) BiCMOS technology. This technology supports an HBT with an fT of 48

GHz and an fmax of 69 GHz. A test chip was designed to determine the on-chip register

file performance in a pipelined system. Two iterations of the design were fabricated. The

two 5-bit counters on the test chip used to generate read addresses operated using average

maximum clock frequencies of 4.3 GHz and 5.1 GHz on the first iteration, and 5.8 GHz

and 5.0 GHz on the second iteration. The 5-bit counter on the test chip used to generate

write addresses operated using an average maximum clock frequency of 4.0 GHz on the

second iteration, but did not operate correctly on the first iteration. The 6-bit linear

feedback shift register (LFSR) on the test chip used to generate input data operated using

an average maximum clock frequency of 5.5 GHz on the second iteration.

The best measured die on the first iteration has a read access time of 330 ps for

port A, while the port B read access time is 350 ps, based on four measured columns for

each port. The write access time for this register file is unknown, while the estimated

power dissipation is 6.8 W using a 5 V supply. Some of the column read access times

were much lower than the worst case column access time for a particular die, however,

such as the 280 ps read access time on one of the columns of the best measured die on the

first iteration. The best measured die on the second iteration has a read access time of 350

ps for port A, while the port B read access time is 360 ps, again based on four measured

columns for each port. This die has a read after write access time of 320 ps for port A,

and a read after write access time of 350 ps for port B. The write access time for this

register file is 340 ps, with a write enable pulse width of 170 ps, while the estimated

power dissipation is 4.7 W using a 4.5 V supply. Some of the column read access times

were also much lower than the worst case column access time for a particular die on the

second iteration, such as the 290 ps read access time on one of the columns of another

measured die on the second iteration.
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For the average maximum clock frequency of the read address counters, the

simulation results varied between 13% and 35% of the measured results on the first

iteration, while on the second iteration, the simulation results varied between 0.3% and

25% of the measured results, depending on the counter and which models were used. For

the average maximum clock frequency of the write address counter, the simulation results

varied between 44% and 57% of the measured results on the second iteration, depending

on which models were used. For the average maximum clock frequency of the data

LFSR, the simulation results varied between 52% and 72% of the measured results on the

second iteration, again depending on which models were used. For the average read

access times, simulation results on the first iteration of the register file were within 8% of

the measured results for both ports, while on the second iteration, the simulation results

were within 13% of the measured results for both ports. For the average read after write

access times, simulation results on the second iteration of the register file varied between

16% and 57% of the measured results, depending on which models and assumptions were

used. For the average write access times, simulation results on the second iteration of the

register file varied between 6% and 62% of the measured results, also depending on

which models and assumptions were used. For the average minimum write enable pulse

width, simulation results for the second iteration of the register file varied between 24%

and 69% of the measured results, again depending on which models and assumptions

were used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Historical Review

Memory design is an important aspect in the creation of complex digital circuits. Memory

circuits provide a means of storing data that is important in the flow of digital

computations. This data includes input values, intermediate results, final results, state

information, as well as many other forms of data important for specific digital

calculations. Large memory circuits provide a means of storing data in a much smaller

area than a number of circuits designed to store single bits of data. A register file is a

memory structure that serves to provide storage for the registers described in the

architecture of a particular computer processor. These registers store results of

arithmetic and logical computations, memory addresses, and other state information

necessary for the operation of the programs running on the processor. Hence, a register

file is a type of scratch pad for information that is needed by the processor to execute a

particular series of instructions. To prevent the register file from limiting the

performance of the processor, the register file must be large and yet be able to access

data as quickly as possible. Since the access time of a memory structure tends to be

inversely proportional to its size, these two goals are diametrically opposed. Therefore,

designing a memory structure that is both large and has a fast access time to improve

computer processor performance is a challenge that faces designers.

1.1 Introduction

A register file is a memory structure that stores the values of the registers used in a

computer processor. These registers serve as a temporary storage location for data that is

being processed by the processor. This data includes intermediate and final results

computed by the processor, data from the cache being used in these computations,

memory addresses of data being accessed by the processor, and data for specialized

hardware operations specific to certain registers. Use of these registers is fundamental to
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achieving high performance from a processor because the registers can be accessed in a

very short, well defined, period of time. Access to main memory, on the other hand, tends

to be much slower and more unpredictable, depending on how many levels of cache need

to be accessed to obtain or store the desired data. Therefore, typically, data is loaded into

registers from main memory, computations are performed on this data, with intermediate,

and then final results written into the register file, and finally, the results are stored in

main memory. Being able to access data from the register file at fast rates is criti cal in

designing a processor with good performance. Depending on the design, the processor

speed may even be limited by the register file access times.

Typically, a register file is designed as a static random access memory (SRAM). A

SRAM is advantageous over a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) in that the

SRAM access time is typically faster than that of the DRAM. This is because active

devices are used to set the bit li nes in a SRAM design, while the bit li nes are set using a

stored charge on a capacitor in a DRAM design. In addition, a SRAM memory cell i s

designed to store a value indefinitely, while charge leaks from the storage capacitor of a

DRAM memory cell , which, therefore, needs to be periodically refreshed. The refresh

cycle may impact the processor’s abilit y to access data when required, which would

complicate the processor design and slow down its performance.

The goal of this research project is to design a register file for use in simple

reduced instruction set computing (RISC) processors operating at high frequencies, and

other high performance systems. Even in the simplest of RISC processors, arithmetic

operations typically require three register file accesses. Two of these accesses are required

to read the operands for a calculation from the register file, while the third access is

required to write the results back into the register file. One would like to fetch both

operands simultaneously to minimize the cycle time. Also, since RISC processors are

typically pipelined to improve performance, one would like to write the result of a

previous instruction into the register file simultaneously with the access of the operands

for a more recent instruction. In this way, one avoids delays associated with waiting for

the write operation to complete before the read accesses can occur. Therefore, it was

determined that the register file should have two read ports and one write port that operate
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simultaneously. The register file was chosen to be 32 bits wide to operate within a 32-bit

processor. A depth of 32 words was decided for the register file since this is typical for

current 32-bit RISC processors [1]. An SRAM design was chosen to provide higher

performance and avoid the necessity of refreshing the memory.

1.2 Technology

The register file was implemented using a SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistor

(HBT) BiCMOS technology [2]-[4]. The HBT in this technology was reported to have a

unity gain frequency (fT) of 48 GHz and a unity power gain frequency (fmax) of 69 GHz

[2]. Reported stage delays of ECL ring oscill ators using the SiGe HBT reached as low as

17.5 ps with a switch current of 2.2 mA [2]. An average yield of 78.1% was reported on a

yield array of 4000 HBT’s [3].

The primary reason for choosing an HBT technology over a standard bipolar

technology is that the emitter-base heterojunction in the HBT is designed to improve the

performance of the HBT. This is because the two materials forming the emitter-base

heterojunction have different bandgaps, indicating that the two materials have different

intrinsic carrier concentrations as well . Therefore, assuming the dopant concentrations in

the base and emitter are similar to that of a standard bipolar device, and also assuming the

density of states in the conduction and valence bands of the two materials forming the

heterojunction are similar, the device current gain (β) of the HBT will i ncrease as an

exponential function of the difference in the bandgaps of the two semiconductor materials

forming the heterojunction [5]. Depending on how much the two material bandgaps

differ, however, the current gain of the HBT may become limited by the base transport

factor [6]. For this as well as other reasons, it is usually prudent to trade off the

improvement in device beta for other performance improvements by increasing the

dopant level in the base of an HBT (often such that it is greater than the dopant level in

the emitter). Even under these conditions, the HBT still exhibits a reasonably high current

gain. However, the increase in the base dopant levels decreases the base resistance and

increases the Early voltage of the HBT. This results in faster device switching speeds and

less current variation as a function of the applied base and collector voltages.
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The processing steps to fabricate a SiGe HBT used by IBM are summarized in [4].

The SiGe HBT collector is made by first forming an n+ subcollector on a p+ substrate with

a p- epitaxial layer, and then growing an n- epitaxial layer. A SiGe alloy epitaxial layer is

grown using a UHV/CVD process step to form the base of the HBT. The extrinsic base

region is implanted in a manner such that it is self aligned to the intrinsic base region. A

polysilicon layer is then deposited and doped to form the emitter. The SiGe layer in the

HBT is graded, resulting in a reduction in the bandgap of the base from emitter to

collector. This is advantageous in that it creates an electric field in the base that

accelerates the electrons, reducing the base transit time. In this way the switching

performance of the SiGe HBT is improved.

The CMOS devices provided in the IBM technology feature a minimum drawn

gate length of 0.5 µm, resulting in an effective gate length of 0.35 µm [2]. The devices are

fabricated on a p-substrate, using n-wells for PMOS devices. They are formed using

advanced techniques such as the incorporation of nitride sidewalls and Ti-salicide over

polysilicon gates to improve device performance [4]. The reported CMOS ring oscillator

stage delay was 95 ps with a 3.3 V supply [2].

L [µm] W [µm] ID [mA] VDS [V] fT [GHz] fmax [GHz] Ref.

0.14 20x10 6 - 40 - 8

0.25 5x10 9 2.5 40 38 9

0.2 100 125 2 23 46 10

0.5 - - 2.5 25 66 11

0.5 100 7 2.5 25 60 12

0.75 10x24 10 1 12.9 30 13

Table 1.1: Performance summary of some current Si CMOS technologies.

To justify the choice of the IBM SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology for use in RISC

processor design as well as in other high speed digital systems, it is necessary to compare

this technology with current Si CMOS technologies. This is because CMOS technologies

are used in the vast majority of these types of applications. The performance of several

modern Si CMOS technologies [7]-[13] are listed in Table 1.1. The measured fT of the
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chosen SiGe HBT is 20% faster than the highest measured fT of any of the listed CMOS

processes, and the measured fmax of the SiGe HBT is 4.5% faster than the measured fmax

of any of the listed CMOS technologies. Therefore, despite the fact that the chosen SiGe

HBT BiCMOS process was developed before most of the listed CMOS processes, the

figures of merit indicate that chosen SiGe HBT is competitive in terms of switching

performance with all the listed CMOS technologies.

Device L [µm] W [µm] ID [mA] VDS [V] fT [GHz] fmax [GHz] Ref.

HEMT 0.03 100 44 0.9 350 - 14

HEMT 0.1 2x50 - - 195 - 15

HEMT 0.8 100 55 3 40 80 16

MESFET 0.06 150 41 1.1 168 - 17

MESFET 0.11 100 23 1.5 123 - 18

MESFET 0.15 150 - 1.5 72 - 19

Table 1.2: Performance summary of some current InP HEMT and GaAs MESFET

technologies.

It is also beneficial to compare the performance of the chosen SiGe HBT

BiCMOS technology with FET technologies other than MOS. The fT and/or fmax of some

modern InP HEMT and GaAs MESFET processes [14]-[19], li sted in Table 1.2, ill ustrate

that the performance of modern compound semiconductor devices typically exceed the

performance of the HBT’s in the chosen SiGe technology. However, there are many

disadvantages with compound semiconductor technologies. The main disadvantage with

compound semiconductor technologies is that the material properties of these compounds

make processing more diff icult [20], typically resulting in lower device yield. Although

yield numbers are not provided in [14]-[19], it is reasonable to assume that the HEMT

yields found in the InP technologies are far lower than the HBT yields found in the

chosen SiGe technology. Also, the MESFET yields found in the GaAs technologies are at

best equal to the HBT yields found in the chosen SiGe process. The chosen SiGe HBT

BiCMOS technology provides Si MOSFET yields of over 1 milli on devices [21],

however, allowing the design of much more complex systems using these devices to
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implement the less speed criti cal components. A secondary disadvantage of compound

semiconductor processes involves manufacturing costs. This is due in part to the fact that

these processes are typically produced on 3-in or 4-in wafers [17]-[20], while the chosen

SiGe process is produced on 8-in wafers [3]. Also, epitaxial layers in the InP HEMT’s are

often grown using MBE or VPE processes [15],[16], while the SiGe layer in the chosen

SiGe process is grown using a UHV/CVD process [3].

Tech. L [µm] W [µm] IC [mA/µm2] VCE [V] fT [GHz] fmax [GHz] Ref.

SiGe 0.5 2.5 1.6 - 48 69 2

SiGe 0.35 3.55 4.83 - 130 - 22

SiGe 0.14 1.5 7.14 1 92 108 23

SiGe 1 1x4 1.25 2 50 90 24

SiGe 0.5 10 1.8 2.5 46 71 25

SiGe 0.2 1.7 0.53 1 40 70 26

Si 0.28 10 2.14 3 51 60 27

Si 0.4 1.2 1.25 2.5 52 33 9

Si 0.2 0.7 2.14 1.0 40 - 28

Si 0.2 1.0 - - 25 - 29

Si 0.35 6 0.9 3 24 50 30

InP 2 10 2 - 235 - 31

InP 1 3 2.7 - 215 195 32

InP 0.8 8 2 1.25 165 140 33

InP 1.5 30x4 0.6 2 88 140 34

GaAs 1.6 4.6 1.63 1.25, 3 102 224 35

GaAs 2 2 0.6 - 65 75 36

Table 1.3: Performance summary of some current bipolar and BiCMOS technologies.

It is also beneficial to compare the performance of the chosen SiGe HBT

BiCMOS technology with other HBT technologies. The performance of some modern

HBT technologies [2],[22]-[36] are listed in Table 1.3. From this data, one finds that the

HBT performance of the chosen SiGe technology matches or exceeds the performance of
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the BJT’s in the Si technologies. This is expected due to the bipolar device performance

enhancements that are possible with an HBT structure, as discussed above. The HBT

performance of the chosen SiGe technology does not exceed the HBT performance of any

of the listed compound semiconductor technologies. These compound semiconductor

technologies share the same drawbacks as the compound semiconductor FET

technologies, however. When compared with other SiGe technologies, the chosen SiGe

technology is also not the best technology in terms of performance. However, only one of

the listed SiGe technologies other than the chosen SiGe technology is a BiCMOS

technology [25], and the performance of its HBT’s is comparable to that of the HBT’s in

the chosen SiGe technology. This does not mean that it is impossible to incorporate

CMOS devices into the other SiGe technologies, but the HBT performance in these

technologies may suffer as a result. Finally, it must be conceded that not all the

technologies listed in Table 1.1 through Table 1.3 are available for commercial use. This

limited the technology choices for use in implementing the register file.

1.3 Historical review of memory designs

Because of the importance of memory circuits in digital applications, research has

been conducted on numerous memory designs of various sizes, access capabiliti es, and

using a number of different technologies. The results of these research projects can be

compared to determine the effect that these factors have on the performance of a memory

circuit. Since the register file design described in this document is a type of SRAM, the

focus of the comparisons among previous research efforts will only include SRAM

designs. The key parameters of several SRAM designs [37]-[52], are listed in Table 1.4.

One of the most competitive designs found, implemented in a Si BiCMOS

technology [37], had a reported access time of 0.3 ns. To maximize performance, only

bipolar devices were used in the read access criti cal path. This explains the disparity

between the read and write access times for this design. A slow write access time with

respect to the read access time for the register file reported in this document is not

desirable since the write access time will t hen limit the speed of the processor for which it

was designed. Significantly slower performance than in the aforementioned SRAM

design was reported in other li sted Si BiCMOS designs, as Table 1.4 ill ustrates. Some of
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these designs, however, provide much greater storage capacity. The design most similar

in terms of functionality to the proposed register file is a Si BiCMOS 32-word by 32-bit

three-port register file [41],[42]. Although this design uses a technology with feature sizes

similar to that of the SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology used in the register file design

described here (0.6 µm gate length for the MOS devices), the register file design

described here achieves faster access times (See Chapter 7). The Si Bipolar technologies

listed in Table 1.4 have access times on the same order of magnitude as the Si BiCMOS

designs. These SRAM’s were designed using older technologies, however, and some

have a larger storage capacity as well , which explains in part why they were unable to

outperform the BiCMOS designs.

Technology Size Ports Read time Write time Ref.

Si BiCMOS 32 x 20 b 1 ro, 1 wo 0.3 ns < 1 ns 37

Si BiCMOS 8K x 9 b 1 rw 0.65 ns 0.80 ns 38

Si BiCMOS 2K x 32 b 1 rw 0.9 ns - 39

Si BiCMOS 2K x 16 b 1 rw 1.0 ns 3 ns 40

Si BiCMOS 32 x 32 b 2 ro, 1 wo 1.3 ns < 1.0 ns 41, 42

AlGaAs/GaAs HBT 32 x 8 b 1 rw 0.22 ns - 43, 44

Josephson Junction. 256 x 4 b 1 rw 0.5-0.52 ns - 45

Si CMOS 16 x 64 b 2 ro, 1 wo 0.64 ns < 1.6 ns 46

GaAs MESFET 32 x 32 b 1 rw 1.0-2.3 ns 1.0 ns 47

GaAs HEMT 8K x 8 b 1 rw 1.2 ns < 1 ns 48

Si Bipolar 256 x 4 b 1 rw 0.85 ns 1 ns 49

Si Bipolar 512 x 10 b 1 rw 0.85 ns - 50, 51

Si Bipolar 1K x 16 b 1 rw, 1 ro 1.2 ns, 0.95 ns 2.7 ns 52

Table 1.4: Performance summary of some current SRAM designs. The write access time

is typically reported as the time the write enable pulse must be asserted.

Si CMOS is another technology used to implement a high performance register

file, as ill ustrated in the design of a 16-word by 64-bit three port register file [46]

summarized in Table 1.4. This design has an access time that rivals most of the BiCMOS
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designs listed in Table 1.4, although many of the BiCMOS designs have a much higher

storage capacity. Yet other designs were implemented using compound semiconductor

technologies, such as an AlGaAs/GaAs HBT 32-word by 8-bit register file [43],[44]. This

design has a measured read access time of 0.22 ns, which is the fastest reported access

time found. However, the AlGaAs/GaAs register file has a very small storage capacity

(one fourth that of the register file described here), and only one port. Other GaAs

technologies used to implement SRAM’s include a MESFET technology [47] and a

HEMT technology [48]. Although the access times of the listed HEMT and MESFET

SRAM’s are comparable, the storage capacity of the HEMT SRAM is much larger than

that of the MESFET SRAM. The access times of both SRAM’s, however, are not

especially fast in comparison with access times achieved using other technologies. A

Josephson junction technology was also used to implement a 256-word by 4-bit SRAM

with a read access time of 0.5 ns [45]. Although the access time of this SRAM was

significantly faster than that of any other previously reported SRAM’s at the time,

subsequent developments in other semiconductor technologies have allowed the design of

SRAM’s with similar read access times.

1.4 ECL and CML circuit design

A number of different digital circuit families are available for use in bipolar

technologies. The most well known families include resistor-transistor logic (RTL),

transistor-transistor logic (TTL), integrated injection logic (IIL), emitter-coupled logic

(ECL), and current-mode logic (CML). One of the most important factors that influence

the choice of a circuit family for a particular design is switching speed. Two important

factors that determine the switching speed of a particular circuit family are the speed at

which devices within the circuit can be switched and the speed at which the circuit can

drive its load between logic levels. In a bipolar device, conduction of current from emitter

to collector is facilit ated by the charge that accumulates in the base region in excess of the

thermal equili brium value. Therefore, the switching speed of a bipolar device is governed

by the amount of excess charge that must be transferred between the base region of the

device and its surrounding environment, as well as the speed at which this charge can be

displaced. Most of the above mentioned digital circuit families function by allowing one
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or more of the bipolar devices to saturate in one or both of the logic states. This is

disadvantageous in that a significantly larger amount of charge must accumulate in the

base region of a bipolar device to cause saturation. This is because in saturation both the

base-emitter and base-collector diodes are forward biased, producing an excess

accumulation of charge in the base region for both diodes. For this reason, circuit families

that allow devices to saturate tend to have slower switching speeds because of the

increased amount of charge that must be transported to and from the base region of the

devices to switch the devices on and off. ECL and CML circuits require the transistors to

operate only in the forward active and cut-off regions, however, thereby requiring a

greatly reduced amount of charge transport to switch the devices on and off. In addition,

the output voltage swing of an ECL or CML circuit required to produce valid input levels

for another such circuit is generally small relative to the voltage swing of other logic

families. This is advantageous in that, because of the smaller voltage swing, only a

relatively small amount of charge must be transported between the driver and the load to

produce the required swing of the driver output voltage that signals a change in the logic

value of the driver. Therefore, the time required to change the output voltage level will be

shorter than in a comparable circuit with a larger output signal swing. Because of their

comparatively fast switching speeds, ECL and CML circuits were chosen as the basis for

the design of the register file.

ECL and CML circuits are based on the core circuit shown in Figure 1.1, which

can be referred to as a CML buffer [5],[53]-[61]. CML circuits differ from ECL circuits

in that a CML circuit has no emitter followers driving the output nodes. Instead, the

output nodes are at the collector resistors. The CML circuit in Figure 1.1 operates by

steering the current drawn by the current source through one or both of the active devices

in the circuit. The majority of this current is drawn through the resistors attached to the

collectors of the devices, producing a voltage drop between the resistors proportional to

the difference in current drawn by the transistors. In this way, the amount and proportion

of current flowing through the devices is translated into a set of voltage levels that appear

at the circuit outputs.
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Figure 1.1: CML buffer circuit.

The circuit in Figure 1.1 is generally driven in such a way that, in steady state, the

vast majority of the current from the current source flows through only one of the two

devices, while the other remains essentially cut off [5],[53]-[61]. For this reason, the two

devices are often referred to as a current switch. Assuming the collector resistors are sized

properly, this type of operation results in a significant voltage difference between the two

output nodes of the circuit. Usually, the higher of the two voltage levels is defined as true

while the lower of the two voltage levels is defined as false. Regardless of the complexity

of the circuit, both ECL and CML circuits are designed so that only significant current is

conducting through one of the two collector resistors in steady state. Therefore, the

voltage levels of the two output nodes will always be at extreme values. This implies that

both the logical output and its complement are both available simultaneously in ECL and

CML circuits.

ECL and CML circuits can either be driven in a single-ended or differential

manner [55]-[61]. The difference between the two driving techniques lies in the way

input voltages are applied to the base nodes of the devices in a current switch. In the case

of single-ended ECL and CML circuits, one of the device base nodes (such as node Ib in

Figure 1.1) is tied to a reference voltage, while the other base node is connected to one of

the two outputs of another ECL or CML circuit. The choice of the output node depends

on whether or not the signal is to be inverted. The output voltage levels of a single-ended

ECL or CML driver are designed such that the voltage level corresponding to true is
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significantly greater than the reference voltage while the voltage level corresponding to

false is significantly less than the reference voltage. Since the emitters of the two current

switch transistors are coupled, the difference in voltage between the applied signal and

the reference voltage becomes the difference in voltages applied across the base-emitter

junctions of the devices. The total current through both devices must equal the current

drawn by the current source. Given the exponential relationship between the collector

current (IC) and the base-emitter voltage (VBE) found in bipolar devices [6], only a small

difference in voltage levels between the base inputs of a pair of transistors with coupled

emitters is required to force the majority of the current drawn by the current source to

flow through only one of the two devices. Therefore, given that the input signal voltage

generated by the circuit driving the current switch differs significantly from the reference

voltage in either direction (depending on the logic value being transmitted), most of the

current drawn by the current source will flow through only one of the two devices.

Consequentially, only one of the collector resistors will conduct significant current as

well. This means that, given the collector resistors are correctly sized, a significant

difference in the voltage levels between the complementary output nodes will exist.

Therefore, either output node is capable of driving other current switches in a single-

ended manner. In this way, the input signal is transmitted through the CML buffer, which

propagates the logic value or its complement to other ECL and CML circuit in the

required manner.

For differential ECL and CML circuits, the reference voltage is eliminated.

Instead, both output nodes of the driving differential ECL or CML circuit are connected

to the base nodes of the devices in one or more of the current switches in the receiver

circuit. Therefore, given that the differential voltage between the output nodes of the

driving circuit is large enough to insure that VBE across one of the two devices is

significantly larger than that of the other device, as before, most of the current will flow

through only one of the devices. Again, this indicates that only one of the collector

resistors will conduct significant current, producing a differential output voltage between

the output nodes of the buffer that is comparable to the applied differential input voltage.

In this way, as with the single-ended CML buffer, the differential CML buffer is able to
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propagate a given logic value to other ECL and CML circuits. The inverse of the input

signal can also be propagated simply by reversing the connections between the output

node of the CML buffer and the input nodes of a particular current switch in a load

circuit. This forces the current, if any is available, to flow through the opposite device in

the load current switch. Therefore, as with single-ended ECL and CML circuits,

complementary output logic values are also available in differential ECL and CML

circuits.

For a digital circuit family to be useful, it must not only be able to propagate logic

values, but compute logical operations as well. Logical computations can be performed

using ECL and CML circuits by forming current trees [55]-[57],[59]-[61]. An ECL or

CML current tree consists of one or more current switches interconnected to form a

circuit that evaluates a binary tree graph. Each current switch corresponds to a node in the

tree. The coupled emitter connection of a current switch corresponds to the edge that

leads toward the root of the tree, while the collector connections correspond to edges that

lead toward the leaf nodes of the tree. The coupled emitters of the root pair are connected

to a current source while the dangling collectors of the leaf current switches are connected

to either of two collector resistors. The base leads of the current switch nodes are input

nodes that must be driven by other ECL or CML gates. When driven properly, each pair

of devices acts as a switch that allows current to flow from one collector lead through the

corresponding device to the coupled emitter lead, as described above. To clarify the

circuit operation, consider the current as a flow of electrons that leaves the current source

and travels through the current switches of the tree until one of the two collector resistors

is reached. The electron current first encounters the root current switch, where it is

directed through one of the two devices, depending on the differential voltage applied to

the base leads of these devices, and exits the node through the corresponding collector

lead. The electron current continues traveling up through the tree in this manner,

traversing a path directed by the current switches based on the applied input voltages to

the circuit, until a collector node is reached that leads to a collector resistor. The current

causes a voltage drop across this resistor, resulting in a voltage drop on the corresponding

output node of the circuit. Therefore, the path the current takes through the current tree
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determines which collector resistor conducts current. In this way, the logical output of the

circuit is determined. At each relevant current switch, from the root node to a leaf node, a

decision is made as to which path the electron current should take on its way to the

destination based on input data from other ECL and CML circuits. Therefore, a current

tree evaluates at set of input logic values in the same manner as a binary decision tree.

I1 I1b

VEE

VCC

O1O1b

RCRCb

Q1 Q1b

I2 I2b
Q2 Q2b

ICS

Figure 1.2: Schematics for a 2-input AND function implemented in CML.

An example of a CML current tree, shown in Figure 1.2, implements a 2-input

AND function (O1 = I1 * I2) [59]-[61]. If the input signals to this circuit are single-

ended, each barred input must be connected to a reference voltage. However, if the input

signals are differential, for each current switch, one wire of a particular signal pair is

connected to each of the inputs. The operation of the circuit is easily explained using

decision tree analysis. One begins at the current source and follows the electron current to

the first current switch. If signal I2b is true (i.e. the voltage level of I2b is greater than I2),

current flows through device Q2b and the voltage at node O1 drops due to the current flow

through RC1, indicating O1 is false. Note that since no current is flowing through Q2, no

current can be flowing through either Q1I1 or Q1I0. This implies that no voltage drop exists

across RC0, indicating that O1b is true. Therefore, in this case the O1 and O1b signal

values are complementary and consistent with the expected result given I2 is false. If I2 is
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true, on the other hand, current flows through Q2. Now one must examine the other

current switch to determine the flow of current. If I1b is true, current flows through Q1b,

and again a voltage drop is observed at node O1. Therefore, O1 is again false, which is

consistent with the above equation. If I1 is true when I2 is true, however, current flows

through Q1 instead, and the voltage at node O1b drops due to current flow through RCb,

indicating that now O1b is now false. Current is no longer flowing through RC in this

case, so no voltage drop is observed at node O1, indicating O1 is now true. In this way, it

has been demonstrated that the circuit shown in Figure 1.2 implements a 2-input AND

function.

I1b I1

VEE

VCC

O1bO1

RCbRC

Q1 Q1b

I2b I2
Q2 Q2b

ICS

Figure 1.3: 2-input OR function implemented using a CML current tree.

Because signal inversions in ECL and CML circuits are accomplished without any

additional hardware, it can be easily demonstrated that the circuit shown in Figure 1.2

also implements a 2-input OR function. Using DeMorgan’s theorem [58], the expression

O1 = I1 + I2 is found to be equivalent to O1b = I1b * I2b. This conversion indicates that

an OR function can be computed with an AND operator if the input terms are inverted

prior to computing the AND operation and the result is then inverted as well . Therefore,

by simply altering the labels of the input and output nodes of the CML AND circuit

shown in Figure 1.2, the requisite inversions are performed, resulting in the 2-input OR
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gate shown in Figure 1.3. The types of logic functions that can be implemented with ECL

and CML current trees is not limited to simple AND and OR functions. Any logical

function that can be represented by a binary decision tree with a depth that is no greater

than the number of allowed levels in the current trees for a given design environment can

be implemented by mapping the decision tree into an ECL or CML current tree.

I1bI1

VEE

VCC

O1b
O1

RCbRC

Q1 Q1b

I2bI2
Q2 Q2b

Q0 Q0b
I1

ICS

Figure 1.4: Schematics for a 2-input XOR function implemented using CML.

A current tree implementing a 2-input exclusive-OR (XOR) function (O1 = I1 *

I2b + I1b * I2) [55],[57]-[61] is shown in Figure 1.4. The current switch consisting of Q2

and Q2b steers current between the other two current switches, depending on the value of

O2 and O2b. If I2 is true, current flows through Q1 when I1 is true, creating a voltage

drop that indicates O1 is false. However, if I1 is false while I2 is true, current flows

through Q1b, allowing the voltage at O1 to approach VCC, which indicates O1 is true. If I2

is false, on the other hand, current flows through Q0b when I1 is false, creating a voltage

drop that indicates O1 is false. However, if I1 is true while I2 is false, current flows

through Q0, allowing the voltage at O1 to approach VCC, which indicates O1 is true. Put

simply, the current switch consisting of Q2 and Q2b selects which of the remaining current

switches controls the current flowing through the collector resistors, allowing the output

voltage to be set differently by I1 and I1b depending on the value of I2 and I2b. Note that
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a 2-input multiplexer can be implemented with this circuit if the upper current switches

are driven by different signals, i.e. IA1 and IA1b for Q1 and Q1b, and IB1 and IB1b for Q0

and Q0b.

D1bD1
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VCC

Q1b
Q1
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Q1 Q1b
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Q3 Q3b

Q2 Q2b
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Figure 1.5: Schematics for a D-latch implemented in CML.

In logic design, it is often necessary to have a circuit that can store a logic value.

This type of circuit, generally referred to as a latch, can be implemented using an ECL or

CML circuit such as the circuit shown in Figure 1.5 [55],[57],[59]-[61]. When W2 is true,

the latch is in write mode, allowing current to flow through Q3 and the current switch

consisting of Q1 and Q1b. Therefore, in write mode, the value presented by D1 and D1b

will be replicated at Q1 and Q1b. When W2b becomes true, the current is redirected

through Q3b and the current switch consisting of Q2 and Q2b. The base lead for each

device in this current switch is connected to an output node of the latch, which is also

connected to the collector lead of the opposite current switch device. In this way, positive

feedback is employed to maintain the voltage levels at the output nodes that were set in

write mode. That is, if D1 and Q1 are true when W2b becomes true, current switches

from flowing through Q3 and Q1 to flowing through Q3b and Q2. This current continues to

flow through RCb, however, insuring that the voltage at the base of Q2b is sufficiently

lower than the voltage at the base of Q2. This prevents Q2b from conducting significant
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current. Therefore, the current flow through Q2 will be maintained as long as W2b is true,

storing a true value in the latch. If D1 and Q1 are false while W2 is true, similar

reasoning can be used to show that current flow is transferred from Q3 and Q1b to Q3b and

Q2b when W2b becomes true, requiring Q1 to remain false while W2b is true.

For the current tree circuits to perform properly, it is necessary to insure that none

of the devices enter saturation. For this reason, attention must be paid to the common

mode voltage level of each input signal pair, whether differential or a combination of a

single-ended signal and a reference voltage. The common mode voltage levels of the

input pairs to two current switches in which the emitter leads of one current switch (the

upper current switch) are connected to one of the collector leads of the second current

switch (the lower current switch) must differ by a sufficient amount to prevent saturation

of the lower current switch when current is flowing through devices in both current

switches. This is because the devices conducting current in the two current switches

develop voltage drops across their base-emitter junctions. This means that, for example, if

the two current switches are driven by input signals with the same common mode voltage

levels, the collector voltage of the conducting device in the lower current switch, which in

this case is equal to the voltage of the emitters of the upper current switch, will try to drop

significantly below the base voltage of the conducting device in the lower current switch.

Therefore, the conducting device in the lower current switch saturates, and performance

suffers.

To solve this problem, emitter follower stages are connected to the output nodes

of the CML current tree circuits, as illustrated in Figure 1.6, creating ECL circuits [55]-

[61]. The emitter follower stages serve to shift the common mode voltage of an output

signal pair by one or more VBE drops. The common mode output voltage of a particular

ECL or CML circuit is often categorized by assigning a level number to the signal pair

based on the number of VBE drops between one of the signal outputs of the current tree

and an emitter follower output. Commonly, a higher level number indicates a larger

number of VBE drops. A level 1 designation is assigned to an output signal pair connected

directly to the current tree collector resistors. As mentioned before, this is a CML circuit.

However, the designers may choose to exclude CML circuits, in which case emitter
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follower stages exist in all the circuits. Under these conditions, the level 1 designation

may be given to signals in which one VBE drop exists between the output signal pair and

the output of the current tree portion of the circuit. Each additional VBE drop adds an

additional level to the output signal pair. The additional VBE drops are created by

inserting diodes (formed by shorting the base and collector of a transistor) between the

top device (whose base is connected to a collector resistor) and the emitter follower

current source. When driving inputs of a current tree, it is necessary to insure that, for any

two adjacent current switches (that is, pairs in which the emitter leads of one pair are

connected to the collector lead of a device in the other pair), the upper current switch is

driven by an input signal pair that is at least one level less than the level of the input

signal pair driving the lower current switch. In this way, the emitter voltage of the devices

in the upper current switch (and, therefore, the collector voltage of the conducting device

in the lower current switch) at worst will be about equal to the base voltage of the lower

device. Therefore, saturation of the conducting device in the lower pair is avoided. The

emitter follower output stages also tend to lower the output impedance of the driving

circuit. This improves the ability to drive load circuits and interconnect. For this reason,

CML circuits are often omitted in ECL style designs.
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Figure 1.6: Level 2 and level 3 ECL buffers.
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Chapter 2

Register File Design

The main emphasis in the design of the register file was to minimize the access times.

This has been the prime motivation for the choice in technology used to design the

register file. Having chosen a bipolar technology, it is important to use circuit design

techniques that produce minimal switching times within the devices. For this reason,

circuit designs employing current steering techniques, such as CML and ECL logic

circuits, form the basis of the register file design. These types of circuits bias devices in

either the forward active or cutoff regions, which minimizes the device switching times

since the devices do not become saturated. Other factors such as power consumption and

area requirements were considered as well to produce a design that is practical for high

performance digital products.

2.1 Register file overview

As previously mentioned, the register file has a size of 32 words by 32 bits that

can be simultaneously accessed by two read ports and a single write port. A block

diagram for the register file, shown in Figure 2.1, illustrates that the register file contains

seven distinct types of functional blocks. These are the memory cell array, the read

address decoders and word line drivers, the write address decoder and word line drivers,

the bit line drivers, the sense amplifiers, the output latches, and the comparators. The

memory cell array is responsible for storing the 1024 bits of data. It is arranged in a grid

of 32 rows by 32 columns of memory cells. When any of the ports access the memory cell

array, the read or write operation is performed on every memory cell in the selected row

simultaneously. Each read address decoder is responsible for decoding a 5-bit address to

determine which of the 32 rows is selected for each read operation. The 64 read word line

drivers are responsible for driving the read word lines accordingly. The write enable

circuit is responsible for determining whether or not a write operation is to take place. If
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so, the 5-bit write address is decoded to select the memory cell row in which new data

will be written. The 32 write word line drivers are responsible for driving the write word

lines accordingly. The bit line drivers are responsible for providing input data to the

memory cells during write operations. There are 32 bit line drivers, each of which

supplies one bit of input data to a particular column of memory cells. The 64 sense

amplifiers are responsible for detecting the values on the read bit lines and translate them

into differential voltages corresponding to two data words. The comparators are used to

detect whether or not a write operation is occurring for a row that is being read by either

read port. The 64 output latches are responsible for selecting and storing the appropriate

data from either the sense amplifiers or the bit line drivers based on the results of the

comparators. A more detailed explanation of the functions of the blocks within the

register file is provided below.
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Figure 2.1: Register file block diagram.

2.2 Memory cell design

The memory cell, shown in Figure 2.2, consists of four current switches and two

collector resistors [62]. During a write operation, 17.2 mA of current flows through WW

while no current flows through WWb. About 0.54 mA of the current flowing through
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WW is directed through either QD or QDb, depending on the differential voltage applied

between WB and WBb by the corresponding bit line driver. The current through QD or

QDb produces a differential voltage between MC and MCb. The magnitude of this voltage

is determined primarily by the amount of current flowing through WW that is directed

through either QD or QDb and the size of the collector resistors, which in this case results

in a voltage swing of 0.25 V. At the end of the write operation, the current flowing

through WW is redirected through WWb. About 0.54 mA of current flows through either

QF or QFb, depending on whether MCb or MC is at a higher potential as a result of the

write operation. The positive feedback configuration of the devices QF or QFb maintains

the differential voltage between MC and MCb for as long as current is flowing through

WWb. In this way, the memory cell stores data in a manner similar to that of a D-latch

(see Chapter 1). However, the current switch that directs current between QD and QDb or

QF and QFb based on whether or not a write is asserted is not found in the memory cell.

Choosing the current level used in the memory cell is a compromise between providing as

much current as possible to write new values into a row of memory cells quickly and

maintaining reasonable word line metal widths without violating electromigration rules.

Also, keeping the power dissipation to a reasonable level was a factor in the decision. The

propagation delay in writing a value into the memory cell can be defined as the interval

from the point in time when the differential current between WW and WWb reaches zero

to the point in time when the differential voltage between MC and MCb reaches zero.

Simulation results show that this propagation delay is 36 ps.

When a memory cell row is selected for a read operation through read port A, 17.2

mA of current flows through RAW. For a particular memory cell, about 0.54 mA of this

current either flows through QRA or QRAb, depending on whether MCb or MC is at a

higher potential, which in turn causes most of this current to flow through either RAB or

RABb. The value stored in the memory cell is determined by the sense amplifier

connected to RAB and RABb, based on the current flowing in these two bit lines. The

value stored in the memory cell can be read simultaneously through port B using similar

methods. The propagation delay in reading a value from the memory cell can be defined

as the interval from the point in time when the differential current between RAW word
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lines of two memory cell rows (one that is finishing a read operation and another that is

beginning a read operation) reaches zero to the point in time when the differential current

between the bit lines RAB and RABb reaches zero. Simulation results show that this

propagation delay is 56 ps.
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Figure 2.2: Three-port memory cell schematics.

2.3 Bit line driver design

The bit line driver, shown in Figure 2.3, is simply an ECL buffer that drives nodes

WB and WBb at level 2 for a particular column of memory cells, producing a differential
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Figure 2.3: Bit line driver schematics.
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voltage across these lines that corresponds to the value to be written into one of the

memory cells in the column. 32 bit line drivers are required for the register file. This

allows WB and WBb of each of the 32 memory cell array columns to be driven

simultaneously, providing 32 bits of data for storage in the register file within a single

write operation. The 34 current switch loads that each bit line driver must drive is a

considerable amount of loading for the circuit. For this reason, larger emitter follower

devices were employed, conducting 2 mA of current to provide better driving capability

in the bit line driver. Simulation results show that the propagation delay of the bit line

driver under loaded conditions is 69 ps.

2.4 Read address decoder design

The read address decoder is similar to the design used in a BiCMOS register file

[41],[42]. Each read address is decoded in two stages, as shown in Figure 2.4. In the first

stage, wired-OR techniques are used to decode the lower two bits. This decoder uses two

CML buffers to drive four wired-OR lines. A CML buffer driving the input devices to

four wired-OR lines is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Each wired-OR line operates in a manner

similar to that of an emitter follower. However, instead of having a single bipolar device

with its base driven by a CML buffer and biased using a current source connected to the

emitter, there are two emitter-coupled bipolar devices, each with its base driven by a

separate CML buffer, and both biased by a single current source connected to the

emitters. Therefore, the voltage level on the wired-OR line is determined by the higher of

the two input voltage levels to the base terminals of the devices, assuming they differ. If

both input voltage levels are high, both devices are forward biased, and a high level

voltage at level 2 is observed on the wired-OR line. Likewise, if both input voltages are

low, both devices are forward biased, and a low level voltage at level 2 is observed on the

wired-OR line. If only one of the input voltage levels to the two devices is high, however,

the device receiving the high voltage is forward biased while the other device is operating

in the cutoff region. Therefore, the voltage across the base-emitter junction of the forward

biased device produces a high level voltage at level 2 on the wired-OR line. In this way,

the output of a wired-OR line is an OR function of the input signals applied to the

emitter-coupled devices on the wired-OR line.
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Figure 2.4: A portion of the read address decoder schematics. Included is the stage one 2-

bit decoder, a portion of the stage two decoder, and some of the read word line drivers.
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Figure 2.5: Schematics for the stage one 2-bit decoder CML buffer driving wired-OR

input devices.

Since the output signals of the stage one 2-bit decoder are single-ended, the output

voltage swing of these signals for this circuit is designed to be 0.5 V. Simulations show

the propagation delay through the CML buffer from A to B is 35 ps. The total
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propagation delay through the stage one decoder is the interval from the time when the

differential voltage between A and Ab reaches zero to the time when the rising or falling

voltages on one of the wired-OR lines reaches the reference voltage level used by the

stage two decoder (see below). Because the output voltages of the stage one decoder are

single-ended, the propagation delay through the circuit when an output voltage is rising

(tplh) is not equal to the propagation delay when the output voltage is falling (tphl). For this

circuit, the simulated value of tphl is 114 ps and tplh is 80 ps.

The CML buffers drive the wired-OR lines for the stage one 2-bit decoder in a

manner such that two wired-OR lines receive an inverted version and two wired-OR lines

receive a non-inverted version of each address bit, as Figure 2.4 illustrates. The

arrangement is such that wired-OR line 0 receives a non-inverted signal from both CML

buffers, wired-OR line 1 receives a non-inverted signal from CML buffer 1 and an

inverted signal from CML buffer 0, wired-OR line 2 receives an inverted signal from

CML buffer 1 and a non-inverted signal from CML buffer 0, and wired-OR line 3

receives an inverted signal from both CML buffers. Therefore, since exactly one wired-

OR line receives a low voltage on both input terminals, it is the only one of the four

wired-OR lines to produce a low output signal. The wired-OR line that produces a low

output voltage indicates the decoded value of the 2-bit decoder. Each of the other three

wired-OR lines receive a high voltage on one or both of its input terminals, resulting in a

high signal output for each of these lines.

The stage one 3-bit decoder decodes the upper three bits of an address in a manner

similar to that of the stage one 2-bit decoder. However, this decoder decodes a 3-bit

address onto eight wired-OR lines. There are three CML buffers in this case and each

wired-OR line contains three emitter-coupled input devices, each of which has a base

connection to one of the CML buffers. Each CML buffer drives four wired-OR lines from

both the inverting and non-inverting output nodes, as Figure 2.6 illustrates. The pattern is

such that for a given three-bit address pattern, the wired-OR line corresponding to the

encoded pattern is driven low, while all seven other lines are driven high. Therefore, a

000 input pattern forces wired-OR line 0 low, a 001 input pattern forces wired-OR line 1

low, a 010 input pattern forces wired-OR line 2 low, and so on up to a 111 input pattern,
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which forces wired-OR line 7 low. The output voltage swing of this stage one decoder is

also designed to be 0.5 V. The simulated propagation delay through the CML buffer from

A to B is 42 ps in this case. For the entire stage one 3-bit decoder, tphl is 54 ps and tplh is

58 ps according to simulations.
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Figure 2.6: Schematics for the stage one 3-bit decoder CML buffer driving wired-OR

input devices.

The second stage of each read address decoder consists of 32 single-ended 2-input

ECL NOR gates. This well known NOR implementation, shown in Figure 2.7, operates in

a manner similar to the ECL buffer circuit described above [53],[54],[58]. Since the input

signals are single-ended, a static reference signal, VREF, is required. VREF must be midway

between the expected high and low input signal voltage levels. When both input signals

are at a lower voltage level than VREF, ICS flows almost entirely through QREF, allowing

R1 to be pulled up to VCC. If either input signal is at a higher voltage level than the VREF,

however, ICS flows through either Qh or Ql, causing R1 to be pulled low. An emitter

follower is provided to produce a level 3 output signal to properly bias the corresponding

read word line driver. One input of each NOR gate is connected to one of the set of four

wired-OR lines from the stage one 2-bit decoder while the other input is connected to one

of the set of eight wired-OR lines from the stage one 3-bit decoder, as illustrated in Figure

2.4. There are exactly 32 ways to choose unique pairs from the two sets, providing a

unique pair for each NOR gate. Since only one of the wired-OR lines in each set is low

for any given address, only one ECL NOR gate will receive two low signals as input. This
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NOR gate produces a high output signal, indicating that the corresponding row is

selected, while all the other NOR gates produce low output signals.
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Figure 2.7: Schematics for a 2-input single-ended ECL NOR gate used in the read

address decoders.

The output voltage swing of the stage two decoder is designed to be 0.5 V.

Although the output signal of this circuit is single-ended, the voltage swing could have

been designed to be as low as any standard circuit with a differential output. This is

because the output voltage does not swing about a fixed reference voltage to produce a

differential input voltage for a receiver. Instead, the output voltages of a number of the

gates are compared to determine which gate has a high output voltage. Therefore, the

effective input differential voltage to a circuit driven by the ECL NOR gates is the

difference in voltage between the output voltage of the NOR gate that selects the row to

be read and the output voltage of any other NOR gate. To obtain this same effective input

differential voltage with a single ECL NOR gate and a fixed reference voltage, the output

voltage swing of the NOR gate would have to be doubled. Nevertheless, a 0.5 V swing

was chosen for ECL NOR gates in the stage two decoder instead of a 0.25 V swing to

insure proper operation of the read word drivers. The primary reason was to minimize the

current in the 31 read word drivers that are receiving low level voltages. Also, in the

event of mismatch in the output voltage swings of the various stage two decoders and

because of voltage drops in the metal lines that couple the emitters of the read word

drivers, the increased voltage swing insures that the read word drivers behave properly.
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The emitter follower devices of the stage two decoder NOR gates were doubled in size

and the current through each emitter follower was doubled as well to improve the drive

capability of the circuit because of the large size of the read word line driver devices.

According to simulations, tplh is 55 ps and tphl is 46 ps for the read address decoder ECL

NOR gate.

2.5 Read word line driver design

Each read word line driver consists of a single large device capable of handling as

much as 18 mA of current. This is necessary to drive a read port in every memory cell for

a single row. The base of each device is driven by the corresponding NOR gate from the

stage two decoder. The emitters of all 32 read word line driver devices for a given port

are connected to a single current source as shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.8. Since only

one of the NOR gates is producing a high output signal, the VBE of the read word driver

device connected to this gate is significantly larger than that of the other read word line

driver devices. Therefore, nearly all the current sunk by the current source flows through

the selected read word line driver device, while the other read word line driver devices are

cut off. Since the collector of each read word line driver device is connected to the

appropriate read word line of the corresponding row of memory cells, current flows only

through the selected read word line of each read port. In this way, each memory cell in a

selected row is able to drive its stored value on to the appropriate set of bit lines while

memory cells in rows that are not selected for this read operation do not significantly

affect the state of the bit lines. The current source draws 17.2 mA, providing about 0.54

mA for each bit line of a particular read port. This value was chosen as the result of a

compromise between providing as much current as possible to drive the bit lines

effectively and maintaining reasonable word line metal widths without violating

electromigration rules. Also, keeping the power dissipation down to a reasonable level

was a factor in the decision. The propagation delay through the read word line driver,

measured as the interval from the point in time when the differential voltage of the two

changing input signals reaches zero to the point in time when the differential current of

the two changing output signals reaches zero, is 5.5 ps.
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Figure 2.8: Read word line driver schematics.

2.6 Write address decoder and word line driver design

The write address decoder, illustrated in Figure 2.9, operates in a manner similar

to that of the read address decoder with two notable exceptions. The first is the addition

of a write enable circuit, which prevents the decoder from selecting any row of memory

cells for a write operation unless the write enable signal is asserted. This circuit, shown in

Figure 2.10, consists of a CML buffer with differential inputs and a single-ended output

that drives four additional input devices to the set of four wired-OR lines used in the stage

one 2-bit decoder. Therefore, this circuit adds a third input to each of the four wired-OR

lines of the stage one 2-bit decoder. Because the CML buffer in the write enable circuit

drives the same value onto all four wired-OR lines, when the buffer input is high,

indicating a write operation is enabled, a low value is placed on each wired-OR line. The

low values do not alter the states of the four wired-OR lines, allowing the first stage of

the decoder to operate in the same manner as in the read address decoder. However, when

the CML buffer input is low, indicating no write operation is to take place, a high value is

placed on one of the inputs of each wired-OR line. In this case all four wired-OR lines are

forced high, which insures that each of the NOR gates in the second stage of the decoder

will receive a high value on one of its input terminals, and hence, produce a low output

signal. Therefore, when no write operation is enabled, each row of memory cells is driven

in a manner that preserves the values currently stored in the memory cells. As with the

stage one decoder circuits, the output voltage swing of this circuit is designed to be 0.5 V.

Because the CML buffer driving the emitter follower devices has a single-ended output,
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the propagation delays on high-to-low and low-to-high transitions are different.

According to simulations, tphl is 44 ps while tplh is 43 ps for the CML buffer. These

simulations show that, for the entire stage one decoder, tphl is 99 ps while tplh is 81 ps.
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Figure 2.9: A portion of the write address decoder schematics. Included is the stage one

2-bit decoder, a portion of the stage two decoder, and some of the write word line drivers.

The second way in which the write address decoder differs from the read address

decoder is in the modifications to the stage two decoder ECL NOR gates. This was

necessary to accommodate the write word line drivers. Each ECL NOR gate for the write

address decoder provides a differential output, which is necessary to drive a write word

line driver. Schematics for the write address decoder ECL NOR gate are shown in Figure

2.11. The write word line driver, shown in Figure 2.12, consists of a pair of emitter-

coupled devices with emitters attached to a current source. When the NOR gate output is

false, no write operation is occurring. This means that WD3b is at a higher voltage than

WD3, causing current to flow through QR to drive the word line WWb. This allows

current to flow through either QF or QFb in the memory cells of the row driven by this
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particular write word line driver, allowing the stored values in these memory cells to be

maintained. During a write operation for a particular row, the NOR gate output becomes

true. At this point, WD3 is at a higher voltage than WD3b, causing current to flow

through QW to drive the word line WW. This causes current to flow through either QD or

QDb in the memory cells of the row driven by this particular write word line driver,

allowing the values driven onto the write bit lines to be written into these memory cells.
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Figure 2.10: Write enable circuit schematics.

The current source in each write word line driver draws 17.2 mA of current to

supply all the memory cells of a particular row with the required current through either

WW or WWb, as described above. Because of the large amount of current handled by the

write word drivers, very large devices are required. To drive these devices more

effectively, the device sizes and current flowing through the emitter followers of the ECL

NOR gate were doubled. The voltage swing of the write address decoder ECL NOR gate

is designed to be 0.5 V for reasons similar to those described for the read address decoder

ECL NOR gate. According to simulations, tphl is 45 ps and tplh is 44 ps for the write

address decoder ECL NOR gate. The propagation delay through the write word line

driver, measured as the interval between the point in time when the input differential

voltage becomes zero and the point in time when the output differential current becomes

zero, is 10 ps according to simulations.
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Figure 2.11: Schematics for an ECL NOR gate used in the second stage of the write

address decoder.
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Figure 2.12: Write word line driver schematics.

2.7 Sense amplifier design

2.7.1 Version 1

An active sense amplifier is used to convert the differential current on a pair of

read bit lines into an output differential voltage. Of course, this could have been

accomplished simply by using a pair of pull-up resistors on the bit lines. However, since

the bit lines must traverse the entire memory cell array and are connected to a number of

devices, they have a large parasitic capacitance. This means that, using the pull-up

resistors, a significant lag in the change in differential voltage across the bit lines would

be observed as a result of a change in the differential bit line currents. For this reason, a

common-base sense amplifier, as shown in Figure 2.13, is often used [63]. In this circuit,
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QRB and QRBb provide the current that flows through the bit lines. The majority of this

current also flows through the collector resistors, producing a differential voltage across

O and Ob that is proportional to the difference in current flowing on the two read bit

lines. Although this type of sense amplifier provides no improvement in transimpedance

over that of the pull-up resistors, it isolates the bit lines from the differential output

voltage. Therefore, the capacitance on each sense amplifier output node is significantly

reduced with respect to the capacitance on each read bit line. The sense amplifier current

sources provide a small amount of current to allow QRB and QRBb to remain forward

biased regardless of which bit line is conducting current. Therefore, the VBE of the device

conducting current from one of the bit lines is not much larger than the VBE of the device

that is only conducting current from one of the current sources. This means that only a

small voltage shift on the bit lines is required to produce the desired response in QRB and

QRBb. These devices, in turn, can rapidly produce a change in the output differential

voltage due to the lower capacitance on nodes O and Ob with respect to the capacitance

on the bit lines. This occurs much more quickly than if pull-up resistors attached to the bit

lines were used to produce an identical output differential voltage directly on the bit lines.
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RBbRB

VEE

IBIAS

O Ob

VREF

QRB QRBb

IBIAS

Figure 2.13: Schematics for a common-base sense amplifier.

A problem with the sense amplifier shown in Figure 2.13 is that it is susceptible to

changes in the common-mode voltage on the bit lines due to noise. If RB and RBb both

rise due to noise coupling, for instance, VBE across each sense amplifier device is

decreased, reducing the current flow through these devices. This leads to a reduction in
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the differential voltage at the output of the sense amplifier, which can lead to further

noise problems with this signal pair. This problem can be alleviated somewhat by

increasing the bias currents in the sense amplifier to improve the common-mode

rejection. However, a better alternative is to use a cross-coupled cascode sense amplifier,

shown in Figure 2.14, which has much better common-mode rejection [57]. This circuit

functions in a manner similar to the sense amplifier shown in Figure 2.13. That is, the

majority of the current flowing through the read bit lines is provided by QRB and QRBb in

this case as well, producing a differential voltage across O and Ob that is proportional to

the difference in current flowing on the two read bit lines. Rather than using a fixed bias

voltage for QRB and QRBb, however, a cross-coupled diode circuit is used to allow the

voltages on the bit lines to influence the biasing. This scheme improves the common

mode rejection of the sense amplifier. For instance, if RB and RBb both rise due to noise

coupling in this case, the cross-coupled diodes force the bias voltages at the base of both

QRB and QRBb to rise as well, resulting in no significant change in the voltage across the

base-emitter junctions of these devices. Therefore, there is no significant change in the

current flowing through QRB and QRBb, and as a result, no significant change in the output

differential voltage of the sense amplifier.

QD

VCC

RBbRB

VEE

IBIAS

O Ob

1.6 kΩ 1.6 kΩ800 Ω 800 Ω

QRB QRBb

QDb

RD RDb

30 µA30 µAIBIAS

Figure 2.14: Sense amplifier schematics.

Since the voltage of every read bit line is biased about one VBE drop below VCC by

the sense amplifiers, it is necessary to insure that the memory cell current switches that
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direct current between the read bit lines are driven at level 2 to avoid saturation. Although

this could be done by connecting TW of the memory cells to VCC and using emitter

followers to level shift the voltages at nodes MC and MCb to level 2, it would require an

additional four devices in every memory cell and result in significantly larger power

dissipation. Instead, a single diode was connected between VCC and TW for each row of

memory cells to shift the level of MC and MCb to level 2 for every memory cell. This

solution only requires 32 diodes capable of handling the current drawn by the write word

line drivers. Because MC and MCb are at level 2, the memory cell devices QF and QFb are

driven at level 2. For this reason, it is necessary for the write word line drivers to receive

level 3 inputs to prevent devices in the write word line driver from saturating. Because

the memory cell current switches that direct current between the read bit lines are driven

at level 2, it is also necessary for each read word line driver to receive a level 3 input to

prevent the read word line driver devices from saturating. Finally, since MC and MCb are

at level 2 and the write word line drivers receive level 3 inputs, it is necessary to drive the

memory cell devices QD and QDb at level 2 by the bit line drivers. Driving QD and QDb at

level 1 would saturate the devices, while driving them at level 3 would saturate devices in

the write word line drivers.

SPICE simulations were performed to determine the optimal value for the sense

amplifier bias current sources. These simulations computed the propagation delay through

a memory cell and sense amplifier as well as the bit line voltage swing as a function of

the value of each sense amplifier bias current source. The memory cell propagation delay

varies as a function of the sense amplifier biasing since the sense amplifier bias

determines the bit line swing and, therefore, the loading characteristics presented to the

memory cells in the corresponding column. The propagation delay of the sense amplifier

is the interval between the point in time when the differential current on the bit lines

becomes zero and the point in time when the differential output voltage of the sense

amplifier becomes zero. The simulation results, shown in Figure 2.15, indicate that the

propagation delay through the memory cell and sense amplifier decrease as the current

levels in the sense amplifier bias current sources are increased. This trend is observed in

simulations including capacitive wire parasitics, as well as in simulations without wire
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parasitics. As Figure 2.16 indicates, the steady state differential voltage across the read bit

lines also decreases as the current levels in the sense amplifier bias current sources are

increased. This decrease directly translates into a decrease in the propagation delays

through the memory cell and sense amplifier since a decrease in the voltage swing on the

bit lines results in a decrease in the amount of charge transfer between the bit lines. This

allows a memory cell to switch the differential voltage on the bit lines more quickly,

resulting in a lower propagation delay through the affected circuits. A value of about 90

mV was chosen as the bit line voltage swing. Although bit line voltage swings as low as

30 mV have been used with this style of sense amplifier [57], a higher value was chosen

here to reduce the risk of noise related problems in the circuit. From Figure 2.15, the

sense amplifier bias current sources should have a value of about 30 µA to produce a 90

mV voltage swing on the bit lines. Using this bias value, the propagation delay through

the memory cell is 56 ps for a read operation, as mentioned earlier, and the propagation

delay though the sense amplifier is 41 ps.
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Figure 2.15: Propagation delay of the memory cell and sense amplifier as a function of

the value of each sense amplifier bias current source.
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Figure 2.16: Steady state differential voltage across a pair of read bit lines as a function

of the value of each sense amplifier bias current source.

Determining the current flow through each of the devices in the sense amplifier

analytically under steady state conditions is not trivial. In performing the derivation, it is

assumed that the collector current through a device as a function of its VBE can be

expressed as shown in Equation 14 (see Chapter 4) and, it is also assumed that βDC

approaches infinity. If one assumes that current is flowing along the RB bit line, by

inspection of Figure 2.14,

QDbCQRBBIASRB IIII +=+ , and ( 1 )

QDCQRBbBIAS III += . ( 2 )

Also by inspection of Figure 2.14, one finds that

BEQDbDQDbBEQRBDQD VRIVRI +=+ , and ( 3 )

BEQRBbDQDbBEQDDQD VRIVRI +=+ , ( 4 )

assuming RD and RDb are equal. Substituting Equation 14 for each VBE variable and

eliminating IQD and IQDb produces
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Although a closed form solution cannot be determined for either ICQRB or ICQRBb, from the

above equations, numerical methods can be used to find solutions for these variables

when IRB, IBIAS, and RD are specified. Having computed ICQRB and ICQRBb, it is then

possible to compute the steady state differential voltage across the bit lines, which is

( ) 









+−=−=∆
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DQDQDbRBbRBRB I

I

q

mkT
RIIVVV ln .

( 7 )

Using Equations 1 through 7 and SPICE, the values for the current through the

devices in the sense amplifier shown in Figure 2.14 and the resulting bit line differential

voltage were determined. The results, listed in Table 2.1, show that, although the currents

in three of the devices were predicted accurately with analytical methods, the large error

in ICQRBb produces a significant error in the estimation of ∆VRB. Despite the error in the

determination of ∆VRB using analytical methods, however, the result is a reasonable

estimate of the differential bit line voltage. Computing the propagation delay through the

sense amplifier analytically is much more complicated, requiring SPICE simulations to

determine this result.

Analytic SPICE Error

ICQRB 0.49 mA 0.49 mA 1.6%

ICQRBb 3.8 µA 2.4 µA 61%

IQD 26 µA 28 µA 5.3%

IQDb 73 µA 74 µA 2.3%

∆VRB -114 mV -93 mV 23%

Table 2.1: Sense amplifier steady state bias conditions computed using analytical

methods and SPICE simulations assuming a sense amplifier bias current of 30 µA.
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2.7.2 Version 2

An opportunity to fabricate a second version of the register file became available

approximately one year after the tape-out of the first fabrication run. The register file

design was made a bit more aggressive on this run by lowering the voltage swing on the

read bit lines. Based on the simulation results shown in Figure 2.15, the bit line voltage

swing was reduced to about 40 mV, resulting in an increase in the value of each sense

amplifier bias current source to 200 µA. Simulations show this decreases the memory cell

propagation delay to 47 ps and decreases the sense amplifier propagation delay to 36 ps.

The risk of noise problems that may occur if the bit line voltage swing is decreased below

40 mV and the increased power required as a result of the increase in the sense amplifier

bias current sources above 200 µA were the primary reasons why the bias current for the

sense amplifiers was not increased further.

Analytic SPICE Error

ICQRB 0.56 mA 0.55 mA 1.9%

ICQRBb 49 µA 48 µA 2.1%

IQD 15 µA 17 µA 13%

IQDb 18 µA 21 µA 13%

∆VRB -51 mV -44 mV 15%

Table 2.2: Sense amplifier steady state bias conditions computed using analytical

methods and SPICE simulations assuming a sense amplifier bias current of 200 µA.

Using Equations 1 through 7 and SPICE, the values for the current through the

devices in the sense amplifier shown in Figure 2.14 with 200 µA bias current sources and

the resulting bit line differential voltage were determined as well. The results, listed in

Table 2.2, show that the prediction of ICQRBb using the analytical model is improved in the

second design. This is probably due to the fact that the larger value of ICQRBb in the

second design caused the associated device to behave more like an ideal transistor. This

may also be the reason why the prediction of the diode currents IQD and IQDb was less

accurate using the analytical method in the second design. The overall error in the

prediction of device currents was lower in the second design, however, resulting in a
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more accurate prediction of the bit line voltage swing for the second design using

analytical methods.

2.8 Output latch design

A set of output latches is provided for each read port to capture the register file

output. Normally this output comes from the sense amplifiers. However, when a write

operation is occurring in a row that is also being read by one of the read ports, the normal

read access is delayed while new data is written into the memory cells. This worst case

scenario will limit the read access time of the register file under practical circumstances

since the required read access time for most designs must be met under all circumstances.

To prevent the read access time from being limited by this special case, it is possible to

bypass the memory cells in this case and send the data on the write bit lines directly to the

W3 W3b

Db SAD SAb

M2 M2b

VEE

VCC

IEFIEF

Ob

250 Ω 250 Ω

ICS

O

1 mA 1 mA 1 mA

Figure 2.17: Output latch schematics.

output latches as well as memory cells. To implement this scheme, a 2-to-1 multiplexer is

required for each output latch to select whether the data to be stored in the latch is coming

from a sense amplifier or a bit line driver. This multiplexer can be integrated into the
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output latch current tree [57],[59]-[61], resulting in the output latch circuit shown in

Figure 2.17. This circuit operates in a manner similar to that of the D-latch described

above, with the exception that when W3 is true, indicating a value is being written into

the latch, the differential voltage between the select line pair M2 and M2b determines

whether I1 or I0 is written. I0 receives data from a sense amplifier while I1 receives data

from a pair of write bit lines through a CML buffer (see Figure 1.1). The output latch is

designed to have an output voltage swing of 0.25 V. The simulated propagation delay

from D to O is 28 ps, while a change in M2 that causes a change in O has a simulated

propagation delay of 37 ps.

2.9 Comparator design

To determine whether the data written into the output latches of a read port should

come from the sense amplifiers of that port or the bit line drivers, it is necessary to

compare the read address of that port with the write address to determine whether or not
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WR2

M2x

M2y

L1

L2

L3

L1

L3

L2

L2

L2

L2
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Figure 2.18: Gate level schematics for a comparator circuit to determine whether a read

address matches the write address and a write is enabled.

they match. It is also necessary to check the write enable signal to determine whether or

not a write operation is occurring. The circuit shown in Figure 2.18 provides the gate
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level schematics for a comparator that is capable of determining whether a pair of 5-bit

addresses match and also whether a write operation is occurring. Five exclusive-NOR

(XNOR) gates are used to compare each pair of bits from the two addresses. Three AND

gates are used to determine whether or not all five XNOR gate output values are true

(indicating the two addresses match) and whether or not a write operation is enabled. In

the case where the two addresses match and a write operation is enabled, the circuit

output is true. All the logic gates in the comparator are differential ECL or CML circuits.

Two buffers are driven in parallel by the output of the last AND gate since the comparator

must broadcast its result to 32 output latch select lines. Using the two buffers, the fanout

of each buffer is only 16 loads.

2.10 Current source design

Each current source for the register file and test circuits is essentially a current

mirror with emitter degeneration resistors, as Figure 2.19 illustrates [64]. The reference

generator circuit provides a reference voltage (VREF) that is applied to the base of each

current source device (QCSx). Assuming RE and REREF are equal, the current flowing

through each current source device is nearly identical to the reference current (IREF)

through QREF. The value of IREF (and hence IOx) is determined for the most part by the

value of RREF. Assuming the β of each HBT approaches infinity, the value of RREF to

achieve the desired current flow (IREF) through the current sources, assuming RE is equal

to this value, is

EREF
REF

BEQBCCBEQREFEECC
REF R

I

VVVV
R −

−−−
≈ .

( 8 )

Since VBE varies as a logarithmic function of IC in a bipolar device and the value of VBE

is small relative to the power supply voltage, using an average value of VBE for a forward

biased HBT is generally sufficient to obtain a reasonable estimate of RREF. The purpose of

QBCC is to diminish the amount of base current from the current sources that flows

through RREF. This reduces the change in IREF as a result of varying the number of current

sources driven by the reference circuit by a factor of β+1. In this way, the addition of

QBCC reduces the dependence of the current flowing through the current sources on the

number of current sources driven by the reference circuit [64],[65]. Values of resistors
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used in the current source reference generators to provide current sources at a number of

different current levels are listed in Table 2.3. The values for REREF generated using

Equation 8, assuming the VBE values are 0.9 V, were used for the most part in the current

source reference generator designs. Some modifications were made based on SPICE

simulation results.

VCC

RREF

REREF

VEE

VO1

IO1

RE RE RE

VO2

IO2

VOn

IOn

QREF

QBCC

QCS1 QCS2 QCSn

Figure 2.19: Current source implementation.

Current REREF RREF Equ. 8 Current REREF RREF Equ. 8

100 µA 4 kΩ 25 kΩ 23 kΩ 2 mA 200 Ω 1.2 kΩ 1.2 kΩ

900 µA 440 Ω 2.6 kΩ 2.6 kΩ 4 mA 100 Ω 590 Ω 580 Ω

1 mA 400 Ω 2.3 kΩ 2.3 kΩ

Table 2.3: Resistor values used in some current source reference generators to achieve

the specified current level. Current sources using the reference generators are assumed to

have RE values equal to REREF. Values generated using Equation 8 assume VBE is 0.9 V.

Some mismatch in the current flowing through each current source with respect to

the reference current is observed since, in general, VOx does not equal VCQ. Assuming a

particular current source device is not saturated, the variance in current through the

current source from the reference current is a function of the current source output

resistance and the difference between VOx and VCQ. One would like a large current source

output resistance in order to produce only a small variation in the current flowing through
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the current source as a function of the variation in the voltage applied across the current

source. The purpose of the emitter degeneration resistor in a particular current source is to

improve the output resistance of the current source. In a simple current mirror without

emitter degeneration resistors, the output resistance is approximately equal to the output

resistance of the bipolar device (ro) used to implement the current source. By constructing

a small signal circuit for a current source in Figure 2.19, as shown in Figure 2.20, using a

hybrid pi model for the HBT and assuming an ideal VREF [65], it can be demonstrated that

the output resistance of the current source increases to

R r
R

r ROCS o
DC E

E

≈
+

+










β

π
1 .

( 9 )
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Figure 2.20: Circuit used to estimate the current source output resistance.

In a typical current source design of this type, the voltage drop across RE is less

than the VBE of a forward biased HBT. Assuming a voltage drop of VBE is available, a

more sophisticated current source such as a cascode or Wilson current source can be used

[64],[65], resulting in a much greater improvement in the current source output

resistance. Since the voltage drop across RE is relatively small, RE is typically much

smaller than rπ, resulting in a simplification of the current source output resistance

[64],[65], producing

R r
qI R

kTOCS o
O E≈ +







1 .
( 10 )

The product IORE is approximately the voltage dropped across RE. Therefore, if this value

is on the order of VBE for a forward biased HBT, it is much greater than kT/q, resulting in
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a significant improvement in the current source output resistance with respect to the

current mirror output resistance. For the register file current sources, RE is typically

chosen to produce a voltage drop of 0.4 V across RE. This value is significantly lower

than the VBE of a forward biased device, yet allows a substantial increase in the current

source output resistance.

In the event that RE is not equal to REREF in the current source implementation

shown in Figure 2.19, IOx is no longer equal to IREF. It is convenient to use different

values for IOx and IREF when the desired value of IOx is either very large or small . For very

large values of IOx, using a small value for IREF reduces power consumption. For very

small values of IOx, a larger value for IREF is convenient to avoid using large resistors in

the current source reference voltage generator. To determine the relationship between IOx

and IREF, it is necessary equate VBEQCSx and VRE with VBEQREF and VREREF [64]. By

equating these terms and substituting current expressions for each voltage term (using

Equation 14 for each VBE term), after some algebraic manipulation, one finds that

EOx
REFOx

OxREF
EREFREF RI

Ia

Ia

q

mkT
RI +





= ln ,

( 11 )

given “a” is the area of an emitter stripe and assuming β approaches infinity. The simplest

way to design a current source with a value of IREF that differs from IOx is to use the ratio

of IREF to IOx in choosing the device parameters. That is, one should set aREF / aOx equal to

IOx / IREF to allow the logarithmic term in Equation 11 to approach zero, as it does when

IOx is the same as IREF, and aOx is the same as aREF. Also, one should set REREF / RE equal

to IOx / IREF to allow the same voltage drop across both resistors. Using these

relationships, the desired ratio of IOx to IREF will be obtained according to Equation 11.

The component values of three current sources in which IREF is less than IOx are

listed in Table 2.4. These current sources, which are for the pad driver, the write word

line drivers, and the read word line drivers, were designed using a lower value of IREF to

save power since all three circuits draw a large amount of current. The reference current

for the write word line drivers is twice that of the read word line drivers because the write

word line driver current source reference voltage generator drives 32 current sources

while the read word line driver current source reference voltage generator only drives one
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current source. Therefore, more current was used in the write word line current source

reference voltage generator to make it less sensitive to fluctuations in the current drawn

through the reference voltage line by the current sources. Note that the resistor and device

size ratios mentioned above have been used, for the most part, in obtaining the desired

ratio of IOx to IREF. A minimum length of 2.75 µm was required for the HBT’s with two

emitter stripes to produce layouts that meet the design rules, which is why some of the

device size ratios are not well matched to the current ratios. The resistor values that are

predicted by Equation 8 are higher than the resistor values predicted by SPICE, possibly

because of a poor estimate of the VBE values.

IOx IREF RE REREF aOx aREF RREF Equ. 8

8 mA 4 mA 50 Ω 100 Ω 5 µm2 2.75 µm2 587 Ω 628 Ω

17.2 mA 8.6 mA 23.3 Ω 46.5 Ω 9 µm2 4.5 µm2 245 Ω 267 Ω

17.2 mA 4.3 mA 23.3 Ω 76.2 Ω 9 µm2 2.75 µm2 440 Ω 552 Ω

Table 2.4: Resistor values used in some current sources to achieve the specified current

level when IOx is not equal to IREF. Values obtained using Equation 8 assume VBE is 0.9 V.

Because of the small bias currents in the sense ampli fier, it is inconvenient to

design a current source with a reference current equal to the current drawn by the current

sources. This is because the value of RREF under these conditions becomes prohibitively

large, thereby wasting chip real estate. For this reason, current sources similar in design to

a Widlar current source were used to bias the sense ampli fiers [64],[65]. A Widlar current

source is li ke the current source shown in Figure 2.19, with the exception that REREF is

zero. Although a traditional Widlar current source does not contain QBCC, but instead

provides a short circuit between the base and collector of QREF, the sense ampli fier

current sources employ QBCC in the reference voltage generators. The relationship

between IREF and IOx in the Widlar current source can be derived from Equation 11 by

setting REREF equal to zero and solving for IREF, yielding






=

mkT

RqI

a

a
II EOx

Ox

REF
OxREF exp .

( 12 )
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Since 1.6 KΩ resistors are already used in the sense amplifier for RD and RDb, the

value of RE was chosen to be 1.6 KΩ for the sense amplifier bias current sources as well.

This is because it is the largest resistor that fits well in the sense amplifier layout. Using

Equation 12, IREF for the sense amplifier bias current sources is determined to be 200 µA

assuming m is 1, or 100 µA assuming m is 1.5 (see Chapter 4). The actual value of IREF

used was 460 µA, which produced a value of 31 µA for the sense amplifier current

sources according to SPICE. Based on the SPICE simulations, RREF was set to 6.2 KΩ to

produce this value for IREF. Therefore, the transistor behavior modeling is critical in

determining the correct value for IREF to produce the desired value of IOx for this type of

current source. If the transistor is not modeled well analytically, and the wrong value of m

is chosen, significant variation from the expected value of IOx, as a result of the poor

choice of IREF, will occur.

As mentioned earlier, the bias current sources of the sense amplifiers were

adjusted for the second register file fabrication run. Since altering the layout of the sense

amplifier cells would be difficult, the current through the bias current sources were

adjusted solely through modifications to the bias current source reference voltage

generators. This was accomplished by adjusting IREF to 0.9 mA for each reference voltage

generator and by adding an emitter degeneration resistor (REREF). The value of REREF was

chosen such that bias current sources draw 0.2 mA. Using Equation 11 and assuming m is

1.5, REREF was computed to be 290 Ω. Assuming m is 1, REREF was computed to be 310

Ω. According to SPICE, assuming IREF is 0.9 mA and IOx is 0.2 mA, and RE is 1.6 KΩ,

REREF must be 340 Ω. Therefore, transistor modeling is important in correctly

determining the appropriate resistor values for this current source as well. Using Equation

8 and assuming VBE is 0.9 V, RREF was determined to be 2.7 KΩ to allow IREF to be 0.9

mA. The value of RREF required to allow IREF to equal 0.9 mA is also 2.7 KΩ according to

SPICE.

2.11 Reference voltage generator design

The schematics for a reference voltage generator that provides the reference

voltage for a set of 32 single-ended ECL NOR gates are shown in Figure 2.21. QREF,
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QBCC, RREF, and RE form a current source reference voltage generator, as described above.

This circuit provides VREF for the current sources of the first stage of a particular decoder,

as well as the current sources involving devices QCCS and QECS in Figure 2.21. This is

done to match the current flow through QCCS to the current flow through the current

sources in the stage one decoder as closely as possible. The diode QD produces a voltage

drop to decrease the voltage applied across the current source so that it more closely

matches the voltage drop across each current source in the corresponding stage one

decoder. This further improves the match in current flow between the two types of

circuits.

VCC

RREF

RE

VEE

RE RE

QREF

QBCC

QCCS
QECS

550 Ω550 Ω

400 Ω 400 Ω400 Ω

2.3 KΩ

VREF

CSW1

VREFCSQD

Figure 2.21: Reference voltage generator schematics.

The current source involving QCCS continuously draws current through two pull -

up resistors connected in parallel, each of the same value as the pull -up resistors in the

stage one decoders. Therefore, the voltage at CSW1 should be about midway between the

high and low voltages observed at B and Bb in the stage one decoders. CSW1 drives an

emitter follower circuit whose output is the reference voltage for the single-ended ECL

NOR gates. The purpose of the emitter follower is to mimic the operation of a wired-OR

line. That is, it is designed to produce a voltage drop between CSW1 and VREFCS similar

to the VBE drop from the wired-OR line input (B or Bb) to the wired-OR line output. Two

parallel HBT’s are used in the emitter follower since on average, a wired-OR line with a

high output is driven high by two input devices which in turn are driven by CML buffers
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in the stage one decoder. Using this design, the value of VREF is approximately midway

between the high and low signal voltage levels from the stage one decoders that drive the

single-ended ECL NOR gates.

2.12 Device count

The register file uses a total of 11,365 HBT’s and 3,767 resistors. Table 2.5

provides a summary of the number of devices used by each group of circuits within the

register file. The majority of the devices are used in the memory cells. Most devices are

the minimum size allowed by the design rules to minimize the space required for the

register file. This not only conserves chip real estate, but helps to minimize wire lengths,

which should improve chip performance as well . Devices were made larger than the

minimum size only when required to handle large currents, as in the case of the devices in

the write word line drivers, for instance.

Circuits HBTs Resistors Circuits HBTs Resistors

memory cells 8224 2048 read stage 2 decoders 448 192

write word drivers 96 64 write bit li ne drivers 224 160

read word drivers 70 8 feed forward buffers 192 192

sense ampli fiers 384 384 write stage 2 decoders 320 160

stage 1 decoders 141 45 output latches 960 320

write enable decoder 7 2 comparators 188 88

wired-OR current

sources

36 36 reference voltage

generators

75 67

Table 2.5: Number of devices used in the circuits comprising the register file.

2.13 Register file layout

The register file memory cell l ayout, shown in Figure 2.22, determines, to a large

extent, the size and framework of the overall register file layout. It has dimensions of 20

µm by 37 µm. The size of the memory cell i s large compared to similar memory cells

designed using CMOS devices. For instance, using a 0.6 µm BiCMOS technology, a

functionally equivalent three port memory cell was designed with dimensions of 19.8 µm
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by 15.1 µm [41],[42]. The area of the bipolar memory cell is about 2.5 times larger than

that of this CMOS memory cell. One factor that affects the size of the bipolar memory

cell is amount of steady state current that must be delivered to maintain the stored data in

the memory cells, as well as the steady state current that must be delivered to perform

read and write operations (17.2 mA in each case). Since this current is delivered by one or

more word lines for a particular operation, the word lines were implemented in metal 3.

This is because metal 3 is thicker than the other metal layers and, therefore, has a lower

resistance as a function of the length of a wire segment for a given width when compared

to metal 1 and metal 2 wires. Even using metal 3 for the word lines, however, the width

of each wire was still fairly wide in order to prevent a high voltage drop over the length of

each wire and to satisfy the electromigration rules. For this reason, the metal 3 word lines

were the limiting factor in minimizing the memory cell length in the north-south

direction.

RBBb

RABb

RBB

RAB

WB

WBb

WWWWbRAW TW RBW

Figure 2.22: Memory cell l ayout (north facing left).

Another factor that affected the size of the memory cell i s the size of each SiGe

HBT. Since the metal 2 bit li nes only carry a small amount of current (about 0.54 mA),

they can be minimally sized and, therefore, have a minimal impact on the width of the

memory cell i n the east-west direction. Instead, the widths of the HBT’s and lengths of
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the resistors limit the size of the memory cell i n the east-west direction. Also, although

the memory cell size is limited by the metal 3 word lines in the north south direction, the

lengths of the HBT’s and widths of the resistors would have made it diff icult to make the

memory cell any smaller in the north-south direction had the metal 3 word lines not been

the limiti ng factor. Therefore, the bipolar memory cell i s 2.5 times larger than the cited

CMOS memory cell l argely because a SiGe HBT with an emitter area of 0.5 µm by 1 µm

has a total area of about 6.5 µm by 4.7 µm, while a typical CMOS device in the cited

CMOS memory cell with a gate area of about 0.6 µm by 3 µm has a total area of about 3

µm by 3 µm. The large aspect ratio of the bipolar memory cell (about 1.9 to 1) is due to

the fact that the memory cell size is constrained in the north-south direction by the metal

3 word lines, while the HBT’s can be placed under the metal 3 lines in a manner that does

not impact the length of the memory cell i n the north-south direction, and yet does not

require nearly as much space in the east-west direction.

The layout for the entire register file is shown in Figure 2.23. The overall register

file layout dimensions are about 1.0 mm by 1.8 mm. The memory cells occupy the

majority of this area. Since the word lines run from east to west, it is convenient to put the

word line drivers on the east and west sides of the memory cell array. Since each write

word line driver requires three devices capable of handling 17.2 mA of current, while

each read word line driver only requires one such device, the write word line drivers were

placed on the west side of the memory cell array, while both read word line drivers were

placed on the east side of the array. The diode driving the top word line was also placed

on the east side of the memory cell array. This was the most convenient way to fit the

large devices along the sides of the memory cell array. The write address decoder was

placed west of the write word line drivers, while the read address decoder was placed east

of the read word line drivers to minimize the length of the wires connecting the circuits.

For this reason, the write address input lines and the write enable line are located on the

west side of the register file, while the read address input lines are located on the east side

of the register file.
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Figure 2.23: Register file layout.
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The read port A sense amplifiers and output latches, as well as the bit line drivers,

are located north of the memory cell array, while the read port B sense amplifiers and

output latches, as well as the comparators, are located south of the array. Therefore, the

data input lines and the read port A data output lines are located at the north side of the

register file, while the read port B data output lines are located at the south side of the

register file. The circuitry to provide output data for the read ports are located on opposite

sides of the register file because the thin width of the memory cells made it nearly

impossible to place both sets of circuitry on the same side of the register file in a

convenient manner. Both comparators were placed on the same side of the register file to

minimize the length of the write address input lines, which drive both the write address

decoder and both comparators. The length of the read address input lines, which drive

both a read address decoder and one of the comparators, on the other hand, were not

significantly affected by this choice of the placement for the comparators.
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Chapter 3

Test Chip Design

A circuit is of no use to the designer if it cannot be adequately tested using the equipment

available to the designer. In the case of the register file circuit, testing to determine its

performance, as well as functional testing, is necessary to properly evaluate the design.

Given the limited test equipment available, test circuitry was required on the register file

chip to perform the necessary tests. As well as the register file test chip, two other test

chips were designed to evaluate the performance of the SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology

using some simple circuits.

3.1 Register file test chip overview

The purpose of the register file test chip (RFTC) is to provide a means of testing

both the functionality and performance of the register file. The testing scheme is similar

to a scheme developed to test a 2-Kb RAM implemented using an AlGaAs/GaAs HBT

technology [66],[67]. A block diagram of the test chip is shown in Figure 3.1. During

normal operation, three 5-bit counters supply the register file with repeating patterns of

sequential addresses for read and write operations. A rotator supplies the register file

columns with a repeating 8-bit pattern that is used as input data for write operations.

Using these circuits, data can be written into the register file and then read using either

read port to determine whether or not the register file is functioning properly. A scan

mode also exists in which the counters and rotator are linked in a scan chain that allows

data to be serially loaded into the counters and rotator. This is useful for providing

specific patterns of input data for the rotator as well as for offsetting the addresses of the

counters by a set amount. Table 3.1 lists the register file test chip I/O pads, along with

descriptions of their functions.
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Figure 3.1: Test chip block diagram.

Each address counter is designed as a 5-bit state machine. This means that each

counter is composed of a 5-bit register, which stores the state of the counter, and a next

state decoder, which computes the new state to load into the register during the next clock

cycle [58]. Edge-triggered latches are required in the register implementation for the state

machine to function properly. These types of latches capture and store data on each rising

or falling clock edge. Without this capability, data appearing at the outputs of the register

can propagate back through the next state decoder and alter the original data written into

the latches before the write operation of the original data has completed. One method of

approximating edge-triggered behavior is to use what is known as a master-slave latch.

This latch is simply two D-latches connected in series, where the clock driving the first
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latch (the master) is inverted with respect to the clock driving the second latch (the slave).

If the clocks are arranged such that the slave latch writes when the clock is high and the

master latch writes when the clock is low, data to be latched into the master-slave latch is

first stored in the master when the clock is low. When the clock becomes high, data

stored in the master is then written into the slave, and the master stops writing new data.

Therefore, if the input data changes after the initial rising edge of the clock, the data is not

passed on to the slave, resulting in the preservation of the data written into the slave at the

rising edge of the clock. At the falling edge of the clock, data can again be written into the

master, but at this point the slave has stopped writing data. Therefore, the new data is not

written into the slave until the next rising clock edge. A falling edge-triggered master-

slave latch can be made simply by allowing the master to write when the clock is high

and allowing the slave to write when the clock is low.

Pad Name Description

Analog Control Selects VCO frequency within selected band.

Clock Select Selects between VCO and external clock.

External Clock Clock for shift operations. Can be used in test mode as well.

External Write Enables an asynchronous write operation

Output Select Selects signal that is driven off-chip for viewing.

Scope Output Produces an output signal to be viewed on an oscilloscope.

Scan Selects between scan and test modes of operation.

Shift In Provides data for the scan chain and selects the VCO frequency band.

Write Delay Selects clock delay to optimize synchronous write operations.

Write Enable Enables synchronous write based on the selected clock

Write Select Selects between external and synchronous write signals.

Table 3.1: List of register file test chip pads and their functions.

3.2 Address counter design

The gate level schematics for the read address counter, shown in Figure 3.2,

contain five rising edge-triggered master-slave latches, which store the state of the

counter. The next state decoder is simple conceptually. During normal operation, for each
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bit, if every lower order bit is high, the bit should change its state at the next rising clock

edge. In all other cases, the bit should keep the same state. For the least significant bit,

this implies that this bit should change state on every rising clock edge. This algorithm
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Figure 3.2: Read address counter gate level schematics.
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will produce a 16-cycle repeating pattern from 0 to 15 using a five digit binary format,

which is stored in the master-slave latches. The next state logic is implemented using

XOR and AND gates, some of which are combined in a single current tree. The XOR
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Figure 3.3: Write address counter gate level schematics.
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gates serve as programmable inverters. That is, assuming one input terminal of the XOR

gate is the data and the other input terminal is the control, when the control input terminal

is low, the data passes through the XOR gate unaffected. However, when the control

input terminal is high, the data going through the XOR gate is inverted. Therefore, an

XOR gate can be used to change the state of a particular stored bit, which is fed into the

XOR gate data input terminal, given the AND of all the lower order stored bits produces a

high value, which is fed into the XOR control input terminal. Note that each master-slave

latch has a 2-to-1 multiplexer built into the master latch. This allows input data from the

next state decoder to be selected during normal operation to provide a counting operation,

or data from the previous latch in the scan chain to be selected during scan mode. In scan

mode, data shifts through the address counters from least significant bit to most

significant bit. Since the read address counters must drive the read address decoders of

the register file, level 2 outputs were included on every slave latch. The write address

counter, shown in Figure 3.3, is identical to the read address counters with the exception

that a level 3 output is provided as well to drive the register file comparators.

3.3 Data rotator design

The data rotator, shown in Figure 3.4, operates like a shift register. In scan mode,

data is shifted from one latch to the next on every rising clock edge. This is also true in

normal operation. However, in normal operation, the first latch in the chain stores data

previously held by the last latch in the chain, allowing the data stored in the last latch to
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Figure 3.4: Data rotator gate level schematics.
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be shifted into the first latch. In this way, an 8-bit pattern that is shifted into the data

rotator in scan mode will repeat itself in normal mode every eight cycles. Each slave latch

provides a level 2 output to drive the register file bit line drivers.

3.4 Write enable pulse generator design

The write enable pulse generator, shown in Figure 3.5, produces the write enable

signal that is used by the register file. When the write select signal is high, the write

enable signal used by the register file is simply a delayed version of an externally applied

write signal. When the write select signal is low, however, the write enable signal used by

the register file is a pulsed signal that is derived from the test chip clock when the write

enable signal is high. To generate the synchronized signal, an AND operation is

performed between the write enable signal and the test chip clock, producing a square

wave output similar to the test chip clock when the write enable signal is high. When the

write enable signal is low, however, the write enable signal used by the register file is

always low. The latch prevents runt write enable pulses from being produced at the AND

gate output by insuring that the write enable pulse at the AND gate input only has a

transition immediately before the clock signal at the other AND gate input is asserted.

Write
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Clk3
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L1L1

L1L1L1L1
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L1L2
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Q2D

Figure 3.5: Write enable pulse generator schematics.

The output of the multiplexer that selects between the external write signal and

internally generated write signal drives a chain of CML buffers. The purpose of the

buffers is to provide additional delay for the write enable pulse used by the register file to
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insure that the appropriate address and data setup times are observed before a write

operation is performed. The second and last buffers in the series drive a 2-input

multiplexer that allows the amount of delay to be selected, depending on the value of the

write delay signal.

3.5 Sampling latch design

A set of 32 slave latches is provided for each read port. These latches, with

schematics shown in Figure 1.5, receive data from the register file output latches. By

clocking the latches such that the output latches write in data when the clock is high and

the slave latches write in data when the clock is low, effectively the pairs of latches act as

falling edge-triggered master-slave latches. This means that, after new read addresses are

presented on each rising clock edge by the read address counters, the corresponding data

read out of the register file read ports is latched on every falling clock edge. Therefore,

assuming the proper data is latched within the time period allowed by the clock, the

register file read access time is less than or equal to one half of the clock period. Because

master-slave latches are used to capture the data read out of the register file, late arriving

data cannot appear at the output of the slave latches until the next falling clock edge.

Without the slave latches, after missing the window between the first rising clock edge

and the subsequent falling clock edge, late data may become visible at the output

terminals of the output latches at the next rising clock edge, making it more difficult to

interpret the test results when trying to determine the minimum read access time.

3.6 Viewing register file test chip signals

Because of limited chip probing capability, only one output pad is available on the

test chip. For this reason, a tree of multiplexers is used to select data to view from a

particular register file column through either read port. The test chip design only allows

one to observe the output of one half of the register file columns from each read port.

Four 4-to-1 multiplexers are used to select the output of four columns from the 16

available columns for each read port. Another 4-to-1 multiplexer is used to select the

output of one of the four selected columns for each read port. Other signals that can be

observed include the most significant bit of each counter and the last rotator bit, which
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are selected using a 4-to-1 multiplexer. This multiplexer also receives input data from a

2-to-1 multiplexer, which is used to select between the clock and the read port A match

SELA3 SELA2 Description

0 0 Clock or Match

0 1 Read Port A

1 0 Read Port B

1 1 Counters or Rotator

Table 3.2: Ouput pad signal as a function of SELA3 and SELA2.

SELB3 SELB2 SELA3=0,SELA2=0 SELA3=0,SELA2=1

SELA3=1,SELA2=0

SELA3=1,SELA2=1

0 0 Clock Column Rotator

0 1 Clock Column Read Counter B

1 0 Match A Column Write Counter

1 1 Match A Column Read Counter A

Table 3.3: Ouput pad signal as a function of SELB3, SELB2, SELA3, and SELA2.

SELB3,SELB2,SELC3,SELC2 Column SELB3,SELB2,SELC3,SELC2 Column

0000 0 1000 16

0001 2 1001 18

0010 4 1010 20

0011 5 1011 21

0100 8 1100 24

0101 10 1101 26

0110 12 1110 28

0111 13 1111 29

Table 3.4: Column selection as a function of SELC3, SELC2, SELB3, and SELB2.

signal for observation. Finally, a 4-to-1 multiplexer is used to select between the above-

mentioned signals for observation through the pad driver. The manner in which these
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signals are selected is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Six select signals obtained from input pads

control the selection through the multiplexer tree. The manner in which these signals

determine the output signal selection is summarized in Table 3.2 through Table 3.4.

3.7 Pad receiver designs

The circuit design for a level 2 pad receiver that accepts a single-ended signal

from an input pad is shown in Figure 3.6. To provide protection against damage to the

bipolar device connected to the pad, large diodes, known as electrostatic discharge (ESD)

devices, are connected between the pad and VCC, and between the pad and VEE. The

diodes are reverse biased under normal conditions and therefore have little influence on

the normal circuit behavior. However, in the event of a large electrostatic build-up on the

pad, the charge is shunted to either VCC or VEE through one of these diodes.
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IEFIEF

O2O2b

VREF

PAD

IEF IEF

500 Ω500 Ω
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5x

5x

5x

4 mA 1 mA 1 mA 1 mA 4 mA

Figure 3.6: Schematics for a pad receiver with level 2 outputs.

The input pad drives an emitter follower, which in turn drives one side of a single-

ended ECL buffer. The emitter follower devices are much larger than the minimum size

devices to make the device connected to the pad much less susceptible to damage from

electrostatic discharge. Another emitter follower circuit is used to generate a reference

voltage (VREF) for a number of pad receiver circuits. Its input is tied to VCC while its

output drives the other current switch terminal of the ECL buffer. Therefore, when the

input pad voltage is VCC, both pad receiver output voltage levels are about equal. When
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the pad input voltage becomes significantly greater than VCC, the output differential

voltage of the pad receiver indicates a high logic value. When the pad input voltage

becomes significantly less than VCC, however, the output differential voltage of the pad

receiver indicates a low logic value. If the input is left floating, a diode connected

between VCC and the input pad is turned on, making the input pad voltage a diode drop

below VCC. Therefore, the pad receiver produces a differential voltage corresponding to a

low logic value when the input pad is left floating. For pad receivers requiring output

levels other than level 2, the output emitter follower stages can be altered or removed.

The input impedance of a pad receiver circuit is fairly high under normal conditions since

the impedance looking into the base of the emitter follower input device as well as the

impedance looking into the reverse biased diodes is high. This does not cause any serious

problems when the pad is driven by a 50 Ω line, however, since the signals that drive the

pad receiver circuits are control signals that are essentially static under normal testing

conditions.
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Figure 3.7: Schmitt trigger receiver schematics.
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Not all the test chip input signals are static. Signals such as SCAN and the

external clock need fast rising and falling edges without hazards to minimize logic errors

that result from distortions of these signals. For this reason, a Schmitt trigger receiver is

used to produce a waveform with fast rise and fall times even if the input pad waveform

rise and fall times are relatively slow. Also, through hysteresis, the Schmitt trigger

receiver does not respond to most noise on the input signal that would cause logic hazards

using a normal pad receiver. A circuit with hysteresis switches from a low state to a high

state at a higher input threshold voltage than that which causes the circuit to switch from

a high state to a low state. Therefore, after the input threshold is reached and the circuit

switches to a high state, for instance, a large amount of noise is required to reach the

threshold voltage required to switch the circuit output back to the low state.

The implementation of the Schmitt trigger receiver, shown in Figure 3.7, is a

differential feedback amplifier based on a Cherry/Hooper amplifier [68]-[70]. This

Schmitt trigger implementation is similar to a design used in a bipolar RISC processor

[59]. A 50 Ω resistor is connected from VCC to the input pad to match the input

impedance of the pad to the transmission line impedance. Also, diodes for protection

against electrostatic discharge are provided for the Schmitt trigger receiver. As with the

pad receiver circuits, the Schmitt trigger receiver input is referenced to VCC. When the

input pad voltage is significantly lower than VCC, The voltage at O2 is about 0.3 V below

the voltage at O2b since most of the current from ICS2 is flowing through RC. O2P is

about 0.8 V below O2Pb, however, because most of the current from ICS1 flows through

RFB. As the input pad voltage increases to VCC, O2P still remains about 0.3 V below

O2Pb, which is a large enough differential voltage to insure that RCb is not conducting

significant current. This means that the O2 is still about 0.3 V below O2b, as when the

input pad voltage was well below VCC. No significant change in the current through RC

and RCb occurs until the voltage at O2P approaches the voltage at O2Pb. This does not

take place until well over half the current flowing through RFBb is redirected through RFB.

For this to occur, the input pad voltage must be well above VCC. As the input pad voltage

proceeds above this point, current is redirected abruptly from RC to RCb. This is because

changes in the voltages across RC and RCb directly influence the voltage levels at O2P and
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O2Pb, providing positive feedback that aids in redirecting current from RC to RCb.

Because of the circuit symmetry, it is easy to demonstrate that the same effect is observed

as the input pad voltage is lowered from a point well above VCC. That is, the voltage must

be lowered below VCC, at which point the Schmitt trigger output will switch back to its

original state. In this way, the asymmetric switching of the Schmitt trigger prevents noise

on the signal from being amplified into logic hazards. Also, the positive feedback

between the output and input of the second current switch produces fast rise and fall

times in the Schmitt trigger output that can be many magnitudes of order shorter than the

input pad voltage rise or fall time.

3.8 Pad driver design

The output pad driver, shown in Figure 3.8, is used to drive a single-ended signal

off-chip onto a 50 Ω line. This design is similar to a differential output pad driver used in

a bipolar RISC processor [59],[60]. The driver consists of a pair of emitter followers that

drive an emitter-coupled pair. The collector of one of the emitter-coupled pair devices is

connected to VCC while the other is connected to the output pad. This allows current to

either be drawn from the 50 Ω line to produce a low output signal, or drawn from VCC to

produce a high output signal on the 50 Ω line. The current source for the emitter-coupled

pair draws 8 mA, which produces low voltage of 0.4 V below VCC, assuming the line is

properly terminated. Since no current is flowing through the 50 Ω line when the output

signal is high, the nominal high voltage on the line is VCC. A diode is connected between

VCC and the output pad to provide a path for current to flow in the event the output pad is

left unconnected or unterminated. Use of the diode allows the output impedance of the

driver to remain high while the line is terminated, since this device is reverse biased in

this case. This is advantageous in that the voltage swing on the output pad is larger than if

a collector resistor is used. Although a 50 Ω collector resistor would make the output of

the impedance match the transmission line impedance, it would cut the voltage swing at

the output pad in half since the effective impedance under steady state conditions is then

25 Ω. This was not considered a priority, however, since the oscilloscope was expected to

terminate the transmission line adequately. Therefore, no significant reflections of the
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incident waves at the oscilloscope were expected, making reflections of these waves at

the output pad inconsequential. Large diodes are connected between VCC and the output

pad, and between VEE and the output pad to prevent damage to the driver devices due to

electrostatic discharge.
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Figure 3.8: Pad driver schematics.

3.9 Voltage-controlled oscillator design

A voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is present on the register file test chip to

generate the clock directly on the chip. The test chip VCO is essentially a ring oscillator

containing buffer stages with adjustable propagation delays [44],[71]-[74]. The voltage-

controlled delay element (VCDE), shown in Figure 3.9, operates much like an ECL buffer

[71]. The upper current switch, composed of Q2 and Q2b, receives a standard level 2

differential input signal pair, while the lower current switch, composed of Q3 and Q3b,

receives a differential control voltage input signal pair. The differential voltage between

CTL and CTLb determines the amount of current from ICSh that flows through Q3, and,

therefore, flows through the upper current switch. RED and REDb are emitter degeneration

resistors that increase the differential voltage required to direct current between Q3 and

Q3b. In this way, the use of the emitter degeneration resistors produces a more linear

distribution of current between the two devices as a function of the input differential

voltage that is also less sensitive to the magnitude of the differential voltage. Because of

this, the emitter degeneration resistors improve the control over the current flowing
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through Q3 and Q3b as a function of the input differential voltage, making it easier to

adjust the delay through the VCDE. The majority of this current, along with most of the

current drawn by ICSl, flows through the upper current switch where, depending on

whether the input signal is high or low, is directed through either SD1 and RC or SD1b and

RCb. The propagation delay through the VCDE after a change in the input differential

voltage at I and Ib is inversely proportional to the amount of current flowing through the

current switch. Therefore, as the differential control voltage is adjusted, the amount of

current flowing through the upper current switch is altered, causing the propagation delay

through the upper current switch to change.
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ICSl1 mA 0.1 mA 0.9 mA 1 mA

Figure 3.9: Voltage-controlled delay element (VCDE) schematics.

As the delay through the VCDE is adjusted, one would like to have the magnitude

of the output voltage swing remain constant. Since the delay through the VCDE is

adjusted by altering the current flow through the upper current switch, if collector

resistors are used to determine the output voltage swing of the VCDE, the magnitude of

the output voltage swing will vary as the delay is adjusted. For this reason, the Schottky

diodes SD1 and SD1b are used to determine the magnitude of the output voltage swing of

the VCDE. This is because the change in voltage across a Schottky diode as a function of
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a change in current flowing through the Schottky diode is logarithmic in nature.

Therefore, less variation in the magnitude of the output voltage swing of the VCDE as a

function of its delay is observed with the addition of the Schottky diodes.

The CTL and CTLb inputs of all the VCDE’s are driven by a pad receiver circuit

similar to a pad receiver with level 3 outputs. However, this pad receiver contains emitter

degeneration resistors, as Figure 3.10 ill ustrates, to produce a smaller and more linear

variation in the output differential voltage as a function of changes in the input voltage

from the pad. This further improves the control of current flowing through Q3 and Q3b of

each VCDE as a function of the pad voltage, making it easier to adjust the delay through

the VCDE’s.

VEE
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IEFIEF

O3O3b

VREF

PAD

IEF IEF

500 Ω500 Ω

500 Ω 500 Ω

ICS
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4 mA 1 mA 1 mA 1 mA 4 mA

Figure 3.10: VCO analog frequency select pad receiver schematics.

As the schematics in Figure 3.11 show, the VCO contains six VCDE’s arranged in

a ring. Since there is a single inversion in the ring of buffers, there are no stable states and

only one metastable state in which the ring can exist in steady state. This state occurs

when the differential output voltage of every VCDE is zero. This state is not stable since

any noise pulse across a pair of differential li nes is sensed by a VCDE, resulting in an

ampli fied version of the noise at the VCDE output. This differential noise pulse is then

further ampli fied by the next VCDE and continues to gain strength through each VCDE
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stage. Because of the ring structure, the ampli fied signal supersedes the noise on the

original differential li nes and continues to gain magnitude, although the signal is inverted

at this point. Eventually the amplitude of the pulse is the maximum allowed by the

VCDE’s. In this way, a steady oscill ating state is reached in which each VCDE output

differential voltage alternately switches between high and low states. The time span

between successive state changes is equal to the total propagation delay of the six

VCDE’s since this is the time it takes for a transition to propagate around the ring.

Therefore, the period of the waveform is equal to twice the propagation delay of all six

VCDE’s. Because there are six VCDE’s, the output waveforms of adjacent VCDE’s are

30° apart in phase.

CLK2

CTLD3

Ctrl. Volt.

L2 L2 L2

L2 L2 L2

L2

L
3

SI0

I1
O2

Q2D

Figure 3.11: Voltage-controlled oscill ator (VCO) schematics.

One of the VCDE’s in the VCO drives a level 2 ECL buffer as well as the next

VCDE in the ring to provide an output waveform. The ECL buffer drives the clock of a

master-slave latch as well as one of the data inputs of a 2-to-1 multiplexer. An inverted

version of the output of the master-slave latch is fed back to the master-slave latch data

input. This means that for any particular state that the slave latch is storing, the opposite

state will be written on the next rising clock edge. Therefore the output of the master-

slave latch is a waveform of half the frequency of the VCO waveform clocking the

master-slave latch. The master-slave latch output drives the second data input of the 2-to-

1 multiplexer, which provides a selection between the faster and slower waveforms. To

allow the test chip to be clocked externally, an additional 2-to-1 multiplexer is used to

select between the VCO clock and an external clock via a Schmitt trigger receiver. The

external clock also serves as a scan clock and always supersedes the VCO clock in scan

mode.
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3.10 Register file test chip device count

A total of 1,911 additional HBT’s and 880 additional resistors are used in the

circuits designed to test the register file, resulting in a total device count of 13,276 HBT’s

and 4,647 resistors for the register file test chip. Table 3.5 provides a summary of the

number of devices used by each group of circuits. A significant number of these devices

are used in the counters and the data latches, which sample register file data in

conjunction with the register file output latches. As with the register file, most HBT’s

used in the testing circuits are the minimum size allowed by the design rules. The main

exception is in the pad driver, where devices with two long emitter stripes are used to

provide enough current to drive a 50 Ω line. The devices connected to the pads in the pad

receivers are also longer than the minimum size to make them less susceptible to

electrostatic discharge. Other devices used on the test chip include special diodes to

prevent electrostatic discharge from damaging the devices connected to the pads and

Schottky diodes in the VCDE’s to maintain constant voltage swings as the currents

through the cells are varied.

Circuits HBT’s Resistors Circuits HBT’s Resistors

data latches 448 192 output multiplexers 191 41

read counters 332 116 VCO 98 70

write counter 172 58 I/O pads 195 120

data rotator 148 64 clock distribution 144 80

write generator 60 37 reference voltage generators 50 51

miscellaneous 73 51 register file 11365 3767

Table 3.5: Number of devices used in the circuits comprising the register file test chip.

3.11 Register file test chip layout

The layout for the register file test chip, shown in Figure 3.12, occupies an area of

2.6 mm by 2.2 mm. The write enable pulse generator and the write address counter are

located west of the register file, while the read address counters are located east of the

register file. The data rotator and the read port A column select multiplexers are located
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north of the register file, while and the B read port column select multiplexers are located

south of the register file. The locations of these circuits were chosen to provide the

shortest possible connections between the register file I/O lines and the test circuit I/O

lines. The RFTC VCO and additional multiplexers and clock buffers are located east of

the read address counters. The location of the RFTC VCO was chosen to minimize the

length of the wires from the clock buffers to the read address counters since these are the

most critical test circuits. Also, this location allows similar wire lengths between the

clock buffers and the sampling latches for read port A and B.
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Figure 3.12: Register file test chip layout.

The I/O pads and corresponding I/O circuits are located on the west, east and

south edges of the test chip. A description of each of the pad functions as a function of

the location of the pad on the register file test chip is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The pads
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on the east and west sides of the RFTC are designed for use with 10-pin probes

containing six signal, two power, and two ground connections. The pads on the south side

of the chip are design for use with either ground-signal-ground probes or needle probes if

the signal frequencies are low. The pitch between all adjacent pads is 150 µm since the

probes used for testing support this pad pitch.
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Figure 3.13: Register file test chip pad arrangement.

A standard cell approach was used to implement the test circuits on the register

file test chip. This method allowed a cell to be laid out once and then used in more than

one location if necessary. Since the test circuits are designed to operate much faster than

the expected register file operation, any performance impact on the test circuits due to the

standard cell approach should not impact the register file testing. A die micrograph of a

fabricated register file test chip is shown in Figure 3.14. It is difficult to distinguish many

of the chip features that can be seen in the RFTC layout since metal 3 covers most of the

chip surface. Features hidden under metal 3 are not visible, unlike in older technologies,

since the contours of these features have been removed through planarization techniques.
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Figure 3.14: Register file test chip die micrograph.

3.12 Register file test chip alterations for the second fabrication run

As mentioned in Chapter 2, an opportunity to fabricate a second version of the

register file test chip was provided about a year after the fabrication of the first test chip.

During the testing of the first version of the test chip, some problems became apparent

(see Chapter 6). Alterations were made to the address these problems.

The first problem that was addressed was the erratic behavior of the write address

counter. When viewing the top bit of the write address counter, the variable nature of the

waveform made it difficult to trigger on the oscilloscope. When triggering was obtained,

the frequency of the resulting waveform was twice the expected frequency (1/16 of the

clock frequency instead of 1/32 of the clock frequency) for the range of clock frequencies

that produced viewable results. Simulations performed on this circuit predicted normal
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behavior for the counter, indicating that there was probably a timing problem in the

circuit. Since the circuit is a simple state machine and the buffer that drives the write

counter is on the opposite side of the register file, it was hypothesized that the differential

voltage between the two signals representing the clock was degraded while traversing the

distance to the write counter. This degradation was suspected to interfere with the normal

simultaneous clocking of the master-slave latches in the write counter, producing an

unexpected, inconsistent output from the top bit of the counter. To remedy the problem,

an additional buffer was placed between the original buffer and the write address counter

latches. This buffer is located near the write address counter. In this way, the loading of

the original buffer that drove the write counter is reduced to one buffer, allowing it to

more easily drive the parasitics associated with the wires. This cleaner signal is fed

through the new buffer, which can amplify the signal if there is still degradation and drive

the write address counter latches with lower wire parasitics.

The second problem that occurred was the inability to scan in a pattern for the

data rotator and have the pattern rotate through the circuit when the test chip was

switched back into test mode. Although a waveform was observed at the rotator output

and the write address counter output (which feeds the rotator in scan mode) that was at

the same frequency as the waveform driving the scan in pad, when switching the scan pad

low, the output of the rotator was either stuck at one or stuck at zero. This is inconsistent

with the simulation results. One possible explanation for this problem is that instead of

acting as a shift register in scan mode, the data bit at the scan input to the rotator

propagates through all the rotator latches on a single rising clock edge. Therefore, when

the test chip is put back into test mode, the output is either always high or always low.

The rotator was laid out, however, such the latches are clocked in the opposite order that

the data traverses through the latches. That is to say, although the latch clock inputs are

all driven by the same driver, the wires connecting the latch clocks go from the clock

driver to the last latch in the chain, to the second last latch in the chain, etc., until the first

latch in the chain is reached. Therefore, if there is any clock skew, the last latch will be

clocked first, receiving the old data from the second last latch before it is clocked. The

second last latch will receive the old data from the third last latch in the same manner.
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This effect should ripple down the shift register, allowing each latch to receive the

appropriate data from the previous latch without producing the suspecting propagation of

the scan input data through all the latches on a single clock edge.
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Figure 3.15: Second register file test chip pad arrangement.

Two alterations were made to remedy the problem with the rotator. First, two

buffers were placed in parallel between the original buffer driving the data rotator clock

and the data rotator latches. These buffers were placed near the rotator, and each drives

four of the rotator’s master-slave latches in parallel. This serves to decrease the loading

on the original buffer driving the rotator, which is of particular concern since the rotator

is not near the original clock buffer. Two buffers were chosen to drive the rotator latches

since this scheme reduces the loading of these buffers to a level below that of the read

address counter clock buffers. This is important since the read address counters are

known to work. To balance the loading of the two buffers as much as possible without

adversely affecting the performance of the circuit, one of the buffers drives latches zero,

one, six, and seven, while the other buffer drives latches two through five. In this way,
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each buffer drives four consecutive rotator latches and, since latch two is not far from

latch zero, the wiring parasitics each buffer must drive are comparable. This reduces the

clock skew between the latches driven by the two buffers. The second alteration to the

rotator is a redesign that allows the rotator to also function as a linear feedback shift

register (LFSR). This allows the automatic generation of pseudo-random test patterns that

serve as input data for the register file. An additional pad was required to select whether

the new circuit behaves as a rotator or LFSR. The new pad layout for the revised test chip

is shown in Figure 3.15.

3.13 Linear feedback shift register design

An LFSR is a shift register with feedback to allow it to produce a sequential bit

pattern that is pseudo-random in nature [72]. The feedback signal, which is the XOR of

the last latch output and one or more other latch outputs from the shift register, is fed into

the input of the first latch of the shift register. Therefore, the LFSR requires no input data.

The feedback is designed to allow the LFSR to visit each of the possible states except

state 0, where all the latches store signals representing false. Since the XOR of any

number of false inputs is a false output, an LFSR with all l atches in the false state will

continuously shift false values through the shift register, remaining in state 0 indefinitely.

Therefore, an LFSR with N latches will have 2N-1 states that it visits normally. This

means that a repeating pattern of 2N-1 bits can be obtained by using the output of any of

the LFSR latches. Of course the patterns at the outputs of the latches will be identical,

although skewed in time. Table 3.6 tabulates possible sets of latch outputs that can be

XOR’ed to produce an LFSR out of a shift register for a number of different size shift

registers.

For the register file test chip, eight sources of input data for the 32 register file

data inputs are still desired. However, a 255 bit LFSR pattern would be diff icult to view

on an oscill oscope for verification purposes. In addition, an 8-bit LFSR requires four

latch outputs to be XOR’ed and fed back to the shift register input, which may adversely

impact the LFSR performance. A 6-bit LFSR, however, provides a 63-bit pattern, which

is of suff icient length to produce 32-bit pseudo-random patterns that can be written into

all the register file addressable locations for a given bit within the 32-bit data word.
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Therefore, any given register file column will store a 32-bit portion of the 63-bit LFSR

pattern after 32 consecutive write operations, assuming the write address counter

produces sequential addresses. For these reasons, a 6-bit LFSR was chosen to be

integrated with the 8-bit data rotator.

Size XOR’ed bits Size XOR’ed bits Size XOR’ed bits Size XOR’ed bits

1 0 5 1, 4 9 3, 8 13 0, 2, 3, 12

2 0, 1 6 0, 5 10 2, 9 14 0, 10, 11, 13

3 0, 2 7 0, 6 11 1, 10 15 0, 14

4 0, 3 8 0, 4, 5, 7 12 2, 3, 6, 11 16 1, 2, 4, 15

Table 3.6: List of shift register latches that can be XOR’ed and fed back to the shift

register input to produce LFSR’s of different sizes. Shift register latches are numbered

from 0 to N-1, where latch 0 is at the beginning of the shift register.

The schematics for the data rotator/LFSR are shown in Figure 3.16. The circuit

contains eight shift register latches. As with the original data rotator, the first latch in the

shift register chain contains an integrated multiplexer. In scan mode, this multiplexer

selects the scan in data from the write address counter, as before. However, in test mode,

the multiplexer selects data from another multiplexer with an integrated XOR gate

feeding one of its inputs. Therefore, in test mode, if the rotate option is selected, the

second multiplexer selects data from the last latch on the scan chain, allowing the data in

the shift register to cycle through the latches indefinitely, producing a rotating data

pattern. However, if the LFSR option is selected, the second multiplexer selects the XOR

of the first and sixth latches on the scan chain, producing a LFSR state machine using the

first six latches in the shift register. In this case the last two latches in the shift register

simply produce shifted versions of the 63-bit LFSR pattern. The 63-bit LFSR pattern is

101010110011011101101001001110001011110010100011000010000011111. In the

event the LFSR starts up in a state where all the latches store a logic zero, the LFSR will

remain in this state indefinitely as long as the test chip is in test mode. The test chip can

be placed in scan mode, however, to allow a new state to be shifted into the LFSR. This

will allow the LFSR to function properly when the test chip is returned to test mode.
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Figure 3.16: 8-bit data rotator/6-bit data LFSR gate level schematics.

3.14 Ring oscillator test chip design

Additional test chips were designed to test the performance of the SiGe devices.

One of these test chips, the ring oscillator test chip (ROTC), contains three ring

oscillators. The purpose of a ring oscillator is to provide a waveform that enables one to

determine the propagation delay of a buffer. Each ring oscillator produces an oscillating

waveform under the same principle as the register file test chip VCO. Unlike the VCO,

however, the delays of the ring oscillator stages are not adjustable. Instead, the stages are

implemented using simple CML or ECL buffers such as those shown in Figure 1.1 and

Figure 1.6.

Pad Driver

Level 2 ECL Buffer

Level 1,2,or 3 Buffers

Figure 3.17: Ring oscillator schematics.
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On the ROTC, the three ring oscillators use 31 level 1 CML, level 2 ECL, or level

3 ECL buffers, respectively, arranged in a ring structure, as shown in the ring oscillator

schematics in Figure 3.17. A large number of stages must be used to insure that the

buffers in the ring oscillator reach a steady state value for a period of time between

transitions. This is necessary to allow the buffer propagation delay to be determined

assuming the buffer in question was producing a steady state output before the input

transition occurred. An additional level 2 ECL buffer and a pad driver are provided to

view the ring oscillator output. Note that a single inversion exists in the ring oscillator

buffer ring to eliminate the stable states for the ring, causing oscillations at each ring

oscillator stage output in a manner similar to that of the VCO ring stages. However, in

this case the phase difference in the output waveforms of successive stages is 5.8°. The

period of the ring oscillator output can be thought of as the time required for each of the

buffer stages to perform a low-to-high transition and a high-to-low transition. Therefore,

the propagation delay of each buffer is

sf
t p 2

1≈ ,
( 13 )

where f is the ring oscillator frequency and s is the number of ring oscillator stages. The

data obtained from a ring oscillator is useful, therefore, in predicting the propagation

delay of a buffer driving a single load.

Level 2
Ring Osc.

Level 3
Ring Osc.

Level 1
Ring Osc.

Figure 3.18: Ring oscillator test chip layout (north facing right).

The layout for the ring oscillator test chip, shown in Figure 3.18, occupies an area

of 1.5 mm by 0.43 mm. The level 1 ring oscillator is at the north end of the chip, the level

2 ring oscillator is in the middle of the chip, and the level 3 ring oscillator is at the south
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end of the chip. The level 1 ring oscillator is composed of standard cells laid out in two

rows, allowing the ring structure to be created using relatively short signal wires between

the buffers, even at the row boundaries. The level 2 and level 3 ring oscillators are

composed of standard cells laid out in four rows, with connections between the rows

made to provide a serpentine-like path for a signal through the buffers. The buffer at the

end of the last row for each ring oscillator connects back to the first buffer of the first

row. This scheme minimizes the signal wire lengths between the rows.
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Figure 3.19: Ring oscillator test chip pad arrangement.

A row of ten pads with a 150 µm pitch between adjacent pads is provided on the

ring oscillator test chip for compatibility with a 10-pin probe containing six signal, two

power, and two ground connections. Only three of the signal pads are used, however,

since only one output signal is required for each ring oscillator. Note that this chip is

longer than it needed to be to fit the layout for the three ring oscillators, but is instead

bounded by the length required to accommodate the pad arrangement for the 10-pin

probe. The location and function of each of the pads on the ring oscillator test chip is

shown in Figure 3.19. A die micrograph of a fabricated ring oscillator test chip is shown

in Figure 3.20. A ring oscillator test chip was submitted for the second fabrication run as

well. This ring oscillator test chip is identical to the first ring oscillator test chip with the

exception that the guard ring is spaced further from the pads in the second design. This is

to prevent any of the pads from becoming inadvertently shorted to the guard ring, which

is tied to VEE. This became a concern while testing the ring oscillator test chip from the

first fabrication run, although no cases of a short were actually observed. The dimensions

of the ring oscillator test chip for the second fabrication run are 1.5 mm by 0.46 mm.
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Figure 3.20: Ring oscill ator test chip die micrograph (north facing right).

3.15 Voltage-controlled oscillator test chip design

A test chip was also designed containing high frequency voltage-controlled

oscill ator (HFVCO) circuits similar to the register file test chip VCO. Each HFVCO only

employs four VCDE’s in the ring, however, and uses XOR gates to multiply the

frequency of the signals produced by the HFVCO ring [44],[71]-[74], as the schematics

for the HFVCO, shown in Figure 3.21, ill ustrate. The HFVCO VCDE and analog

frequency control pad receiver schematics are identical to those used in the register file

test chip VCO. Therefore, as with the register file test chip VCO, the HFVCO ring

provides a periodic signal with a frequency that can be varied by adjusting the voltage on

the analog frequency control pad. The difference in phase between the output waveforms

of adjacent VCDE’s is 45° in the HFVCO, however.

VCDEs

Frequency
Control Pad

Receiver
Phase Detectors

Pad Driver

S2

S0

S1

S3

T0
D0

D1

L2

L2

L2

L2
L3

L2

L2

L2

Figure 3.21: High frequency voltage-controlled oscill ator (HFVCO) schematics.

An XOR operation can multiply the frequency of a digital signal by two if another

version of the signal is available that is 90° out of phase with the first signal, and each
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signal has a 50% duty cycle. Two signals of this type are said to be in quadrature. The

multiplication occurs because the quadrature signals alternate between having the same

logic value and opposite logic values over equal intervals spanning one-fourth the signal

period. Since an XOR operation produces different logic values depending on whether the

two input logic values are the same or different, the logic value at the output of an XOR

gate will change four times each period in response to the input quadrature signals.

Therefore, the resulting output signal has a frequency twice that of the input quadrature

signals. This type of frequency multiplication is ill ustrated in Figure 3.22.

S0

S1

S2

S3

D0

D1

T0

Figure 3.22: Illustration of XOR operations on the HFVCO VCDE output waveforms to

produce frequency multiplication.

Since the difference in phase between output waveforms of adjacent VCDE’s is

45°, the difference in phase between output waveforms of nonadjacent VCDE’s (S0 and

S2, or S1 and S3) is 90°. Therefore, XOR operations can be performed on S0 and S2, as

well as S1 and S3 to produce two waveforms with double the frequency of the original

waveforms (D0 and D1), as shown in Figure 3.22. Since the difference in phase between

output waveforms of adjacent VCDE’s is 45°, the phase difference between D0 and D1 is

90°. This is because the time interval between edges of the output waveforms of adjacent
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VCDE’s is equal to the time interval between the edges D0 and D1. Therefore, because

the frequency of D0 and D1 is double the frequency of the VCDE output waveforms, the

phase difference between D0 and D1 is necessarily 90°. Since the phase difference

between D0 and D1 is 90°, an XOR gate can also be used to double the frequency of

these two signals, producing a signal (T0) with a frequency that is four times the

frequency of the VCDE output waveforms, as shown in Figure 3.22.

From Figure 3.21, one notes that the loading of the various circuits in the HFVCO

appears balanced. That is, each VCDE drives another VCDE and an XOR gate, while

each of the stage one XOR gates drive the stage two XOR gate. This is an important

characteristic of the HFVCO design. If the loading of the VCDE’s is not equal, the delay

through each of the VCDE’s will differ, resulting in phase shifts between adjacent VCDE

output signals that vary from 45°. Since these signals drive the first set of XOR gates, the

phase error in these signals causes the signals produced by the XOR gates to have duty

cycles that vary from 50%. Because these signals drive the stage two XOR gate, the

output signal of this circuit will have even more severe variations in its duty cycle. Also,

depending on the exact nature of the phase error, the output signal of the stage two XOR

gate will probably not have matched consecutive periods. That is, consecutive periods of

the waveform may not have the same duty cycle, or even the same period. Therefore, it is

important to maintain balanced loading among the members of the various groups of

circuits in the VCO to prevent distortion of the output waveform.

The standard implementation of a CML XOR gate, shown in Figure 1.4, does not

present the same load to the drivers on each of its two input terminals. Instead, I1

connects to two current switches, while I2 only connects to one current switch. Also, I2

must be driven one level below I1. In addition, the propagation delay from I1 to O1 is

different than the propagation delay from I2 to O1. For these reasons, using this XOR

gate as a frequency multiplier for the high frequency VCO would create distortion in the

VCO output waveform. An XOR gate circuit implementation with matched loading on

the input terminals and matched propagation delays between input terminals and the

output terminal [44],[73]-[74], shown in Figure 3.23, uses techniques that differ from the

normal current tree logic described above. In this circuit, the nodes labeled X are each set
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Figure 3.23: Balanced 2-input XOR gate schematics.
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to one of three voltage levels. If I1 and I2 are both true, X1 drops to the lowest voltage

level while X2 is pulled up to the highest voltage level since current is conducting

through Q1b and Q2b. If I1 and I2 are false, however, X2 drops to the lowest voltage level

while X1 is pulled up to the highest voltage level since current is conducting through Q1

and Q2. If I1 and I2 have different logic values, X1 and X2 are both set to a voltage

midway between the high and low voltage levels since current is conducting through

either Q1 and Q2b or Q1b and Q2. If I1 and I2 have the same logic value, on the other hand,

X3 and X4 are both set to a voltage midway between the high and low voltage levels

since current is conducting through either Q3 and Q4 or Q3b and Q4b. If I1 and I2 have

different logic values, however, then either X3 is pulled up to the highest voltage level

and X4 drops to the lowest voltage level, or X4 is pulled up to the highest voltage level

and X3 drops to the lowest voltage level, depending on whether Q3b and Q4 or Q3b and Q4

are conducting current, respectively. Therefore, exactly one of the X nodes will have a

high voltage level under steady state conditions. Emitter followers are used to shift the

voltage of the X nodes down one level, which prevents Q5A through Q5D from becoming

saturated, since the emitter follower outputs drive the base terminals of these devices.

Because the collectors of Q5A and Q5B are both connected to O1, if current is flowing

through either device, the voltage at O1 drops below VCC. Otherwise, the collector

resistor attached to O1 pulls the node to VCC. Similarly, the voltage at O1b drops below

VCC when current is conducting through either Q5C or Q5D. Otherwise the voltage at O1b

is pulled up to VCC by the attached collector resistor. This means that if either X1 or X2

has a high voltage level, the voltage at O1 will be lower than at O1b, indicating that I1

and I2 have the same logic value. Otherwise, if either X3 or X4 has a high voltage level,

the voltage at O1 will be higher than at O1b, indicating that I1 and I2 have different logic

values. This is the definition of an XOR operation. Emitter followers are used to shift the

voltage at O1 and O1b to level 2.

Three versions of the HFVCO were designed for the VCO test chip. One version,

designated HFVCOa, is implemented as shown in Figure 3.21, using the pad driver

schematics found in Figure 3.8. Since the bandwidth of this pad driver is severely limited

by the bandwidth of the ESD device (see Chapter 5), a second version of the HFVCO,
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designated HFVCOb, was designed that is identical to HFVCOa, with the exception that

the ESD device was omitted from the pad driver circuit. This version of the HFVCO

should produce a higher amplitude output signal for a given frequency, assuming the pad

driver devices are not damaged by static electricity. The third version of the VCO,

designated the medium frequency voltage-controlled oscill ator (MFVCO), differs from

the HFVCO in that only one level of frequency multiplication is employed. In other

respects, the design is similar to that of the HFVCO.

VCDEs

Frequency
Control Pad

Receiver
Phase Detectors

Pad Driver

S2

S0

S1

S3

D0

D1

L2L2

L2L2
L2

L2

L3

Figure 3.24: Medium frequency VCO schematics.

The schematics for the MFVCO are shown in Figure 3.24. Note that two XOR

gates are used in the MFVCO design even though only one is required to multiply the

core frequency by a factor of two and provide input for the pad driver. The purpose of the

second XOR gate is to balance the loading of the VCDE’s so that the delay through each

VCDE as a function of the input differential control voltage is equal. This will mi nimize

the distortion in the MFVCO output signal. The pad driver for the MFVCO uses ESD

devices since the protection they provide seemed more important than the limitation on

the MFVCO bandwidth that is imposed by their use.

The layout for the VCO test chip, shown in Figure 3.25, occupies an area of 1.5

mm by 0.51 mm. HFVCOb is on the north side of the chip, HFVCOa is in the middle of

the chip, and the MFVCO is on the south side of the chip. All the VCO cells are laid out

as standard cells. The VCDE’s are arranged in two rows of two cells to minimize the

lengths of the signal wires between the cells. The two XOR gates with connections to the

VCDE’s are located on either side of the VCDE ring, while the final XOR gate in each

HFVCO is located between the VCDE core and the pad cells. A row of ten pads with a
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150 µm pitch between adjacent pads is provided on the VCO test chip for compatibilit y

with a 10-pin probe containing six signal, two power, and two ground connections. Two

signal pins are used for each VCO to provide connections to the control input and VCO

output. Note that this chip is longer than it needed to be to fit the layout for the three

VCO’s, but is instead also bounded by the length required to accommodate the pad

arrangement for the 10-pin probe. The location and function of each of the pads on the

VCO test chip is shown in Figure 3.26. A die micrograph of a fabricated VCO test chip is

shown in Figure 3.27.

HFVCOa HFVCObMFVCO

Figure 3.25: VCO test chip layout (north facing right).
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Figure 3.26: VCO test chip pad arrangement.
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HFVCOa HFVCObMFVCO

Figure 3.27: VCO test chip die micrograph (north facing right).
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Chapter 4

SiGe Technology Performance Analysis

To design circuits that function well in digital and mixed-signal systems, it is necessary to

understand the performance advantages and limitations of various classes of circuits. In

determining these advantages and limitations, design methodologies can then be

formulated to help the designer make decisions about a design without having to simulate

every possible permutation of a particular circuit to make the appropriate choices. In this

chapter, both steady state and transient analyses are performed on CML, ECL, and

CMOS circuits to determine the performance of buffers and inverters designed in these

circuit families as a function of the various design parameters associated with these

circuits. These parameters include current levels, device sizes, logic swings, and loading.

Based on the performance data, design methodologies are developed for designing a

particular gate, as well as choosing the appropriate gate for optimal performance given

the particular design environment. These methodologies streamline the design process by

providing a method of making design decisions based on quantitative data without an

overwhelming number of simulations for each design decision.

4.1 Simulation methodology

All simulations of the register file test chip and other test structures were

performed using a version of SPICE titled HSpice by Avant!, with device models

provided by the chip manufacturer. Although there were numerous updates of the device

models during the course of the design cycle, results of simulations using the models

available at the time of the first fabrication run (97 models) and models currently

available (99 models) are presented. Three types of simulations were performed. The first

type, referred to as simulations without parasitics, are performed in SPICE using netlists

generated from schematics. The second and third types, referred to as simulations

including capacitive and RC wire parasitics, respectively, are performed in SPICE using
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netlists generated from physical layouts. The netlists are generated from layouts using

Cadence extraction tools configured for the SiGe technology. These extraction tools

detect devices based on the layers in the layout and determine connectivity using the

interconnect layer information. In addition, for the simulations including wire

capacitance, the parasitic capacitance is determined for each net and included in the

SPICE netlist. The capacitance for each net is determined using the length and area of

each section of wire to compute the corresponding area and fringe capacitance to nearby

layers above and below the section. For the RC simulations, the resistance of metal layers

marked with a special layer is determined in addition to the metal capacitance. RC pi

models are used to simulate the combined effects of the resistance and capacitance. These

models represent the total capacitance of a particular section of a net as two capacitors. A

resistor that represents the total resistance of this section of the net separates the

capacitors. The nets are sectioned automatically by the extraction tools based on such

factors as changes in metal layers using vias and “ t” intersections of metal. For the RC

simulations, nearly all the nets were marked to provide complete RC information for the

SPICE simulations. Because of time constraints, simulations including capacitive and RC

wire parasitics were not performed before either tape out. Therefore, the data from these

simulations was not available to aid in design optimization.

4.2 Logic swing in CML and ECL circuits

Unlike in logic families such as CMOS, the high and low output voltages of a

particular logic circuit (VOH and VOL) are not approximately equal to the supply voltage

and ground, respectively, in ECL and CML circuits. Instead, they are independent

quantities determined by the circuit design. Choosing a proper value for VOH - VOL is

important for the ECL and CML circuits to perform well . If the value is too small , the

distribution of current between the two devices in a current switch may be such that the

device that should be conducting the majority of the current may not be conducting

significantly more current than the device that should be nearly cut off . In this case, given

a current tree circuit with multiple levels, it is possible that the circuit may produce a pair

of output voltages in which the value of the voltage representing the true signal is less

than the value of the voltage representing the false signal. In addition, if VOH - VOL is too
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small, noise in the system may be sufficient to alter the voltage levels of signals enough

to temporarily change the logic values associated with these signals. If VOH - VOL is too

large, on the other hand, problems with performance can result. The main problem is that

the larger the output voltage swing, the greater the amount of charge that has to be

transferred to switch between VOH and VOL. Therefore, a greater voltage swing tends to

result in a greater switching time in ECL and CML circuits due to the increased time

required to transfer the necessary charge. If the output voltage swing is large enough, it

may even cause current switch devices driven by the highest level inputs to saturate,

further increasing the amount of charge transfer required to switch between logic states.

In this way, the switching time of the circuit is increased even further.

To analyze the current flow through a current switch (such as the one in the circuit

found in Figure 1.1) as a function of the applied input differential voltage in a more

quantitative manner [64],[65], one begins by assuming both devices are operating in the

forward active region. The collector current of a forward biased bipolar device as a

function of VBE is often approximated as
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Using this equation, it is possible to divide the collector current of the first device by that
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where Vid is the applied voltage between the base nodes of the two current switch

devices. Assuming current is flowing through the current switch, the current drawn from

the coupled emitters is constant in steady state. Therefore,
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+
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1 1 ,

( 16 )

where ICS is the constant current that is drawn through the current switch. Solving for IC1

results in
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while solving for IC1b results in
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Examining these two equations, it is apparent that for a large positive value of Vid, IC1 is

nearly ICS and IC1b is nearly zero, while for a large negative value of Vid, the situation is

reversed. Also, when Vid is zero, IC1 and IC1b are equal. Since the change in IC1 and IC1b is

an exponential function of the change in Vid, the magnitude of Vid does not need to be

very large for either IC1 or IC1b to approach ICS. This means that the choice of VOH - VOL

does not have to be very large to insure that, in steady state, most of the current flowing

through a current switch is flowing through only one of the two devices.
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Figure 4.1: IC as a function of Vid for a current switch.

IC1 and IC1b are plotted as a function of the applied differential voltage to the

current switch using data obtained from the above equations as well as data obtained from

SPICE simulations using the 97 models. ICS was chosen to be 1 mA while m was chosen
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to be 1 for the calculations. The plot of the resulting data, shown in Figure 4.1, confirms

that the current is evenly divided between the two current switch devices when Vid is

zero. Also, from this plot it is apparent that, using either the analytic or SPICE data, the

majority of ICS flows through only one current switch device as the magnitude of Vid

approaches 0.2 V. Note that the analytic results are not heavily dependent on the value of

βDC. However, the slopes of the transfer characteristics are determined primarily by the

ideality factor (m) within the exponential term. By adjusting m to 1.5, a much closer

match is obtained between the analytic and Spice results. Based on this data, the

minimum design value of Vid for the ECL and CML circuits was chosen to be 0.25 V.

This indicates that circuits with differential inputs require VOH - VOL to be 0.25 V while

circuits with single-ended inputs require VOH - VOL to be 0.5 V.

4.3 Buffer propagation delay using CML, ECL, and CMOS circuits

SPICE simulations were also performed using the 97 and 99 models to determine

the performance of the SiGe devices in digital circuits. Differential ECL and CML

circuits were simulated using the 97 and 99 models to determine the propagation delay

through a buffer as a function of the steady state current flowing through the buffer and as

a function of the number of loads driven by the buffer, given a 0.25 V output voltage

swing. One way to determine this in SPICE is to simulate a chain of buffers in which two

pulses that are the inverse of each other are applied to the input nodes of the first buffer in

the chain. The propagation delay is observed through a buffer near the end of the chain.

This delay is computed as the difference between the points in time when the buffer input

and output differential voltages reach zero as the pulse propagates through the buffer. The

buffers following this buffer serve as a load while those before shape the input pulse into

something more typical of what the buffer under observation would be exposed to in

normal operation. For these simulations, five buffers in series are used to shape the input

pulse while two in series are used as a load for the buffer under observation, as illustrated

in Figure 4.2. All eight buffers use the same current source reference voltage generator.

Ring oscillator simulations (see Chapter 5) were used to verify that this simulation

methodology is effective for determining propagation delays.
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Buffer under observation

Figure 4.2: Buffer chain used to determine the propagation delay of an ECL or CML

buffer.

One set of buffer chain simulations was performed using differential CML buffers

(with schematics shown in Figure 1.1) containing devices with emitter lengths of 1 µm to

determine the propagation delay of a CML buffer as a function of the steady state current

through the current switches in the buffers. The results of the differential CML buffer

simulations using the 97 models, shown in Figure 4.3, demonstrate that when driving a

single load buffer, the propagation delay of a differential CML buffer approaches 12 ps as

the steady state current through the buffers is increased. The propagation delay increases

significantly, however, as the number of loads is increased or as the current flowing

through the buffers is decreased. That is, as the current level is decreased to 0.25 mA, the

buffer propagation delay increases nonlinearly to nearly 19 ps, which is a 54% increase.

On the other hand, if the number of loads the buffer is driving increases to 32, the buffer

propagation delay increases to nearly 104 ps, over 8.6 times the delay with one load.

Combining the two effects, decreasing the current level of the CML buffer to 0.25 mA

and increasing the number of load buffers to 32 results in a propagation delay of nearly

270 ps, over 22 times the delay using 1 mA of current and driving one load buffer. This

indicates that increasing the current to the device limit of 1 mA produces the lowest

buffer propagation delays. This is due to the fact that increasing the buffer current level

allows the buffer to transfer charge more quickly, which facilitates more rapid device

switching. The lowest power-delay product is achieved using a lower current level,

however, because of the nonlinear decrease in propagation delay as a function of buffer

current. This is an important consideration to prevent overheating of circuits in large

designs due to an excess dissipation of power. The lowest power-delay product for the

CML buffers occur when the buffers are using less than 0.25 mA, regardless of the
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number of load buffers. In the RFTC design, CML gates were typically designed to use 1

mA of current since achieving low gate propagation delay was a greater priority than

conserving power.
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Figure 4.3: Propagation delay through a differential CML buffer as a function of the

steady state current under various loading conditions using the 97 models.

The differential CML buffer chain simulations were repeated using the 99 models

when they became available. The trends observed in the results, shown in Figure 4.4, are

similar to those observed in Figure 4.3 using the 97 models. This is indicated by the fact

that the CML buffer propagation delay when the buffer current is 0.25 mA and the CML

buffer is driving one load is 20 ps, which is only 5.8% larger than the delay incurred using

the 97 models. If the number of load buffers is increased to 32, at 0.25 mA, the CML

buffer propagation delay increases to 270 ps, which is identical to the delay observed

using the 97 models. When driving 32 load with a buffer current of 1 mA, the

propagation delay decreases to 100 ps, which is only a 3.7% decrease from the delay

observed using the 97 models. However, when a CML buffer with a current level of 1

mA is driving only one load, the propagation delay is 15 ps, which is 22% higher than the

delay observed using the 97 models. These results demonstrate that at higher current

levels, the CML buffer is slower, but less sensitive to loading using the 99 models when
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compared with results using the 97 models, while at lower current levels, the CML buffer

behaves similarly using either set of models. Again, the power-delay product of the CML

buffer reaches its minimum value at a current level below 0.25 mA.
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Figure 4.4: Propagation delay through a differential CML buffer as a function of the

steady state current under various loading conditions using the 99 models.

Based on the results shown in Figure 4.3, a steady state current of 1 mA was

chosen for the current switches in the level 2 and level 3 differential ECL buffers with

current switch devices having 1 µm emitter lengths. Buffer chain simulations were

performed using level 2 differential ECL buffers with devices having 1 µm emitter

lengths as a function of the steady state current through the emitter followers of the

buffers. Simulation results for the level 2 differential ECL buffer using the 97 models,

shown in Figure 4.5, also indicate a propagation delay of 12 ps at an emitter follower

current of 1 mA. However, the propagation delay of the level 2 buffer only increases to

14 ps as the emitter follower current is reduced to 0.25 mA, which is an 18% increase in

delay over the level 2 buffer with 1 mA emitter follower current levels. This is much

lower than the 54% increase in delay observed in the CML buffer as its current was

reduced from 1 mA to 0.25 mA using the same models.
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Figure 4.5: Propagation delay through a level 2 differential ECL buffer as a function of

the steady state emitter follower current under various loading conditions using the 97

models.

When the number of buffer loads driven by a level 2 buffer with emitter follower

current levels of 1 mA is increased to 32, the buffer propagation delay increases to 63 ps,

which is 5.5 times greater than the propagation delay when driving only one buffer load.

This is an improvement over the driving capability of the CML buffer, whose delay

increases to 104 ps when driving 32 load buffers. Combining the two effects, the

propagation delay of a level 2 buffer with emitter follower currents of 0.25 mA and

driving 32 load buffers increases to 94 ps, which is 8.2 times greater than the delay

observed using 1 mA emitter follower currents and driving one buffer load. This is over

2.8 times smaller than the 270 ps propagation delay observed when using a CML buffer

with a 0.25 mA current level to drive 32 load buffers. The lowest power-delay product for

the level 2 ECL buffer occurs when the emitter follower current levels are about 0.25 mA

if the buffer is driving eight or less buffers. When driving 16 to 32 load buffers, the

power-delay product is lowest at emitter follower current levels of about 0.5 mA. Note

also that the delay begins to increase as the current through each emitter follower

increases beyond 1 mA, especially when driving a large number of buffers. This is most
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likely due to device performance degradation due to a high current density in the devices

when active. The unity gain frequency (fT) of the HBT, an indicator of device

performance, is also degraded at high current levels [2].
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Figure 4.6: Propagation delay through a level 2 differential ECL buffer as a function of

the steady state emitter follower current under various loading conditions using the 99

models.

The level 2 differential ECL buffer chain simulations were also repeated using the

99 models. The trends observed in the results, shown in Figure 4.6, are similar to the

trends observed in Figure 4.5 using the 97 models. However, unlike with the CML buffer

simulations, there is only a good match between the simulation results using the two sets

of models when the emitter follower current is low and the level 2 ECL buffer is driving a

large number of loads. For instance, a level 2 ECL buffer with emitter follower current

levels of 0.25 mA that is driving 32 load buffers has a propagation delay of 95 ps, which

is 1.2% higher than the result obtained using the 97 models. When the level 2 ECL buffer

with emitter follower current levels of 0.25 mA is driving only one load, however, the

propagation delay is 17 ps, which is 22% larger than the delay observed using the 97

models. These results exemplify the fact that, similar to the CML buffer with a high

current level, the level 2 ECL buffer has a longer propagation delay when lightly loaded,
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but is less sensitive to loading effects when using the 99 models as compared with the 97

models. The pattern holds at higher current levels as well. For instance, a level 2 ECL

buffer with an emitter follower current level of 1 mA that is driving one buffer load has a

propagation delay of 14 ps, which is 26% larger than the delay observed using the 97

models. However, when the level 2 ECL buffer is driving 32 load buffers, the propagation

delay is 72 ps, which is only 14% larger than the delay observed using the 97 models. The

power-delay product reaches a minimum value when the level 2 ECL buffer emitter

follower current levels are about 0.25 mA assuming the buffer is driving 8 or less load

buffers, or if the there are 32 load buffer. When driving 16 load buffers, the power-delay

product reaches a minimum value assuming the level 2 ECL buffer emitter follower

current levels are about 0.5 mA.

A set of buffer chain simulations was also performed using level 3 differential

ECL buffers with devices having 1 µm emitter lengths as a function of the steady state

current through the emitter followers of the buffers. Simulation results for the level 3

ECL buffers using the 97 models, shown in Figure 4.7, indicate a trend similar to that of

the level 2 ECL buffers. However, the propagation delay is greater for the level 3 ECL

buffers under similar simulation conditions. For instance, at an emitter follower current

level of 1 mA, a level 3 ECL buffer has a propagation delay of 14 ps when driving one

load buffer, which is 18% greater than the level 2 ECL buffer propagation delay under

similar conditions. When driving 32 load buffers, the level 3 ECL buffer propagation

delay increases to 77 ps, which is 23% larger than the level 2 ECL buffer propagation

delay under similar conditions. With an emitter follower current of 0.25 mA and driving

either 1 or 32 buffer loads, the level 3 ECL buffer propagation delays are 17 ps and 110

ps, respectively, which are 28% and 17% larger than the respective propagation delays of

the level 2 ECL buffer under similar conditions. Therefore, the level 3 ECL buffer

propagation delay is more sensitive to loading than the level 2 ECL buffer when both

buffers use high emitter follower current levels and less sensitive to loading when both

buffers use low emitter follower current levels. Since the level 3 ECL buffer propagation

delay when driving 32 loads is much lower than the propagation delay of the CML buffer,

but higher than the CML buffer propagation delay when driving only one load buffer, the
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level 3 ECL buffer has less sensitivity to loading than the CML buffer. The power-delay

product reaches a minimum value for the level 3 ECL buffer when the emitter follower

current levels are about 0.25 mA if driving 1 to 4 or 32 load buffers. If driving 8 to 16

load buffers, the level 3 ECL buffer power-delay product reaches a minimum value when

the emitter follower current levels are about 0.5 mA.
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Figure 4.7: Propagation delay through a level 3 differential ECL buffer as a function of

the steady state emitter follower current under various loading conditions using the 97

models.

The level 3 differential ECL buffer chain simulations were also repeated using the

99 models. The trends observed in the results, shown in Figure 4.8, are similar to the

trends observed in Figure 4.7 using the 97 models. As with the level 2 ECL buffer

simulations using the 99 models, the level 3 ECL buffer simulations using the 99 models

show greater propagation delays under lightly loaded conditions, but less sensitivity to

loading as the number of buffer loads is increased when compared to simulations using

the 97 models. For instance, with an emitter follower current of 0.25 mA and driving

either 1 or 32 buffer loads, the level 3 ECL buffer propagation delays using the 99 models

are 21 ps and 112 ps, respectively, which are 19% and 1.5% larger than the respective

propagation delays of the level 3 ECL buffer using the 97 models. Also, with an emitter
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follower current of 1 mA and driving either 1 or 32 buffer loads, the level 3 ECL buffer

propagation delays using the 99 models are 17 ps and 87 ps, respectively, which are 24%

and 13% larger than the respective propagation delays of the level 3 ECL buffer using the

97 models. While driving 1 to 32 loads, the level 3 ECL buffer power-delay product

reaches a minimum value when the emitter follower current levels are about 0.25 mA

according the 99 models.
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Figure 4.8: Propagation delay through a level 3 differential ECL buffer as a function of

the steady state emitter follower current under various loading conditions using the 99

models.

A static CMOS inverter chain was simulated using the NFET and PFET models

provided by the chip manufacturer to determine the propagation delay through a static

CMOS inverter as a function of the NFET gate width and the number of loads driven by

the inverter. In all the simulations, each NFET and PFET has a gate lengths of 0.5 µm,

and each PFET gate width is 1.7 times larger than the gate width of the corresponding

NFET. This PFET to NFET width ratio was chosen since it produces well-matched

propagation delays during the high to low and low to high transitions of an inverter with a

minimum NFET gate length and width. Each load is a CMOS inverter containing an
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NFET with a 0.5 µm gate length and a 2 µm gate width, and a PFET with a 0.5 µm gate

length and a 3.4 µm gate width.
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Figure 4.9: Propagation delay (tplh) through a static CMOS inverter as a function of the

NFET gate width under various loading conditions using the 97 models.

The static CMOS inverter chain simulation results, shown in Figure 4.9 and

Figure 4.10, demonstrate that when driving a single inverter, given an NFET with a 0.5

µm gate length and a 2 µm gate width, tplh and tphl are 62 ps. As the NFET width is

increased to 32 µm (maintaining a ratio of 1.7 between the PFET gate width and NFET

gate width), however, tplh and tphl approach 38 ps. As with the CML and ECL circuits, an

increase in loading produces a significant increase in the propagation delay of the driver.

For instance, when the number of load inverters being driven by an inverter with an

NFET having a gate width of 2 µm is increased to 16, tplh and tphl increase to 420 ps and

330 ps, respectively. If the inverter gate widths are increased by a factor of 16, however,

tplh and tphl become 59 ps and 58 ps, respectively. For the simulations in which the gate

width of the driver NFET is equal to the sum of the gate widths of the load NFET’s, the

delay is consistently near 60 ps. For instance, tplh and tphl for a CMOS driver containing an

NFET with a gate width of 16 µm that drives eight load inverters are 59 ps. This provides
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a good rule of thumb for sizing the devices in a driver to minimize propagation delay.

Because the propagation delays of the bipolar circuits are significantly lower than that of

the CMOS circuits, it was decided to abandon the CMOS devices in favor of the bipolar

devices for all register file circuits to obtain the shortest possible read and write access

times.
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Figure 4.10: Propagation delay (tphl) through a static CMOS inverter as a function of the

NFET gate width under various loading conditions using the 97 models.

The static CMOS inverter chain simulations were repeated using the 99 models.

The trends observed in the results, shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, are similar to

the trends observed in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 using the 97 models. However, for a

CMOS inverter with an NFET width of 2 µm, when driving one load, tplh and tphl

increased to 71 ps and 70 ps, respectively, which are increases of 14% and 12% in

comparison with the results observed using the 97 models. As the NFET width is

increased in simulations using the 99 models, the propagation delay reaches a minimum

value when the NFET width is about 16 µm, at which point tplh and tphl are 51 ps and 49

ps, respectively. These values are 31% and 22% of the values observed using the 97

models. As the NFET width is increased to 32 µm, tplh and tphl increase to 65 ps and 59

ps, respectively, which are 72% and 53% larger than the delays observed using the 97
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models. The increase in delay as the driving inverter NFET and PFET are widened is due

to the fact that the resistance associated with the gate of each FET is more accurately

modeled using the 99 models, resulting in a significant performance impact as the gates

are widened. This can be alleviated somewhat by designing wide MOS devices as sets of

smaller devices in parallel.
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Figure 4.11: Propagation delay (tplh) through a static CMOS inverter as a function of the

NFET gate width under various loading conditions using the 99 models.

As the number of load inverters for a driver with an NFET gate width of 2 µm is

increased to 16, tplh and tphl increase to 490 ps and 350 ps, respectively, which are 17%

and 8.4% larger than the values observed using the 97 models. Therefore, CMOS

inverters simulated using the 99 models seem to have become slower, but less sensitive to

loading as well , when compared with results obtained using the 97 models. As the

number of load inverters is increased, the performance degradation can again be

eliminated by adjusting the gate width of each FET in the driving inverter to be equal to

the sum of the gate widths of the same FET’s in the load inverters, producing a

propagation delay of about 71 ps. For instance, tplh and tphl are 74 ps and 68 ps for an

inverter with an NFET having a gate width of 16 µm and driving eight load inverters.

When the gate length of the NFET in the driving emitter exceeds 16 µm, however, the 71
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ps propagation delay is no longer a valid prediction since at this point the gate resistance

begins to impede performance significantly.
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Figure 4.12: Propagation delay (tphl) through a static CMOS inverter as a function of the

NMOS gate width under various loading conditions using the 99 models.

4.4 Interconnect Performance

The interconnect for a particular process has electrical parasitics associated with it

that cannot be ignored in determining the circuit performance of many designs [75]-[77].

For this reason, the resistance and capacitance of typical signal wires in each metal layer

were computed using both analytical and numerical methods. These analyses assume a

signal wire is surrounded by many similar wires on the same metal layer spaced using the

standard width and pitch found in the test chip designs. The standard width of metal 2 and

metal 3 wires was chosen to be the minimum width of the metal. The standard width of

metal 1 wires was chosen to be the same width as the metal 2 wires to lower the metal 1

wire resistance. The standard pitch for metal 1 and metal 2 wires was chosen to be

slightly longer than the minimum allowed by the spacing rules for these metal layers to

allow for vias with metal extending beyond the via area for improved reliability. The
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standard pitch for metal 3 wires was chosen to be the minimum pitch allowed by the

metal 3 spacing rules.

Three methods were used to extract the wire parasitics for the analyses. The first

method (analytical capacitance) uses an analytical computation model that relies on

formulas to compute the capacitance of a wire from the layout based on data provided by

the chip manufacturer. This form of capacitance extraction computes a capacitance matrix

that includes capacitance to nearby wires as well as the capacitance to the substrate. The

second method (analytical RC) uses an analytical computation model that relies on

formulas to compute both the capacitance and resistance of a wire from the layout based

on data provided by the chip manufacturer. This form of extraction produces π-models for

the capacitance and resistance of the wires. The π-model contains a resistor representing

the resistance of a particular segment. The resistor separates two capacitors that represent

the segment’s capacitance to the substrate. Unfortunately, this extraction method does not

provide capacitance from a wire to other nearby wire segments. The third method

(numerical capacitance) uses a numerical computation algorithm to analyze the three

dimensional structure of the conducting layers to determine the capacitance matrix that

couples the conducting layers [76],[77]. The substrate was modeled as an infinite

conducting plane under the shallow trench isolation oxide near the surface of the wafer.

This method of capacitance extraction is very computationally intensive and not well

integrated with the other layout and simulation CAD tools. For this reason, this method of

capacitance extraction was only used to determine the accuracy of the other extraction

methods.

The extraction results for wires in each of the three metal layers in the

environment described above as a function of length using the three extraction methods

are shown in Table 4.1 through Table 4.3. The “1st Neighbor” and “2nd Neighbor” in the

tables refer to the capacitance to each wire next to the extracted wire and to each of the

wires two over from the extracted wire, respectively. The analytical extraction methods

determined that the capacitive coupling to wires further than two away from the extracted

wire was zero. Since the numerical capacitance extraction method does compute a finite

capacitance between the extracted wire and these other wires, however, in this case these
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values were added to the capacitance coupled to the substrate. The extractions were

performed with wires of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, and 8 mm lengths and linear regression was

used to determine the capacitance as a function of length for the various components. The

capacitance as a function of wire length produced a good linear fit, which was expected

since the capacitance of a wire is typically a function of its area and perimeter [78]. The

total effective capacitance is the sum of all the components of capacitance. However,

since wires for most signals were routed as differential pairs, during a transient event, the

voltage on one wire is moving in the opposite direction compared with the voltage on the

other wire. Therefore, the effective change in the voltage difference between the two

wires is twice that of the magnitude of the voltage change on either of the wires. For this

reason, the effective capacitance between the two wires of a differential pair is also twice

that of the computed capacitance between the wires in the differential pair. This is known

as odd-mode coupling [79]. Other wires surrounding the differential pair are assumed to

be static at the time of the transient event that causes the voltages on the differential pair

of wires to change. Therefore, odd-mode coupling does not occur between the extracted

wire and these other wires.

Analytical Cap. Analytical RC Numerical Cap. % error

1st Neighbor 32.4 fF/mm 0 fF/mm 44.1 fF/mm 27%

2nd Neighbor 11.7 fF/mm 0 fF/mm 3.94 fF/mm 200%

Substrate/Other 32.5 fF/mm 35.5 fF/mm 36.5 fF/mm 11%

Total Effective 153 fF/mm 35.5 fF/mm 177 fF/mm 14%

Table 4.1: Capacitance extraction results for metal 1 wires.

The extraction results for metal 1, shown in Table 4.1, indicate that the effective

capacitance extracted using the analytical capacitance and numerical capacitance

extraction methods are fairly well matched. The numerical extraction method is

conservative in this case, with a 14% error in the results assuming the numerical

extraction method produced the correct answer. Although there is a large difference in the

capacitance predicted using the two extraction methods for the 2nd neighbor, this

capacitance is small in comparison with the total effective capacitance. The results for the
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analytical RC extraction method differ significantly from those found using the other two

extraction methods, however. This is because, as mentioned above, the analytical RC

extraction method does not include coupling to nearby wires. According to the other two

extraction method results, this portion of the capacitance comprises the majority of the

total effective capacitance for metal 1 wires.

The extraction results for metal 2, shown in Table 4.2, are similar those found for

metal 1. Again, the results of the analytical capacitance and numerical capacitance

extraction methods match fairly well . This time, however, the analytical extraction

method is conservative, with a 17% error in the results. Also, the analytical RC extraction

results again differ significantly from the results using the other extraction methods. The

total effective capacitance for metal 2 lines is 50% higher than that of metal 1 lines

according to the analytical capacitance extraction methods, and 11% higher according to

the numerical capacitance extraction methods. This increase seems to be due to a shift in

the coupling of the wire capacitance from the substrate to surrounding wires as the

extracted wires are moved from metal 1 to metal 2. This is not surprising since metal 2 is

further from the substrate than metal 1. One reason for the increase in total effective

capacitance is that capacitance between the extracted wire and its pair increases as a result

of the shift, an effect whose magnitude is doubled because of odd-mode coupling.

Analytical Cap. Analytical RC Numerical Cap. % error

1st Neighbor 59.9 fF/mm 0 fF/mm 53.8 fF/mm 11%

2nd Neighbor 16.2 fF/mm 0 fF/mm 5.12 fF/mm 220%

Substrate/Other 17.2 fF/mm 17.2 fF/mm 24.9 fF/mm 31%

Total Effective 229 fF/mm 17.2 fF/mm 196 fF/mm 17%

Table 4.2: Capacitance extraction results for metal 2 wires.

The extraction results for metal 3, shown in Table 4.3, do not include capacitive

coupling results for the 2nd neighbor. This is because the metal 3 wires are over twice as

wide as the metal 1 and metal 2 wires. Therefore, because of the increased space between

the extracted wire and its 2nd neighbor in metal 3, the analytical capacitance extraction

method does not consider the 2nd neighbor’s capacitive coupling to the extracted wire
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significant enough to warrant reporting its capacitance contribution. The results for metal

3 indicate that the effective capacitance extracted using the analytical capacitance and

numerical capacitance extraction methods are still reasonably well matched. However, at

22%, the error in predicting the total effective capacitance using the analytical

capacitance extraction method is larger than in the lower metal layers. The analytical

extraction results are again conservative with respect to the numerical extraction results.

The analytical RC extraction method produces results that differ significantly from the

other two extraction methods for metal 3 wires as well since the capacitive coupling to

other nearby wires is not computed. The total effective capacitance for metal 3 wires as a

function of length is higher than that found with the other two metal layers using the

analytical and numerical capacitance extraction methods. This is due mainly to the fact

that the metal 3 wires are over twice as wide as the metal 1 and metal 2 wires. However,

the increased spacing between metal 3 wires does compensate somewhat for the increase

in the width of the wires.

Analytical Cap. Analytical RC Numerical Cap. % error

1st Neighbor 76.4 fF/mm 0 fF/mm 59.3 fF/mm 29 %

Substrate/Other 33.4 fF/mm 32.4 fF/mm 35.6 fF/mm 6.2%

Total Effective 263 fF/mm 32.4 fF/mm 213 fF/mm 22%

Table 4.3: Capacitance extraction results of metal 3 wires.

The resistance extracted by the analytical RC method for each type of metal wire

is consistent with the resistivity of the metal found in the chip manufacture’s design

manual. For the metal widths chosen for routing signal wires, metal 1 has a resistance of

84 Ω/mm, metal 2 has a resistance of 50 Ω/mm, and metal 3 has a resistance of 6.25

Ω/mm. Since the resistance of metal 1 wires are 69% higher than that of metal 2 wires,

the 50% increase in the total effective capacitance of the metal 2 lines with respect to the

metal 1 lines using the analytical capacitance extraction method (11% using the

numerical capacitance extraction method) is compensated. This indicates that for long

signal wires, metal 2 is most likely better than metal 1 for routing the signals. The

resistance of a metal 2 wire is eight times higher than that of a metal 3 wire, while the
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total effective capacitance of metal 3 wires is only 15% higher than that of metal 2 wires

using the analytical capacitance extraction method (8.7% using the numerical capacitance

extraction method). Unfortunately, metal 3 wires are over twice as wide as metal 2 wires,

and therefore use too much space to be practical for signal routing in general. The low

resistivity of metal 3, however, makes it ideal for routing power and ground connections,

as well as high power signals such as the word lines.
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Figure 4.13: Level 2 buffer propagation delay as a function of the length of the wires the

buffer must drive using the 97 models. The buffer also drives a single load buffer. Wire

parasitics were computed using the analytical capacitance extraction method.

To understand the effect wire parasitics have on the propagation delay of a digital

circuit, buffer chain simulations were performed in which metal wires of various types

and lengths were used to connect the buffer under observation with a single load buffer.

All buffers use a 1 mA current through the current switch, as well as 1 mA of current

through each emitter follower for level 2 and level 3 ECL buffers. The simulation results

can be summarized through linear approximations because, as Figure 4.13 illustrates, the

change in propagation delay is essentially linear as a function of the wire lengths.

Although Figure 4.13 shows only the results for a level 2 buffer, the change in

propagation delay for level 1 and level 3 buffers is also essentially linear. A linear
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approximation of the results using the 97 and 99 models, listed in Table 4.4 and Table

4.5, respectively, demonstrates how capacitive wire parasitics influence the delay of the

various buffers as a function of the type of metal used and the length of each wire. The

slope and intercept of the linear approximation were obtained through linear regression of

simulation results for metal wires of lengths 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, and 8 mm. The worst

case error in the linear regression results using the 97 and 99 models is for the level 3

buffer driving metal 3 of length 0 using the analytical capacitance approximation method,

in which the intercept differs from the simulated delay by 22%. For wire lengths of 1 mm

and greater, however, the worst case error in the linear regression results is less than 2.8%

using either the 97 or 99 models for any buffer level using any metal level, reducing the

overall average error of the linear approximation to 3.4%.

97 Models Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Metal 1 26.2 ps/mm

11.5 ps

14.9 ps/mm

12.6 ps

17.4 ps/mm

15.9 ps

Metal 2 39.3 ps/mm

11.6 ps

22.0 ps/mm

13.2 ps

25.7 ps/mm

16.4 ps

Analytical Capacitance

Metal 3 44.9 ps/mm

11.7 ps

25.2 ps/mm

13.4 ps

29.3 ps/mm

16.7 ps

Metal 1 30.3 ps/mm

11.6 ps

17.1 ps/mm

12.8 ps

20.0 ps/mm

16.1 ps

Metal 2 33.6 ps/mm

11.6 ps

19.0 ps/mm

12.9 ps

22.1 ps/mm

16.2 ps

Numerical Capacitance

Metal 3 36.6 ps/mm

11.6 ps

20.6 ps/mm

13.0 ps

24.0 ps/mm

16.3 ps

Table 4.4: Linear regression results (slope and intercept) for propagation delay as a

function of wire length using the 97 models assuming the buffer in question is driving one

load buffer.
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99 Models Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Metal 1 25.0 ps/mm

14.5 ps

16.1 ps/mm

15.9 ps

19.4 ps/mm

19.7 ps

Metal 2 37.4 ps/mm

14.5 ps

23.7 ps/mm

16.6 ps

28.5 ps/mm

20.4 ps

Analytical Capacitance

Metal 3 42.8 ps/mm

14.6 ps

27.1 ps/mm

16.8 ps

32.5 ps/mm

20.7 ps

Metal 1 28.8 ps/mm

14.5 ps

18.5 ps/mm

16.1 ps

22.3 ps/mm

19.9 ps

Metal 2 32.0 ps/mm

14.5 ps

20.5 ps/mm

16.3 ps

24.6 ps/mm

20.1 ps

Numerical Capacitance

Metal 3 34.8 ps/mm

14.5 ps

22.2 ps/mm

16.4 ps

26.7 ps/mm

20.2 ps

Table 4.5: Linear regression results (slope and intercept) for propagation delay as a

function of wire length using the 99 models assuming the buffer in question is driving one

load buffer.

From Figure 4.13, it is apparent that the level 2 buffer propagation delay increases

most rapidly as a function of wire length for metal 3, and least rapidly as a function of

wire length for metal 1. As Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 illustrate, this trend is consistent for

all three buffer types using both the 97 and 99 models. The is reasonable since the total

effective capacitance as a function of length for metal 3 is the largest, while that of metal

1 is the smallest. Figure 4.14 illustrates that, for metal 2, the propagation delay of a level

1 buffer increases most rapidly as a function of the wire length, while the propagation

delay of a level 2 buffer increases least rapidly. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 confirm that this

trend is consistent for all metal levels using both the 97 and the 99 models. A comparison

between Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 indicates that the propagation delay of a level 1 buffer

increases more rapidly as a function of wire length for all three metal layers using the 97

models when compared with the 99 models. For level 2 and level 3 buffers, however, the

opposite is true. The differences in increase in propagation delay using the 97 and 99
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models are not very significant though, ranging from about 5% to 12%, depending on the

buffer and metal layers.
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Figure 4.14: Buffer propagation delay as a function of the length of metal 2 wire the

buffer must drive using the 97 models. The buffer also drives a single load buffer. Wire

parasitics are computed using the analytical capacitance extraction method.

Buffer chain simulations were also performed to determine the influence that RC

effects have on the propagation delay of a buffer. Again, all buffers use a 1 mA current

through the current switch, as well as 1 mA of current through each emitter follower for

level 2 and level 3 buffers. The results shown in Figure 4.15, generated using wire

parasitics obtained using the analytical RC extraction method, illustrate the quadratic

nature of the level 2 buffer propagation delay as a function of wire length when both the

resistance and capacitance of the wire are modeled [75]. A similar quadratic effect is also

observed in the level 1 and level 3 propagation delays as a function of wire length under

these circumstances. Although the propagation delay is quadratic, it is not nearly as large

as the propagation delays observed in simulations with wire parasitics generated using the

analytical and numerical capacitance extraction methods (see above). This is due to the

fact that, as mentioned before, the analytical RC extraction method does not include

coupling parasitics between nearby wires, but instead only computes the capacitance of
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the wire to the substrate. Therefore, a numerical RC extraction method was introduced, in

which the resistance for each wire is computed and added to the wire model in addition to

the capacitance determined using the numerical capacitance extraction method. Buffer

chain simulation using these wire parasitics, shown in Figure 4.16, indicate that the

resulting propagation delays are now higher than those found using the wire parasitics

from the analytical and numerical capacitance extraction methods when the wires are long

due to the quadratic nature of the delay as a function of wire length.
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Figure 4.15: Level 2 buffer propagation delay as a function of the length of the wires the

buffer must drive using the 97 models. The buffer also drives a single load buffer. Wire

parasitics were computed using the analytical RC extraction method.

The quadratic nature of the buffer propagation delay as a function of wire length

using wire models produced by the analytical and numerical RC extraction methods can

be fitted to a second order polynomial equation. This equation contains coefficients for

the second order and first order variables, as well as a constant term. The terms for the

fitted equations expressing the buffer propagation delay as a function of wire length for

all three metal layers using wire parasitics from the analytical and numerical RC

extraction methods are listed in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, for the 97 and 99 models,

respectively. Simulations were performed using wire lengths of 1 mm, 2 mm, 4 mm, and
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8 mm using each of the metal layers for all three buffer levels to obtain the propagation

delays used in fitting the second order polynomial equation. The worst case error in the

equation fitting to simulations with wire parasitics obtained using the analytical RC

extraction method was 5.3%, which occurred using a level 2 buffer to drive a zero length

metal 1 wire. The average error, however, at 1.4%, is much lower. The worst case error in

the equation fitting to simulations with wire parasitics obtained using the numerical RC

extraction method was 19.2%, again using a level 2 buffer to drive a zero length metal 1

wire. The average error, however, at 2.6%, was much lower.
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Figure 4.16: Level 2 buffer propagation delay as a function of the length of the wires the

buffer must drive using the 97 models. The buffer also drives a single load buffer. Wire

parasitics were computed using the numerical RC and capacitance extraction methods.

As Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 illustrate, the level 2 buffer propagation delay

increases most rapidly as a function of wire length for metal 1 wires and least rapidly as a

function of wire length for metal 3 wires. According to Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, this trend

is true for all three buffer types using either wire parasitics obtained from the analytical or

numerical RC extraction methods and using either the 97 or 99 models. This is in direct

contrast to the results with wire parasitics obtained using the analytical and numerical
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capacitance extraction methods, shown in Figure 4.13 and in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, in

which buffer propagation delays increased the most rapidly as a function of wire length

using metal 3 wires and least rapidly using metal 1 wires. This is due to the fact that the

resistance as a function of wire length for metal 1 wires is large enough when compared

97 Models Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Metal 1 1.16 ps/mm2

7.33 ps/mm

11.8 ps

0.957 ps/mm2

4.12 ps/mm

12.1 ps

0.975 ps/mm2

5.60 ps/mm

14.2 ps

Metal 2 0.373 ps/mm2

3.36 ps/mm

12.1 ps

0.190 ps/mm2

2.72 ps/mm

11.6 ps

0.208 ps/mm2

3.36 ps/mm

13.8 ps

Analytical RC

Metal 3 0.120 ps/mm2

5.27 ps/mm

12.1 ps

0.0121 ps/mm2

3.70 ps/mm

11.8 ps

-0.0407 ps/mm2

4.94 ps/mm

14.0 ps

Metal 1 5.35 ps/mm2

33.4 ps/mm

11.2 ps

5.08 ps/mm2

14.3 ps/mm

13.7 ps

5.19 ps/mm2

20.7 ps/mm

15.0 ps

Metal 2 3.64 ps/mm2

35.4 ps/mm

11.5 ps

2.93 ps/mm2

18.4 ps/mm

12.9 ps

3.38 ps/mm2

22.5 ps/mm

15.3 ps

Numerical RC

Metal 3 0.541 ps/mm2

36.6 ps/mm

11.5 ps

0.172 ps/mm2

22.0 ps/mm

11.8 ps

0.142 ps/mm2

26.0 ps/mm

14.5 ps

Table 4.6: Coefficients for a quadratic approximation of the propagation delay as a

function of wire length using the 97 models assuming the buffer in question is driving one

load buffer.

with the resistance of metal 2 and metal 3 wires, that the lower capacitance as a function

of wire length for metal 1 wires when compared with metal 2 and metal 3 wires is not

significant enough to compensate. For this reason, in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, the second
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order coefficients for metal 1 wires are higher than the second order coefficients for metal

2 and 3 wires, thereby producing the largest buffer propagation delay increase when using

metal 1 wires. In fact, because of the low metal 3 wire resistance, the second order

coefficients for metal 3 wires are extremely low and sometimes even negative, making

the propagation delay as a function of wire length nearly linear. Because metal 2 wires

can be routed on a smaller pitch than metal 3 wires and produce a lower propagation

delay increase as a function of wire length, long metal wire lines on the test chips were

routed in metal 2 whenever possible.

99 Models Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Metal 1 1.14 ps/mm2

7.13 ps/mm

14.7 ps

0.898 ps/mm2

4.75 ps/mm

15.2 ps

0.954 ps/mm2

6.29 ps/mm

17.7 ps

Metal 2 0.353 ps/mm2

3.38 ps/mm

14.9 ps

0.167 ps/mm2

3.08 ps/mm

14.6 ps

0.189 ps/mm2

3.80 ps/mm

17.2 ps

Analytical RC

Metal 3 0.0977 ps/mm2

5.18 ps/mm

14.9 ps

-0.0134 ps/mm2

4.22 ps/mm

14.9 ps

0.0497 ps/mm2

4.82 ps/mm

17.0 ps

Metal 1 5.31 ps/mm2

32.0 ps/mm

14.0 ps

4.89 ps/mm2

16.4 ps/mm

16.7 ps

5.24 ps/mm2

22.7 ps/mm

18.8 ps

Metal 2 3.62 ps/mm2

33.8 ps/mm

14.3 ps

2.63 ps/mm2

21.3 ps/mm

15.5 ps

3.36 ps/mm2

25.0 ps/mm

19.0 ps

Numerical RC

Metal 3 0.531 ps/mm2

34.9 ps/mm

14.6 ps

0.137 ps/mm2

23.9 ps/mm

14.9 ps

0.108 ps/mm2

29.1 ps/mm

18.0 ps

Table 4.7: Coefficients for a quadratic approximation of the propagation delay as a

function of wire length using the 99 models assuming the buffer in question is driving one

load buffer.
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Figure 4.17: Buffer propagation delay as a function of the length of metal 2 wire the

buffer must drive using the 97 models. The buffer also drives a single load buffer. Wire

parasitics are computed using the analytical RC extraction method.

The propagation delay of a buffer as a function of wire length for metal 2 wires,

shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, illustrate that, as before, the wire parasitics

obtained using the analytical RC extraction method produce much less increase in

propagation delay in comparison with the propagation delay results using wire parasitics

obtained from the numerical RC extraction method. These figures also illustrate that the

level 1 buffer propagation delay increases most rapidly as a function of wire length while

the level 2 buffer propagation delay increases least rapidly as a function of wire length.

This is also true for the other metal layers using both the 97 and 99 models according to

Table 4.6 and Table 4.7. These results are consistent with the results shown in Figure

4.14 and listed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 using the analytical and numerical capacitance

extraction methods. Therefore, the results obtained using the analytical and numerical RC

extraction methods further reinforce the fact that the level 2 buffer is best suited for

driving heavily loaded nets, while the level 1 buffer is most suitable for driving lightly

loaded nets when delay is not a concern due to its lower power consumption. Of course,
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these rules of thumb are often superseded by the level requirements for the receivers on

the nets in question.
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Figure 4.18: Buffer propagation delay as a function of the length of metal 2 wire the

buffer must drive using the 97 models. The buffer also drives a single load buffer. Wire

parasitics are computed using the numerical RC and capacitance extraction methods.

A comparison between the buffer propagation delays determined using the wire

parasitics computed through the numerical RC and capacitance extraction methods

indicates that the greatest change in delay occurs when using metal 1, as Figure 4.16

illustrates. The level 2 buffer propagation delay, for instance, increases from as little as

17% with 1 mm metal 1 wires to as much as 200% with 8 mm metal 1 wires when the

wire parasitics are changed from capacitive to RC. Changes in buffer propagation delay

were more moderate when using metal 2 wires. For instance, the level 2 buffer

propagation delay increases from as little as 10% with 1 mm metal 2 wires to as much as

110% with 8 mm metal 2 wires when the wire parasitics are changed from capacitive to

RC. Because the resistance in the metal 3 wires is so low, the change in delay from using

capacitive wire parasitics to RC wire parasitics was minimal when using these wires. The

level 2 buffer propagation delay, for instance, increases from 1.3% with 1 mm metal 1
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wires to 12% with 8 mm metal 1 wires when the wire parasitics are changed from

capacitive to RC.

Because of the problems with the analytical RC extraction method, it is clear that

the analytical capacitance method produces more accurate results for buffer chain

simulations. This was verified using the numerical RC and capacitance extraction

methods, which produced results that matched well with the analytical capacitance

extraction method, but poorly with the analytical RC extraction method. For this reason,

it is expected that SPICE simulations of the test chips using wire parasitics obtained

through the analytical capacitance extraction method will produce results that are most

consistent with measured results. Most long wires in the test chips are no longer than 2

mm and routed primarily in metal 2 and metal 3. Therefore, the error incurred by not

including the wire resistance in the SPICE simulations with the most accurate wire

capacitance models is probably not much more than 22%, which is the worst case buffer

propagation delay driving one load buffer using 2 mm metal 2 or metal 3 wires.
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Chapter 5

Auxiliary Test Chip Performance Analysis

Often, test structures are designed specifically to benchmark a particular microelectronic

technology. A wide variety of test structures can be designed depending on the

technology parameters of interest. These structures are useful not only to the designers of

the technology, but also to designers using the technology. These designers use test

structures to verify modeling parameters supplied for a particular technology that are

important for designs fabricated in the technology. In this chapter, performance analyses

of the ring oscillator test chip and the VCO test chip are described. The ring oscillator

test chip performance results are useful in determining typical gate delays for ECL and

CML logic gates designed using the SiGe technology, while the VCO test chip

performance results are useful in determining high frequency characteristics of the SiGe

technology. Also, by comparing measured and simulated results, it is possible to

determine how well simulations are able to predict the performance of small circuits

designed in the SiGe technology.

5.1 Test methodology

The circuits fabricated for this project were produced and delivered unpackaged

on eight-inch wafers. These wafers were tested on a Tektronix probe station. As

previously mentioned, two 10 pin microwave probes were used to provide I/O and power

to the circuits on the wafer. Each probe is a GGB Picoprobe Multi-Contact Wedge

custom made for the pattern of signal, power, and ground pads described above. The

frequency range of each signal pin next to a ground pin is from DC to 20 GHz. The

frequency range for a signal pin not next to a ground pin is more limited due to the lack of

a nearby ground signal. Although the bandwidth is not known for certain, it extends into

the gigahertz regime. Output signals from the wafer were measured using a Tektronix

11801A Digital Sampling Oscilloscope. This oscilloscope contains a Tektronix SD-24
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TDR/Sampling Head module with a 20 GHz bandwidth for the acquisition of signals. The

oscilloscope also contains a Tektronix SD-51 Trigger Head that can be used to trigger on

signals with frequencies as high as 20 GHz if the 2 GHz triggering circuitry built into the

oscilloscope is not sufficient to trigger on the signal under observation. Tektronix

WaveStar software was used to capture oscilloscope traces for archival and reproduction.

A Leader 718-5D Regulated DC Power Supply was used to supply power for testing

circuits while an Instek Model PS1850D Laboratory DC Power Supply was used to

provide an analog control signal when required. When an external clock was required to

test a circuit, a Weinschel Engineering 430A Sweep Oscillator was used. This unit

incorporates 432A, 433A, 434A, and 438A RF Units and a 4310A/K Multiband control

unit to produce sine wave signals between 10 MHz and 12.4 GHz. For testing the scan

chain, an additional signal source was required to provide a pattern for Shift In. A

Hewlett-Packard 8091A Rate Generator with a 8093A Amplifier was used for this

purpose. It produces square wave signals between 100 Hz and 1 GHz. A Rohde &

Schwarz FSEM30 spectrum analyzer with a measurement range between 20 Hz and 26.5

GHz was used to perform phase noise measurements on the voltage-controlled oscillators.

5.2 Ring oscillator performance

Simulations without wire parasitics, simulations including wire capacitance, and

simulations including RC wire parasitics were performed on the ring oscillator test chip.

Simulated waveforms at a buffer output in each ring oscillator as well as the waveform at

the pad output of each ring oscillator, assuming the pad is terminated with a 50 Ω resistor,

are shown in Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.3. Note that both the buffer output waveforms

and the pad output waveforms remain at steady state output values for the majority of

each period. This implies that enough stages were used in the ring oscillator designs to

determine buffer propagation delays assuming each buffer was producing a steady state

output before an input transition. At least ten ring oscillator test chips were tested on each

wafer. A measured output waveform for each ring oscillator on one of the ring oscillator

test chips is shown in Figure 5.4. The simulated pad output waveforms for the ring

oscillators are similar to the measured pad output waveforms with one major exception.

Although the peak to peak amplitude of the pad driver output waveform is designed to be
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0.4 V, and simulations predict a peak to peak amplitude of about 0.35 V for each ring

oscillator, the actual measured peak to peak voltage ranges from about 0.14 V to 0.15 V.

The large discrepancy between the simulated and measured waveform amplitudes is a

result of the signal loss in the probes and cables used to transmit the ring oscillator output

signals to the oscilloscope. This loss is not accounted for in the simulations, which

assume the terminating resistors are essentially on the pads.
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Figure 5.1: Simulated waveforms showing the level 1 ring oscillator response at a pair of

buffer output nodes within the ring and at the pad output.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated waveforms showing the level 2 ring oscillator response at a pair of

buffer output nodes within the ring and at the pad output.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated waveforms showing the level 3 ring oscillator response at a pair of

buffer output nodes within the ring and at the pad output.

    

Figure 5.4: Measured waveforms from a ring oscillator test chip. They are the level 1,

level 2, and level 3 ring oscillator output waveforms, respectively.

The results of the ring oscillator simulations, as well as the measured ring

oscillator results are summarized in Table 5.1. The ring oscillator propagation delays

simulated without wire parasitics are consistent with the simulated buffer chain

propagation delays described above. This indicates that using five buffers to condition an

input signal to appear realistic is sufficient to produce a signal comparable to that

obtained using an infinite number of buffers. There is a 22% to 26% increase in buffer

propagation delay for simulations without wire parasitics using the 99 models when

compared with simulations using the 97 models. However, there is a small decrease in the

buffer delay (less than 6%) in simulations using the 99 models that include capacitive and
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RC wire parasitics when compared with simulations using the 97 models. This is due to

the fact that addition of capacitive or RC parasitics to the simulations produced only a

small increase in delay beyond that calculated without parasitics using the 99 models. The

increase is below 11% in all cases while the increase in buffer propagation delay when

capacitive or RC wire parasitics were included in the simulations using the 97 models

was at least 32%. This indicates that under these circumstances, the 99 models are less

sensitive to wire parasitics than the 97 models, which compensates for the poorer

performance using the 99 models without wire parasitics when compared with the

performance using the 97 models without wire parasitics.

Ring
Oscillators

Level 1
Frequency

Level 1
Buffer
Delay

Level 2
Frequency

Level 2
Buffer
Delay

Level 3
Frequency

Level 3
Buffer
Delay

no parasitics 1.33 GHz

1.08 GHz

12.2 ps

14.9 ps

1.39 GHz

1.11 GHz

11.6 ps

14.6 ps

1.17 GHz

950 MHz

13.8 ps

17.0 ps

Capacitance 980 MHz

1.03 GHz

16.5 ps

15.7 ps

977 MHz

1.00 GHz

16.5 ps

16.1 ps

843 MHz

873 MHz

19.1 ps

18.5 ps

RC 1.00 GHz

1.05 GHz

16.1 ps

15.3 ps

1.02 GHz

1.06 GHz

15.8 ps

15.3 ps

867 MHz

901 MHz

18.6 ps

17.9 ps

First fab
run

1.15 GHz ±

14.1 MHz

14.0 ±

0.172 ps

1.12 GHz ±

16.3 MHz

14.4 ±

0.211 ps

932 MHz ±

5.13 MHz

17.3 ±

0.095 ps

% error 15%

11%

17%

12%

13%

11%

15%

12%

9.5%

6.3%

11%

6.8%

Second fab
run

1.12 GHz ±

11.6 MHz

14.4 ps ±

0.186 ps

1.05 GHz ±

17.2 MHz

15.4 ±

0.284 ps

864 MHz ±

12.8 MHz

18.7 ±

0.313 ps

% error 13%

8.3%

14%

9.0%

7.0%

4.4%

7.5%

4.6%

2.5%

0.99%

2.5%

1.0%

Table 5.1: Simulated and measured ring oscillator output frequencies and corresponding

buffer propagation delays using the 97 and 99 models. The percent error figures represent

the error of the simulations with capacitive wire parasitics in comparison with the

measured results of the first and second fabrication runs.
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The decreased sensitivity to wire parasitics using the 99 models is inconsistent

with the result shown in Chapter 4, which predict a comparable sensitivity to wire

parasitics using either the 97 or 99 models. The poorer performance using the 99 models

without wire parasitics, however, is consistent with the results shown in Chapter 4. The

discrepancy may be due to the fact that the wires are very short in the ring oscillator

circuit, resulting in an additional delay of a few picoseconds for each buffer. For these

short wires, the linear and quadratic approximations may be inaccurate. If so, the

differences in sensitivity to wire parasitics using the 97 and 99 models for short wires

may be lost as a result of the approximations.

The measured results of the ring oscillators for the first and second fabrication

runs indicates that the level 1 buffer propagation delay is between 14 ps and 15 ps, the

level 2 buffer propagation delay is between 14 ps and 16 ps, and the level 3 buffer

propagation delay is between 17 ps and 19 ps. The estimated standard deviation of the

ring oscillator measurements across a single wafer is below 2% in all cases, indicating

good process control by the manufacturer. The average value of a given ring oscillator

measurement across the two wafers varies by less than 7%, which is small considering the

wafers were fabricated a year apart, and process changes may have been implemented in

this interval. In general, the buffer propagation delays were slightly smaller on the first

wafer than on the second wafer. The variation between the ring oscillator simulated

results incorporating capacitive wire parasitics and the measured results was below 18%

in all cases, as Table 5.1 shows. The buffer propagation delay variation is less for the

second fabrication run, with a variation of 6.4%, on average, between the simulated

results and the measured results. Although the simulated ring oscillator buffer

propagation delays using RC parasitics matched the measured ring oscillator buffer

propagation delays better than the propagation delays simulated using the capacitive wire

parasitics, from the discussion in Chapter 4, the RC wire parasitics are known to be

inaccurate. In fact, for level 1 ring oscillators, on both wafers, the average measured

buffer propagation delay is smaller than the simulated delay predicted even without

parasitics using the 99 models. This is also true for the average buffer propagation delay

of all three ring oscillators on the first wafer.
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Figure 5.5: Level 1 buffer propagation delay as a function of supply voltage using the 99

models.

To determine the effect the supply voltage has on ring oscillator performance, the

supply voltage was varied both in simulation and while measuring the output of one of

the ring oscillator test chips. The results for the level 1 ring oscillator, shown in Figure

5.5, illustrate that the trend for the buffer propagation delay as a function of the supply

voltage is very similar for the simulations with and without wire parasitics and the

measured results when using the 99 models. Throughout the voltage sweep, the

simulations with capacitive wire parasitics predict the highest buffer delay while the

measured results of the chosen ring oscillator produce the lowest buffer propagation

delay. This is consistent with the results listed in Table 5.1. Propagation delay increases

as the supply voltage is decreased below 4.5 V since the ability of each buffer to drive its

load is decreased as the buffer current is lowered. This is offset somewhat by the decrease

in the output voltage swing of each buffer as the supply voltage is lowered below 4.5V,

which allows a transition to occur more quickly, all else being equal. Delay increases as

the supply voltage is increased above 4.5 V since the improved drive of each buffer as a

result of the increase in current is not enough to offset the increase in delay due to the

increase in the output voltage swing of each buffer and the degradation of device
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performance at high current levels, as the unity gain frequency for an HBT as a function

of the bias current indicates [2].
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Figure 5.6: Level 2 buffer propagation delay as a function of supply voltage using the 99

models.

Results for the level 2 and level 3 buffer propagation delays as a function of

supply voltage, shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, also illustrate that the trend for the

buffer propagation delay as a function of the supply voltage is very similar for the

simulations with and without wire parasitics when using the 99 models. However, the

trend for the buffer propagation delay in the measured results differs significantly from

the simulated results at higher |VEE| values. In the simulation results, the minimum buffer

propagation delay occurs when |VEE| is about 4.5 V for level 2 buffers and about 4.9 V for

level 3 buffers. The minimum buffer propagation delay occurs when |VEE| is about 3.9 V

for level 2 buffers and about 4.4 V for level 3 buffers, however, according to measured

results. Although the increase in delay is similar in the simulated and measured results as

|VEE| is made lower than the value that produces the minimum delay, when |VEE| is made

higher than the value that produces the minimum delay, the delay rises sharply according

to the measured results while only a small rise in delay is observed according to the

simulation results. The increased rise in delay is most likely due to effects not modeled in
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simulations. These include self-heating and breakdown in the devices, as well as

resistance on the power rails and contact resistance to the probes.
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Figure 5.7: Level 3 buffer propagation delay as a function of supply voltage using the 99

models.

The power dissipation of the CML and ECL circuits is determined primarily by

the amount of current flowing through each current tree and emitter follower. Assuming

ideal current sources, the power dissipation of the circuits do not change during transient

events. Rather, some current supplied by collector resistors of current trees and the

devices in the emitter followers is redirected to some of the output nets to raise their

voltage levels during transient events. Also, some of the current drawn by the current

sources of the current trees and emitter followers comes from some of the output nets to

lower their voltage levels during transient events. Therefore, the power consumption of

ECL and CML circuits is independent of the number of switching events that occur over

time. The power consumed by a CML or ECL circuit is simply the product of the supply

voltage and the current drawn by the current sources.

The amount of current consumed by each type of circuit in the ring oscillator test

chip, along with the total current consumed by all the circuits of a particular type is listed

in Table 5.2. Summing these currents, one finds that the total current consumed by the
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ring oscillator test chip is 285 mA, resulting in a total power consumption of 1.28 W

assuming a 4.5 V supply. The power dissipation of the ring oscillator test chip according

to simulations, listed in Table 5.3, is nearly identical in all cases to the expected value

based on the design. The variation is less than 1% in all cases. The average power

dissipation predicted with simulations using RC wire parasitics is slightly less than the

average power dissipation in simulations using either capacitive or no wire parasitics for a

particular set of models. This is because resistance in the power rails is modeled when

using RC wire parasitics. This causes the current through the current sources to be

reduced since the current source reference voltage generators now are supplied a voltage

lower than the nominal supply voltage due to the voltage drops along the power rails.

Because the ring oscillator test chip current sources are not ideal, there is a finite power

fluctuation over time according to the simulations. The worst case simulated peak-to-peak

power variation was found when using RC wire parasitics with the 99 models, which was

less than 4% of the average power dissipated. Therefore, although there is a finite power

variation over time for the ring oscillator test chip, it is small in comparison with the

average power dissipation.

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

level 1 buffer 1 mA 32 mA level 2 buffer 3 mA 99 mA

level 3 buffer 3 mA 93 mA pad drivers 12 mA 36 mA

reference voltage

generators

1 mA 13 mA reference voltage

generators

4 mA 12 mA

Table 5.2: List of current levels used by circuits within the ring oscillator test chip.

The average measured power dissipation of the ring oscillator test chip varied

more significantly from the expected value based on the design than the simulated power

dissipation varied. This is particularly true for the second fabrication run, in which the

expected power dissipation is 25% larger than the average measured power dissipation.

The expected power dissipation was only 6.4% higher than the average measured power

dissipation for chips on the first fabrication run, however. The difference in power
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dissipation between ring oscillator test chips on the first and second fabrication runs was

most likely due to an increase in the resistivity of the polysilicon used to create resistors.

This increase resulted in a reduction of the reference currents flowing through the current

source reference voltage generators, which in turn reduced the current flowing through

the current sources. The estimated standard deviation of the measured power dissipation

is 8.4% of the average power dissipation for the first fabrication run and 6.8% for the

second fabrication run. These deviations are significantly higher than the measured

deviations in propagation delay observed in the ring oscillator test chip, which indicates

that the variations in power are not likely to be due to processing variations on a

particular wafer. Instead, the reason for the increased deviation in power dissipation when

compared with the propagation delay deviation is that the contact resistance between the

probes and the power and ground pads varies significantly from chip to chip as they are

tested. This in turn varies the amount of power that is provided to the chips.

Ring Oscillator Test Chip Power Consumption

(average)

Power Variation

(peak-to-peak)

Designed 1.28 W 0

Simulated (no parasitics) 1.28 W (97), 1.29 W (99) 24.3 mW (97), 25.8 mW (99)

Simulated (capacitance) 1.28 W (97), 1.29 W (99) 29.0 mW (97), 40.4 mW (99)

Simulated (RC) 1.27 W (97), 1.28 W (99) 23.4 mW (97), 40.7 mW (99)

Measured 1.21 W ± 101 mW (run 1)

1.03 W ± 70.3 mW (run 2)

unknown

% error 6.42% (run 1), 24.8% (run 2)

Table 5.3: Power dissipation of the ring oscillator test chip. The average power

dissipation and estimated standard deviation of the measured test chips are listed for both

fabrication runs. The percent error is the variation of the designed power dissipation from

the average measured power dissipation for each fabrication run.
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5.3 Voltage-controlled oscillator test chip performance

5.3.1 High frequency voltage-controlled oscillator performance

Simulations of the HFVCO were run without wire parasitics, as well as with

capacitive and RC wire parasitics to verify the functionality of the HFVCO and estimate
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Figure 5.8: HFVCOb simulation results without wire parasitics using the 99 models. The

control voltage is 0.2 V.

its performance. Some simulated waveforms, shown in Figure 5.8, illustrate how the

HFVCO uses frequency multiplication to convert a moderate frequency waveform

generated by the VCO core to a waveform four times its frequency through two

multiplication steps. These waveforms verify the intended operation of the HFVCO

illustrated in Figure 3.22. One important characteristic that should be noted from Figure
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5.8 is that the magnitude of the output signals of the stage two XOR gate are significantly

attenuated with respect to the magnitude of the output signals of the stage one XOR gates,

despite the fact that the two circuits are identical. This is due to the fact that, unlike the

VCDE output signals, the XOR gate output signals never reach steady state. That is, the

next transition from low to high or high to low occurs before the previous transition can

complete, resulting in a loss of the “flat” portion of the waveform that gives it its square

wave characteristics. Since the output of the stage two XOR gate is twice the frequency of

the output of each stage one XOR gate, it spends half as much time on each transition.

Therefore, given that the rise times of the two circuits are about equal, the magnitude of

the stage two XOR gate output signals should be about half that of the stage one XOR

gate output signals, as Figure 5.8 ill ustrates. The pad driver output shown in Figure 5.8 is

nearly a pure sinusoid with a frequency four times that of the VCDE output signals. This

is due to the fact that the transitions in the stage two XOR gate and the pad driver are too

bandwidth limited to produce anything beyond the fundamental frequency of the derived

signal, resulting in a sinusoidal output signal instead of the ideal square wave output

signal.

Although the signals shown in Figure 5.8 are not identical to the ideal results

shown in Figure 3.22, the signals from circuits within a particular group are nearly

identical to one another. Only the phase between signals from circuits within a particular

group varies significantly. This is due to the fact that circuits within a particular group are

identical and drive identical loads. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is necessary to insure

that signals within a particular group have a well matched shape and have phase

differences that match the desired offsets. This allows signals derived from frequency

multiplication to also exhibit these characteristics. If all signals exhibit these

characteristics, the ideal VCO pad output signal will be a square wave with a 50% duty

cycle. As mentioned above, the frequency components of an ideal high frequency square

wave will be attenuated due to performance limitations of the circuits.

Simulation results of HFVCOb including capacitive wire parasitics, shown in

Figure 5.9, indicate that the wire parasitics degrade the quality of the pad driver output

signal significantly. This is due in part to the fact that the wire parasitics between
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differential pairs of wires are not identical. Therefore, the driver of the wires cannot

produce identical signals (with the exception of a 180° phase shift) that conduct across

the wires because of the unbalanced load the wires present. However, since the wires in

each differential pair are routed side by side, the parasitics for wires in differential pairs

are reasonably well matched. Another factor is the fact that wire parasitics should be well
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Figure 5.9: HFVCOb simulation results using the 99 models and including capacitive

wire parasitics. The control voltage is 0.2 V.

matched among sets of differential pairs of wires connected to drivers in a particular

group of circuits. For instance, if the wire parasitics of the wires that interconnect the

VCDE’s are not identical, then the VCDE output signals will no longer be identical with

the exception of phase. This in turn degrades the output signals of the stage one XOR

gates since they require identical signals offset by the proper phase to produce the desired
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output signals. This, compounded with the fact that the wire parasitics of the sets of

differential pairs driven by the stage one XOR gates may not be well balanced, make the

problem worse for the output signals of the stage one XOR gates. The problem further

escalates in the stage two XOR gate, where the same problems exist as in the stage one

XOR gates. Since only a small effort was made to balance the wire parasitics among

differential pairs driven by each group of circuits within the HFVCO, this is thought to be

the main contributing factor to the signal degradation that appears in the signals shown in

Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated HFVCOb pad driver output waveforms with the frequency

control voltage set to -1 V and 0.2 V, respectively, using the 99 models.

The signal degradation that is observed in Figure 5.9 changes as a function of

frequency. This effect can be shown by comparing the simulated pad driver output

voltage at the lowest HFVCOb frequency and at the highest HFVCOb frequency (see

Figure 5.10). As Figure 5.10 illustrates, the HFVCOb output waveform becomes much

more distorted as HFVCOb approaches its maximum frequency. This is due to the fact

that at lower frequencies, the circuit performance is less of a limiting factor in the phase

detectors, allowing the phase detector output signals to come closer to reaching the

expected voltage levels during a particular transient event before the occurrence of the

next transient event. Therefore, the phase detector output signals are closer to the ideal

values shown in Figure 3.22, and hence the pad driver output waveform is less distorted.
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Unfortunately, the pad driver still dampens the higher frequency components of the

output waveform, giving it somewhat sinusoidal characteristics. HFVCOb pad driver

output signals simulated using the 97 models, shown in Figure 5.11, illustrate that the

signal degradation is even more pronounced at high frequencies using the 97 models,

although the degradation is smaller at low frequencies. This is further evidence

supporting the theory that the 97 models are more sensitive to wire capacitance than the

99 models. Measured output waveforms at the lowest and highest HFVCOb frequencies,

shown in Figure 5.12, confirm the frequency dependent distortion characteristics of the

HFVCO output signal.
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Figure 5.11: Simulated HFVCOb pad driver output waveforms with the frequency

control voltage set to -1 V and 0.9 V, respectively, using the 97 models.

The frequency and amplitude ranges of HFVCOb, summarized in Table 5.4, were

determined from simulations and through measurements of ten HFVCOb sites on the first

wafer. As expected, the simulations without wire parasitics predict HFVCOb will

oscillate at much higher frequencies than predicted in simulations with either RC or

capacitive wire parasitics. The simulations with RC wire parasitics predict HFVCOb will

oscillate at higher frequencies than simulations with capacitive wire parasitics, providing

confirmation for the flaws in the RC modeling discussed in Chapter 4. The highest

HFVCOb frequency predicted using simulations without wire parasitics is 69% larger

than the highest HFVCOb frequency predicted using simulations with capacitive wire
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parasitics with the 97 models, and 34% with the 99 models. This is significantly higher

than the differences in frequencies observed in the ring oscillator simulations when

comparing results simulated with capacitive wire parasitics and results simulated without

wire parasitics (maximum of 42% and 11% using the 97 and 99 models, respectively).

Therefore, the wire parasitics play a greater role in determining the performance of

HFVCOb than in the ring oscillators. As in the ring oscillator simulations, without wire

parasitics, the HFVCOb simulations show oscillating frequencies that are significantly

lower for the same control voltage when using the 99 models in comparison with results

obtained using the 97 models. However, when wire parasitics are added to the

simulations, the oscillating frequencies using a particular control voltage are similar. This

reinforces the idea suggested earlier that devices switch more slowly according to the 99

models, but are less sensitive to wire parasitics.

     

Figure 5.12: Measured HFVCOb pad driver output waveforms with the frequency

control voltage set to -1 V and 1 V, respectively.

The HFVCOb measured results summarized in Table 5.4 indicate HFVCOb has

an average bandwidth of 5.07 GHz, with average frequencies ranging from 7.82 GHz to

12.9 GHz. The estimated standard deviation of the measured frequencies is below 5% at

the lowest frequency and below 2% at the highest frequency. These low estimated

standard deviations confirm that the processing variations across the wafer are small, as

concluded from the measured ring oscillator results. The estimated standard deviation of
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the measured signal amplitudes is a much larger percentage of the average signal

amplitude at the lowest and highest frequencies, however. This is due to problems with

maintaining identical test conditions for each of the test sites. Variations in the contact

resistance between the probes and the pads are the most likely cause for this variation.

Since the unity gain frequency of the HBT’s used in the HFVCO is about 50 GHz [2], the

highest frequency obtained from HFVCOb is about one quarter of the device unity gain

frequency. The average measured output signal frequencies match the simulated output

signal frequencies with capacitive wire parasitics reasonably well , with an error of no

more than 21% in the simulated results when compared with the measured results at

extreme frequency values using either the 97 or 99 models. This is not much worse than

the variation in the simulated (with capacitive wire parasitics) and measured results for

the ring oscill ators on the first wafer. Unlike the ring oscill ator simulations, the HFVCOb

simulations predict faster oscill ating frequencies than the measured results indicate.

Frequency Peak-to-Peak AmplitudeHFVCOb

Highest Lowest Bandwidth Lowest Highest

No

Parasitics

26.3 GHz

20.5 GHz

14.6 GHz

11.8 GHz

11.7 GHz

8.72 GHz

139 mV

239 mV

499 mV

514 mV

Cap. 15.6 GHz

15.4 GHz

8.72 GHz

9.37 GHz

6.87 GHz

6.03 GHz

210 mV, 371 mV

209 mV, 314 mV

510 mV

504 mV

RC 18.2 GHz

18.2 GHz

9.60 GHz

10.5 GHz

8.64 GHz

7.74 GHz

197 mV, 318 mV

224 mV, 311 mV

582 mV

507 mV

Measured 12.9 GHz ±

199 MHz

7.82 GHz ±

372 MHz

5.07 GHz ±

382 MHz

61.1 mV ± 15.4 mV

99.5 mV ± 14.6 mV

159 mV ±

17.9 mV

% Error 21.0%

19.5%

11.5%

19.9%

35.5%

18.9%

244%, 273%

243%, 216%

221%

217%

Table 5.4: Simulated and measured HFVCOb frequency and peak-to-peak amplitude

ranges using the 97 and 99 models. The minimum and maximum amplitudes are

represented where two results are listed under peak-to-peak amplitude. The percent error

figures represent the error of the simulations with capacitive wire parasitics in

comparison with the measured results.
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The highest frequency obtained from HFVCOb indicates that each VCDE has a

minimum propagation delay of 77.6 ps. This delay is over five times larger than the

average propagation delay of a level-2 buffer in a ring oscill ator on the same wafer.

Although a VCDE is more complex than a simple buffer, and each VCDE is driving three

current switches, while a buffer in a ring oscill ator only drives one current switch, on

average, the delay is still surprisingly high. Some of the increased delay may be attributed

to the loading caused by the use of Schottky diodes in the VCDE’s. Also, given the

reasonable match between measured results and simulated results with capacitive wire

parasitics, and given the fact that the simulations without wire parasitics predict much

better performance for HFVCOb, it can be inferred that a significant portion of the VCDE

propagation delay is due to the parasitics in the wires each VCDE must drive.

The distortion observed in the HFVCOb output signal in Figure 5.9 through

Figure 5.12 indicates a signal amplitude that varies from period to period. For this reason,

two listings for the peak-to-peak amplitude of the output signal are often shown in Table

5.4. Where two amplitudes are listed, the data represents the lowest and highest amplitude

observed in the HFVCOb output signal. The average difference between the largest and

smallest peak-to-peak amplitudes in a particular signal is nearly zero at lower frequencies

and 38 mV at higher frequencies according to measured results. According to simulated

results with capacitive wire parasitics, however, the average difference between the

largest and smallest peak-to-peak amplitudes in a particular signal is over 100 mV at high

frequencies, although nearly zero at low frequencies as well . The measured results for

HFVCOb reveal that the amplitude of the pad driver signal is much lower at a particular

control voltage level than simulations predict. This is true because, li ke the ring oscill ator

simulations, HFVCOb simulations do not include parasitics beyond the output pad. The

parasitics in the probes and cables attenuate the HFVCOb output signal to a large extent,

explaining the discrepancy between measured and simulated results for the HFVCOb

output signal amplitude.

To determine the oscill ation frequency of HFVCOb as a function of the applied

control voltage, simulations were performed and measured results at two HFVCOb sites

were taken over a series of applied control voltage levels. The results using the 97
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models, shown in Figure 5.13, indicate a consistent trend among the simulated and

measured results in the frequency variation as a function of the applied control voltage,

although the frequency values vary depending on the data set. That is, HFVCOb produces

its lowest frequency output signal with an applied control voltage below -0.7 V, and its

highest frequency output signal with an applied control voltage above 0.6 V under

simulation. The measured results indicate HFVCOb produces its highest frequency output

signal with an applied control voltage above 0 V, however. In the intermediate range for

each VCO, the frequency varies somewhat linearly as a function of the applied control

voltage. The useful control voltage range that allows the output frequency of HFVCOb to

be varied is about 0.4 V (-0.5 V to -0.1 V). Figure 5.13 also indicates that the variation

between simulated results without wire parasitics and those with capacitive wire

parasitics is significant throughout the entire range of control voltages tested, while the

simulations with capacitive wire parasitics match the measured results fairly well . Note

from Figure 5.13 that the match is particularly good at low frequencies, but becomes less

so at high frequencies.
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Figure 5.13: HFVCOb output frequency as a function of the applied control voltage

using the 97 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown, as well as simulated

results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire parasitics.
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Figure 5.14: HFVCOb output frequency as a function of the applied control voltage

using the 99 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown, as well as simulated

results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire parasitics.

The simulation results for the HFVCOb output signal frequency as a function of

the control voltage using the 99 models, along with the two sets of measured output

signal frequency data are shown in Figure 5.14. These results indicate that the output

signal frequencies simulated without wire parasitics differ less from the output signal

frequencies in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics when using the 99 models

when compared with the 97 models throughout the range of control voltages tested.

Again, there is a reasonable match between the output signal frequencies simulated using

the 99 models and the measured output signal frequencies for the two HFVCOb sites.

This is particularly true at frequencies generated using control voltages below –0.1 V and

above 0.6 V, as Figure 5.14 ill ustrates. However, Figure 5.14 also ill ustrates that, unlike

with the output signal frequencies simulated using the 97 models, the output signal

frequencies reach a peak value when the applied control voltage is increased to between

0.2 V and 0.3 V, and then drop to a lower steady-state value as the applied control voltage

is increased further. The peak frequency is the highest frequency quoted in Table 5.4.
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This effect was not observed in the measured output signal frequencies as a function of

applied control voltage, however, as Figure 5.14 ill ustrates.
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Figure 5.15: Peak-to-peak amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal as a function of the

applied control voltage using the 97 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown,

as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics.

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal as a function of the

applied control voltage, shown in Figure 5.15, changes significantly over the range of

applied voltage levels. This is due primarily to the limited bandwidth of the XOR gate

and pad driver. To compensate for this effect, the collector resistor values of the XOR

gates were increased beyond the normal value required to produce a 0.25 V logic swing,

as shown in Figure 3.23, to improve the gain. However, this only increases the amplitude

of the XOR gate output signals up to the cutoff fr equency of the XOR gate using the

original collector resistor values since the gain-bandwidth product of the XOR gate is

constant. As Figure 5.15 ill ustrates, the amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal is much

lower in simulations without wire parasitics than in simulations with capacitive or RC

wire parasitics. This is because the frequency of the HFVCOb output signal is much

larger in simulations without wire parasitics than in simulations with capacitive or RC
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wire parasitics for a particular control voltage, resulting in an increased attenuation in the

output signal due to the bandwidth limitations of the XOR gate and pad driver. The

measured HFVCOb output signal amplitude is much lower than the simulated HFVCOb

output signal amplitude because, as mentioned earlier, the simulated circuits do not

include test equipment parasitics.
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Figure 5.16: Peak-to-peak amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal as a function of the

applied control voltage using the 99 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown,

as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics.

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal simulated using the 99

models, shown in Figure 5.16, is similar to that obtained using the 97 models. However,

the amplitude of the output signal does not approach a minimum value as the applied

control voltage is increased, but rather, reaches a minimum value at an applied control

voltage between 0.2 V and 0.3 V. This control voltage range correlates with the range

required to produce a maximum output signal frequency. This reinforces the theory that

the amplitude attenuation is due to bandwidth limitations in the XOR gates and the pad

driver, since the variations in the HFVCOb output signal amplitude track the changes in

the HFVCOb output signal frequency. The variation in output signal amplitude among the
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simulated results for a particular control voltage level is much lower using the 99 models

compared to results using the 97 models. This is not surprising, however, since the output

signal frequency also varies less among the different simulations at a particular control

voltage level using the 99 models, and the output signal amplitude is a function of the

output signal frequency due to the bandwidth limitations in the XOR gates and pad driver.
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Figure 5.17: HFVCOa output signal peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the applied

control voltage using the 97 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown, as well

as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire parasitics.

Simulations were also performed to determine the HFVCOa output signal

frequency and amplitude as a function of the applied control voltage. The HFVCOa

output signal frequency simulated without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC

wire parasitics is nearly identical to the HFVCOb output signal frequency, shown in

Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14, simulated using the same wire parasitic method. The

HFVCOa peak-to-peak output signal amplitude, shown in Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18,

differs significantly with HFVCOb peak-to-peak output signal amplitude, shown in

Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. The main difference between the HFVCOa and HFVCOb

output signal amplitudes for a given type of simulation is that the HFVCOa amplitude is

about half that of the HFVCOb amplitude. This is due to the fact that the parasitics
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associated with the ESD device reduce the bandwidth of the pad driver significantly,

resulting in a large attenuation of the output signal. There was a great deal of diff iculty

obtaining measured results for HFVCOa since the output signal amplitude is too small to

trigger on reliably in order to display the output signal on the oscill oscope. For this

reason, measured results for HFVCOa are omitted. This presents no problem, however,

since there were no electrostatic problems that prevented the proper operation of the pad

driver in HFVCOb.
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Figure 5.18: HFVCOa output signal peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the applied

control voltage using the 99 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown, as well

as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire parasitics.

The HFVCO components generate many types of noise, including thermal noise,

shot noise, and fli cker noise. This noise causes modulation in both the amplitude and

phase of the HFVCO output signal [80]. In designing a VCO for a phase-locked loop

(PLL), the phase noise of the VCO is important since the phase of the VCO is compared

with that of the input signal to adjust the VCO frequency. Phase noise in a VCO output

signal manifests itself as non-zero spectral power at frequencies near the intended VCO

fundamental output frequency, known as the carrier frequency. Therefore, to characterize

the phase noise of a VCO, one must compare the spectral power of the VCO output signal
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at frequencies near the carrier frequency to the spectral power of the carrier frequency.

Phase noise measurements were performed on HFVCOb to determine the its phase noise

as a function of offset frequency from the carrier frequency. The supply voltage was

provided by three 1.5 V batteries in series to minimize noise in the circuit induced by

noise from the supply. Also, a control voltage of 0 V was applied since this can be

accomplished without adding additional noise due to variations in a supply generating the

control voltage. At this control voltage, the HFVCOb output signal carrier frequency was

12 GHz.
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Figure 5.19: Phase noise of HFVCOb as a function of the offset frequency from the

carrier frequency, which is 12 GHz.

The phase noise power relative to the carrier power of the measured HFVCOb at

frequencies offset from the carrier frequency is shown in Figure 5.19. From Figure 5.19,

the phase noise at a 1 MHz offset from the carrier frequency is –73.1 dBc/Hz. This phase

noise level is high compared to other ring VCO structures, such as a CMOS ring VCO

operating at 5.43 GHz with a phase noise of –98.5 dBc/Hz at a 1 MHz offset from the

carrier frequency [81]. Of course, this ring VCO has a much lower carrier frequency and

phase noise analyses show that phase noise is a function of the square of the carrier

frequency [81],[82]. Thus, if one extrapolates the CMOS ring VCO result to 12 GHz, one
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predicts a phase noise of –91.6 GHz at a 1 MHz offset from a carrier frequency of 12

GHz, which is still significantly lower than phase noise of HFVCOb. When compared to

the phase noise of a CMOS LC VCO, which has a phase noise of –124 dBc/Hz at an

offset of 1 MHz from the carrier frequency of 1.3 GHz [83], the phase noise of HFVCOb

is extremely high. Extrapolating the phase noise assuming a 12 GHz carrier, the CMOS

LC VCO phase noise is still as low as –105 dBc/Hz at a 1 MHz offset from the carrier

frequency. This is expected, however, since VCO’s incorporating LC resonators are

known to produce much lower phase noise than ring VCO’s [82]. Therefore, although the

HFVCO design using SiGe HBT’s produces high frequency output signals, these signals

also have high phase noise levels.

The supply voltage of HFVCOb was also varied to determine the effects of supply

voltage variation on the performance of HFVCOb. The control voltage remained constant

while the supply voltage was varied. The control voltage was set to 1 V for the measured

results since the output signal frequency is at its maximum value when this control

voltage is used with a 4.5 V supply. For simulations using the 97 models, a control

voltage of 0.9 V was used since this value produces a maximum HFVCOb output signal

frequency in simulations using a 4.5 V supply. The simulated and measured variation in

the HFVCOb output signal frequency as a function of the supply voltage, shown in Figure

5.20, ill ustrate that the output signal frequency reaches a peak value over the examined

supply voltage range. This peak value occurs at a supply voltage between 4.5 V and 5 V

according to measurements and between 5 V and 5.5 V according to simulations,

depending on whether or not wire parasitics are included. The reason for the drop in the

frequency of the HFVCOb output signal as the supply voltage is raised above the value

that produces the maximum frequency, can be partially attributed to an increase in voltage

swing. However, the VCDE Schottky diodes clamp the output voltage, which reduces the

increase in voltage swing significantly as the current through the VCDE is increased.

Another reason for the drop in frequency may be that the device performance decreases at

high current levels, as indicated by the HBT unity gain frequency [2]. Likewise, the

HFVCOb output signal frequency decrease as the supply voltage is lowered below the

value that produces the maximum frequency may also be partially attributed to a device
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performance reduction at low current levels, also indicated by the device unity gain

frequency. In addition, circuits have a more difficult time driving loads at low current

levels because of the increased time required to transfer charge. The trends observed in

Figure 5.24 are fairly similar for the measured and simulated results. As with the other

HFVCOb results, the simulated results are optimistic. Again, the simulated results using

capacitive wire parasitics most closely match the measured results in the range shown in

Figure 5.20, differing by a maximum of 34% at a 5.5V supply.
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Figure 5.20: HFVCOb output signal frequency as a function of the supply voltage using

the 97 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V is shown, as

well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics, all receiving a control voltage of 0.9 V.

HFVCOb was also simulated as a function of the supply voltage using the 99

models. For these simulations, a control voltage of 0.2 V was used since this value

produces a maximum HFVCOb output signal frequency in simulations using a 4.5 V

supply. The simulated HFVCOb output signal frequency using the 99 models, shown in

Figure 5.21, is similar to the HFVCOb output signal frequency found using the 97

models, as a function of supply voltage. However, there is a closer match in the trends

when comparing the measured and simulated results using the 99 models. For instance,
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both the measured and simulated HFVCOb output signal frequencies reach a maximum

value at a supply voltage between 4.5 V and 5 V. Again, the HFVCOb output signal

frequencies determined using simulations including capacitive wire parasitics most

closely match the measured frequencies as the supply voltage is varied. The maximum

variation in the range shown in Figure 5.21 is below 20%, which is smaller than the

variation obtained using the 97 models.
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Figure 5.21: HFVCOb output signal frequency as a function of the supply voltage using

the 99 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V is shown, as

well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics, all receiving a control voltage of 0.2 V.

The peak to peak amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal as a function of the

supply voltage, according to measurements and simulations using the 97 models, is

shown in Figure 5.22. These results indicate that the output signal amplitude increases as

the supply voltage increases. This is expected since an increase in the supply voltage

causes the reference currents for the current sources to increase, which in turn results in a

proportional increase in the current drawn by the current sources. The increase in the

current through the pad driver and other circuits results in an increase in the logic swing

of the circuits, unless Schottky diodes are used to clamp the swing of the output signals.
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Again, the output signal amplitude is lower in the measured results than in the simulated

results since test equipment parasitics are not modeled. Also, as before, the output signal

amplitude simulated without wire parasitics is much lower than the output signal

amplitude simulated with capacitive or RC wire parasitics. This is because the bandwidth

limitations of the XOR gates and pad drivers cause the output signal to be attenuated

much more at the higher frequencies predicted in simulations without parasitics.
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Figure 5.22: HFVCOb output signal peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the supply

voltage using the 97 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V

is shown, as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC

wire parasitics, each receiving a control voltage of 0.9 V.

The peak to peak amplitude of the HFVCOb output signal as a function of the

supply voltage, according to measurements and simulations using the 99 models, is

shown in Figure 5.23. These results are similar to those shown in Figure 5.22 with the

exception that the simulated results using capacitive and RC wire parasitics match the

simulated results without wire parasitics more closely using the 99 models. As before,

this is because the frequency of the output signal simulated without wire parasitics

matches the frequency of the output signal simulated using capacitive or RC wire
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parasitics more closely when using the 99 models. Therefore, there is less attenuation due

to bandwidth limitations in the XOR gates and pad driver.
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Figure 5.23: HFVCOb output signal peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the supply

voltage using the 99 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V

is shown, as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC

wire parasitics, each receiving a control voltage of 0.2 V.

5.3.2 Medium frequency voltage-controlled oscillator performance

Simulations of the MFVCO were also run without wire parasitics, and with

capacitive and RC wire parasitics to verify the functionality of the MFVCO and estimate

its performance. Some simulated waveforms, shown in Figure 5.24, illustrate how the

MFVCO uses frequency multiplication to double the frequency of the waveform

generated by the VCO core. The MFVCO waveforms look similar to the HFVCO

waveforms shown in Figure 5.9. However, the XOR gate that drives the pad driver has

output signals that are nearly identical aside from the 180° phase shift, which is not the

case for the HFVCOb stage two XOR gate. This allows the pad driver to produce an

output signal that is nearly identical over consecutive periods, unlike the HFVCOb output

signal, where each period only matches other periods at intervals of four periods. This is
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not unexpected since the highest frequency output signal of the MFVCO is lower than the

lowest frequency output signal of the HFVCO, and the HFVCO low frequency output

signal had almost no distortion due to unbalanced wire parasitics.
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Figure 5.24: Results of the MFVCO simulations using the 99 models and including

capacitive wire parasitics. The waveforms are two VCDE output pairs, the phase detector

output pairs, and the pad driver output. The control voltage is 0.2 V.

The low distortion of the MFVCO output signal at its highest frequency simulated

with capacitive wire parasitics is illustrated for both the 97 and 99 models in Figure 5.25.

The simulated MFVCO output signal is not sinusoidal, however, even at its highest

frequency, as is the HFVCOb output signal when simulated without wire parasitics. This

is because the MFVCO produces output signals with frequencies half that of the HFVCO

for corresponding control voltages. Therefore, the bandwidth of the XOR gate and pad

driver are large enough such that the higher order frequencies of the output signal are not

filtered in simulation. Measured MFVCO output waveforms, shown in Figure 5.26,

exhibit low distortion as well, unlike the measured HFVCOb output waveforms at high
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frequency. However, unlike in simulations, the MFVCO measured output signal is

sinusoidal. This may be due to attenuation of higher order frequencies of the output signal

in the cables and test equipment, which is not included in the simulations.
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Figure 5.25: Simulated MFVCO pad driver output waveforms using the 97 and 99

models with the control set to 0.9 V and 0.2 V, respectively.

     

Figure 5.26: Measured MFVCO pad driver output waveforms with the control set to –1.1

V and 1 V, respectively.
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Frequency Peak-to-Peak AmplitudeMFVCO

Highest Lowest Bandwidth Lowest Highest

No Parasitics 13.1 GHz

10.3 GHz

7.30 GHz

5.92 GHz

5.83 GHz

4.35 GHz

211 mV

233 mV

324 mV

305 mV

Capacitance 7.78 GHz

7.69 GHz

4.37 GHz

4.69 GHz

3.41 GHz

3.00 GHz

245 mV

247 mV

328 mV

280 mV

RC 9.14 GHz

9.12 GHz

4.80 GHz

5.23 GHz

4.33 GHz

3.89 GHz

265 mV

221 mV

362 mV

270 mV

Measured 6.51 GHz ±

79.4 MHz

3.96 GHz ±

60.0 MHz

2.55 GHz ±

113 MHz

77.7 mV ±

6.84 mV

110 mV ±

15.9 mV

% Error 19.4%

18.1%

10.2%

18.4%

33.8%

17.7%

215%

218%

198%

154%

Table 5.5: Simulated and measured MFVCO frequency and peak-to-peak amplitude

ranges using the 97 and 99 models. The percent error figures represent the error of the

simulations with capacitive wire parasitics in comparison with the measured results.

The frequency and amplitude ranges of the MFVCO, summarized in Table 5.5,

were determined from simulations and through measurements of eight MFVCO sites on

the first wafer. As with the HFVCO simulations, the simulations without wire parasitics

predict the MFVCO will oscillate at much higher frequencies than predicted in

simulations with either RC or capacitive wire parasitics. The simulations with RC wire

parasitics predict the MFVCO will oscillate at higher frequencies than simulations with

capacitive wire parasitics, providing further confirmation for the flaws in the RC

modeling discussed in Chapter 4. The highest MFVCO frequency predicted using

simulations without wire parasitics is 68% larger than the highest MFVCO frequency

predicted using simulations with capacitive wire parasitics with the 97 models, and 34%

with the 99 models. Again, this is significantly higher than the differences in frequencies

observed in the ring oscillator simulations when comparing results simulated with

capacitive wire parasitics and results simulated without wire parasitics (maximum of 42%

and 11% using the 97 and 99 models, respectively). Therefore, the wire parasitics play a
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greater role in determining the performance of the MFVCO than in the ring oscill ators, as

well . As in the HFVCO simulations, without wire parasitics, the MFVCO simulations

show oscill ating frequencies that are significantly lower for the same control voltage

when using the 99 models in comparison with results obtained using the 97 models.

However, when wire parasitics are added to the simulations, the oscill ating frequencies

using a particular control voltage are similar. This provides more reinforcement for the

idea suggested earlier that devices switch more slowly according to the 99 models, but are

less sensitive to wire parasitics.

The MFVCO measured results summarized in Table 5.5 indicate that the MFVCO

has an average bandwidth of 2.55 GHz, with average frequencies ranging from 3.96 GHz

to 6.51 GHz. The estimated standard deviation of the measured frequencies is below 2%

at both the highest and lowest frequencies. These low estimated standard deviations

provide further confirmation that the processing variations across the wafer are small .

Again, the estimated standard deviation of the measured signal amplitudes is a much

larger percentage of the average signal amplitude at the lowest and highest frequencies,

however. As before, this is due to problems with maintaining identical test conditions for

each of the test sites. The measured results match the simulated results with capacitive

wire parasitics reasonably well , with an error of no more than 20% in the simulated

results when compared with the measured results at extreme frequency values using either

the 97 or 99 models. Again, this is not much worse than the variation in the simulated

results with capacitive wire parasitics and measured results for the ring oscill ators on the

first wafer. As with the HFVCOb simulations, the MFVCO simulations predict faster

oscill ating frequencies than the measured results indicate. The highest frequency obtained

from The MFVCO indicates that each VCDE has a minimum propagation delay of 76.8

ps, which is similar to the HFVCOb VCDE delay. The highest and lowest measured

HFVCOb output signal frequencies are both 2.0 times the highest and lowest measured

MFVCO output signal frequencies. This is not unexpected since the HFVCO has an

additional frequency multiplier and the VCDE elements, which determine the core

frequency of both VCO’s, are virtually identical in the HFVCO and the MFVCO. This

includes the loading of the VCDE’s in each VCO, as well as the circuit design and layout.
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Figure 5.27: MFVCO output signal frequency as a function of the applied control voltage

using the 97 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown, as well as simulated

results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire parasitics.

To determine the oscill ation frequency of the MFVCO as a function of the applied

control voltage, simulations were performed and measured results at two MFVCO sites

were taken over a series of applied control voltage levels, as well . The MFVCO output

signal frequency as a function of the applied control voltage using the 97 models, shown

in Figure 5.27, is similar to the HFVCOb output signal frequency with the exception that

the MFVCO output signal frequency is about half that of the HFVCOb signal frequency

at a particular control voltage. That is, the MFVCO results, li ke the HFVCOb results,

indicate a consistent trend among the simulated and measured results in the frequency

variation as a function of the applied control voltage, although the frequency values vary

depending on the data set. That is, the MFVCO produces its lowest frequency output

signal with an applied control voltage below -0.7 V, and its highest frequency output

signal with an applied control voltage above 0.6 V under simulation. The measured

results indicate the MFVCO produces its highest frequency output signal with an applied

control voltage of about 0.2 V to 0.3 V, however, and then decreases slightly to approach

a steady-state frequency as the control voltage is increased further. This is different than
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the result obtained for HFVCOb since the HFVCOb output signal frequency did not reach

a peak value over the control voltage range, but instead approached a maximum value as

the control voltage was increased. Given how slight the decrease in frequency is for the

MFVCO output signal, however, the difference in responses to the control voltage may be

attributed to measurement error, especially since the signals are very noisy. The useful

control voltage range that allows the output frequency of the MFVCO to be varied is also

about 0.4 V (-0.5 V to –0.1 V). Figure 5.27 also indicates that, as with the HFVCO

simulations, the variation between simulated results without wire parasitics and those

with capacitive wire parasitics is significant throughout the entire range of control

voltages tested, while the simulations with capacitive wire parasitics match the measured

results much more closely. Note from Figure 5.27 that the match is again good at low

frequencies, but becomes less so at high frequencies.

The simulation results for the MFVCO output signal frequency as a function of

applied control voltage using the 99 models, along with the two sets of measured output

signal frequency data are shown in Figure 5.28. These results are also similar to the

HFVCOb output signal frequency results with the exception that the MFVCO output

signal frequency is about half that of the HFVCOb signal frequency at a particular control

voltage. The MFVCO results, li ke the HFVCOb results, also indicate that the output

signal frequencies simulated without wire parasitics differ less from the output signal

frequencies from simulations including capacitive wire parasitics when the 99 models are

used. There is a reasonable match between the output signal frequencies simulated using

the 99 models and the measured output signal frequencies for the two MFVCO sites, as

well . As before, this is particularly true at frequencies generated using control voltages

below –0.1 V and about 0.6 V, as Figure 5.28 ill ustrates. However, Figure 5.28 also

ill ustrates that, unlike with the output signal frequencies simulated using the 97 models,

the output signal frequencies reach a peak value when the applied control voltage is

increased to between 0.2 V and 0.3 V, and then drop to a lower steady-state value as the

applied control voltage is increased further. The peak frequency is the highest frequency

quoted in Table 5.5. This effect was observed in the measured results as well , but the

reduction of the output signal frequency after the peak frequency is reached as the control
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voltage is increased beyond 0.3 V is not as great according to measurements in

comparison with what simulations predict, as Figure 5.28 ill ustrates.
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Figure 5.28: MFVCO output frequency as a function of the applied control voltage using

the 99 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown, as well as simulated results

without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire parasitics.

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the MFVCO output signal as a function of the

applied control voltage, shown in Figure 5.29, also has a trend similar to that of the

HFVCOb output signal. The simulated amplitude of the MFVCO is lower, however, for

any particular control voltage, although the measured results indicate the amplitudes are

similar for both VCO’s. As with the HFVCOb output signal amplitude, the MFVCO

output signal amplitude changes significantly over the range of applied voltages. This is

again due primarily to the limited bandwidth of the XOR gate and pad driver. To

compensate for this effect, the collector resistor values of the phase detectors in the

MFVCO were also increased beyond the normal value required to produce a 0.25 V logic

swing. As Figure 5.29 ill ustrates, unlike HFVCOb output signal amplitude, the amplitude

of the MFVCO output signal is similar in simulations with and without wire parasitics

using the 97 models. The measured MFVCO output signal amplitude is much lower than
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the simulated MFVCO output signal amplitude because, as with the HFVCO, the

simulated circuits do not include test equipment parasitics.
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Figure 5.29: Peak-to-peak amplitude of the MFVCO output signal as a function of the

applied control voltage using the 97 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown,

as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics.

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the MFVCO output signal simulated using the 99

models, shown in Figure 5.30, is similar to that obtained using the 97 models. However,

as with the HFVCOb output signal amplitude, the amplitude of the MFVCO output signal

does not approach a minimum value as the applied control voltage is increased, but rather,

reaches a minimum value at an applied control voltage between 0.2 V and 0.3 V. This

control voltage range correlates with the range required to produce a maximum output

signal frequency. As with MFVCO simulations using the 97 models, the variation in the

MFVCO output signal amplitude among the simulated results for a particular control

voltage level is low using 99 models. This is expected, however, since the variation in

frequency among the MFVCO simulated results at a particular control voltage is low.
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Figure 5.30: Peak-to-peak amplitude of the MFVCO output signal as a function of the

applied control voltage using the 99 models. Measured results for two VCO’s are shown,

as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics.

Phase noise measurements were also performed on the MFVCO to determine the

phase noise of the MFVCO as a function of offset frequencies from the carrier frequency.

As before, the supply voltage was provided by three 1.5 V batteries in series. Also, as

before, a control voltage of 0 V was applied. At this control voltage, the MFVCO output

signal carrier frequency was 6.0 GHz. The phase noise power relative to the carrier power

of the measured MFVCO at frequencies offset from the carrier frequency is shown in

Figure 5.31. From Figure 5.31, the phase noise at a 1 MHz offset from the carrier

frequency is –80.3 dBc/Hz. This is 7.2 dB/Hz lower than the HFVCOb phase noise

measured at an offset of 1 MHz from the carrier frequency. Since the MFVCO carrier

frequency was half that of the HFVCOb carrier frequency during the phase noise

measurements, the expected difference between the phase noise measurements, given that

phase noise varies as the square of the carrier frequency, is 6.0 dB/Hz. The additional 1.2

dB/Hz variation in phase noise when comparing the two VCO’s can most likely be

attributed to differences in the distribution of power as well as reference voltages.
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Measurement error may also be a factor. The phase noise level of the MFVCO is also

high compared to other ring VCO structures in the literature. The MFVCO’s phase noise

at a 1 MHz offset from the carrier frequency is 18.2 dB/Hz higher than a CMOS ring

VCO operating at 5.43 GHz, which exhibits a phase noise of –98.5 dBc/Hz at a 1 MHz

offset from the carrier frequency [81]. This is despite the fact that the carrier frequencies

of the two VCO’s are similar. When compared to the phase noise of a CMOS LC VCO,

which has a phase noise of –124 dBc/Hz at an offset of 1 MHz from the carrier frequency

of 1.3 GHz [83], the phase noise of the MFVCO is also extremely high. Even when

extrapolating the phase noise of the CMOS LC VCO assuming a 6.0 GHz carrier, the

CMOS LC VCO phase noise is still predicted to be as low as –111 dBc/Hz at a 1 MHz

offset from the carrier frequency. Again, this is expected, however, since VCO’s

incorporating LC resonators are known to produce much lower phase noise than ring

VCO’s [82].
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Figure 5.31: Phase noise of the MFVCO as a function of the offset frequency from the

carrier frequency, which is 6.0 GHz.

The supply voltage of the MFVCO was also varied to determine the effects of

supply voltage variation on the performance of the MFVCO. As with HFVCOb, the

control voltage remained constant while the supply voltage was varied. Again, the control
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voltage was set to 1 V for the measured results since the output signal frequency is at its

maximum value when this control voltage is used with a 4.5 V supply. As with HFVCOb,

for simulations using the 97 models, a control voltage of 0.9 V was used since this value

produces a maximum MFVCO output signal frequency in simulations using a 4.5 V

supply. The simulated and measured variation in the MFVCO output signal frequency as
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Figure 5.32: MFVCO output signal frequency as a function of the supply voltage using

the 97 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V is shown, as

well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics, all receiving a control voltage of 0.9 V.

a function of the supply voltage, shown in Figure 5.32, is similar to the HFVCOb output

signal frequency variation. The MFVCO output signal frequency is about half that of the

HFVCOb signal frequency at a particular supply voltage, however. That is, Figure 5.32

illustrates that, as with the HFVCOb output signal frequency, the MFVCO output signal

frequency reaches a peak value over the examined supply voltage range. This peak value

occurs at a supply voltage between 4.5 V and 5 V according to measurements and

between 5 V and 5.5 V according to simulations, depending on whether or not wire

parasitics are included. The reasons for the variation in the MFVCO output signal

frequency as the supply voltage is varied are similar to the reasons mentioned earlier for
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the variation in the HFVCOb output signal frequency as the supply voltage is varied. The

trends observed in Figure 5.32 are fairly similar for the measured and simulated results.

As with the other MFVCO results, the simulated results are optimistic. Again, the

simulated results using capacitive wire parasitics most closely match the measured results

in the range shown in Figure 5.32, differing by a maximum of 32% at a 5.5V supply.
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Figure 5.33: MFVCO output signal frequency as a function of the supply voltage using

the 99 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V is shown, as

well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC wire

parasitics, all receiving a control voltage of 0.2 V.

The MFVCO was also simulated as a function of the supply voltage using the 99

models. As with the HFVCOb output signal frequency, the simulated MFVCO output

signal frequency using the 99 models, shown in Figure 5.33, is similar to the MFVCO

output signal frequency found using the 97 models. As before, there is a closer match in

the trends when comparing the measured and simulated results using the 99 models. For

instance, both the measured and simulated MFVCO output signal frequencies reach a

maximum value at a supply voltage between 4.5 V and 5 V. Again, the MFVCO output

signal frequencies determined using simulations including capacitive wire parasitics most

closely match the measured frequencies as the supply voltage is varied. The maximum
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variation in the range shown in Figure 5.21 is below 35%, which is slightly larger than the

variation obtained using the 97 models, despite the smaller variation overall using the 99

models.
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Figure 5.34: MFVCO output signal peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the supply

voltage using the 97 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V

is shown, as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC

wire parasitics, each receiving a control voltage of 0.9 V.

The peak to peak amplitude of the MFVCO output signal as a function of the

supply voltage, according to measurements and simulations using the 97 models, shown

in Figure 5.34, has a trend similar to that of the HFVCOb output signal amplitude under

these conditions. The simulated amplitude of the MFVCO is lower, however, for any

particular control voltage in most of the simulations, although the measured results

indicate the amplitudes are similar for both VCO’s. These results indicate that, as with

the HFVCOb output signal amplitude, the MFVCO output signal amplitude increases as

the supply voltage increases. Again, this is expected since an increase in the supply

voltage causes the reference currents for the current sources to increase, which in turn

results in a proportional increase in the current drawn by the current sources. Unlike with

the HFVCOb simulated output signal amplitude, the simulated MFVCO output signal
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amplitude as the supply voltage is varied is similar with and without wire parasitics.

Again, the output signal amplitude is lower in the measured results than the simulated

results since test equipment parasitics are not modeled.

The peak to peak amplitude of the MFVCO output signal as a function of the

supply voltage, according to measurements and simulations using the 99 models, is

shown in Figure 5.35. These results are very similar to the results obtained using the 97

models. They are also similar to the HFVCOb results using either set of models. As with

MFVCO simulations using the 97 models, the variation in the MFVCO output signal

amplitude among the simulated results for a particular supply voltage level is low using

99 models. This is expected since the variation in frequency among the MFVCO

simulated results at a particular supply voltage is low. As with the amplitude using the 97

models, the output signal amplitude is lower in the measured results than the simulated

results since test equipment parasitics are not modeled.
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Figure 5.35: MFVCO output signal peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the supply

voltage using the 99 models. Measured results for one VCO with a control voltage of 1 V

is shown, as well as simulated results without wire parasitics, and with capacitive and RC

wire parasitics, each receiving a control voltage of 0.2 V.
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5.3.3 Voltage-controlled oscillator test chip power consumption

The amount of current consumed by each type of circuit in the voltage-controlled

oscill ator test chip, along with the total current consumed by all the circuits of a particular

type is li sted in Table 5.6. Summing these currents, one finds that the total current

consumed by the VCO test chip is 228 mA, resulting in a total power dissipation of 1.03

W assuming a 4.5 V supply. The VCO test chip power dissipation based on simulations

and measurements is li sted in Table 5.7 assuming the frequency control voltages are set to

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

VCDE’s 3 mA 36 mA phase detectors 11 mA 88 mA

frequency control

pad receiver

3 mA 33 mA pad drivers 12 mA 36 mA

reference voltage

generators

1 mA 8 mA reference voltage

generators

4 mA 24 mA

reference voltage

generators

0.9 mA 2.7 mA reference voltage

generators

0.1 mA 0.3 mA

Table 5.6: List of current levels used by circuits within the VCO test chip.

VCC. The power dissipation of the VCO test chip according to simulations is between and

0.55% and 5.3% higher than the expected value based on the design. The variation from

the expected value is due to the fact that the ESD’s connected to the frequency control

pads draw as much as 12 mA, which is not accounted for in the design. According to

simulations, a significant change in power dissipation in the VCO test chip occurs as the

frequency control voltage is adjusted. For instance when using the 97 models, the power

dissipation increases by as much as 29% as the frequency control voltage is increased to

0.9 V, and decreases by as much as 14% as the frequency control voltage is decreased to -

1 V. When using the 99 models, the power dissipation increases by as much as 3.1% as

the frequency control voltage is increased to 0.9 V, and decreases by as much as 11% as

the frequency control voltage is decreased to -1 V. The change in power dissipation is due

primarily to changes in power dissipation in the ESD’s connected to the frequency control
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voltage pads. The change in power dissipation in the rest of the VCO test chip circuits as

the frequency control voltage is varied is less than 0.2% according to simulations using

either the 97 or 99 models.

Because the VCO test chip current sources are not ideal, there is a finite power

fluctuation over time according to the simulations. The worst case simulated peak-to-peak

power variation was found in simulations using RC wire parasitics with the 97 models

and setting the frequency control voltage to –1 V, which produces a peak-to-peak power

variation that is less than 11% of the average power dissipated. Therefore, as with the ring

oscill ator test chip power variation, the power variation over time for the VCO test chip is

small i n comparison with the average power dissipation. The simulated VCO test chip

power variation changes significantly as the frequency control voltage is adjusted. The

highest change in variation is 75% in simulations using the 97 models and including RC

wire parasitics when the frequency control voltage is decreased to –1 V, while the lowest

change in variation is 4.0% in simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive

wire parasitics when the frequency control voltage is increased to 0.9 V. These

fluctuations are not unexpected since the current required over time by the VCO test chip

changes as a function of the frequency of the output signal generated by each VCO within

the VCO test chip.

Voltage-Controlled

Oscill ator Test Chip

Power Consumption

(average)

Power Variation

(peak-to-peak)

Designed 1.03 W 0

Simulated (no parasitics) 1.08 W (97), 1.03 W (99) 41.1 mW (97), 40.1 mW (99)

Simulated (capacitance) 1.08 W (97), 1.07 W (99) 56.0 mW (97), 67.2 mW (99)

Simulated (RC) 1.08 W (97), 1.06 W (99) 58.5 mW (97), 53.0 mW (99)

Measured 824 mW ± 47.7 mW unknown

% error 25%

Table 5.7: Power dissipation of the VCO test chip with frequency control voltages set to

0 V. The percent error is the variation of the designed power dissipation from the average

measured power dissipation.
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The expected power dissipation of the VCO test chip based on the design with the

frequency control pads set to 0 V varied 25% from the average measured power

dissipation, which is significantly higher than the expected power dissipation varied from

the simulated power dissipation. The estimated standard deviation of the measured VCO

test chip power dissipation is 5.8% of the average power dissipation, which is

significantly higher than the estimated standard deviation of the upper frequency limit of

the HFVCO and the upper and lower frequency limits of the MFVCO. Again, this

indicates that the variations in power are not likely to be due to processing variations on

the measured wafer. A 16% average variation in measured power dissipation occurs as

the frequency control voltages are adjusted from 0 V to 1 V, while a 5.6% average

variation in measured power dissipation occurs as the frequency control voltages are

adjusted from 0 V to -1 V. If all three frequency control voltages are adjusted

simultaneously, it is assumed that the variation in average measured power dissipation

will be as high as three times that of the previously measured variation, depending on

how much of the power variation is due to changes in current flow through the ESD’s

connected to the frequency control voltage pads. This behavior is similar to the behavior

observed in the simulated results.
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Chapter 6

Register File Test Chip Performance Analysis

In this chapter, a performance analysis is presented for the smaller circuits on the

register file test chip, discussed in Chapter 3, that are used to test the register file. Both

simulated and measured results are presented. The performance of the circuits for testing

is a good indicator of the performance of simple asynchronous and synchronous logic

blocks. Comparisons between simulated and measured results can be used to determine

the accuracy of the simulations in predicting the performance of the various circuits for

testing. Simulation accuracy is useful since the ability to predict the performance of a

circuit in simulation allows one to optimize the circuit without the requirement of

multiple fabrication runs to verify that the optimization techniques are effective.

6.1 Voltage controlled oscillator performance

The RFTC VCO, used to generate an on-chip clock, was simulated to verify its

functionality and to estimate its performance. A VCDE signal pair and the VCO output

signal pair, as well as some of the clock signals derived from the VCO, simulated using

the 99 models with capacitive wire parasitics, are shown in Figure 6.1. The VCDE output

signal pair shown in Figure 6.1 has a period that is 18% larger than the period of the

VCDE output signal pairs shown in Figure 5.9 even though the applied control voltages

in both cases are nearly the same. This is expected since, as mentioned in Chapter 3, the

RFTC VCO has six VCDE’s arranged in a ring while the HFVCO has only four VCDE’s.

The percent increase in the period is much lower than the 50% increase that one would

expect from adding 50% more delay stages in the VCO ring. This is because the increased

loading of the VCDE’s in the HFVCO, which is necessary to drive the XOR gates used in

the HFVCO design, increases the average VCDE propagation delay. Since there is no

frequency multiplication within the RFTC VCO, the internal VCO output signal pair, as

well as clock signal pairs derived from the VCO, tend to reach steady state values. Also,
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since the rise and fall times of these signal pairs are small in comparison with the periods

of the signal pairs, the signal pairs have a somewhat square wave shape characteristic of

traditional digital waveforms. The pad driver output attenuates some of the higher order

frequency components of the clock signal pairs, producing a somewhat sinusoidal chip

output waveform when viewing the on-chip VCO.
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Figure 6.1: Results of RFTC VCO simulations using the 99 models and including

capacitive wire parasitics. The frequency control voltage is 0.3 V.

As with the HFVCO and MFVCO, a significant amount of variation in the RFTC

VCO output signal frequency is possible as the frequency control voltage is adjusted.

Simulated waveforms, shown in Figure 6.2, illustrate the change in frequency of the

RFTC output waveform generated by the on-chip VCO when using different analog
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frequency control voltages with the digital frequency control voltage set high. The analog

frequency control voltages were selected to produce minimum and maximum frequencies

in the output signal. These frequencies are 2.08 GHz and 3.26 GHz, according to

simulations including capacitive wire parasitics and using the 99 models. Measured

RFVCO output waveforms generated by the on-chip VCO on one die, shown in Figure

6.3, illustrate the actual change in frequency of the RFTC output waveform as the

frequency control voltage is varied. The output signal frequency ranges from 1.5 GHz to

2.6 GHz as the analog frequency control voltage is varied. Although the RFTC VCO

frequency range is similar in the simulated and measured results, the lowest and highest

frequency values differ significantly when comparing the two sets of results. Also,

although the simulated and measured output waveforms are both essentially sinusoidal,

the amplitude of the measured waveforms is significantly lower than that of the simulated

waveforms. As with the other test chips, this is due to the attenuation in the test

equipment, which is not accounted for in the simulations.
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Figure 6.2: Simulated RFTC pad driver output waveforms generated by the on-chip VCO

using the 99 models. The on-chip VCO is simulated with the analog frequency control

voltage set to -1 V and 0.3 V, respectively, and the digital frequency control voltage set

high. Simulations include capacitive wire parasitics.
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Figure 6.3: Measured RFTC output pad driver waveforms generated by the on-chip VCO

with the analog frequency control voltage set to –1.6 V and 1.3 V, respectively, and the

digital frequency control voltage set high.

The RFTC VCO was also simulated with the digital frequency control voltage set

low to verify that the VCO output signal frequency changes by a factor of two for a

particular analog control voltage when the digital frequency control voltage is switched.

Simulated RFTC output waveforms, shown in Figure 6.4, ill ustrate that, using the same

analog frequency control voltages as above, the RFTC VCO output signal frequency

decreases to 1.04 GHz and 1.63 GHz, respectively, with the digital frequency control

voltage set low. These frequencies are exactly one-half the simulated frequencies

obtained from the RFTC VCO with the digital frequency control voltage set high using

the same analog frequency control voltages. Measured RFTC output waveforms

generated by the on-chip VCO using a low digital frequency control voltage, shown in

Figure 6.5, have frequencies of 779 MHz and 1.29 GHz, respectively. The waveforms

were generated using the same analog frequency control voltages as the waveforms

shown in Figure 6.3. The resulting frequency of each of the waveforms shown in Figure

6.5 is almost exactly one-half of the frequency of the corresponding waveform in Figure

6.3. Both the simulated and measured waveforms shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5

reach steady state values corresponding to low and high digital values. This provides

some evidence useful in estimating the cutoff fr equency of the pad driver. According to
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both simulations and measurements, the highest frequency signal generated by the RFTC

VCO with a low digital frequency control voltage is significantly lower than the lowest

frequency signal generated with a high digital frequency control voltage. This indicates

that there is a gap in the range of signal frequencies that can be generated by the RFTC

VCO. This can be a problem in testing if a circuit being tested operates using a maximum

frequency clock signal that falls within this frequency range.
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Figure 6.4: Simulated RFTC pad driver output waveforms generated by the on-chip VCO

using the 99 models. The on-chip VCO is simulated with the analog frequency control

voltage set to -1 V and 0.3 V, respectively, and with the digital frequency control voltage

set low. Simulations include capacitive wire parasitics.

The frequency ranges and corresponding amplitudes of the RFTC output signal

generated by the on-chip VCO, summarized in Table 6.1, were determined from

simulations and through measurements of four RFTC sites on each wafer. As with other

simulations, the simulations without wire parasitics predict the RFTC VCO will oscillate

at higher frequencies than predicted in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics. The

highest RFTC VCO frequency predicted by simulations without wire parasitics is 83%

larger than the highest RFTC VCO frequency predicted by simulations when using the 97

models and including capacitive wire parasitics, and 29% larger when using the 99

models. These differences are similar to those observed in the HFVCOb simulations. As

in the HFVCOb simulations, without wire parasitics, the RFTC VCO simulations show
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oscill ating frequencies that are significantly lower for the same control voltage when

using the 99 models in comparison with results obtained using the 97 models. However,

when wire parasitics are added to the simulations, the oscill ating frequencies using a

particular control voltage are lower when using the 97 models. This further reinforces the

idea suggested earlier that devices switch more slowly according to the 99 models, but are

less sensitive to wire parasitics.

    

Figure 6.5: Measured RFTC output pad driver waveforms generated by the on-chip VCO

with the analog frequency control voltage set to –1.6 V and 1.3 V, respectively, and the

digital frequency control voltage set low.

The RFTC VCO measured results summarized in Table 6.1 indicate that, on wafer

1, this VCO has an average bandwidth of 1.15 GHz with the digital frequency control

voltage set high, and average frequencies ranging from 1.67 GHz to 2.82 GHz. On wafer

2, the VCO average bandwidth is 1.08 GHz, with average frequencies ranging from 1.54

GHz to 2.62 GHz. The estimated standard deviation of the measured frequencies is

highest on wafer 1. It is below 3% for measured high and low frequencies, and below 5%

for the bandwidth on wafer 1. These low estimated standard deviations confirm that the

processing variations across the wafers are small , as concluded from the measured ring

oscill ator and HFVCO results. The estimated standard deviation of the measured signal

amplitudes of the RFTC VCO is a much larger percentage of the average signal amplitude
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at the lowest and highest frequencies, as well. It is as high as 29% in one case, but lower

than 10% for the other cases. As before, variations in the contact resistance between the

probes and the pads are the most likely cause for this variation. The average measured

output signal frequencies on wafer 1 match the simulated output signal frequencies with

capacitive wire parasitics reasonably well, with an error of no more than 25% in the

simulated results when compared with the measured results at extreme frequency values

using either the 97 or 99 models. This accuracy is consistent with the accuracy of the

HFVCO and MFVCO results. The error is higher on wafer two, with as much as 35%

variation from the average measured results when simulating using the 99 models.

Frequency Peak-to-Peak AmplitudeRFTC VCO

Highest Lowest Bandwidth At Highest At Lowest

No Parasitics 5.65 GHz

4.21 GHz

3.15 GHz

2.55 GHz

2.50 GHz

1.66 GHz

307 mV

309 mV

377 mV

342 mV

Capacitance 3.08 GHz

3.26 GHz

1.88 GHz

2.08 GHz

1.20 GHz

1.19 GHz

357 mV

306 mV

389 mV

339 mV

Measured,

Wafer 1

2.82 GHz ±

68.9 MHz

1.67 GHz ±

32.6 MHz

1.15 GHz ±

53.3 MHz

97.8 mV ±

28.6 mV

97.3 mV ±

8.87 mV

Measured,

Wafer 2

2.62 GHz ±

17.8 MHz

1.54 GHz ±

16.3 MHz

1.08 GHz ±

9.85 MHz

114 mV ±

10.4 mV

118 mV ±

9.06 mV

% Error,

Wafer 1

9.22%

15.8%

12.6%

24.5%

4.25%

3.29%

265%

212%

296%

248%

% Error,

Wafer 2

17.3%

24.4%

21.9%

34.7%

10.6%

9.61%

214%

169%

227%

187%

Table 6.1: Simulated and measured RFTC output waveform frequency and peak-to-peak

amplitude ranges generated by the on-chip VCO using the 97 and 99 models. The

amplitudes are listed for signals at the highest and lowest frequencies. The percent error

figures represent the error of the simulations with capacitive wire parasitics in

comparison with the measured results.
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The highest frequency obtained from the RFTC VCO indicates that, in this case,

each VCDE has an average minimum propagation delay of 59.1 ps on wafer 1 and 63.5 ps

on wafer 2. These delays are significantly lower than the average minimum HFVCO

VCDE propagation delay. This is expected since each HFVCO VCDE must drive an

XOR gate input as well as a VCDE input, while each RFTC VCO VDCE only has to

drive one VCDE input (with the exception of one VCDE, which must drive a buffer as

well ). Each of these reduced average propagation delays is still more than four times that

of the average propagation delay of a level-2 buffer on the same wafer, however. As

before, some of the increased delay can most likely be attributed to the loading caused by

the use of Schottky diodes in the VCDE’s. Also, as before, given the reasonable match

between measured results and simulated results incorporating capacitive wire parasitics,

and given the fact that the simulations without wire parasitics predict much better

performance for HFVCOb, it can be inferred that a significant portion of the VCDE

propagation delay is due to the parasitics in the wires each VCDE must drive.

According to Table 6.1, the average measured peak-to-peak amplitude of the

RFTC output signal generated by the on-chip VCO varies by less than 0.6% on wafer 1

and by less than 4% on wafer 2 over the VCO output signal frequency range. The amount

the amplitude varies is larger according to simulations, with a 11% and 9.0% amplitude

variation over the frequency range for simulations using the 97 and 99 models and

including capacitive wire parasitics, respectively, and a 23% and 11% % amplitude

variation over the frequency range for simulations without wire parasitics using the 97

and 99 models, respectively. This contrasts significantly with the HFVCO output signal

amplitude measurements, which showed a much more significant change in the output

signal amplitude over the VCO frequency range. In fact, the higher the observed

frequency values of a VCO, the larger the variation in signal amplitude over the range of

signal frequencies. This ill ustrates the bandwidth limitations of the pad driver circuit,

which produces greater signal attenuation at higher frequencies, while littl e to no

attenuation at moderate frequency ranges such as those measured for the RFTC output

signal generated by the on-chip VCO.
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Figure 6.6: RFTC output signal frequency generated by the on-chip VCO as a function of

the analog control voltage using the 97 models. Simulated results without wire parasitics,

as well as with capacitive wire parasitics, are shown with the digital control voltage set

high (fast) and with the digital control voltage set low (slow).

To determine the oscill ation frequency of the RFTC VCO as a function of the

analog control voltage, simulations were performed over a series of applied analog

control voltage levels. The simulated output signal frequency as a function of the analog

control voltage using the 97 models, shown in Figure 6.6, is similar to that observed in

the HFVCO and MFVCO output signals. The RFTC VCO produces its lowest frequency

output signal with an applied control voltage below -0.6 V according to simulations, and

its highest frequency output signal with an applied control voltage above 0.6 V for

simulations without wire parasitics. For simulations including capacitive wire parasitics,

the output signal frequency reaches a peak with an analog control voltage between 0.2 V

and 0.3 V, and then drops off slightly as the analog control voltage is increased beyond

0.3 V. This contrasts with the simulated HFVCO and MFVCO output signal frequency as

a function of the control voltage, in which the frequency did not reach a peak level in the

range of –1 V to 1 V using the 97 models. As with the HFVCO and MFVCO, in the

intermediate range for the RFTC VCO, the frequency varies somewhat linearly as a
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function of the applied control voltage. The useful control voltage range that allows the

output frequency of RFTC VCO to be varied is also about 0.4 V (-0.5 V to -0.1 V).

Figure 6.6 also indicates that the variation between simulated results without wire

parasitics and those with capacitive wire parasitics is significant throughout the entire

range of analog control voltages tested with the digital control voltage set either high or

low.
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Figure 6.7: RFTC output signal frequency generated by the on-chip VCO as a function of

the analog control voltage using the 99 models. Simulated results without wire parasitics,

as well as with capacitive wire parasitics, are shown with the digital control voltage set

high (fast) and with the digital control voltage set low (slow).

The simulation results for the RFTC output signal frequency as a function of the

analog control voltage using the 99 models are shown in Figure 6.7. These results

indicate that the output signal frequencies simulated without wire parasitics differ less

from the output signal frequencies in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics

when using the 99 models when compared with simulations using the 97 models

throughout the range of control voltages tested. Figure 6.7 illustrates that the RFTC VCO

produces its lowest frequency output signal with an analog control voltage below -0.7 V

according to simulations using the 99 models, which is similar in simulations using the
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97 models. However, Figure 6.7 also illustrates that, unlike with the output signal

frequencies simulated using the 97 models, under both simulations without wire

parasitics and with capacitive wire parasitics, the output signal frequencies reach a peak

value when the analog control voltage is increased to between 0.2 V and 0.3 V, and then

drop to a lower steady-state value as the analog control voltage is increased further. The

useful analog control voltage range that allows the output frequency of RFTC VCO to be

varied linearly is also about 0.4 V (-0.5 V to -0.1 V) using the 99 models. The peak

frequency for simulations with the digital control voltage set high is the highest frequency

quoted in Table 6.1.

From Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, it is apparent that the highest frequency output

signal generated by the RFTC VCO with the digital control voltage set low is

significantly lower than the lowest frequency output signal generated by the RFTC VCO

with the digital control voltage set high. This means that, as previously mentioned, there

is a range of frequencies between the lowest frequency that the RFTC VCO is capable of

generating (with the digital control voltage set low) and the highest frequency that the

RFTC VCO is capable of generating (with the digital control voltage set high) that the

RFTC VCO is unable to generate. According to the average measured results for wafer 1,

listed in Table 6.1, the lowest output signal frequency for the RFTC VCO with the digital

control signal set high is 1.67 GHz, while one half the highest output signal frequency for

the RFTC VCO with the digital control signal set high is 1.41 GHz. This means there is a

259 MHz gap on average in the output signal frequencies that the RFTC VCO on wafer 1

can generate spanning 1.41 GHz to 1.67 GHz. Similarly, the RFTC VCO on wafer 2 has a

229 MHz gap on average in the output signal frequencies that it can generate spanning

1.31 GHz to 1.54 GHz. Since the purpose of the RFTC VCO is to provide a range of

clock signal frequencies for determining the access times of the register file, having a gap

in the frequency range of the RFTC VCO makes determining the access times of the

register file impossible if the access times fall within the range that requires clock

frequencies that the RFTC VCO cannot generate. Based on the testing scheme presented

in Chapter 3, the range of access times that cannot be tested using the RFTC VCO are

from 300 ps to 355 ps on wafer 1 and from 324 ps to 381 ps on wafer 2. The gap in the
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RFTC VCO frequency range can only be eliminated by designing the VCO such that the

range of frequencies the output signal spans as the analog control voltage is swept

encompasses at least one octave. If this is true, there will be an overlap between the

lowest frequencies generated with the digital control voltage set high and the highest

frequencies generated with the digital control voltage set low, eliminating the frequency

gap.
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Figure 6.8: Results of RFTC clocking simulations with an external clock, using the 99

models and including capacitive wire parasitics. The voltage scale for the external clock

waveform is 1 V/div.

Another problem with the RFTC VCO is that, as Figure 6.1 illustrates, the duty

cycle of a VCDE differential output waveform is not exactly 50%. This results in RFTC

clock signals that also have duty cycles that vary from 50%. This is a problem because, as
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mentioned in Chapter 3, the access time for the register file is determined by assuming

the time between when a pattern is presented to the register file and when the register file

output is sampled is exactly one half the clock period. Also, as Figure 6.1 through Figure

6.5 ill ustrate, it is diff icult to determine the duty cycle of the RFTC clock signals using

only the single-ended pad driver output signal. Therefore, a single-ended RFTC clock

waveform generated by the on-chip VCO observed from the output pad cannot be used to

accurately determine the register file access time since the duty cycle is not precisely

known.

The problem of limitations in the frequency range of the RFTC VCO as well as

the problem of clock signals with duty cycles that vary from 50% can be solved by using

an external clock to test the register file. The clock signals generated on the RFTC with

an external clock simulated using the 99 models with capacitive wire parasitics are shown

in Figure 6.8. The duty cycle for the clock signals generated from the external clock is

50% according to these simulation. The Schmitt trigger receiver improves the rise time of

the external clock signal according to the simulations, which in turn produces sharper rise

times on internal clock signals. This allows the use of a sine wave generator to produce

external clock signals without significantly degrading the internal clock waveforms.

6.2 Read address counter performance

The read address counters on the RFTC were simulated to verify their

functionality and to estimate the performance of each counter. The signals that clock the

latches of read address counter A, the output signal bits of read address counter A, and

the RFTC output signal with read address counter A selected for viewing, simulated using

the 99 models with capacitive wire parasitics, are shown in Figure 6.9. From Figure 6.9,

one can see the progression of read address counter A through its sixteen states, which are

represented as 5-bit binary numbers in a sequence from zero to fifteen. Due to the high

frequency of the clock used in the simulation (6.2 GHz) that produced the results shown

in Figure 6.9, the clock signal and the least significant counter output signal appear more

like sine waves than square waves. This is due to the limitations in the switching speed of

the circuits using the SiGe HBT’s, resulting in rise times of the digital waveforms that are

comparable to the periods of the waveforms in some cases. Counter output signals that do
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not switch states every cycle are shaped more like ideal square wave signals since the rise

times of these signals are small when compared with the amount of time they remain in

each state.
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Figure 6.9: RFTC read address counter A simulation results using the 99 models and

including capacitive wire parasitics.

Note that there is some variation in the voltage of the counter output signals while

in a particular state. This variation is not random, but instead is synchronized to the

variation in the clock signal voltage. The reason for the variation is that, as the clock

switches from low to high, the slave of each master-slave latch in the counter store a new

value, which in many cases is the same value that was previously stored. However, since

the current is flowing through a different path in a latch circuit when writing a new value

than when storing a value, a variation in the current flow through the collector resistors
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still occurs. This results in a small variation in voltage across the collector resistors even

though the value stored in the latch has not changed. This voltage variation is reproduced

by the emitter follower outputs of the latch and, therefore, is observed in the simulation

waveforms of Figure 6.9. The voltage variations are not large enough to be misinterpreted

as changes in the digital values of the signals by circuits driven by the latches, however.

    

Figure 6.10: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 2 with read address counters

A and B selected for viewing, respectively.

Only the most significant bit of the read address counters can be viewed externally

on the RFTC output pad. In most cases, however, the ability to view this bit is sufficient

to determine whether or not the counter in question is working. This is because the most

significant bit of the read address counter is a function of all the other counter bits and the

RFTC clock. Since the read address counter is a 5-bit counter, if the counter is working

properly, the frequency of the clock will be 32 times greater than the frequency of the

most significant counter bit. Measured waveforms of the most significant bit of the read

address counters on one wafer 2 die, shown in Figure 6.10, provide evidence that the read

address counters function properly, even when clocked at high frequencies. The most

significant bits of counter A and B shown in Figure 6.10 have frequencies of 189 MHz

and 154 MHz, respectively, and were clocked at 6.04 GHz and 4.94 GHz, respectively.

These were the highest frequency signals that could be obtained from counters A and B at
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this die site while still maintaining correct counter behavior. Similar results were obtained

when observing the most significant read address counter bits on wafer 1.

    

Figure 6.11: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 2 with read address counters

A and B selected for viewing, respectively.

The fluctuations in the voltage of the waveforms shown in Figure 6.10 while in a

particular state are not random, but instead occur at the same frequency as the clock

signal. Based on the simulation results shown above, the voltage fluctuations are

generated within the counter circuits and propagated through the multiplexer tree to the

output driver. Unlike in simulations, however, the pad driver does not dampen these

voltage fluctuations, but instead they appear as a superposition of the clock waveform on

the most significant counter bit waveform. The amplitude of the clock waveform

superimposed on the counter bit waveform varies between the counters and among die.

For instance, as Figure 6.11 illustrates, the superimposed clock waveform amplitude may

be as large or larger than the amplitude of the most significant counter bit at the RFTC

output pad. However, all signs indicate that these counters are working properly on-chip

and they fail in a manner similar to the counters in which the superimposed clock signals

are of a much smaller amplitude as the clock frequency is increased. The amplitude of the

superimposed clock signal is a function of the clock frequency. This is illustrated by the

more moderate amplitude of the clock signal superimposed on the most significant
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counter bit at the RFTC output pad shown in Figure 6.12 at a lower clock frequency,

which is from the same die as the waveforms shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.12: Measured RFTC output waveform from wafer 2 with read address counters

A selected for viewing. The RFTC is clocked at a moderate frequency (1.4 GHz).

Figure 6.13: A measured RFTC output waveform from wafer 2 with read address counter

B selected for viewing. At 5.41 GHz, the clock frequency is only 16 times greater than the

most significant counter bit, which has a frequency of 338 MHz.

When the clock frequency is too high, the most significant bit of each read address

counter typically becomes stuck at either a static high or low value, or doubles in
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frequency, resulting in a counter malfunction. The latter is illustrated in Figure 6.13, in

which the most significant bit of read address B has a frequency of 338 MHz with a clock
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Figure 6.14: RFTC read address counter A simulation results illustrating a counter

malfunction. The simulation includes capacitive wire parasitics and uses the 99 models.

frequency of 5.41 GHz, when the expected frequency for the most significant counter bit

is 169 MHz at that clock frequency. The reason the most significant bit doubles in

frequency when the counter fails is most likely due to one of the lower order bits

becoming stuck at a high value. This occurs because the transition for a particular bit on a

given cycle does not have time to complete before the next cycle begins, at which point

the feedback in the latch that failed to make the transition forces the latch back to its

original state. Simulations of the read address counters demonstrate this mode of failure.

As Figure 6.14 illustrates, when the clock frequency is set too high, bit three (numbered
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from zero to four) of read address counter A becomes stuck at a high value in simulation.

Since bit three is always high, the most significant bit will toggle every time bit three

should have toggled, resulting in a doubling in frequency of the most significant counter

bit. Any of the bits can just as easily become stuck low, at which point the most

significant bit will be stuck at either a high or low value. This is because the most

significant bit can never toggle unless all the lower order bits are high at the rising edge

of the clock.

Next State (m. latch input)

Current State

Clock

Next State (m. latch output)

Figure 6.15: General timing diagram illustrating critical delays in a state machine that

limit the maximum clock frequency that can be successfully applied.

To determine the highest frequency at which each read address counter can be

clocked using simulations, the time to perform operations required for the counter to

function correctly must be examined. Since the read address counter is a state machine,

the time to compute the next state of the counter, given a particular current state, is an

important parameter. Also, since edge triggering in latches is accomplished using master-

slave latches, the time required to propagate the next state through the master and slave

latches must also be considered in determining the highest frequency at which the counter

can be clocked. A general timing diagram illustrating these critical delays in a state

machine is shown in Figure 6.15. The delay between a rising clock edge and the current

state is due to the propagation delay through the state machine slave latches. The delay

between the current state and the next state arriving at the master latch inputs is due to

delays in the next state decoder. The delay between the next state arriving at the master

latch inputs and the next state arriving at the master latch outputs is due to the delay in the

master latch. If the next state arrives at the master latch inputs before the falling edge of
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the clock, the critical delay is instead the delay between the next state arrival at the master

latch inputs and the falling edge of the clock as well as the delay in propagating the

master latch input data through the master latches after a falling clock edge. When the

next state data arrives at the master latch inputs near the falling edge of the clock, the

latch setup time must be considered in the delay calculations.

The next rising edge of the clock must occur after the next state is available at the

master latch outputs in order to prevent the slave latch from storing the wrong state,

which would cause a malfunction in the state machine. This sets the limit on the clock

frequency that can be used for a particular state machine. In the case of the read address

counter simulation with results shown in Figure 6.14, the next state for bit three does not

arrive at the master latch output before the next rising edge of the clock. Since this state is

the opposite of the one currently stored in the slave latch, the latch does not switch states

as expected. The pattern repeats every cycle since the conditions to determine the next

state of bit three are essentially the same every cycle. Therefore, bit three remains stuck at

a high value in the simulation.

Simulations were performed to determine the critical delays in the read address

counters. In these simulations, the clock was pulsed high for 30 ps, providing a falling

clock edge soon after each rising clock edge. The simulated delay from the rising edge of

the clock driving the master-slave latches of a particular read address counter to the time

when the next state of each counter bit propagates through a read address counter master

latch is tabulated in Table 6.2. This delay is significant since, as Figure 6.15 illustrates, it

sets the limit on the frequency of the clock that can be applied to a particular counter.

This limit is simply the inverse of the longest delay from the rising clock edge to the

master latch outputs. According to Table 6.2, the delay is longest for bit three under all

simulation conditions for the read address counters, making the determination of the next

state of bit three the critical path in the read address counter. This is consistent with the

fact that, according to simulations, bit three is the first to fail when the read address

counter clock frequency is too high, as Figure 6.14 illustrates. The delay for bit three of

the read address counter with capacitive wire parasitics is 91% longer than the delay with

no wire parasitics according to simulations using the 97 models, and 59% longer
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according to simulations using the 99 models. These results show that the delay added by

wire parasitics is a significant portion of the overall delay that cannot be ignored, even in

relatively small circuits. Although the delay for bit three of the read address counters is

14% longer in simulations using the 99 models than in simulations using the 97 models

when wire parasitics are excluded, when capacitive wire parasitics are added, the delay

for bit three is 5.9% longer in simulations using the 97 models than in simulations using

the 97 models. These results are consistent with earlier results in that simulations using

the 99 models tend to have longer delays with no wire parasitics, but are less sensitive to

the addition of capacitive wire parasitics when compared with simulations using the 97

models.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

Counter A/B Counter A Counter B

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 87.2 ps 89.4 ps 133 ps 121 ps 133 ps 121 ps

Bit 1 89.1 ps 96.1 ps 166 ps 158 ps 166 ps 159 ps

Bit 2 91.9 ps 101 ps 175 ps 165 ps 175 ps 165 ps

Bit 3 102 ps 117 ps 196 ps 185 ps 197 ps 186 ps

Bit 4 91.5 ps 100 ps 175 ps 165 ps 175 ps 165 ps

Frequency 9.76 GHz 8.56 GHz 5.10 GHz 5.40 GHz 5.08 GHz 5.37 GHz

Table 6.2: Simulated delay required for the next state of each read address counter bit to

reach the output of a master latch with respect to the rising edge of the clock signal

driving the master latch. The frequency specified is the inverse of the largest delay for a

particular column, which is an estimate of the maximum clock frequency for the read

address counter without a malfunction according to simulations.

The maximum clock frequencies that can be used with the read address counters

without a malfunction were also determined both through simulations and measurements

by varying the clock frequency and observing the results. From these results, listed in

Table 6.3, one finds that the maximum clock frequency drops by 49% using the 97

models and 39% using the 99 models when capacitive wire parasitics are added to the
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simulations. Therefore, the delay imposed by the wire parasitics is a significant fraction

of the overall delay within the criti cal path of the read address counters. The results

shown in Table 6.3 are consistent with the criti cal path delays shown in Table 6.2,

although the predicted maximum clock frequencies are significantly larger. Without wire

parasitics, the maximum clock frequency using the 97 models is 12% higher than the

maximum clock frequency using the 99 models, while with capacitive wire parasitics, the

maximum clock frequency using the 99 models is 6.9% higher than the maximum clock

frequency using the 97 models. These differences in results using the 97 models and 99

models are consistent with the criti cal path delays described above.

Counter A Counter B

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

No parasitics 11.4 GHz 10.2 GHz 11.4 GHz 10.2 GHz

Capacitance 5.8 GHz 6.2 GHz 5.8 GHz 6.2 GHz

Wafer 1 4.3 GHz ± 0.81 GHz 5.1 GHz ± 0.64 GHz

Wafer 2 5.8 GHz ± 0.24 GHz 5.0 GHz ± 0.52 GHz

% error (Wafer 1) 35% 44% 13% 20%

% error (Wafer 2) 0.26% 6.6% 17% 25%

Table 6.3: Simulated and measured maximum clock frequencies at which the read

address counters will function properly. The listed percent error is the error of the

simulated results including capacitive wire parasitics with respect to the measured results

on each wafer.

Four die sites were measured on each of the two wafers to determine the average

maximum clock frequency that could be applied to each read address counter using an

external clock source. A 5 V supply voltage was used for the wafer 1 read address

counters instead of the 4.5 V supply because of diff iculties getting the wafer 1 RFTC’s to

work properly with a 4.5 V supply. As Table 6.3 indicates, the average maximum clock

frequency for read address counter A is 4.3 GHz on wafer 1 and 5.8 GHz on wafer 2,

while the average maximum clock frequency for read address counter B is 5.1 GHz on

wafer 1 and 5.0 GHz on wafer 2. The highest estimated standard deviation in maximum
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clock frequency occurs for read address counter A on wafer 1, which is 19% of the

average clock frequency, while the lowest estimated standard deviation in maximum

clock frequency occurs for read address counter A on wafer 2, which is 4.1% of the

average clock frequency. In general, the estimated standard deviation of the results for the

read address counter is a significantly higher percentage of the average results than in the

case of the ring oscillator and VCO test chip results. Also, the difference in average

maximum clock frequencies for read address counter A between wafer 1 and wafer 2 is

35% of the smaller of the two frequencies. A factor in the increased deviation may be due

to the greater difficulty of determining the maximum clock frequency of the read address

counters, since it involves sweeping the clock frequency, while ring oscillator and VCO

results were determined simply by measuring the frequencies of the output signals.

Another factor may be that the external clock produces a different on-chip signal for

particular die depending on such factors as the pad contact resistance and the resulting

quality of transmission of the microwave signal to the Schmitt trigger receiver. As Table

6.3 indicates, the error of the simulations with capacitive wire parasitics in predicting the

maximum clock frequency for the read address counters on the two wafers was as low as

0.26% (97 models predicting counter A on wafer 2), and as high as 44% (99 models

predicting counter A on wafer 1). The large variation in error is partly due to the large

variation in measured results between wafers and also due to the variation in simulated

results depending on whether the 97 or 99 models are used.

The simulated maximum clock frequencies estimated using the critical delays in

the read address counters, listed in Table 6.2, are conservative with respect to the

simulated maximum clock frequencies estimated by varying the clock frequency, listed in

Table 6.3. By estimating the maximum clock frequency using the delay required for the

next state values to reach master latch inputs instead, a clock frequency that more closely

matches the maximum clock frequency determined by varying the clock frequency in

simulation can be obtained. The simulated delay from the rising edge of the clock driving

the master-slave latches of a particular read address counter to the time when the next

state of each counter bit arrives at a master latch input is tabulated in Table 6.4. The

maximum clock frequencies listed in Table 6.4 very closely match the corresponding
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simulated maximum clock frequencies found in Table 6.3. This would seem to indicate

that if the next state of the read address counter is available at the master latch inputs

while the clock is low, when the next rising edge occurs, the next state will still have time

to propagate through the master latches before they stop writing new data. At this point

the next state is free to propagate through the slave latches as well since the slave latch

can also write data after the clock is high, producing the new current state of the read

address counter. Of course, depending on the setup time in a particular latch, the accuracy

of this procedure for estimating the maximum clock frequency of a state machine based

on critical delays in determining the next state will vary from technology to technology.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

Counter A/B Counter A Counter B

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 29.9 ps 32.2 ps 45.7 ps 40.0 ps 45.8 ps 40.0 ps

Bit 1 67.2 ps 74.3 ps 136 ps 130 ps 137 ps 130 ps

Bit 2 73.6 ps 80.6 ps 144 ps 136 ps 144 ps 136 ps

Bit 3 86.5 ps 96.4 ps 166 ps 157 ps 166 ps 158 ps

Bit 4 73.4 ps 80.4 ps 144 ps 136 ps 145 ps 136 ps

Frequency 11.4 GHz 10.1 GHz 5.87 GHz 6.17 GHz 5.85 GHz 6.14 GHz

Table 6.4: Simulated delay required to compute the next state value for each bit of the

read address counters with respect to the rising edge of the clock signals driving the

counters. The frequency specified is the inverse of the largest delay for a particular

column, which represents an estimate of the maximum clock frequency for the read

address counter without a malfunction according to simulations.

Simulations were performed on the read address counters to determine the effect

that varying the supply voltage has on the maximum clock frequency that can be used

with each read address counter without a malfunction. Simulations without wire

parasitics show only small changes in the maximum clock frequency that can be applied

to the read address counters as the supply voltage is varied. Using the 97 models, in the

range from 4 V to 5.5 V, the highest maximum clock frequency is 11.5 GHz with a
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supply voltage of 5 V, and the lowest maximum clock frequency is 11.3 GHz with a

supply voltage of 4 V. These variations are less than 1% of the nominal maximum clock

frequency of 11.4 GHz simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. Using the 99 models, in

the range from 4 V to 5.5 V, the highest maximum clock frequency is 10.1 GHz with a

supply voltage of 4 V and 4.5 V, and the lowest maximum clock frequency is 9.9 GHz

with a supply voltage of 5.5 V. These variations are less than 2% of the nominal

maximum clock frequency of 10.1 GHz simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. The

maximum clock frequencies that can be used with the read address counters, determined

through simulations and through measurements, are plotted in Figure 6.16 as a function

of the supply voltage.
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Figure 6.16: Simulated and measured maximum clock frequencies at which the read

address counters will function properly as a function of the supply voltage.

As Figure 6.16 illustrates, the maximum clock frequency drops drastically in

simulations when wire parasitics are included. Also, the range of maximum clock

frequencies increases over the range of supply voltages. It is still low, however, varying

less than 7% from the nominal maximum clock frequency found using a supply voltage of

4.5 V in simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics, and

varying less than 10% from the nominal maximum clock frequency using the 99 models.
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In simulations without wire parasitics, those using the 97 models predict higher

maximum clock frequencies for the read address counters than those using the 99 models

throughout the supply voltage range. However, in simulations including capacitive wire

parasitics, those using the 99 models predict higher maximum clock frequencies for the

read address counters than those using the 97 models throughout the supply voltage

range. This result is consistent with earlier simulation results.

The supply voltage was varied on the four die sites on wafer 1 on which the read

address counter measurements were taken, and where functional, the read address counter

maximum clock frequencies were determined. On wafer 2, the supply voltage was only

varied on two of the die sites for additional read address counter measurements. The

measured maximum clock frequencies for the read address counters as a function of

supply voltage, shown in Figure 6.16, vary significantly from the maximum clock

frequencies predicted by simulations under the same conditions. The peak maximum

clock frequency for the read address counters occurs at a higher supply voltage than that

predicted in the simulations including capacitive wire parasitics. On wafer 1, the peak

maximum clock frequency occurs using a supply voltage above 5.5 V, while on wafer 2,

the peak maximum clock frequency occurs using a supply voltage near 5 V. One

explanation for this occurrence is that a significant amount of voltage drop occurs in the

wires leading from the power supply to the probe head. Also, the probe pin contact

resistances are not modeled in the simulations, nor are the resistances of the on-chip

power and ground wires. These reasons may also account for the increased change in the

maximum clock frequency as the supply voltage is varied according to the measured

results, when compared with the simulated results.

The maximum clock frequency that can be used with read address counter A on

wafer 2 varies as much as 20% from the nominal clock frequency at a supply voltage of 5

V over the range of supply voltages measured. The maximum clock frequency varies as

much as 9.8% with read address counter B on the same wafer. On wafer 1, the maximum

clock frequency that can be used with read address counter A varies as much as 32% from

the nominal clock frequency at a supply voltage of 4.5 V over the range of supply

voltages measured. The maximum clock frequency varies as much as 38% with read
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address counter B on the same wafer. The reasons for the variations in the maximum

clock frequency as the supply voltage is varied are similar to those described for the

VCO’s and ring oscill ators. That is, as the supply voltage is increased, more current is

available to allow charge to be removed from critical nodes more quickly, allowing for

faster voltage fall times on these nodes. However, as the current increases, the voltage

swing of each signal increases as well , which increases the voltage rise and fall times.

Since these two factors are opposing, a maximum clock frequency at which the read

address counter will operate is observed as a function of the supply voltage. Also a factor

is the effect the amount of steady state current flowing through a forward biased device,

which is a function of the supply voltage, has on the switching time of the device. This is

related to the unity current gain frequency of the HBT [2].

As previously mentioned, the read address counters are part of the RFTC scan

chain that allows the counters and rotator to be loaded with specific bit patterns before

they begin performing their normal functions. Simulations were performed to verify that

the read address counters act as shift registers when the RFTC is in scan mode. In these

simulations, a single logic one bit is shifted through both read address counters, each of

which stored state zero before entering scan mode. The simulated output of the slave

latches of read address counter B, the most significant bit of read address counter A, the

RFTC output signal, and the clock driving read address counter B are shown in Figure

6.17. From Figure 6.17, one can observe a single logic one bit appear at the most

significant bit of read address counter A and shift sequentially through the bits of read

address counter B. The shift from one scan latch to the next occurs each clock cycle. The

RFTC output signal, which is selected to be the output of the most significant bit of read

address counter B, mimics the behavior of this bit, although somewhat delayed. Since this

bit is the last bit in the scan chain, the RFTC output pad is essentially the Shift Out pad

when the most significant bit of read address counter B is selected for viewing. The

shifting of the logic one bit from the most significant bit of read address counter A to the

least significant bit of read address counter B is important to verify since these counters

use different buffered versions of the same clock. If the clock driving read address

counter B were delayed significantly, the most significant bit of read address counter A
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would switch states and present the new output to the least significant bit of read address

counter B before this latch could sample the old data. This would cause the old data to be

lost, and the least significant bit of read address counter B would store a duplicate of the

new data in the most significant bit of read address counter A instead, corrupting the

intended scan chain bit pattern.
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Figure 6.17: RFTC simulation results that illustrate shifting a bit through the read

address counters in scan mode. The simulation includes capacitive wire parasitics and

uses the 99 models.

A test of the scan chain operation was performed at two RFTC sites on wafer 1.

The test involved placing the RFTC in scan mode and presenting a waveform
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approximately half the frequency of the external clock to the Shift In pad. The RFTC

output waveform while selecting the most significant bit of read address counter B (the

Shift Out pad in this case) is shown in Figure 6.18. Similar RFTC output waveforms were

observed while selecting the most significant bit of read address counter A. From Figure

6.18, one can see that the pattern presented on the Shift In pad reaches the Shift Out pad

during most clock cycles. However, there is a break in the pattern at roughly 140 ns

intervals. This break in the pattern is due to the fact that the Shift In input pattern is not

perfectly tuned to the scan clock, which causes a changing offset in phase between the

two input signals over time. Every 140 ns, the phases of the Shift In input signal and the

scan clock become aligned such that the hold time of the first latch in the scan chain is

violated, and the value of the Shift In input signal is not captured properly by the latch.

Therefore, the anomaly found in the scan chain test results shown in Figure 6.18 is not

due a problem with the RFTC, but instead due to limitations of the test equipment.

    

Figure 6.18: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 1 with read address counter

B selected for viewing. The RFTC is in scan mode and a waveform approximately half

the frequency of the scan clock is driving the Shift In pad.

This test alone does not prove that every bit in the scan chain is functioning

properly, however. It only proves that the expected pattern appears at the output of the

viewable scan latches. If, for instance, a latch is storing the old data of a latch two
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positions back on the scan chain instead of the old data stored in the previous latch due to

a clock timing problem, as discussed above, this scan chain testing method would still

produce the correct pattern at the RFTC output pad. A better testing method would be to

scan a single high bit through the scan chain as in the simulations and count the number

of clock cycles required for the bit to appear at the Scan Out pad. If the number of clock

cycles were correct, it would verify that the bit was stored in a single latch each cycle

without skipping any latches. The equipment required to perform such a test of the scan

chain was not available, however.

6.3 Write address counter performance

The write address counter on the RFTC was also simulated to verify its

functionality and to estimate its performance. The signals that clock the latches of the

write address counter, the output signal bits of the write address counter, and the RFTC

output signal with the write address counter selected for viewing, simulated with

capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer 1 layout using the 99 models, are

shown in Figure 6.19. From Figure 6.19, one can see the progression of the write address

counter through its sixteen states, which are also represented as 5-bit binary numbers in a

sequence from zero to fifteen. Due to the high frequency of the clock used in the

simulation (6.4 GHz) with results shown in Figure 6.19, the clock signal and the least

significant write address counter output signal also appear more like sine waves than

square waves. Again, counter output signals that do not switch states every cycle are

shaped more like ideal square wave signals since the rise times of these signals are small

when compared with the amount of time they remain in each state. As before, there is

some variation in the voltage of the counter output signals while in a particular state that

is synchronized to the variation in the clock signal voltage. Again, the voltage variations

are not large enough to be misinterpreted as changes in the digital values of the signals by

circuits driven by the latches, however. Unlike the two differential clock signals driving

the read address counters, shown in Figure 6.9, the two differential clock signals driving

the write address counter, shown in Figure 6.19, have significantly different amplitudes.

This is due to the fact that the wires connecting the clock buffer driving the write address

counter to the write address counter latches are much longer than those that connect the
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clock buffers driving the read address counters to the read address counter latches.

Therefore, the capacitance between the wires carrying the write address counter clock

signals has a more significant impact on the amplitudes of these clock signals. Also, the

mismatch in capacitance between the wires carrying the write address counter clock

signals has a more significant impact on the difference in the amplitudes of the write

address counter clock signals than the mismatch in capacitance between wires carrying

read address counter clock signals has on the difference in amplitude of the clock signals

driving the read address counters.
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Figure 6.19: RFTC write address counter simulation results using the 99 models and

including capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer 1 layout.

As with the read address counters, only the most significant bit of the write

address counter can be viewed externally on the RFTC output pad. Again, in most cases,
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the ability to view this bit is sufficient to determine whether or not the counter in question

is working. Measured waveforms of the write address counter on one wafer 1 die and one

wafer 2 die, shown in Figure 6.20, provide evidence that, although the write address

counter on wafer 2 functions correctly, the write address counter on wafer 1 does not

function correctly, even as modest frequencies. As mentioned in Chapter 3, it is generally

difficult to trigger on the write address counter waveform on wafer 1 with the

oscilloscope because of its erratic nature. When the write address counter waveform is

consistent enough to obtain a trigger, the frequency of the waveform is one sixteenth that

of the clock. This is true of the first waveform shown in Figure 6.20. Even though the

clock is not shown, one can tell the waveform frequency is only one sixteenth that of the

clock since the low amplitude, high frequency clock signal superimposed on the lower

frequency write address counter signal is only sixteen times the frequency of the lower

frequency signal.

    

Figure 6.20: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 1 and wafer 2 with the write

address counter selected for viewing. The wafer 1 waveform is erroneous in that its

frequency is double the expected value while the wafer 2 waveform appears to be correct.

The reason for the incorrect frequency of the most significant write address

counter bit is most likely similar to the reason why the counters fail when the clock

frequency becomes to high. That is, one of the less significant bits of the counter is
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probably stuck at a high value, causing all the more significant bits to switch at twice the

expected frequency. This failure of the write address counter was not predicted by

simulations using either the 97 or 99 models, even those containing capacitive wire

parasitics, as Figure 6.19 illustrates. The addition of a buffer for the write address counter

clock placed near the counter (see Chapter 3) solved the write address counter problem

since the clock frequency is 32 times that of the most significant bit of the write address

counter on the wafer 2 die. This is illustrated by the second waveform shown in Figure

6.20, which has a higher frequency, low amplitude clock signal superimposed that is 32

times the frequency of the larger amplitude signal. The most significant bit of the write

address counter from a die on wafer 2, shown in Figure 6.20, has a frequency of 161

MHz, and was clocked at 5.16 GHz. This was the highest frequency signal that could be

obtained from the write address counter at this die site while still maintaining correct

operation.

As with the read address counters, when the clock frequency is too high, the most

significant bit of the write address counter becomes stuck at either a static high or low

value, or doubles in frequency, resulting in a counter malfunction. Simulations of the

write address counter demonstrate this mode of failure. As Figure 6.21 illustrates, when

the clock frequency is set too high, bit three (numbered from zero to four) of the write

address counter becomes stuck at a high value in simulation. As before, since bit three is

always high, the most significant bit will toggle every time bit three should have toggled,

resulting in a doubling in frequency of the most significant counter bit. This type of

failure occurs in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer 1

and wafer 2 layout. Note that for wafer 2, the simulated differential clock signals driving

the write address counter, shown in Figure 6.21, have amplitudes that are much closer in

value than the differential clock signals driving the write address counter on wafer 1,

shown in Figure 6.19. Since for wafer 2, an extra clock buffer is used that is located near

the write address counter, the wires connecting the clock buffer driving the write address

counter and the write address counter latches are much shorter on wafer 2 than on wafer

1, making the difference in capacitance between the two wires less significant. However,

little difference in amplitude is observed in simulation between the two clock signals on
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the wires connecting the clock buffers that drive the write address counter. Since these

wires are fairly long, the lighter loading of the first clock buffer on wafer 2 (it only drives

one buffer instead of five master-slave latches) is also a contributing factor.
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Figure 6.21: RFTC write address counter simulation results illustrating a counter

malfunction. The simulation includes capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer

2 layout and uses the 99 models.

Simulations were performed to determine the critical delays in the write address

counter as well. As in the case of the read address counters, the clock was pulsed high for

30 ps, providing a falling clock edge soon after each rising clock edge. The simulated

delay from the rising edge of the clock driving the master-slave latches of the write

address counter to the time when the next state of each counter bit propagates through a

write address counter master latch is tabulated in Table 6.5. As before, this delay is
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significant since it sets the limit on the frequency of the clock that can be applied to the

counter. According to Table 6.5, the delay is longest for bit three in the case of all the

write address counters, making the determination of the next state of bit three the critical

path in the write address counter as well. This is consistent with the fact that, according to

simulations, bit three is the first to fail when the write address counter clock frequency is

too high, as Figure 6.21 illustrates.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 89.1 ps 89.0 ps 111 ps 91.7 ps

Bit 1 90.7 ps 97.2 ps 179 ps 173 ps

Bit 2 93.2 ps 102 ps 186 ps 179 ps

Bit 3 103 ps 118 ps 207 ps 201 ps

Bit 4 92.8 ps 102 ps 186 ps 179 ps

Wafer 1

Frequency 9.71 GHz 8.50 GHz 4.82 GHz 4.98 GHz

Bit 0 89.4 ps 90.2 ps 135 ps 119 ps

Bit 1 91.0 ps 97.5 ps 171 ps 164 ps

Bit 2 93.4 ps 102 ps 179 ps 170 ps

Bit 3 103 ps 118 ps 202 ps 192 ps

Bit 4 93.1 ps 102 ps 179 ps 170 ps

Wafer 2

Frequency 9.68 GHz 8.48 GHz 4.95 GHz 5.20 GHz

Table 6.5: Simulated delay required for the next state of each write address counter bit to

reach the output of a master latch with respect to the rising edge of the clock signal

driving the master latch. The frequency specified is the inverse of the largest delay for a

particular column, which represents an estimate of the maximum clock frequency for the

write address counter without a malfunction according to simulations.

The delay for bit three of the write address counter with capacitive wire parasitics

is 100% larger on wafer 1 and 95% larger on wafer 2 than the delay with no wire

parasitics according to simulations using the 97 models. In simulations using the 99

models, the delay is 70% larger on wafer 1 and 63% larger on wafer 2. As with the read
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address counter simulation results, these results show that the delay added by wire

parasitics is a significant portion of the overall delay that cannot be ignored. The delay of

bit 3 in simulations without wire parasitics using the 99 models is larger than the delay of

bit 3 when the 97 models are used. Therefore, the results shown in Table 6.5 are

consistent with earlier results in that simulations using the 99 models tend to have longer

delays with no wire parasitics, but are less sensitive to the addition of capacitive wire

parasitics when compared with simulations using the 97 models.

Although the delays for a given bit are almost identical when comparing wafer 1

and wafer 2 simulation results without wire parasitics for a given set of models, the delay

for a given bit is slightly lower for most bits on wafer 2 when comparing wafer 1 and

wafer 2 simulation results including capacitive wire parasitics for a given set of models.

This results in a 2.7% increase in the predicted maximum frequency of the write address

counter clock without causing a counter malfunction on wafer 2 using the 97 models, and

a 4.4% increase on wafer 2 according to the 99 models. Therefore, the addition of a buffer

for the write address counter clock on wafer 2 produced a slight performance

improvement in the write address counter in addition to the improvement in reliability.

As with the read address counters, the maximum clock frequency that can be used

with the write address counter without a malfunction was also determined both through

simulations and measurements by varying the clock frequency and observing the results.

From these results, listed in Table 6.6, one finds that the maximum clock frequency drops

by 48% on wafer 1 and 49% on wafer 2 using the 97 models and 36% on wafer 1 and

37% on wafer 2 using the 99 models when capacitive wire parasitics are added to the

simulations. Therefore, as with the read address counters, the delay imposed by the wire

parasitics is a significant fraction of the overall delay within the critical path of the write

address counter. The results shown in Table 6.6 are consistent with the critical path

delays shown in Table 6.5, although the predicted maximum clock frequencies are

significantly larger. Without wire parasitics, the maximum clock frequency using the 97

models is 14% higher than the maximum clock frequency using the 99 models on both

wafers, while with capacitive wire parasitics, the maximum clock frequency using the 99

models is 8.6% higher than the maximum clock frequency using the 97 models on wafer
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1 and 8.5% higher on wafer 2. These differences in results using the 97 models and 99

models are consistent with the critical path delays described above.

Wafer 1 Wafer 2

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

No parasitics 11.4 GHz 10.0 GHz 11.4 GHz 10.0 GHz

Capacitance 5.9 GHz 6.4 GHz 5.8 GHz 6.3 GHz

Measured Not working correctly 4.0 GHz ± 0.93 GHz

% error N/A N/A 44% 57%

Table 6.6: Simulated and measured maximum clock frequencies at which the write

address counters will function correctly. The listed percent error is the error of the

simulated results including capacitive wire parasitics with respect to the measured results.

Four die sites were measured on each of the two wafers to determine the average

maximum clock frequency that could be applied to each write address counter using an

external clock source. No write address counters were found on wafer 1 that worked

correctly. The average maximum clock frequency for the write address counter is 4.0

GHz, as Table 6.6 indicates. The average maximum clock frequency is 19% lower than

the average maximum clock frequency of read address counter B on wafer 2, which has

the lower average maximum clock frequency of the two read address counters. This

occurs despite the fact that simulation results including capacitive wire parasitics indicate

that the write address counter maximum clock frequency is nearly identical to that of the

read address counters on wafer 2 according to the 97 models and only 1.6% higher

according to the 99 models. For this reason, as Table 6.6 indicates, the error of the

simulations with capacitive wire parasitics in predicting the maximum clock frequency

for the write address counter on wafer 2 is 44% using the 97 models and 57% using the

99 models. The largest discrepancy between the simulated and measured results for the

read address counter results on wafer 2 was only 17% using the 97 models and 25% using

the 99 models, however. The reason for the discrepancy is probably due to the fact that

the differential clock signals for the write address counter must travel across the chip

before being buffered and broadcast to this counter while the differential clock signals for
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the read address counters are generated near these counters. Therefore, clock signal rise

time degradation is more pronounced in the clock signals used to drive the write address

counter because of the resistance associated with the long wires between the initial clock

buffer and the clock buffer near the write address counter. This degradation, which is not

modeled in simulations due to problems with RC simulations, discussed in Chapter 4,

increases the write address counter latch delays, and therefore lowers the maximum clock

frequency that can be applied without causing a malfunction. The estimated standard

deviation in the maximum clock frequency for the write address counter is 0.93 GHz,

which is 23% of the average clock frequency. This deviation is 120% larger than the

estimated standard deviation in average maximum clock frequency of read address

counter B on wafer 2, which is the larger of the two estimated standard deviations for the

read address counters. The reason for the larger deviation in the average maximum clock

frequency of the write address counter when compared with that of the read address

counters may also be due to the long clock lines used to transmit the clock signals to the

write address counter. The fact that the lines are longer allows more process variations

among die to influence the behavior of the signals on these clock lines. In other respects

the layouts of the read and write address counters are similar and, therefore, similar

differences in behavior among die should be observed as a result of process variations.

The simulated maximum clock frequencies estimated using the critical delays in

the write address counter, listed in Table 6.5, are conservative with respect to the

simulated maximum clock frequencies estimated by varying the clock frequency, listed in

Table 6.6. As in the read address counter simulations, by estimating the maximum clock

frequency using the delay required for the next state values to reach master latch inputs

instead, a clock frequency that more closely matches the maximum clock frequency

determined by varying the clock frequency in simulations can be obtained. The simulated

delay from the rising edge of the clock driving the master-slave latches of the write

address counter to the time when the next state of each counter bit arrives at a master

latch input is tabulated in Table 6.7. The simulated maximum clock frequencies listed in

Table 6.7 closely match the corresponding maximum clock frequencies found in Table

6.6 for simulations without parasitics, with differences of 1% and lower for predictions in
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these simulations. The error is higher in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics,

however, ranging from 2.1% to 12%. As with the read address counter, this would seem

to indicate that if the next state of the write address counter is available at the master latch

inputs while the clock is low, when the next rising edge occurs, the next state will still

have time to propagate through the master latches before they stop writing new data.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 29.9 ps 32.4 ps 47.6 ps 42.2 ps

Bit 1 68.2 ps 75.8 ps 150 ps 148 ps

Bit 2 75.0 ps 82.4 ps 158 ps 153 ps

Bit 3 88.2 ps 99.5 ps 181 ps 177 ps

Bit 4 74.4 ps 81.8 ps 157 ps 153 ps

Wafer 1

Frequency 11.3 GHz 10.1 GHz 5.51 GHz 5.66 GHz

Bit 0 30.4 ps 32.8 ps 44.9 ps 39.4 ps

Bit 1 68.5 ps 76.1 ps 143 ps 139 ps

Bit 2 75.4 ps 82.8 ps 151 ps 145 ps

Bit 3 88.6 ps 99.7 ps 176 ps 169 ps

Bit 4 74.8 ps 82.2 ps 151 ps 145 ps

Wafer 2

Frequency 11.3 GHz 10.0 GHz 5.68 GHz 5.93 GHz

Table 6.7: Simulated delay required to compute the next state value for each bit of the

write address counter with respect to the rising edge of the clock signals driving the

counter. The frequency specified is the inverse of the largest delay for a particular

column, which represents an estimate of the maximum clock frequency for the write

address counter without a malfunction according to simulations.

Simulations were performed on the write address counter as well to determine the

effect that varying the supply voltage has on the maximum clock frequency that can be

used with the write address counter without a malfunction. The maximum clock

frequency that can be used with the write address counter, determined through

simulations and through measurements, is plotted in Figure 6.22 as a function of the
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supply voltage. Simulations without wire parasitics show only small changes in the

maximum clock frequency that can be applied to the write address counter as the supply

voltage is varied over a range from 4 V to 5.5 V. Using the 97 models, the maximum

clock frequency varies less than 2% from the nominal maximum clock frequency of 11.4

GHz simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. Using the 99 models, the maximum clock

frequency varies 2% from the nominal maximum clock frequency of 10 GHz simulated

with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. As before, the maximum clock frequency drops drastically

in simulations when wire parasitics are included. The variation in the maximum clock

frequency is still low, however, varying less than 2% from the nominal maximum clock

frequency found using a supply voltage of 4.5 V in simulations using the 97 models and

including capacitive wire parasitics, and varying 5% from the nominal maximum clock

frequency using the 99 models. In simulations without wire parasitics, those using the 97

models predict higher maximum clock frequencies for the read address counters than

those using the 99 models throughout the supply voltage range. However, in simulations

including capacitive wire parasitics, those using the 99 models predict higher maximum

clock frequencies for the read address counters than those using the 97 models throughout

the supply voltage range. This result is consistent with earlier simulation results.

The supply voltage was varied on two die sites on wafer 2 on which the write

address counter measurements were taken, and where functional, the write address

counter maximum clock frequencies were determined. The measured maximum clock

frequency for the write address counter as a function of supply voltage, shown in Figure

6.22, varies significantly from the maximum clock frequencies predicted by simulations

under the same conditions. The peak maximum clock frequency for the write address

counters occurs at 5 V, which is a higher supply voltage level than that predicted in the

simulations including capacitive wire parasitics. As with the read address counters, one

explanation for this occurrence is that a significant amount of voltage drop occurs in the

wires leading from the power supply to the probe head. Also, as before, the probe pin

contact resistances are not modeled in the simulations, nor are the resistances of the on-

chip power and ground wires. These reasons may also account for the increased change in

the maximum clock frequency as the supply voltage is varied according to the measured
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results, when compared with the simulated results. This change, according to

measurements, varies as much as 18% from the nominal clock frequency at a supply

voltage of 4.5 V over the range of supply voltages measured. The reasons for the

variations in the maximum clock frequency as the supply voltage is varied are similar to

those described for the read address counters.
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Figure 6.22: Simulated and measured maximum clock frequencies at which the wafer 2

write address counter functions properly as a function of the supply voltage.

As previously mentioned, the write address counter is part of the RFTC scan chain

that allows the counters and rotator to be loaded with specific bit patterns before they

begin performing their normal functions. Simulations were also performed to verify that

the write address counter and data rotator act as shift registers when the RFTC is in scan

mode. In these simulations, a single logic one bit is shifted through both the write address

counter and data rotator, each of which stored state zero before entering scan mode. The

simulated output of the slave latches of the three most significant write address counter

bits and the first four data rotator bits, as well as the clocks driving the write address

counter and data rotator are shown in Figure 6.23. From Figure 6.23, one can observe a

single logic one bit shift sequentially through the three most significant bits of the write

address counter and the first four bits of the data rotator. The shift from one scan latch to
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the next occurs each clock cycle. The shifting of the logic one bit from the most

significant bit of the write address counter to the first bit of the data rotator is important to
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Figure 6.23: RFTC simulation results that illustrate shifting a bit through the write

address counter and data rotator in scan mode. The simulation includes capacitive wire

parasitics and uses the 99 models.

verify since these state machines use different buffered versions of the same clock. As

with the read address counters, if the clock driving the data rotator were delayed
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significantly, the most significant bit of the write address counter would switch states and

present the new output to the first bit of the data rotator before this latch could sample the

old data. This would cause the old data to be lost, and the first bit of the data rotator

would store a duplicate of the new data in the most significant bit of the write address

counter instead, corrupting the intended scan chain bit pattern.

    

Figure 6.24: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 1 with the write address

counter selected for viewing. The RFTC is in scan mode and a waveform approximately

half the frequency of the scan clock is driving the Shift In pad.

As mentioned earlier, a test of the scan chain operation was performed at two

RFTC sites on wafer 1. The test involved placing the RFTC in scan mode and presenting

a waveform approximately half the frequency of the external clock to the Shift In pad.

The RFTC output waveform while selecting the most significant bit of the write address

counter is shown in Figure 6.24. From Figure 6.24, one can see that the pattern presented

on the Shift In pad reaches the most significant bit of the write address counter during

most clock cycles. However, there is a break in the pattern at roughly 50 ns intervals. As

before, this break in the pattern is due to the fact that the Shift In input pattern is not

perfectly tuned to the scan clock, which is a limitation of the test equipment and not a

problem with the RFTC. This test alone does not prove that every bit in the scan chain is

functioning properly. As before, it only proves that the expected pattern appears at the
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output of the viewable scan latches. Better test equipment is required for more rigorous

testing of the scan chain.

The fact that the expected output appears at the most significant bit of the write

address counter when the wafer 1 RFTC is in scan mode under the test conditions

mentioned above indicates that the problem with the write address counter is something

more complex than a simple stuck-at fault within a latch. Each scan latch must pass the

values it receives to the next latch in the chain for the values placed on the Shift In pad to

reach the most significant bit of the write address counter. The fact that the wafer 2 RFTC

write address counter works correctly indicates that the problem with the wafer 1 write

address counter involved the use of a poor set of clock signals however. One explanation

for this discrepancy is that one of the write address counter master-slave latches toggles

twice instead of once during a single clock cycle. This could be caused by noisy clock

signals with slow rise times, which produce what looks like two rising and falling clock

edges instead of just one for one of the master-slave latches. Under these circumstances,

the master-slave latch would invert its stored value twice instead of once assuming

changes in the less significant bits have not yet influenced the latch in question by

disabling the invert function through the combinational logic before the second invert

operation is initiated. This means that the final value stored in the master-slave latch

would be the same as the original value stored prior to the beginning of the clock cycle,

instead of its inverse, which is essentially a stuck-at fault. On the other hand, if a master-

slave latch is clocked twice in a single clock cycle while the RFTC is in scan mode, it

may end up storing the new data from the previous master-slave latch in the scan chain

instead of its old data, thus containing the same data as the previous latch at the end of the

clock cycle. However, even under these circumstances, the pattern placed on the Shift In

pad in the test described above will still appear correct at the most significant bit of the

write address counter during a scan operation. Of course, if a master-slave latch is

clocked twice in a single clock cycle while in scan mode, it may still receive the old data

from the previous master-slave latch, depending on the clock skew between the two

latches. In this case the scan chain is completely unaffected by the write address counter

problem.
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6.4 Data rotator performance

The data rotator on the RFTC was also simulated to verify its functionality and to

estimate its performance. The data rotator latches were set to a pattern that allows

transitions between high and low values to occur on sequential clock cycles as well as

allows latches to remain at the same value for a number of cycles to test the performance

of the data rotator latches under both types of conditions. The signals that clock the

latches of the data rotator, the output signal bits of the data rotator, and the RFTC output

signal with the data rotator selected for viewing, simulated with capacitive wire parasitics

extracted from the wafer 1 layout using the 99 models, are shown in Figure 6.25. From

Figure 6.25, one can see the repeated progression of the bits through the data rotator from

bit zero to bit seven. Due to the high frequency of the clock used in the simulation (9.2

GHz), the clock signal and the data rotator output signals have characteristics that are

closer to sinusoidal and triangular waveforms than to ideal square waves.

As with the address counters, there is some variation in the voltage of the data

rotator output signals when the same value is stored in a particular latch for more than

one cycle that is synchronized to the variation in the voltage of the differential clock

signals. These voltage variations are also not large enough to be misinterpreted as

changes in the digital values of the signals by circuits driven by the latches. The

difference in amplitudes of the differential clock signals driving the data rotator, shown in

Figure 6.25, is even greater than the difference in amplitude of the differential clock

signals driving the wafer 1 write address counter, shown in Figure 6.19. As with the

wafer 1 write address counter, this is due to the fact that the wires connecting the clock

buffer driving the data rotator to the data rotator latches are very long. This means that, as

before, the mismatch in capacitance between the wires carrying the data rotator clock

signals has a significant impact on the difference in the amplitudes of the data rotator

clock signals.

Simulations were performed to determine the mode of failure that occurs in the

rotator when the clock frequency is too high. As Figure 6.26 illustrates, the increased

loading on bit seven of the data rotator causes a slower rise time on the bit seven output

signals than that of the other clock signals. For this reason, when the slave output
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switches values on consecutive cycles, the latch output signals do not reach steady state

values between transitions. However, if the data rotator bit seven slave latch stores the

same value for more than one cycle, the latch output signals have time to reach steady
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Figure 6.25: RFTC data rotator simulation results using the 99 models and including

capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer 1 layout.
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state values, as Figure 6.26 illustrates. When switching values after the output signals

have reached steady state, the propagation delay is longer due to the increased voltage

change required for the output signals to reach the same voltage. This, in turn, reduces the

time the rotator bit zero latch has to latch the value from the bit seven latch. For this

reason, the bit zero latch output signals do not reach steady state values when a transition

occurs after having stored the same values for multiple cycles. The delayed response in

switching for the data rotator bit zero latch after having maintained the same value for

multiple cycles delays the response of the bit one latch such that it is unable to latch the

new value, as Figure 6.26 illustrates. Instead, it latches the previous value stored, and the

data from bit zero is lost. The bit one latch is able store subsequent bits from the bit zero

latch assuming data transitions occur on every clock cycle. This is due to the fact that the

cross coupled devices that store the value in each bit one latch are no longer at steady

state, but instead are dynamically responding to changing data from the bit zero latch.

However, if the bit zero latch maintains the same data for repeated cycles, the bit one

latch again reaches steady state, and is unable to latch data from the bit zero latch on the

first subsequent transition of data. Therefore, as Figure 6.26 illustrates, another bit is lost

when bit one again tries to latch a bit zero value after a transition following a repeated

output of the same value. This pattern repeats each eight cycles until all the high values in

the data rotator pattern are lost by the bit one latch, at which point each rotator latch

continuously produces a low output value.

To determine the highest frequency at which the data rotator can be clocked, the

time to perform operations required for the rotator to function correctly must be

examined. Since the data rotator is a state machine, the time to compute the next state of

the rotator, given a particular current state, is an important parameter. Of course, the next

state for a particular latch in the rotator is simply the current state of the previous latch in

the chain. Hence, no combinational logic is required to compute the next state of the data

rotator. For this reason, the current state and next state waveforms illustrating the

operation of a state machine, shown in Figure 6.15, in this case are essentially the same

waveforms, with the exception of phase shifts induced by wire delays. Therefore, to

estimate the highest frequency that the data rotator can be clocked and still function
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correctly, one must determine the longest propagation delay from a clock edge to the time

at which the data is latched and appears at the latch output nodes. Assuming a 50% duty

cycle clock, if the clock period is double the longest latch propagation delay from a clock
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Figure 6.26: RFTC data rotator simulation results illustrating a rotator malfunction. The

simulation includes capacitive wire parasitics and uses the 99 models.
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edge to the change in output of the corresponding latch, enough time should exist for all

the latches to function correctly in the data rotator. If the clock period is shorter than this

value, the latch with the longest propagation delay will not have time to store its input

value before its write cycle is over, thus losing the new data in favor of the old data stored

in the latch. This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 6.26.

Simulations show that the slave latches have a greater propagation delay than the

master latches for all the data rotator bits using both the 97 and 99 models. This is due to

the large load the slave latches must drive in comparison with the master latches. The

propagation delays for the data rotator slave latches, measured from the rising clock edge

to the point in time when the data becomes available at the latch output nodes, are listed

in Table 6.8 under a number of simulation conditions. The propagation delay for bit seven

of the data rotator that is listed in Table 6.8 is the delay to the level 1 output since this

output feeds back to bit zero of the data rotator. Since this latch output only drives the bit

zero latch and a buffer, the propagation delay from the clock to this output is less than for

the level 2 outputs of the latches in simulations without wire parasitics. However, when

wire parasitics are added to the simulations, the propagation delay of the level 1 output of

the bit seven slave latch becomes larger than that of the other slave latches in the data

rotator due to the poor driving capability of the level 1 output. The loading on the level 1

output of the data rotator bit seven slave latch also influences the level 2 output of this

latch, resulting in a slower rise time than the other slave latches, as Figure 6.25 indicates.

The estimated maximum clock frequency without wire parasitics is 81% larger than in

simulations including capacitive wire parasitics when using the 97 models, and 50%

larger in simulations using the 99 models. These results show that, as with the counter

circuits, the delay added by wire parasitics is a significant portion of the overall delay that

cannot be ignored. Although the estimated maximum clock frequency of the data rotator

is 11% larger in simulations using the 97 models than in simulations using the 99 models

when wire parasitics are excluded, when capacitive wire parasitics are added, the

estimated maximum clock frequency is 9.3% larger in simulations using the 99 models

than in simulations using the 97 models. These results are consistent with earlier results

in that simulations using the 99 models tend to have longer delays with no wire parasitics,
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but are less sensitive to the addition of capacitive wire parasitics when compared with

simulations using the 97 models.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 32.8 ps 36.3 ps 48.6 ps 43.8 ps

Bit 1 33.0 ps 36.6 ps 48.7 ps 43.8 ps

Bit 2 33.0 ps 36.6 ps 48.4 ps 43.5 ps

Bit 3 33.0 ps 36.6 ps 48.4 ps 43.4 ps

Bit 4 33.0 ps 36.6 ps 48.4 ps 43.5 ps

Bit 5 33.0 ps 36.6 ps 48.2 ps 43.3 ps

Bit 6 33.0 ps 36.6 ps 48.4 ps 43.5 ps

Bit 7 31.1 ps 33.3 ps 59.9 ps 54.8 ps

Frequency 15.1 GHz 13.7 GHz 8.35 GHz 9.12 GHz

Table 6.8: Simulated propagation delay for the slave latches of the data rotator from the

rising clock edge to when the new data appears at the latch output nodes. The frequency

specified is the inverse of twice the largest delay for a particular column, which represents

a theoretical limit of the clock frequency for the data rotator without a malfunction

according to simulations.

The highest frequency at which the data rotator can be clocked can also be

estimated in the same manner that was used to estimate the frequency of the address

counters. That is, the clock is pulsed high for 30 ps to produce a falling edge shortly after

each rising clock edge in simulation. In this simulation, the propagation delay through the

slave and master latches are measured from the rising edge of the clock to the point when

the data is available at the output of each master latch. At this time, the clock can then be

set high again since the next state data has been stored in the master latches. Therefore,

the longest propagation delay should provide a good estimate of the maximum clock

frequency that can be applied to the data rotator without causing a malfunction. The

propagation delay from the rising edge of the clock to the point in time when each data

rotator master latch outputs new data is listed in Table 6.9. According to Table 6.9, the
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longest propagation delay over a single clock cycle is through the bit seven slave latch

and the bit zero master latch for all simulations. This is most likely due to the fact that

there is a multiplexer integrated into the data rotator bit zero master latch and the data that

this latch receives from bit seven is on level 1. The largest estimated data rotator

propagation delay in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics is 44% larger than in

simulations without wire parasitics when using the 97 models, and 35% larger in

simulations using the 99 models. As before, these results show that the delay added by

wire parasitics is a significant portion of the overall delay. The largest estimated

propagation delay in simulations using the 97 models is 3.6% larger than in simulations

using the 99 models without wire parasitics, and 11% larger in simulations including

capacitive wire parasitics.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 86.5 ps 83.4 ps 125 ps 112 ps

Bit 1 80.0 ps 77.1 ps 112 ps 96.0 ps

Bit 2 79.9 ps 77.1 ps 112 ps 96.1 ps

Bit 3 79.9 ps 77.1 ps 112 ps 96.0 ps

Bit 4 79.9 ps 77.1 ps 112 ps 96.0 ps

Bit 5 79.9 ps 77.1 ps 111 ps 96.0 ps

Bit 6 79.9 ps 77.1 ps 112 ps 96.0 ps

Bit 7 79.8 ps 77.0 ps 111 ps 96.0 ps

Frequency 11.6 GHz 12.0 GHz 8.03 GHz 8.90 GHz

Table 6.9: Simulated delay required for the next state of each data rotator bit to reach the

output of a master latch with respect to the rising edge of the clock signal driving the

master latch. The frequency specified is the inverse of the largest delay for a particular

column, which is an estimate of the maximum clock frequency for the data rotator

without a malfunction according to simulations.

As with the address counters, the maximum clock frequency that can be used with

the data rotator without a malfunction was also determined through simulations by
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varying the clock frequency and observing the results. From these results, listed in Table

6.10, one finds that the maximum clock frequency drops by 36% using the 97 models and

25% using the 99 models when capacitive wire parasitics are added to the simulations.

Therefore, as with the other data rotator simulations, these simulations show that the

delay imposed by the wire parasitics is a significant fraction of the overall delay within

the critical path of the data rotator. The results shown in Table 6.10 are consistent with

the critical path delays shown in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9 for simulations including

capacitive wire parasitics, although the results shown in Table 6.8 match more closely in

simulations including capacitive wire parasitics. For simulations without wire parasitics,

however, results shown in Table 6.8 are fairly optimistic when compared to the results

shown in Table 6.10, while the results shown in Table 6.9 match more closely. Without

wire parasitics, the maximum clock frequency using the 97 models is 4.9% higher than

the maximum clock frequency using the 99 models, while with capacitive wire parasitics,

the maximum clock frequency using the 99 models is 11% higher than the maximum

clock frequency using the 97 models. These differences in results using the 97 models

and 99 models are consistent, for the most part, with simulation results discussed earlier.

97 models 99 models

No parasitics 12.9 GHz 12.3 GHz

Capacitance 8.3 GHz 9.2 GHz

Table 6.10: Simulated maximum clock frequencies at which the data rotator will function

correctly.

Simulations were also performed on the data rotator to determine the effect

varying the supply voltage has on the maximum clock frequency that can be used with the

data rotator without a malfunction. The maximum clock frequency that can be used with

the data rotator, determined through simulations, is plotted in Figure 6.27 as a function of

the supply voltage. Simulations without wire parasitics show only small changes in the

maximum clock frequency that can be applied to the data rotator as the supply voltage is

varied over a range from 4 V to 5.5 V. Using the 97 models, the maximum clock

frequency varies less than 3.2% from the nominal maximum clock frequency of 12.9 GHz

simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. Using the 99 models, the maximum clock
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frequency varies less than 4.1% from the nominal maximum clock frequency of 12.3 GHz

simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. As before, the maximum clock frequency drops

drastically in simulations when wire parasitics are included. The variation in the

maximum clock frequency is still low, however, varying less than 6.1% from the nominal

maximum clock frequency found using a supply voltage of 4.5 V in simulations using the

97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics, and varying less than 6.6% from the

nominal maximum clock frequency using the 99 models. In simulations without wire

parasitics, those using the 97 models predict higher maximum clock frequencies for the

data rotator than those using the 99 models throughout the supply voltage range.

However, in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics, those using the 99 models

predict higher maximum clock frequencies for the data rotator than those using the 97

models throughout the supply voltage range. These results are consistent with earlier

simulation results.
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Figure 6.27: Simulated maximum clock frequencies at which the data rotator will

function properly as a function of the supply voltage.

Since the data rotator is part of the RFTC scan chain, simulations were performed

to verify that the data rotator acts as a shift register when the RFTC is in scan mode.
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Because these simulations were performed in tandem with the write address counter scan

chain simulations, the results are discussed in the previous section. As mentioned earlier,

a test of the scan chain operation was performed at two RFTC sites on wafer 1. As before,

the test involved placing the RFTC in scan mode and presenting a waveform

approximately half the frequency of the external clock to the Shift In pad. The RFTC

output waveform while selecting the last bit of the data rotator is shown in Figure 6.28.

From Figure 6.28, one can see that the pattern presented on the Shift In pad reaches the

last bit of the data rotator during most clock cycles. However, there is a break in the

pattern at roughly 44 ns intervals. As before, this break in the pattern is due to the fact

that the Shift In input pattern is not perfectly tuned to the scan clock, which is a limitation

of the test equipment and not a problem with the RFTC. Again, better test equipment is

required for more rigorous testing of the scan chain.

    

Figure 6.28: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 1 with the data rotator

selected for viewing. The RFTC is in scan mode and a waveform approximately half the

frequency of the scan clock is driving the Shift In pad.

As mentioned previously, only the last bit of the data rotator can be viewed

externally on the RFTC output pad. The ability to view this bit is sufficient to determine

whether or not the data rotator is working, however, since the values in the rotator latches

are identical with the exception that they are shifted in time with respect to one another.

To test the rotator, an alternating sequence of high and low bits was shifted through the
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RFTC scan chain in scan mode, producing the pattern shown in Figure 6.28 on the RFTC

output pad with the last bit of the data rotator selected for viewing. When the RFTC was

placed in the normal test mode, however, the last bit of the data rotator remained stuck at

either a high or low value. The last bit of the data rotator on wafer 1 also remained stuck

at either a high or low value under normal operation after power was applied to the chip.

This occurred despite the fact that the probability is very low that all eight data rotator

latches will produce the same value when power is applied, assuming the probability is

even for a low or high value appearing in a single latch.

One explanation for the data rotator malfunction may be that in a single clock

cycle, the data from the first rotator latch is stored in all the rotator latches. Under this

assumption, it is still possible to produce what appears to be a working pattern at the

RFTC output pad in scan mode with the last data rotator bit selected. This is because,

under this explanation, the alternating sequence of high and low bits can shift from the

last write address counter latch on the scan chain directly to the last bit of the data rotator

in scan mode without distorting the pattern. Therefore, the pattern appears correct at both

the most significant bit of the write address counter and the last bit of the data rotator, but

in fact, all the data rotator bits are equal, instead of containing the alternating pattern.

Then, when the RFTC is switched into normal testing mode, the data rotator output is

constant because all the data rotator latches are storing the same value.

Another explanation for the data rotator malfunction is that the feedback path

from bit seven of the data rotator to bit zero is not working correctly. Although

simulations show this path is fine, if a stuck at fault existed such that the data in latch

seven does not reach latch zero, but instead the bit zero latch input from the bit seven

latch remains stuck at a high or low value, this value would propagate through the data

rotator in eight clock cycles after switching the RFTC to test mode. The result is a flat

line output of the last data rotator bit at the value the return path is stuck at, which is what

is observed on the oscilloscope at the RFTC output pad when the last data rotator bit is

selected for viewing. For this theory to hold however, the stuck at value would have to be

related to the values placed in the scan chain since if all low or high values are scanned
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through the scan chain, in test mode, the last data rotator bit produces the correct constant

value.

6.5 Data LFSR performance

The data LFSR on the wafer 2 RFTC was also simulated to verify its functionality

and to estimate its performance. The signals that clock the latches of the data LFSR, the

output signal bits of the data LFSR, and the RFTC output signal with the data LFSR

selected for viewing, simulated with capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer 2

layout using the 99 models, are shown in Figure 6.29. From Figure 6.29, one can see the

progression of the data LFSR through its 63 states. The pattern of high and low values

match the expected sequence listed in Chapter 3. Due to the high frequency of the clock

used in the simulation (9.4 GHz) that produced the results shown in Figure 6.29, the

clock signal and the data LFSR output have characteristics that are closer to sinusoidal

and triangular waveforms than to ideal square waves. As with the address counters and

data rotator, there is some variation in the voltage of the data LFSR output signals when

the same value is stored in a particular latch for more than one cycle that is synchronized

to the variation in the voltage of the differential clock signals. As before, the voltage

variations are not large enough to be misinterpreted as changes in the digital values of the

signals by circuits driven by the latches. Two sets of clock signals are shown in Figure

6.29 since two buffers are used to clock the data LFSR, one driving each set of four

master-slave latches. These clock signals appear to have similar amplitudes, unlike the

signals clocking the data rotator, although there appears to be a DC offset in the voltages

of each pair of differential clock signals. The reason for the similar amplitudes in this

case is probably due to the fact that the addition of the clock buffers near the data LFSR

resulted in much shorter wires from these buffers to the data LFSR latches. Therefore,

much of the capacitance mismatch in the data rotator clock wires is masked by the

additional clock buffers, improving the clock signals.

As with the data rotator, only the last bit of the data LFSR can be viewed

externally on the RFTC output pad. The ability to view this bit is sufficient to determine

whether or not the data LFSR is working, however, since the values in all the LFSR

latches are identical with the exception that they are shifted in time with respect to one
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Figure 6.29: RFTC data LFSR simulation results using the 99 models and including

capacitive wire parasitics extracted from the wafer 2 layout.
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another. Measured waveforms of the data LFSR on one wafer 2 die, shown in Figure

6.30, provide evidence that the data LFSR on wafer 2 functions correctly. The measured

pattern from the last data LFSR latch shown in Figure 6.30 matches the simulated pattern

shown in Figure 6.29, as well as the theoretical pattern listed in Chapter 3. The data LFSR

pattern shown in Figure 6.30 has a frequency of 89 MHz, and was clocked at 5.6 GHz.

The highest frequency signal that could be obtained from the data LFSR on wafer 2,

while still maintaining the correct behavior, was 95 MHz, using 6.0 GHz clock.

    

Figure 6.30: Measured RFTC output waveforms from wafer 2 with the data LFSR

selected for viewing.

If the clock frequency is made high enough, the data LFSR will begin to

malfunction. As with the address counters and data rotator, the effect manifests itself

when a particular bit no longer completes a transition on a given clock cycle because the

next clock cycle begins too soon. Instead, the state of the bit in question falls back into its

previous state due to the feedback inherent in the latch that failed to make the transition.

Simulations of the data LFSR, shown in Figure 6.31, illustrate this type of failure. In

Figure 6.31, one is able to observe that bit one of the data LFSR becomes effectively

stuck at either a high or low value on some clock cycles. The effect of the occasional

failures in bit one is that the proper values are not always passed along to the following

latches in the LFSR. The result is that the LFSR passes through its states in an incorrect
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order, as Figure 6.31 illustrates. Therefore, the expected pseudo-random pattern that each

LFSR output latch should generate is no longer produced. A measurement of an

intermittent failure of two of the bits in the data LFSR pattern is shown in Figure 6.32.

The resulting oscilloscope screen capture reveals these failures as multiple vertical lines

where single transitions normally occur. A further increase in the clock will result in a

degradation of the data LFSR output pattern such that it no longer matches the expected

pattern.

Figure 6.32: A measured RFTC output waveform from wafer 2 with the data LFSR

selected for viewing. The waveform exhibits signs that the clock frequency is too high for

correct operation of the LFSR.

To determine the highest frequency at which the data LFSR can be clocked, the

time to perform operations required for the LFSR to function correctly must be examined.

Since the data LFSR uses very little combinational logic, the critical path, as in the case

of the data rotator, may be the longest propagation delay from a clock edge to the time at

which the data is latched and appears at the latch output nodes. As with the data rotator,

assuming a 50% duty cycle clock, if the clock period is double the longest latch

propagation delay from a clock edge to the change in output of the corresponding latch,

enough time should exist for all the latches to function correctly in the data LFSR. If the

clock period is shorter than this value, the latch with the longest propagation delay will

not have time to store its input value before its write cycle is over, thus losing the new
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data in favor of the old data stored in the latch. In the case of the data LFSR, this

phenomenon can be observed in Figure 6.31.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 37.4 ps 41.2 ps 57.8 ps 53.6 ps

Bit 1 33.1 ps 37.0 ps 49.2 ps 46.1 ps

Bit 2 33.1 ps 37.1 ps 49.7 ps 45.8 ps

Bit 3 33.1 ps 37.1 ps 49.9 ps 45.5 ps

Bit 4 33.1 ps 37.1 ps 49.7 ps 44.8 ps

Bit 5 34.8 ps 38.9 ps 59.7 ps 53.5 ps

Bit 6 33.1 ps 37.1 ps 49.4 ps 44.6 ps

Bit 7 34.6 ps 38.9 ps 60.0 ps 54.4 ps

Frequency 13.4 GHz 12.1 GHz 8.34 GHz 9.19 GHz

Table 6.11: Simulated propagation delay for the slave latches of the data LFSR from the

rising clock edge to when the new data appears at the latch output nodes. The frequency

specified is the inverse of twice the largest delay for a particular column, which represents

a theoretical limit of the clock frequency for the data LFSR without a malfunction

according to simulations.

As with the data rotator, simulations show that the slave latches have a greater

propagation delay than the master latches for all the data LFSR bits using both the 97 and

99 models. Again, this is due to the large load the slave latches must drive in comparison

with the master latches. The propagation delays for the data LFSR slave latches,

measured from the rising clock edge to the point in time when the data becomes available

at the latch output nodes, are listed in Table 6.11 under a number of simulation

conditions. According to Table 6.11, the propagation delays through slave latches zero,

five, and seven are larger than the propagation delays through the other data LFSR slave

latches. This is because these latches must drive the combinational logic that determines

the next value fed to bit zero of the LFSR/rotator circuit in addition to the next latch in

the shift register. The propagation delay is longest in most simulations for the bit zero
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slave latch because it drives the LFSR/rotator combinational logic on level 1. The

propagation delay is longest for the bit seven slave latch in simulations using the 99

models and including capacitive wire parasitics, however, since the feedback wires

connecting the output of this slave latch to the combinational logic located near the bit

zero master-slave latch are longer than the other wires. Therefore, the additional delay

caused by the wire parasitics in this case makes the bit seven slave latch propagation

delay longer than even that of the bit zero slave latch. The estimated maximum clock

frequency without wire parasitics is 60% larger than in simulations including capacitive

wire parasitics when using the 97 models, and 32% larger in simulations using the 99

models. These results show that, as with the address counter circuits, the delay added by

wire parasitics is a significant portion of the overall delay. Although the estimated

maximum clock frequency of the data LFSR is 10% larger in simulations using the 97

models than in simulations using the 99 models when wire parasitics are excluded, when

capacitive wire parasitics are added, the estimated maximum clock frequency is 10%

larger in simulations using the 99 models than in simulations using the 97 models. These

results are consistent with earlier results in that simulations using the 99 models tend to

have longer delays with no wire parasitics, but are less sensitive to the addition of

capacitive wire parasitics when compared with simulations using the 97 models.

The highest frequency at which the data LFSR can be clocked can also be

estimated in the same manner that was used to estimate the maximum clock frequency of

the address counters and data rotator. That is, the clock is pulsed high for 30 ps to

produce a falling edge shortly after each rising clock edge in simulation. In this

simulation the propagation delay through the slave and master latches are measured from

the rising edge of the clock to the point when the data is available at the output of each

master latch. The propagation delay from the rising edge of the clock to the point in time

when each data LFSR master latch outputs new data is listed in Table 6.12. According to

Table 6.12, the longest propagation delay over a single clock cycle is through the bit five

slave latch and the bit zero master latch for all simulations. This is most likely due to the

fact that there is a combinational logic gate between these two latches that determines the

next state of bit zero and there is a multiplexer integrated into the data LFSR bit zero
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master latch. The largest estimated data LFSR propagation delay in simulations including

capacitive wire parasitics is 54% larger than in simulations without wire parasitics when

using the 97 models, and 35% larger in simulations using the 99 models. As before, these

results show that the delay added by wire parasitics is a significant portion of the overall

delay. The largest estimated propagation delay in simulations using the 99 models is 5.1%

larger than in simulations using the 97 models without wire parasitics. However, with

capacitive wire parasitics, the largest estimated propagation delay in simulations using the

97 models is 8.0% larger than in simulations using the 99 models. These results are

consistent with earlier data LFSR simulation results.

No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Bit 0 86.7 ps 91.1 ps 133 ps 123 ps

Bit 1 80.1 ps 84.0 ps 126 ps 116 ps

Bit 2 79.6 ps 83.0 ps 123 ps 115 ps

Bit 3 79.5 ps 82.9 ps 125 ps 115 ps

Bit 4 79.5 ps 82.9 ps 124 ps 115 ps

Bit 5 79.5 ps 82.9 ps 127 ps 115 ps

Bit 6 79.5 ps 83.2 ps 129 ps 116 ps

Bit 7 79.6 ps 83.0 ps 126 ps 116 ps

Frequency 11.5 GHz 11.0 GHz 7.51 GHz 8.11 GHz

Table 6.12: Simulated delay required for the next state of each data LFSR bit to reach the

output of a master latch with respect to the rising edge of the clock signal driving the

master latch. The frequency specified is the inverse of the largest delay for a particular

column, which is an estimate of the maximum clock frequency for the data LFSR without

a malfunction according to simulations.

The maximum clock frequency that can be used with the data LFSR without a

malfunction was also determined by measurements and through simulation by varying the

clock frequency and observing the results. From these results, listed in Table 6.13, one

finds that the maximum clock frequency drops by 38% using the 97 models and 32%
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using the 99 models when capacitive wire parasitics are added to the simulations.

Therefore, as with the address counters and data rotator, the delay imposed by the wire

parasitics is a significant fraction of the overall delay within the critical path of the data

LFSR. The simulated results shown in Table 6.13 are consistent with the critical path

delays shown in Table 6.11 and Table 6.12, although the results shown in Table 6.11

match more closely. This indicates that in the case of the data LFSR, the more optimistic

critical path simulation results corresponding to the slave latch delays in the data LFSR

provide a better estimate of the maximum simulated clock frequency that can be applied

to the data LFSR without a malfunction, assuming the duty cycle is 50%. Without wire

parasitics, the maximum clock frequency using the 97 models is 7.3% higher than the

maximum clock frequency using the 99 models, while with capacitive wire parasitics, the

maximum clock frequency using the 99 models is 13% higher than the maximum clock

frequency using the 97 models. These differences in results using the 97 models and 99

models are consistent, for the most part, with simulation results discussed earlier.

97 models 99 models

No parasitics 13.3 GHz 12.4 GHz

Capacitance 8.3 GHz 9.4 GHz

Measured 5.5 GHz ± 0.55 GHz

% error 52% 72%

Table 6.13: Simulated and measured maximum clock frequencies at which the data LFSR

will function correctly. The listed percent error is the error of the simulated results

including capacitive wire parasitics with respect to the measured results.

Four die sites were measured on the second wafer to determine the average

maximum clock frequency that could be applied to each data LFSR using an external

clock source. The average maximum clock frequency for the data LFSR was 5.5 GHz, as

Table 6.13 indicates. The predicted value for the data LFSR maximum clock frequency is

52% larger according to simulations using the 97 models and 72% larger according to

simulations using the 99 models. The reason for the large discrepancy is most likely due

to the fact that the simulations only include capacitive wire parasitics instead of RC wire
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parasitics. This affects the delay of signals, particularly in feedback paths where the wires

are long, as well as introduces clock skew between the latches in the data LFSR. Also,

rise time degradation of the clock signal is not modeled in the simulations without RC

parasitics. These factors may account for the discrepancies between the simulated and

measured results. As discussed in Chapter 4, problems with the RC modeling make it

difficult to produce a credible simulation including RC wire parasitics. The estimated

standard deviation in maximum clock frequency for the write address counter is 548

MHz, which is 10% of the average clock frequency. This value is similar to those

observed in the address counters.

Simulations were also performed on the data LFSR to determine the effect varying

the supply voltage has on the maximum clock frequency that can be used with the data

LFSR without a malfunction. The maximum clock frequency that can be used with the

data LFSR as a function of the supply voltage, determined through simulations and

through measurements, is plotted in Figure 6.33. Simulations without wire parasitics

show only small changes in the maximum clock frequency that can be applied to the data

LFSR as the supply voltage is varied over a range from 4 V to 5.5 V. Using the 97

models, the maximum clock frequency varies 3% from the nominal maximum clock

frequency simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V, and 4% from the nominal maximum

clock frequency simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V using the 99 models. As before,

the maximum clock frequency drops drastically in simulations when wire parasitics are

included. The variation in the maximum clock frequency is still low, however, varying

less than 4% from the nominal maximum clock frequency found using a supply voltage of

4.5 V in simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics, and

varying less than 4% from the nominal maximum clock frequency using the 99 models.

In simulations without wire parasitics, those using the 97 models predict higher

maximum clock frequencies for the data LFSR than those using the 99 models throughout

the supply voltage range. However, in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics,

those using the 99 models predict higher maximum clock frequencies for the data LFSR

than those using the 97 models throughout the supply voltage range. This result is

consistent with earlier simulation results.
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Figure 6.33: Simulated and measured maximum clock frequencies at which the data

LFSR will function properly as a function of the supply voltage.

The supply voltage was varied on two die sites on wafer 2 on which the data

LFSR measurements were taken, and where functional, the data LFSR maximum clock

frequencies were determined. The measured maximum clock frequency for the data LFSR

as a function of supply voltage, shown in Figure 6.33, varies significantly from the

maximum clock frequencies predicted by simulations under the same conditions. The

peak maximum clock frequency for the data LFSR occurs at 5 V, which is similar to the

supply voltage level at which the maximum clock frequency is highest in simulation.

Although the variation in maximum clock frequency that can be used with the data LFSR

as a function of supply voltage is higher according to measurements than according to

simulations, the variation is lower than the variation in maximum clock frequency that

can be used with the address counters according to measurements. The variation is less

than 9.4% of the nominal clock frequency at a supply voltage of 4.5 V over the range of

supply voltages measured. The reasons for the variations in the maximum clock

frequency as the supply voltage is varied are similar to those described for the address

counters.
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Figure 6.34: RFTC simulation results that illustrate shifting a bit through the write

address counter and data LFSR in scan mode. The simulations include capacitive wire

parasitics and use the 99 models.

Simulations were also performed to verify that the write address counter and data

LFSR act as shift registers when the RFTC is in scan mode. In these simulations, a single
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logic one bit is shifted through both the write address counter and data LFSR, each of

which stored state zero before entering scan mode. The simulated output of the slave

latches of the three most significant write address counter bits and the first four data

LFSR bits, as well as the clocks driving the write address counter and data LFSR are

shown in Figure 6.34. From Figure 6.34, one can observe a single high bit shift

sequentially through the three most significant bits of the write address counter and the

first four bits of the data LFSR. The shift from one scan latch to the next occurs each

clock cycle. The shifting of the high bit from the most significant bit of the write address

counter to the first bit of the data LFSR is important to verify since these state machines

use different buffered versions of the same clock. As in previous scan chain tests, if the

clock driving the data LFSR were delayed significantly, the most significant bit of the

write address counter would switch states and present the new output to the first bit of the

data LFSR before this latch could sample the old data.

6.6 Write enable pulse generator performance

As previously mentioned, the write enable pulse generator produces a delayed

version of the RFTC clock that is used as the write enable signal for the register file when

the RFTC is requested to write data to the register file. The RFTC Write Delay pad allows

the delay of the write enable pulse to be selected digitally between two options, referred

to as a fast write and a slow write. Note that under both options, the length of the write

pulse is the pulse width of the clock. Instead, switching between a fast and slow write

alters the delay between the clock edges and the write pulse. The simulated propagation

delay from the output of the multiplexer that selects between the external and on-chip

clock to the write enable input of the register file on each RFTC for both slow and fast

write operations is listed in Table 6.14. Also, to put these delays in perspective, the

simulated propagation delay from the output of the multiplexer that selects between the

external and on-chip clock to the slowest output of the write address counter and data

rotator/LFSR are also listed in Table 6.14. From this data, the expected setup times for

the address and data that the RFTC can provide are computed for both slow and fast write

operations and are listed in Table 6.14 as well.
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No wire parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

Wafer 1 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

fast write 134 ps 159 ps 273 ps 273 ps

slow write 180 ps 216 ps 340 ps 337 ps

write address 96.7 ps 110 ps 213 ps 207 ps

data 100 ps 114 ps 188 ps 183 ps

address setup 37.5 ps, 83.5 ps 49.4 ps, 106 ps 60.1 ps, 127 ps 65.6 ps, 130 ps

data setup 34.2 ps, 80.2 ps 45.1 ps, 102 ps 84.3 ps, 151 ps 90.1 ps, 155 ps

Wafer 2

fast write 147 ps 176 ps 300 ps 300 ps

slow write 193 ps 232 ps 364 ps 364 ps

write address 109 ps 126 ps 239 ps 237 ps

data 102 ps 119 ps 189 ps 184 ps

address setup 37.6 ps, 83.6 ps 49.4 ps, 106 ps 61.7 ps, 125 ps 63.1 ps, 127 ps

data setup 44.5 ps, 90.5 ps 56.6 ps, 113 ps 111 ps, 175 ps 113 ps, 180 ps

Table 6.14: Simulated propagation delay from the multiplexer that selects between the

external and on-chip clock to write enable input to the register file as well as the slowest

write address input and data input to the register file on the test chips. Also listed are the

available address and data setup times based on this data.

Based on the simulated results li sted in Table 6.14, during both fast and slow

write operations, the write enable pulse arrives at the register file write enable input after

all the write address and data signal li ne have arrived at the appropriate register file input

nodes on the test chip under every set of simulation conditions. For this reason, one of

two sets of positive write address and data setup times can be chosen on both the wafer 1

and wafer 2 RFTC’s. The values of the write enable signal propagation delay and write

address and data propagation delays, as well as the values of the write address and data

setup time values vary depending on whether the wafer 1 RFTC or the wafer 2 RFTC is

used and depending on the type of simulation that is run. For instance, the propagation

delay for the write enable signal increased between 7% and 11% on the wafer 2 RFTC
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when compared with the wafer 1 RFTC, according to simulation. The delay required to

propagate the write address increased by 13% to 15%, however, on the wafer 2 RFTC

when compared with the wafer 1 RFTC. Therefore, the change in the address setup times

was below 1% in simulations without wire parasitics, and below 4% in simulations

including capacitive wire parasitics, when comparing the wafer 1 and wafer 2 RFTC’s

according to simulations. The delay required to propagate the data increased by less than

5%, however, on the wafer 2 RFTC when compared with the wafer 1 RFTC. For this

reason, the change in data setup times is much higher (between 11% and 33% higher)

than that of address setup times on the wafer 2 RFTC when compared with the wafer 1

RFTC according to simulations.

As in previous simulations, inclusion of capacitive wire parasitics has increased

propagation delays significantly. The increases in propagation delays of the write address

and data signals, as well as the write enable signal, were similar on the two test chips

when capacitive wire parasitics were added to the simulations, with a 84% to 120%

increase in propagation delay using the 97 models, and a 55% to 89% increase using the

99 models. This resulted in increases in the write address and data setup times provided

by the RFTC’s on both wafers with the addition of capacitive wire parasitics to the

simulations, which range from 52% to 151% using the 97 models and 20% to 105% using

the 99 models. Note that the increase in propagation delays as a result of the inclusion of

capacitive wire parasitics is greater using the 97 models than when using the 99 models.

However, as the data listed in Table 6.14 indicates, propagation delays and setup times

are greater in simulations without wire parasitics using the 99 models when compared

with those using the 97 models. Again, this indicates that circuits switch more slowly

according to the 99 models, but according the 97 models, circuit switching is more

sensitive to wire parasitics. Since the test chips do not provide a method of measuring the

propagation delays of the write enable signal or the write address and data signals, no

measured results for these values are available. In order to determine whether or not the

simulated write address and data setup times provided by the test chips are within a

reasonable range for use with the register file, the write address and data setup times

required by the register file must be determined. This is discussed in Chapter 7.
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6.7 Clock skew

Clock skew refers to variations in the delay of the clock from its source point to

its various destination locations. Some reasons a clock signal will arrive at a particular

location at a different time from other locations are that the number of buffers between

the clock source and the destination in question may be different than along other paths,

or that the types of buffers along a particular path are different from those along other

paths. Even if the number of buffers are the same along all paths, however, different

loading on the various buffers, including the number and types of load receivers, and the

amount of wire parasitics driven by each buffer, cause variations in the propagation

delays along the various clock signal paths. The adjustment of the delay of the write

enable pulse relative to the RFTC clock, described in the last section, is a form of

intended clock skew since the write enable pulse is a delayed version of the RFTC clock.

Clock skew is desired in this case to insure adequate setup times for the write address and

data before a write operation is enabled.

Another example of where clock skew is important on the RFTC is in clocking

the read address counters and in clocking the sampling latches that store the register file

output data. This is because the method of determining the read access time of the register

file assumes that the register file results are clocked into the output slave latches exactly

one half of a clock period after the read address counter latches are clocked, which

present a new address to initiate the register file read access. If the data stored in the

sampling latches is the expected data from the register file, it is assumed that the register

file can access this data in one half the clock period. Clock skew varies the actual time

between the presentation of a new read address and the sampling of the resulting data

from the register file from the ideal one half of a clock period by the difference in time

that the clocks arrive at a particular read address counter and corresponding set of

sampling latches. Unfortunately, there is no way of measuring this clock skew on the

RFTC. Simulations were performed, however, to estimate the clock skew between the

read address counters and sampling latches. The skew between the master on-chip clock,

which is the output of the multiplexer that selects between the on-chip VCO and the

external clock, and read address counters and sampling latches for each read port was
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determined and is listed in Table 6.15. From these results, the skew between each read

address counter clock and the corresponding sampling latch clocks was computed (see

Table 6.15).

No parasitics Capacitive wire parasitics

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Read address counter A 50.9 ps 60.4 ps 89.0 ps 90.0 ps

Read address counter B 50.9 ps 60.4 ps 88.4 ps 89.3 ps

Sampling latch A 53.5 ps 63.4 ps 103 ps - 110 ps N/A

Sampling latch B 53.5 ps 63.4 ps 95.6 ps - 101 ps N/A

Read access A error 2.59 ps 2.96 ps 14.0 ps - 18.8 ps N/A

Read access B error 2.59 ps 2.96 ps 7.23 ps - 12.1 ps N/A

Table 6.15: Summary of delays between the master on-chip clock signal and the clock

signals for the read address counters and sampling latches, as well as the corresponding

skew between the read address clocks and sampling latch clocks for a particular port.

From the results listed in Table 6.15, one observes that in simulations without

wire parasitics, although the propagation delay from the master on-chip clock to the read

address counter clocks and sampling latch clocks is above 50 ps, the clock skew between

the read address counter clocks and the sampling latch clocks is below 3 ps.

Unfortunately, simulations including capacitive wire parasitics produce results that show

that these wire parasitics not only increase the propagation delay between the master on-

chip clock and the read address counter and sampling latch clocks, but also significantly

increase the clock skew between each read address counter clock and the corresponding

sampling latch clocks. According to the 97 models, the clock skew between the read

address counter A clock and the port A sampling latches is between 14 ps and 19 ps,

while the clock skew between the read address counter B clock and the port B sampling

latches is between 7.2 ps and 12 ps. This means that the read port A sampling latches

have an additional 14 ps to 19 ps of time after one half of a clock period to sample the

read port A data, while the read port B sampling latches have an additional 7.2 ps to 14 ps

of time after one half of a clock period to sample the read port B data. This additional
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time makes measured read access times appear better than actual read access times. The

simulated and measured register file access times must be examined before the degree of

error in determining the read access time as a result of clock skew can be determined.

Clock skew results for simulations using the 99 models and including capacitive wire

parasitics are unavailable due to difficulties in obtaining convergence in the initial circuit

bias point.
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Chapter 7

Register File Performance Analysis

The main focus of this research is to explore an alternative to CMOS technologies for

memory design. For the design to be a viable alternative to CMOS designs, the design

must not only function correctly, but must compare favorably in terms of performance

parameters. In this chapter, a performance analysis of the register file is presented using

both simulated and measured results. By comparing measured and simulated results, it is

possible to determine how well simulations are able to predict the performance of large

circuits designed in the SiGe technology.

7.1 Simulation methodology

Because of the number of transistors used in the design of the register file, it is

difficult to simulate the entire register file using SPICE with current computing

technology. Therefore, simplifications were made in the simulated schematics to reduce

the simulation time of the register file. The simulated version of the register file only

contains one column and six rows. One column was chosen since all the columns operate

in the same manner to produce multiple bits of data. Two of the rows chosen are rows

that one of the read ports switches between in performing a read operation. Two other

rows are chosen for the write port to switch between and then write new data into the

memory cells of one of the rows. The third set of two rows remains unaccessed. By

monitoring the current flowing through the word lines in rows with only one memory

cell, the current can be amplified by a factor of 32 to produce the correct loading for the

word line drivers. Similarly, in columns with only six memory cells, the current flowing

through the bit lines to the memory cells corresponding to the two unaccessed rows can

be amplified by a factor of 14. This allows the bit line drivers to drive an appropriate load

and also causes appropriate levels of fluctuations on the bit lines for the sense amplifiers.
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Convergence in simulations described above was not obtained when involving the

99 models and capacitive wire parasitics. Therefore, an older set of simulations was used

in this case. In these simulations, the address decoders were simulated separately, with

appropriate loads modeled for the word line drivers using current multiplying techniques.

The memory cell accesses were simulated in a separate simulation involving only four

memory cells. Two of these cells remained static, as a reference for current multiplication

in the bit lines, while switching between the other two cells occurred during a read access

or the setup for a write access. Current multiplication was used on the word lines of all

the memory cells to create appropriate loading for the word line drivers. Although these

two simulations do not model the register file as accurately as the previously described

simulation, the simulation results were off by no more than 15% for overall accesses

when compared using the 97 models and capacitive wire parasitics. Read accesses were

off by no more than 10% using the less accurate simulation methodology.

7.2 Read access timing

During a read access, an address is changed on one of the read ports, resulting in a

change in the output data of the register file to match the data stored in the newly

addressed register file row. The total read access time for the register file within a pipeline

stage is the interval between the time when the differential voltage of the clock signal for

the latches storing a read address becomes zero, allowing the read address value to

change, and the time when the output differential voltage of a sampling latch becomes

zero, indicating the output data from the register file has been acquired. This definition

assumes the hold time for the sampling latch is zero. Register file read accesses were

simulated to verify the functionality of the register file in this capacity and to estimate the

read access time of the register file. In one set of simulations, the lowest order address bit

of read port A is switched, and the resulting changes in the output signals of one of the

register file read port A output latches are observed. Some of the various signals involved

in performing a read operation using read port A are shown in Figure 7.1, including the

lowest order address signal voltages, one of the stage one decoder wired-OR line voltages

with reference voltage, one of the stage two decoder output signal voltages, the read word

line currents for the row previously selected and the row currently selected, the
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Figure 7.1: Wafer 2 register file read port A read access simulation results using the 97

models and including capacitive wire parasitics. The scale for the word line currents is 50

mA/div while the scale for the bit line currents is 1 mA/div.
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corresponding read word line voltages, the currents on a pair of read bit li nes, the

corresponding bit li ne voltages, one set of sense ampli fier output voltages, and one set of

output latch output voltages. The wafer 2 register file was simulated using the 97 models

with capacitive wire parasitics to produce these signals.

The simulation results show that, given different memory cell values in rows 16

and 17 for the column under observation, a change in the lowest order address bit on port

A produces a change in the output of the corresponding port A output latch. This

indicates a successful change in the row being read by read port A. The voltage swings on

the signals shown in Figure 7.1 are typically 0.25 V for differential signals, and 0.5 V for

single-ended signals, as discussed in Chapter 2. Some exceptions are notable, such as the

stage two read address decoder output voltage swing, which is 0.5 V to insure reliable

operation of the read word line drivers. Also, the bit li ne voltage swing is only about 45

mV, which is possible due to the sense ampli fier design. As expected, the steady state

differential bit li ne current is about 0.54 mA, while the differential word line current is

about 17.2 mA, which is 32 times that of the bit li ne currents. Measuring the difference

between the time when the differential voltage on the signals clocking the read port A

input latches reaches zero and the time when a resulting change in the read port A output

latch output signal differential voltage reaches zero provides the read access time

according to this simulation, which is 319 ps.

The wafer 1 and wafer 2 RFTC’s were tested to verify the functionality of the

register file. As described in Chapter 3, this is accomplished by writing a known pattern

into the register file, and then reading the pattern back out, at which point it can be

observed on an oscill oscope. Because of the malfunctions in the write address counter

and data rotator on the wafer 1 RFTC, it is impossible to fully verify the write operation

of the register file on this wafer. However, it is possible to read out random 32-bit

patterns from register file columns from both read port A and B that correspond to

random data stored in the register file memory cell array when power was applied.

Therefore, the wafer 1 register file appears to be able to perform read operations correctly.

Shown in Figure 7.2 are wafer 1 RFTC output signals with read port A and B selected for

viewing. A 1.7 GHz external clock was applied to a wafer 1 RFTC to produce the left-
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hand signal shown in Figure 7.2. As the clock frequency is increased beyond 1.7 GHz,

errors in sampling some of the bits from this register file column occur. At 1.7 GHz, the

period of the entire 32-bit left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.2 is 19 ns. This means that

each bit has a pulse width of 600 ps, producing a read access time of 300 ps for the

register file using port A for this particular column. A 1.5 GHz external clock was applied

to the same wafer 1 RFTC to produce the right-hand signal shown in Figure 7.2. At 1.5

GHz, the period of the entire 32-bit left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.2 is 21 ns. This

means that each bit has a pulse width of 660 ps, producing a read access time of 330 ps

for the register file using port B for this particular column. Figure 7.2 indicates that the

same pattern was read out of port A and port B for the particular column tested. This

means that even though the data stored in the column appeared at random when power is

applied to the chip, the data remains stored in the register file while the chip is operating.

    

Figure 7.2: Wafer 1 RFTC output signals with register file read ports A and B selected

for viewing. The shortest pulse widths for the port A signal are 600 ps, indicating a 300

ps read access time for this column. The shortest pulse widths for the port B signal are

660 ps, indicating a 330 ps read access time for this column.

Since the write address counter and data LFSR on the wafer 2 RFTC operate

correctly, it is possible to write 32-bit patterns into the wafer 2 register file columns

corresponding to portions of the 63-bit sequence generated by the data LFSR. By writing
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these 32-bit patterns into the wafer 2 register file, and then by reading out the patterns and

verifying that they matched portions of the 63-bit LFSR pattern, the ability of the wafer 2

register file to store and retrieve data was verified. Shown in Figure 7.3 are wafer 2 RFTC

output signals with read port A selected for viewing. The 32-bit pattern observed in the

left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.3 is 10111100101001110110100100111000 starting

with the first voltage peak. Since this pattern is periodic, it can be rewritten as 011101101

00100111000101111001010. This pattern is a 32-bit portion of the 63-bit LFSR pattern

from Chapter 3 starting with the thirteenth bit.

    

Figure 7.3: Wafer 2 RFTC output signal with register file read port A selected for

viewing. The left-hand figure indicates a correctly read 32-bit pattern from one of the

columns. The shortest pulse widths are 580 ps, indicating a 290 ps read access time for

the selected column. The right-hand figure demonstrates errors in reading out the 32-bit

pattern from the same column using a slightly higher clock frequency.

A 1.7 GHz external clock was applied to a wafer 2 RFTC to produce the left-hand

signal shown in Figure 7.3. As the clock frequency is increased beyond 1.7 GHz, errors in

sampling some of the bits from the register file column occur, as the right-hand signal

shown in Figure 7.3 illustrates. These bit errors occur because the value stored in the

memory cell of a particular row does not always meet the setup time of the output latch

before the falling edge of the clock if the clock frequency is too high. Through the
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detection of these bit errors, the read access time of the register file can be estimated. At

1.7 GHz, the period of the entire 32-bit left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.3 is 19 ns. This

means that each bit has a pulse width of 580 ps. Since the read address is presented on the

rising edge of the clock, and the result read from port A of the register file is sampled on

the falling edge of the clock, the read access time of the register file using port A for this

particular column is 290 ps. As with the output signals when viewing the address

counters and data LFSR, the voltage of the RFTC output waveform when viewing a

register file column varies significantly when in the same state for more than one clock

cycle. Again, this appears to be a superposition of the clock signal onto the output signal.

This effect does not seem to impair the operation of the register file, however.

    

Figure 7.4: Wafer 2 RFTC output signal with register file read port B selected for

viewing shown with different time scales. The shortest pulse widths are 630 ps, indicating

a 320 ps read access time for the selected column.

A wafer 2 RFTC output signal with read port B selected for viewing on two

different time scales is shown in Figure 7.4. The 32-bit pattern observed in the signal

shown in Figure 7.4 is 10001111110101011001101110110100 starting with the first

voltage peak. As the right-hand signal in Figure 7.4 illustrates, this pattern is periodic.

Therefore, it can be rewritten as 00111111010101100110111011010010. This pattern is a

32-bit portion of the 63-bit LFSR pattern from Chapter 3 starting with the bit 57. A 1.6
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GHz external clock was applied to a wafer 2 RFTC to produce the signal shown in Figure

7.4. As the clock frequency is increased beyond 1.6 GHz, errors in sampling some of the

bits from the register file column occur. At 1.6 GHz, the period of the entire 32-bit left-

hand signal shown in Figure 7.3 is 20 ns. This means that each bit has a pulse width of

630 ps, producing a read access time of 320 ps for the register file using port B for this

particular column. As in the case of port A, the voltage of the RFTC output waveform

when viewing a register file column using port B varies significantly when in the same

state for more than one clock cycle. As before, this appears to be a superposition of the

clock signal onto the output signal.

No Wire Parasitics Read Port A (Cap) Read Port B (Cap)

Circuit 97 99 97 99 97 99

Input Latch (tphl) 28.3 ps 32.2 ps 67.4 ps 73.4 ps 68.3 ps 74.2 ps

Address Decoder 1 (tphl) 33.1 ps 34.3 ps 114 ps 85.7 ps 106 ps 103 ps

Address Decoder 2 (tplh) 36.5 ps 42.2 ps 23.2 ps 44.4 ps 15.8 ps 30.7 ps

Word Line Driver (tplh) 6.12 ps 8.70 ps 5.48 ps 11.5 ps 5.30 ps 11.7 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 30.9 ps 34.6 ps 55.9 ps 60.0 ps 57.4 ps 60.5 ps

Sense Amplifier (tplh) 31.6 ps 31.7 ps 41.3 ps 40.4 ps 42.7 ps 41.2 ps

Output Latch (tplh) 18.5 ps 21.0 ps 27.7 ps 26.2 ps 27.1 ps 25.5 ps

Total Read Access 185 ps 205 ps 334 ps 342 ps 323 ps 347 ps

Table 7.1: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the total read access

time for both read port A and read port B of the wafer 1 register file.

The wafer 1 register file simulated read access time, as well as the propagation

delays that comprise the total simulated read access time, under various simulation

conditions, are listed in Table 7.1. The 2-bit decoder delay is listed instead of the 3-bit

decoder delay for stage one of the address decoder in Table 7.1 since this delay is longer,

and therefore, more accurately represents the critical path in register file. From Table 7.1,

the total read access time in simulations without wire parasitics is 185 ps according to the

97 models, and 205 ps according to the 99 models. Without wire parasitics, the overall

delay is fairly evenly distributed among the various circuits that function to perform a
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read operation, each of which is on the order of 30 ps. The one obvious exception is the

delay through the read word line driver, which is only 6.1 ps according to the 97 models

and 8.7 ps according to the 99 models. This is because this delay is the measure of the

time interval between the change in input differential voltage between the emitter-coupled

devices in the read word line driver and the corresponding change in current that results.

Therefore, the additional time lag required to change the differential voltage on the read

word lines is not included, which explains the small value of the propagation delay.

The total read access time for read port A of the register file increases

significantly in simulations when capacitive wire parasitics are included. From Table 7.1,

the total read access time for read port A in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is

334 ps according to the 97 models, and 342 ps according to the 99 models. This is an

increase of 81% over the read access time simulated without wire parasitics using the 97

models, and an increase of 67% using the 99 models. Also from Table 7.1, the total read

access time for read port B in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is 323 ps

according to the 97 models, and 347 ps according to the 99 models. This is an increase of

75% over the read access time simulated without wire parasitics using the 97 models, and

an increase of 70% using the 99 models. Therefore, according to simulations, the impact

of wire parasitics on the total read access time for the register file is even more significant

than its impact on the maximum clock frequencies of the test circuits discussed in

Chapter 6. Of the individual circuit delays, the one that increases the most as a result of

the addition of capacitive wire parasitics is the propagation delay through the first stage of

the read address decoder. On read port A, it increases 243% according to the 97 models

and 150% according to the 99 models. This exceptional increase in delay is due to the fact

that the predecoded address wires that these decoder circuits drive are very long, spanning

the length of the majority of memory cell rows in the register file. The impact of these

wire parasitics was underestimated, resulting in less than the optimal power chosen for

the wired-OR lines that incorporate these metal wires. An increase in the power of the

wired-OR circuits should reduce the delay penalty associated with these wire parasitics

significantly.
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With simulations including capacitive wire parasitics, the read access time for the

register file through read port A is 3.4% longer than when accessed through read port B

according to the 97 models. According to the 99 models, however, accesses through read

port B are 1.5% longer than those through read port A. These differences are due purely

to wire parasitics since the two ports are identical in other respects. Without wire

parasitics, the read access time for read port A of the register file is 11% longer using the

99 models when compared with results using the 97 models. However, with capacitive

parasitics, the read access time for read port A is only 2.2% longer using the 99 models

when compared with results using the 97 models. For read port B, with capacitive

parasitics, the read access time is 7.6% longer using the 99 models when compared with

results using the 97 models. These results are consistent with other simulation results in

that the devices, when using the 99 models, appear to be switch more slowly, but are less

sensitive to capacitive wire parasitics. Note that the simulations for the 99 models with

capacitive parasitics were performed in two stages since convergence problems exist in

the single stage simulation containing capacitive wire parasitics when using the 99

models. This causes some error in making these comparisons. Based on simulation results

with capacitive parasitics, it appears the wafer 1 register file can perform read accesses in

a pipelined system clocked at nearly 2.9 GHz.

The wafer 2 register file simulated read access time, as well as the propagation

delays that comprise the total simulated read access time, under various simulation

conditions, are listed in Table 7.2. Again, the 2-bit decoder delay is listed instead of the 3-

bit decoder delay for stage one of the address decoder since this delay is longer, and

therefore, more accurately represents the critical path in register file. These results are

similar to the propagation delay comprising the wafer 1 register file access time, with the

exception that the propagation delays through the memory cell and the sense amplifier are

significantly shorter on the wafer 2 version of the register file. This is due to the

optimization of the sense amplifier bias current sources for performance as discussed in

Chapter 2. This adjustment results in a wafer 2 register file read access time of 169 ps in

simulations without parasitics according to the 97 models, and 188 ps according to the 99

models. These delays are 8% lower than the respective wafer 1 register file access times.
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With the addition of capacitive wire parasitics, the wafer 2 register file read access time

for read port A is 320 ps according to the 97 models, and 314 ps according to the 99

models. For port B, the wafer 2 register file read access time with capacitive wire

parasitics is 308 ps according to the 97 models and 318 ps according to the 99 models.

These delays are between 4% and 5% lower than the respective wafer 1 delays according

to the 97 models, and between 8% and 9% lower according to the 99 models.

No Wire Parasitics Read Port A (Cap) Read Port B (Cap)

Circuit 97 99 97 99 97 99

Input Latch (tphl) 28.3 ps 32.2 ps 67.4 ps 73.4 ps 68.3 ps 74.2 ps

Address Decoder 1 (tphl) 33.1 ps 34.3 ps 114 ps 85.7 ps 106 ps 103 ps

Address Decoder 2 (tplh) 36.5 ps 42.2 ps 23.2 ps 44.4 ps 15.9 ps 30.7 ps

Word Line Driver (tplh) 6.12 ps 8.70 ps 5.48 ps 11.5 ps 5.26 ps 11.7 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 23.7 ps 26.2 ps 47.4 ps 43.1 ps 48.4 ps 43.1 ps

Sense Amplifier (tplh) 23.6 ps 24.1 ps 35.8 ps 31.0 ps 37.6 ps 31.3 ps

Output Latch (tplh) 17.9 ps 20.4 ps 27.0 ps 24.7 ps 26.2 ps 23.9 ps

Total Read Access 169 ps 188 ps 320 ps 314 ps 308 ps 318 ps

Table 7.2: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the total read access

time for both read port A and read port B of the wafer 2 register file.

The differences in delay among the various wafer 2 read access time simulations

are similar to the wafer 1 delay differences. For instance, the read port A read access time

according to simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is 89% larger than in simulations

without parasitics using the 97 models, and 67% larger using the 99 models. For read port

B the read access time is 82% larger using the 97 models with capacitive wire parasitics,

and 69% larger using the 99 models. Also, with simulations including capacitive wire

parasitics, the read access time for the register file through read port A is 3.9% longer

than when accessed through read port B according to the 97 models. According to the 99

models, however, accesses through read port B are 1.6% longer than those through read

port A. For simulations without wire parasitics, the read access time is 11% longer

according to the 99 models when compared with the 97 models. When capacitive wire
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parasitics are added, however, the read access time using the 99 models is 1.8% shorter

when compared with the read access time using the 97 models for read port A, and 3.4%

longer for read port B. Explanations for these variations are similar to those given for the

wafer 1 read access time simulations. Based on the simulation results with capacitive

parasitics, it appears the wafer 2 register file can perform read accesses in a pipelined

system clocked as high as 3.1 GHz.

Measurements were taken on four die of each wafer to estimate the read access

time of the register file. For wafer 1 measurements, the supply voltage was increased to 5

V to allow all the test circuits to function correctly (see Chapter 6). For wafer 2

measurements, however, the supply voltage was maintained at the design value of 4.5 V

since the test circuits worked properly at this level in this case. For each die, four columns

were measured using both read port A and B. The average and standard deviation of the

read access times for each read port of the register file, based on the four column

measurements for each of the four measured die from wafer 1, are listed in Table 7.3,

along with the minimum and maximum column read access times for each read port of

the register file for a particular die. The access time for a particular register file read port

is limited by the worst case access time of the 32 columns. Therefore, based on the

measurements listed in Table 7.3, the fastest of the tested register files on wafer 1 has an

estimated read access time of 330 ps for port A and 350 ps for port B. This register file

can operate in a pipelined system clocked at nearly 2.9 GHz. The slowest of the tested

register files on wafer 1 has an estimated read access time of 370 ps for port A and 370 ps

for port B. This register file can operate in a pipelined system clocked at nearly 2.7 GHz.

Of course, the minimum access time for a column on a particular wafer 1 register file is

much better. The minimum measured read access time for a particular register file

column is 280 ps for port A, while for port B the minimum is 310 ps. The average

measured column read access time for a wafer 1 register file is 330 ps with an estimated

standard deviation of 22 ps for read port A. For read port B the measured average is 350

ps with an estimated standard deviation of 20 ps. The standard deviation for the read

access time is less than 7% of the average read access time of a given column using either

read port. This indicates good uniformity in processing across wafer 1.
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Die Port Ave Min Max

A 340 ± 9.1 ps 320 ps 340 ps1

B 350 ± 17 ps 330 ps 360 ps

A 310 ± 18 ps 280 ps 330 ps2

B 330 ± 20 ps 310 ps 350 ps

A 350 ± 18 ps 330 ps 370 ps3

B 370 ± 3.7 ps 370 ps 370 ps

A 330 ± 20 ps 300 ps 340 ps4

B 350 ± 17 ps 330 ps 360 ps

Table 7.3: Measured read access time for both port A and B of the register file on four

wafer 1 die. Four columns were measured on each die, and the average and estimated

standard deviation for the read access times are listed, as well as the minimum and

maximum read access times.

The average and standard deviation of the read access times for each read port of

the register file, based on the four column measurements for each of the four measured

die from wafer 2, are listed in Table 7.4, along with the minimum and maximum column

read access times for each read port of the register file for a particular die. Based on worst

case read access times of the four columns measured for each register file, from the

measurements listed in Table 7.4, the fastest of the tested register files overall on wafer 2

has an estimated read access time of 350 ps for port A and 360 ps for port B. This register

file can operate in a pipelined system clocked as high as 2.8 GHz. However, another

register file on wafer 2 has an estimated read access time of 330 ps for port A, although

port B is 380 ps. This is the slowest of the tested register files on wafer 2, overall. This

register file can operate in a pipelined system clocked as high as 2.6 GHz. The minimum

measured read access time for a particular register file column is 290 ps for port A, while

for port B the minimum is 320 ps. The average measured column read access time for a

wafer 2 register file is 330 ps with an estimated standard deviation of 19.0 ps for read port

A. For read port B the measured average is 350 ps with an estimated standard deviation of

20 ps. The standard deviation for the read access time is less than 6% of the average read
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access time of a given column using either read port. This indicates good uniformity in

processing across wafer 2, as well.

Die Port Ave Min Max

A 330 ± 18 ps 310 ps 350 ps1

B 360 ± 21 ps 330 ps 370 ps

A 330 ± 20 ps 310 ps 360 ps2

B 370 ± 11 ps 350 ps 370 ps

A 330 ± 19 ps 310 ps 350 ps3

B 340 ± 16 ps 320 ps 360 ps

A 310 ± 20 ps 290 ps 330 ps4

B 350 ± 26 ps 320 ps 380 ps

Table 7.4: Measured read access time for both port A and B of the register file on four

wafer 2 die. Four columns were measured on each die, and the average and estimated

standard deviation for the read access times are listed, as well as the minimum and

maximum read access times.

A summary of the average read access times for register file columns based on

simulated and measured results is listed in Table 7.5. These results show that the

measured read access times match the simulated read access times very well when

capacitive wire parasitics are included in the simulations. The worst case match between

simulation and measured results occurs when using read port B on wafer 2. Using the 97

models, the mismatch is 13%. However, when using read port B on wafer 1, the

mismatch was only 1.0% when comparing measured results with simulated results using

the 99 models. The difference in the measured average read access times between register

file columns on wafer 1 and wafer 2 is below 2% for both read port A and B. This is

despite the fact that the read access times on wafer 2 were expected to be between 4% and

9% shorter than those on wafer 1 based on the simulation results. On wafer 1, the average

read access time through read port B is 9.4% longer than through read port A, while on

wafer 2, the average read access time is 8.6% longer. According to simulations using the

97 models, however, read port A has a longer read access time, while in simulations using
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the 99 models, the read access time through read port B is less than 2% longer than the

read access time through read port A.

Read Port A Read Port B

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

No Parasitics 185 ps 205 ps 185 ps 205 ps

Capacitance 334 ps 342 ps 323 ps 347 ps

Measured 330 ± 22 ps 350 ± 20 ps

Wafer 1

% error 1.2% 3.7% 7.8% 1.0%

No Parasitics 169 ps 188 ps 169 ps 188 ps

Capacitance 320 ps 314 ps 308 ps 318 ps

Measured 320 ± 19 ps 350 ± 20 ps

Wafer 2

% error 1.4% 3.3% 13% 9.9%

Table 7.5: Summary of average read access times for the register file based on both

simulated and measured results. The listed percent error is the error of the simulated

results including capacitive wire parasitics with respect to the measured results.

Simulations were performed on the register file to determine the effect varying the

supply voltage has on the read access time for port A. The wafer 1 register file port A

read access time, determined through simulations and through measurements, is plotted in

Figure 7.5 as a function of the supply voltage. Simulations without wire parasitics show

only small changes in the port A read access time as the supply voltage is varied over a

range of 4 V to 5.5 V. Using the 97 models, the maximum clock frequency varies less

than 3% from the nominal read access time of 185 ps simulated with a supply voltage of

4.5 V. Using the 99 models, the maximum clock frequency also varies less than 3% from

the nominal read access time of 205 ps simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. The read

access time increases drastically in simulations, regardless of supply voltage, when wire

parasitics are included. The variation in the read access time as a function of supply

voltage is still low, however, again varying less than 3% from the nominal read access

time found using a supply voltage of 4.5 V in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics

using either the 97 or 99 models. The variation in read access time as a function of supply
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voltage is much greater according to measured results, as Figure 7.5 illustrates. For

instance, the read access time varies by 23% on one of the columns on die 1 as the supply

voltage is varied from 5 V to 5.5 V. The increased variation is most likely due to effects

not modeled in simulations. These include self-heating and breakdown in the devices, as

well as resistance on the power rails and contact resistance to the probes. Although

simulations without wire parasitics show that the read access time is minimal around 5 V,

when capacitive wire parasitics are added to the simulations, the minimum read access

time occurs near the nominal supply voltage of 4.5 V. Also, according to the measured

results, the read access time on the tested columns is minimal at the nominal supply

voltage of 5 V.
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Figure 7.5: Simulated and measured wafer 1 register file port A column read access

times as a function of the supply voltage.

The wafer 2 register file port A read access time, determined through simulations

and through measurements, is plotted in Figure 7.6 as a function of the supply voltage. As

on wafer 1, simulations without wire parasitics show only small changes in the port A

read access time as the supply voltage is varied over a range of 4 V to 5.5 V. Using the 97

models, the maximum clock frequency varies less than 3% from the nominal read access

time of 169 ps simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. Using the 99 models, the
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maximum clock frequency also varies less than 3% from the nominal read access time of

188 ps simulated with a supply voltage of 4.5 V. The variation in the wafer 2 register file

read access time as a function of supply voltage is also low in simulations with capacitive

wire parasitics, varying less than 3% from the nominal read access time found using a

supply voltage of 4.5 V according to the 97 models, and less than 4% according to the 99

models. The variation in read access time as a function of supply voltage is much greater

according to measured results on wafer 2 as well, as Figure 7.6 illustrates. For instance,

the read access time varies by 13% on one of the columns on die 4 as the supply voltage

is varied from 4.5 V to 5 V. Although simulations without wire parasitics show that the

wafer 2 register file read access time is minimal around 5 V, when capacitive wire

parasitics are added to the simulations, the minimum read access time occurs near the

nominal supply voltage of 4.5 V. However, according to the measured results, the read

access time on the tested columns is minimal at the lowest voltage for which the test

circuits still operate correctly, such as 4.2 V on die3 or 4.1 V on die 4.
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Figure 7.6: Simulated and measured wafer 2 register file port A column read access

times as a function of the supply voltage.
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Figure 7.7: Simulated and measured wafer 1 register file port B column read access times

as a function of the supply voltage.

Simulations were also performed on the register file to determine the effect that

varying the supply voltage has on the read access time for port B. The wafer 1 register file

port B read access time, determined through simulations and through measurements, is

plotted in Figure 7.7 as a function of the supply voltage. The port B simulations without

wire parasitics produce results identical to the port A simulation results for wafer 1 since

the schematics are identical for the two ports. The simulation results differ when wire

parasitics are included, however, due to differences in the layout of the two ports. The

variation in the wafer 1 register file port B read access time as a function of supply

voltage is low in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics, varying less than 4% from

the nominal read access time found using a supply voltage of 4.5 V according to the 97

models, and less than 2% according to the 99 models. The variation in read access time as

a function of supply voltage is much greater according to measured results for port B as

well, as Figure 7.7 illustrates. For instance, the read access time varies by 18% on one of

the columns on die 1 as the supply voltage is varied from 5 V to 5.5 V. As before,

although simulations without wire parasitics show that the read access time is minimal

around 5 V, when capacitive wire parasitics are added to the simulations, the minimum
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read access time occurs near the nominal supply voltage of 4.5 V. Also, according to the

measured results, the read access time on the tested columns is minimal at the nominal

supply voltage of 5 V.
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Figure 7.8: Simulated and measured wafer 2 register file port B column read access times

as a function of the supply voltage.

The wafer 2 register file port B read access time, determined through simulations

and through measurements, is plotted in Figure 7.8 as a function of the supply voltage.

The port B simulations without wire parasitics produce results identical to the port A

simulation results for wafer 2 as well since the schematics are identical for the two ports.

The simulation results differ when wire parasitics are included, however, due to

differences in the layout of the two ports. The variation in the wafer 2 register file port B

read access time as a function of supply voltage is low in simulations with capacitive wire

parasitics, varying less than 3% from the nominal read access time found using a supply

voltage of 4.5 V according to the 97 models, and less than 4% according to the 99

models. As with port A, the variation in read access time as a function of supply voltage

for port B is greater according to measured results on wafer 2, as Figure 7.8 illustrates.

For instance, the read access time varies by 6.2% on one of the columns on die 4 as the

supply voltage is varied from 4.5 V to 5 V. Although simulations without wire parasitics
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show that the wafer 2 register file port B read access time is minimal around 5 V, when

capacitive wire parasitics are added to the simulations, the minimum read access time

occurs near the nominal supply voltage of 4.5 V. Also, according to the measured results,

the read access time on the tested columns is minimal at the nominal supply voltage of

4.5 V.

7.3 Write access timing

During a write access, the register file is provided with an address and data, and

the write signal is asserted, allowing the new data to be stored in the row indicated by the

address. The total write propagation delay is the interval between when the differential

voltage on the input of the write enable circuit becomes zero and when the differential

voltage between nodes MC and MCb of a selected memory cell becomes zero. Register

file write accesses were simulated to verify the functionality of the register file in this

capacity and to provide data to estimate the write access time of the register file. In one

set of simulations, the input data to one of the columns is switched, and the resulting

change on the write bit lines of that column is observed. Then, the write enable signal is

pulsed to allow the data on the write bit line to be written into the memory cell of the

selected row and the intermediate signals are observed. Some of the various signals

involved in performing a write operation are shown in Figure 7.9, including the input data

signal voltages for one column, the corresponding write bit line voltages, the write enable

pulse signal voltages, one of the stage one decoder wired-OR line voltages with the

corresponding reference voltage, the output signal voltages of one of the stage two

decoders, the currents on the write word lines of the row being written, the corresponding

write word line voltages, and the state voltages of the memory cell that was written. The

wafer 2 register file was simulated using the 97 models with capacitive wire parasitics to

produce these signals.

The simulation results show that the application of a write enable pulse to the

register file will cause the input data placed on a pair of write bit lines to be written into

the memory cell of the selected row. The voltage swings on the signals shown in Figure

7.9 are typically 0.25 V for differential signals, and 0.5 V for single-ended signals, as
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discussed in Chapter 2. Some exceptions are notable, such as the write address decoder

stage two output voltage swing, which is 0.5 V to insure reliable operation of the read

word line drivers. Also, the write bit line driver voltage swing is 0.5 V to insure correct

operation despite the heavy loading on the driver. The steady state differential word line

current is about 17.2 mA, which provides about 0.54 mA for each memory cell in a

particular row. This current is either used to store a new value into the memory cell

during a write operation, or maintain the currently stored value in the memory cell.

Measuring the difference between the time when the differential voltage on the input of

the write enable circuit becomes zero and the time when the differential voltage between

nodes MC and MCb of a memory cell becomes zero provides the total write propagation

delay according to this simulation, which is 191 ps.

The simulated propagation delays that comprise the total write propagation delay

of the register file, under various simulation conditions, are listed in Table 7.6. From

Table 7.6, the total write propagation delay in simulations without wire parasitics is 109

ps according to the 97 models, and 117 ps according to the 99 models. Without wire

parasitics, the overall delay is fairly evenly distributed among the various circuits that

function to perform a write operation, each of which is on the order of 30 ps. The one

obvious exception is the delay through the write word line driver, which is only 11.4 ps

according to the 97 models, and 14.0 ps according to the 99 models. The reason for the

short propagation delay through the write word line driver is similar to the reason for the

short propagation delay through the read word line driver. The total register file write

propagation delay increases significantly in simulations when capacitive wire parasitics

are included. From Table 7.6, the total write propagation delay in simulations with

capacitive wire parasitics is 191 ps according to the 97 models, and 171 ps according to

the 99 models. This is an increase of 75% over the read access time simulated without

wire parasitics using the 97 models, and an increase of 47% using the 99 models.

Therefore, according to simulations, the impact of wire parasitics on the total write

propagation delay for the register file is similar to its impact on the register file read

access time. Without wire parasitics, the register file write propagation delay is 7.2%

longer using the 99 models when compared with results using the 97 models. However,
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with capacitive wire parasitics, the write propagation delay is 11% longer using the 97

models when compared with results using the 99 models. These results are consistent

with other simulation results in that the devices, when using the 99 models, appear to

switch more slowly, but are less sensitive to capacitive wire parasitics. Note that the

simulations for the 99 models with capacitive wire parasitics were performed in two

stages since convergence problems exist in the single stage simulation containing

capacitive wire parasitics when using the 99 models. This causes some error in making

these comparisons. Although the write propagation delay is much lower than the read

access time, additional delay is incurred in performing a write operation safely.

No Wire Parasitics Capacitive Wire Parasitics

Circuit 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Write Enable (tphl) 39.1 ps 40.6 ps 99.0 ps 85.0 ps

Write Address Decoder 2 (tplh) 33.1 ps 37.4 ps 45.0 ps 46.0 ps

Write Word Line Driver (tplh) 11.4 ps 14.0 ps 10.4 ps 18.1 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 25.4 ps 24.7 ps 36.4 ps 22.3 ps

Total Write Propagation Delay 109 ps 117 ps 191 ps 171 ps

Table 7.6: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the total write access

propagation delay for the register file on both wafer 1 and wafer 2.

The five main parameters that must be derived from the write propagation delay

data, and other register file delays, are the minimum write enable pulse width, the

minimum setup time for the address and data before the write enable signal is asserted,

and the minimum hold time for the address and data after the write enable signal is

asserted. To determine the minimum write enable pulse width, it is necessary to

determine how far the falling edge of the write enable pulse can propagate through the

write circuitry at the time when the write access is complete. In this case, it is undesirable

to affect the operation of the write word line driver until the write operation is complete.

However, the falling edge of the write enable pulse may propagate through the write

address decoder while the write operation is occurring without affecting the outcome.

Therefore, the write pulse width is the difference between the total write propagation time
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and the time for the falling edge of the write pulse to begin switching the state of the

write word line driver. A more conservative estimate assumes that the input voltages to

the write word line driver cannot be altered until the write operation is complete, in which

case the falling edge of the write enable pulse should not pass beyond the output of the

first stage of the write address decoder while the write operation is occurring.

To determine the minimum setup time for the address before the write enable

signal is asserted, it is necessary to determine how far the decoding of a new address must

proceed before it is safe to enable a write operation without inadvertently writing to other

rows in the memory cell array. Therefore, it is necessary to insure that the new address

has passed through the first stage of the write address decoder and attempted to set the

wired-OR lines to values corresponding to the value of the new address before the write

enable pulse allows the value of the lower two address bits to be decoded onto one of the

four wired-OR lines in the stage one 2-bit decoder. A more conservative estimate of the

address setup time assumes the address outputs of the first stage of the write address

decoder are stable before the write enable pulse can even begin to change the state of the

wired-OR lines. This means that the write enable pulse cannot be asserted before the

address outputs of the first stage of the write address decoder are stable.

To determine the minimum hold time for the address after the falling edge of the

write enable signal, it is necessary to determine how far a new address can proceed

through the write address decoder while the write enable signal is still asserted without

inadvertently writing to other rows in the memory cell array. For this reason, it is

necessary to insure that the write enable circuit has pulled the four wired-OR lines of the

stage one 2-bit decoder high before a stage one decoder circuit can change the value of

any of the wired-OR lines. Therefore, the minimum address hold time is simply the

difference in the propagation delay through the write enable circuit and the shortest delay

through the stage one decoder. A more conservative estimate of the address hold time

assumes the four wired-OR lines that decode the lower two address bits must be pulled

high before a new address can even begin to affect the state of the wired-OR lines. This

means that no address changes can occur until the write enable circuit has pulled all four

wired-OR lines high.
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To determine the minimum setup time for the data before the write enable signal

is asserted, it is necessary to determine when the new data must be on the write bit lines

to allow the correct values to be written into the memory cells. For the register file,

therefore, it is necessary to have the data available on the write bit lines at the time when

the write word line driver switches current onto WW. Hence, the minimum data setup

time is the difference between the propagation delay of the bit line driver and the time for

the write word line driver current to switch after the write enable signal is asserted. A

more conservative estimate assumes the data must be available on the write bit lines at

the time the write word line driver begins to switch current between WWb and WW. In

this case, the minimum data setup time is the difference between the propagation delay of

the write bit line driver and the time for the write address decoder output to the write

word line driver to switch after the write enable signal is asserted.

To determine the minimum hold time for the data after the falling edge of the

write enable signal, it is necessary to determine when the values on the write bit lines can

be changed in relation to the completion of the write operation. For the register file, the

values on the write bit lines cannot change until the write word line driver has switched

the current from the WW line to the WWb line. Hence, the minimum data hold time is

the difference between the time for the write word line driver current to switch after the

falling edge of the write enable pulse and the propagation delay of the bit line driver. A

more conservative estimate assumes the write bit lines cannot even begin switching

values until after the write word line driver has switched current from WW to WWb. In

this case, the minimum data hold time is simply the time for the write word line driver

current to switch after the falling edge of the write enable pulse.

Also a factor in the total write access time of a register file in a pipelined system is

the time between when the system clock clocks the pipeline latches and when the new

address and data is latched by the pipeline latches and presented to the register file. These

address and data latch delays must be considered in addition to the address and data setup

times in determining the necessary skew between the system clock rising edge and the

write enable signal rising edge without violating any of the setup times.
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The relationship between the setup times, hold times, and the write enable pulse

for an optimistic write access of the register file is shown in Figure 7.10. The values for

the various parameters shown in Figure 7.10 were determined from simulations using the

97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics. Note that in some cases the times are

negative, such as in the case of the data setup time depicted in Figure 7.10. In this

example, the change in the input data occurs after the rising edge of the write enable pulse

to represent the negative setup time. Using these parameters, the total write access time

for the register file in a pipelined system can be computed. This time is the sum of the

worst-case minimum setup time, the minimum write enable pulse width, and the worst-

case minimum hold time. Note that a negative setup or hold time counts as zero for the

calculation. In a pipelined system, to compute the register file access time relative to the

system clock, instead of using the worst-case setup time in the summation, the worst case

sum of latch delay and setup time for either the address or data must be used. Using this

methodology, the total optimistic write access time for the register file according to

simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics is 192 ps.

Data

Address

Write Enable

15 ps

20 ps

85 ps

66 ps

192 ps

66 ps

Clock

45 ps 45 ps

147 ps

Figure 7.10: Timing diagram for an optimistic register file write access. Values were

determined through simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive wire

parasitics.
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By allowing back-to-back write operations to overlap slightly, the address latch

delay can be recovered. This is accomplished by allowing the next pipeline clock edge to

occur before the data hold time has completely expired, as Figure 7.10 illustrates. This

technique does not result in a violation of any of the setup or hold times and, therefore,

still allows the write operation to complete successfully. This choice of pipeline clock

period is convenient since it allows the address and data for the next write operation to be

produced from the pipeline latches at a time appropriate with respect to the write enable

signal, and without disturbing the old data before the data hold time has expired,

assuming the data latch delay is equal to or greater than the address latch delay. The

pipeline clock period is 147 ps using the 97 models and including capacitive wire

parasitics. This is a reduction of 23% from the optimistic write access time computed

using the same simulation methodology.

An examination of Figure 7.10 reveals that the timing of the optimistic write

access is highly dependent on accurately predicting the propagation delays within the

various circuits that control the write operation. For instance, according to the optimistic

results, the data is not required to be presented to the bit line drivers until after the write

enable signal is pulsed at the register file input. This can result in writing the wrong data

into the selected row of memory cells if the write operation concludes more quickly than

expected. This types of tight timing constraint can lead to difficulties in insuring proper

storage of data in the register file under various operating conditions.

The relationship between the setup times, hold times, latch delays, and the write

enable signal for a conservative write access of the register file is shown in Figure 7.11.

The values for the various parameters shown in Figure 7.11 were also determined from

simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics. The total write

access time for the register file using the conservative data is 403 ps, as Figure 7.11

illustrates. The timing between the address, data, and write enable signals under this set

of constraints appears more typical for a memory write access. The timing parameters

specified using the conservative write scheme are much less dependent upon being able to

accurately predict the propagation delays of the circuits involved in the write operation.

This is because a large setup time is provided for the address before the write enable
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signal is pulsed and a large hold time is provided for the data after the falling edge of the

write enable pulse.

Data

Address

Write Enable

114 ps 81 ps75 ps

135 ps

403 ps

110 ps

Clock

45 ps 45 ps

305 ps

Figure 7.11: Timing diagram for a conservative register file write access. Values were

determined through simulations using the 97 models and including capacitive wire

parasitics.

Overlapping of back-to-back write operations can also be used to reduce the

effective conservative write access time. A more aggressive overlapping scheme is used

for conservative write operations because assumptions for conservative write operations

leave more room for error. In the case of conservative write operations, the overlap occurs

such that addresses are presented back-to-back for each write operation with the

minimum setup and hold times. Therefore, in this case, the pipeline clock period is the

sum of the address setup and hold times, and the write enable pulse width, as illustrated

in Figure 7.11. Note that the address latch delay is still present in the write operation,

which produces skew between the pipeline clock and the write address. The address latch

delay does not affect the throughput of write operations, however. Only the latency of

each write operation is affected by the address latch delay. Since the input data does not

need to be present as long as the write address during a conservative write operation, the

data setup and hold times can be met as well using the overlap scheme, although care
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must be taken to intentionally skew the input data to satisfy the data hold time. The

pipeline clock period is 305 ps using the 97 models and including capacitive wire

parasitics. This is a reduction of 24% from the conservative write access time computed

using the same simulation methodology.

Optimistic Write No Wire Parasitics Capacitive Wire Parasitics

Parameter 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Write enable pulse width 34.7 ps 34.2 ps 66.3 ps 44.5 ps

Address latch delay 28.5 ps 32.4 ps 45.4 ps 48.6 ps

Address setup time -6.05 ps -6.36 ps 14.6 ps 0.729 ps

Address hold time 6.87 ps 8.51 ps 19.6 ps 23.3 ps

Data latch delay 30.9 ps 35.3 ps 39.0 ps N/A

Data setup time -43.9 ps -49.4 ps -85.3 ps -91.7 ps

Data hold time 45.8 ps 54.0 ps 65.7 ps 64.0 ps

Write access time 103 ps 114 ps 192 ps 158 ps

Pipeline clock period 80.5 ps 88.1 ps 147 ps 109 ps

Table 7.7: Simulated parameters that comprise the register file write access time, and also

determine the pipeline clock period for write operations, using optimistic assumptions.

The write enable pulse width, setup times, hold times, and latch delays that

comprise a register file write access, computed under various simulation conditions using

optimistic assumptions, are listed in Table 7.7. In all cases in Table 7.7, the write access

time turns out to be the sum of the address latch delay, the address setup time, the write

enable pulse width, and the data hold time. Therefore, the register file write access time in

simulations without wire parasitics under optimistic assumptions is 103 ps according to

the 97 models, and 114 ps according to the 99 models. The register file write access time

increases significantly in simulations when capacitive wire parasitics are included. From

Table 7.7, the write access time in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is 192 ps

according to the 97 models, and 158 ps according to the 99 models. This is an increase of

88% over the write access time simulated without wire parasitics using the 97 models,

and an increase of 38% using the 99 models. Therefore, according to simulations, the
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impact of wire parasitics on the write access time for the register file is similar to its

impact on the register file total write propagation time. Without wire parasitics, the

register file write access time is 11% longer using the 99 models when compared with

results using the 97 models. However, with capacitive parasitics, the write access time is

22% longer using the 97 models when compared with results using the 99 models. These

results are consistent with other simulation results in that the devices, when using the 99

models, appear to be switch more slowly, but are less sensitive to capacitive wire

parasitics.

The pipeline clock period for optimistic register file write accesses is the sum of

the address setup time, the write enable pulse width, and the data hold time in all cases in

Table 7.7. Therefore, the pipeline clock period for register file optimistic write accesses in

simulations without wire parasitics is 80.5 ps according to the 97 models, and 88.1 ps

according to the 99 models. This is a decrease of 22% from the optimistic write access

time according to the 97 models, and a decrease of 23% according to the 99 models. The

pipeline clock period for register file optimistic write accesses in simulations with

capacitive wire parasitics is 192 ps according to the 97 models, and 158 ps according to

the 99 models. This is a decrease of 23% from the optimistic write access time according

to the 97 models, and a decrease of 31% according to the 99 models. Therefore, based on

the simulation results using the 97 models and including capacitive parasitics, it appears

the register file can perform write accesses in a pipelined system clocked at over 6.8 GHz,

with optimistic assumption.

The write enable pulse width, setup times, hold times, and latch delays that

comprise a register file write access, computed under various simulation conditions using

conservative assumptions, are listed in Table 7.8. As in Table 7.7, in all cases in Table

7.8, the write access time turns out to be the sum of the address latch delay, the address

setup time, the write enable pulse width, and the data hold time. Therefore, the register

file write access time in simulations without wire parasitics under conservative

assumptions is 217 ps according to the 97 models, and 237 ps according to the 99 models.

The write access time in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is 194 ps according to

the 97 models, and 158 ps according to the 99 models. This is an increase of 86% over
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the read access time simulated without wire parasitics using the 97 models, and an

increase of 48% using the 99 models. The increases are similar to those observed in the

write access time under optimistic assumptions. Without wire parasitics, the register file

write access time is 9.4% longer using the 99 models when compared with results using

the 97 models. However, with capacitive parasitics, the write access time is 15% longer

using the 97 models when compared with results using the 99 models. These results are

consistent with other simulation results.

Conservative Write No Wire Parasitics Capacitive Wire Parasitics

Parameter 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Write enable pulse width 70.0 ps 74.1 ps 110 ps 90.1 ps

Address latch delay 28.5 ps 32.4 ps 45.4 ps 48.6 ps

Address setup time 33.1 ps 34.3 ps 114 ps 85.7 ps

Address hold time 39.1 ps 42.8 ps 81.2 ps 85.0 ps

Data latch delay 30.9 ps 35.3 ps 39.0 ps N/A

Data setup time -32.5 ps -35.5 ps -75.0 ps -69.3 ps

Data hold time 85.5 ps 96.6 ps 135 ps 126 ps

Write access time 217 ps 237 ps 403 ps 350 ps

Pipeline clock period 142 ps 151 ps 305 ps 261 ps

Table 7.8: Simulated parameters that comprise the register file write access time, and also

determine the pipeline clock period for write operations, using conservative assumptions.

The pipeline clock period for conservative register file write accesses is the sum

of the address setup time, the write enable pulse width, and the address hold time in all

cases in Table 7.8. Therefore, the pipeline clock period for register file conservative write

accesses in simulations without wire parasitics is 142 ps according to the 97 models, and

151 ps according to the 99 models. This is a decrease of 35% from the conservative write

access time according to the 97 models, and a decrease of 36% according to the 99

models. The pipeline clock period for register file conservative write accesses in

simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is 305 ps according to the 97 models, and 261

ps according to the 99 models. This is a decrease of 24% from the conservative write
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access time according to the 97 models, and a decrease of 25% according to the 99

models. Therefore, based on the simulation results using the 97 models and including

capacitive wire parasitics, it appears the register file can perform write accesses in a

pipelined system clocked at nearly 3.3 GHz, with conservative assumption. The pipeline

clock period for conservative write accesses is less than the read access time according to

simulations using either the 97 or 99 models, whether or not capacitive wire parasitics are

included. This means that, since the same pipeline clock period must be used for both

read accesses and write accesses, write accesses should not limit the pipeline clock

frequency and, therefore, the overall performance of the register file.

Obtaining timing information for write accesses on wafer 1 die through

measurements was impossible because of the problems with the write address counter and

data rotator on this wafer (see Chapter 6). However, since the write address counter and

data LFSR on wafer 2 function correctly, it was possible to successfully write data LFSR

patterns into the register file, as Figure 7.3 ill ustrates. Measurements were taken on four

die of wafer 2 to estimate the minimum write enable pulse width and write access time of

the register file. Because of the limited clock rate at which the data LFSR’s can operate,

testing write accesses was performed by writing all zeros into a register file that had been

storing LFSR patterns. A continuous sequence of zeros for writing is generated by first

shifting zeros into all the scan chain latches. Then, when the RFTC is switched back into

test mode, the data LFSR remains in state zero indefinitely (see Chapter 3), producing a

continuous stream of zeros as input data for the register file. This stream will be produced

whether or not the LFSR state machine is actually operating correctly at the clock

frequency used for testing write accesses. In this manner, the register file on a particular

die on wafer 2 was tested using several different clock frequencies. After writing to the

register file using a particular test clock frequency, the register file was read to determine

whether or not the four easily viewable columns contained all zeros. If so, the write

operation was considered a success. The test clock frequency was adjusted to change the

period of the highest order bit of the write address counter by 500 ps increments.

Unfortunately, this method does not test data setup or hold times since the input data is

constant during the write operations. However, according to simulations, the data setup
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time is not a factor in the write access time since the address setup time is larger.

Furthermore, since the write enable pulse width is only half the allotted write access time

using the RFTC write test strategy (See Chapter 3), the data hold time may be accounted

for in the tests anyway even though it is not checked explicitl y.

The minimum write enable pulse width and write access time for which register

file write operations were completely successfully on the four die tested on wafer 2 are

listed in Table 7.9. Because of the limits in adjusting the setup and hold times relative to

the write enable pulse width on the RFTC, as previously mentioned, the write enable

pulse width can only be half the total write access time during a test. That is, the write

access time is the test clock period while the write enable pulse width is always half the

test clock period since the duty cycle is not adjustable on the signal source used to

generate the test clock. This is why each write access time listed in Table 7.9 is exactly

twice the corresponding write enable pulse width. The “less than” symbol by some of the

entries in Table 7.9 indicates that the register file write operations were successful at the

highest test clock frequency that the write access counters operated properly. Therefore, it

was impossible to find the minimum write enable pulse widths and write access times in

these cases. However, these times are at least as small as the entries listed.

Die Write Enable Pulse Write Access Time

1 120 ps 230 ps

2 150 ps 300 ps

3 <170 ps <340 ps

4 <130 ps <250 ps

Table 7.9: Measured minimum write enable pulse width and write access time for the

register file on four wafer 2 die.

The minimum known write access time of the four die tested on wafer 2 is 230 ps,

with a write enable pulse width of 120 ps. This register file can operate in a pipelined

system as high as 4.2 GHz. The longest write access time of the four die tested on wafer 2

is below 340 ps, with a write enable pulse width of less than 170 ps. Even this register

file can operate in a pipelined system at over 2.9 GHz. The average measured minimum
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write access time for a wafer 2 register file was 290 ps with an estimated standard

deviation of 70 ps, while the average measured minimum write enable pulse width for a

wafer 2 register file was 140 ps with an estimated standard deviation of 35 ps. The

standard deviation of the minimum write enable pulse width and the minimum write

access time are both 24% of their respective average values. This is a much larger

percentage than the ratio of the standard deviation of the read access time to the average

read access time for register file columns on either wafer. The reason for the larger

percentage in the case of the write parameters is probably due in part to the limitations in

adjusting the address setup and hold times relative to the write enable pulse width.

A summary of the average minimum write enable pulse widths and write access

times for the register file based on simulated and measured results is listed in Table 7.10.

The pipeline clock periods are listed for the simulated write access times since this data

most accurately reflects how actual write operations are tested using the RFTC. This is

because, as mentioned above, the measured write access time is the test clock period for a

series of write operations. These results show that the average measured minimum write

access time falls within the range of values predicted in simulations using the 97 models

with conservative and optimistic assumptions when capacitive wire parasitics are

included in the simulations. If the 99 models are used, however, even with capacitive

parasitics and conservative assumptions, the simulated write access time is still less than

the average measured write access time. The average measured minimum write enable

pulse width is also longer than predicted even in simulations using conservative

assumptions with capacitive wire parasitics included. To be more precise, the simulated

minimum write enable pulse width is 24% shorter according to the 97 models, and 37%

shorter according to the 99 models, than measured average minimum write enable pulse

width for simulations using conservative assumptions and including capacitive wire

parasitics. If optimistic assumptions are used, the simulated minimum write enable pulse

width is 54% shorter according to the 97 models, and 69% shorter according to the 99

models, than the average measured minimum write enable pulse width for simulations

including capacitive wire parasitics. On the other hand, the simulated minimum write

access time is 5.5% longer according to the 97 models, and 9.7% shorter according to the
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99 models, than the average measured minimum write access time for simulations using

conservative assumptions and including capacitive wire parasitics predict. If optimistic

assumptions are used, however, the simulated average write access time is 49% shorter

according to the 97 models, and 62% shorter according to the 99 models, than the average

measured minimum write access time for simulations including capacitive wire parasitics.

Because the average measured minimum write enable pulse width is longer than the

simulated result even assuming conservative assumptions, it probably is not the limiti ng

factor in performing the register file write operations. It is more likely that the write

access time is limited by either the address setup time or address hold time. These are also

key factors in the write access time according to simulations, but not directly adjustable,

except through changes in the overall write access time.

Minimum Write Enable Pulse Width Minimum Write Access Time

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

No Parasitic 34.7 ps – 70.0 ps 34.2 ps – 74.1 ps 80.5 ps - 142 ps 88.1 ps – 151 ps

Capacitance 66.3 ps – 110 ps 44.6 ps – 90.2 ps 147 ps – 305 ps 109 ps – 261 ps

Measured 140 ps ± 35 ps 290 ps ± 70 ps

% error 24% - 54% 37% - 69% 5.5% - 49% 9.7% - 62%

Table 7.10: Summary of average minimum write enable pulse widths and write access

times for the register file based on both simulated and measured results. The listed

percent error is the error of the simulated results including capacitive wire parasitics with

respect to the measured results.

7.4 Read after write access time performance

During a read after write access, the same row is addressed by one or both of the

read ports and the write port during a single clock cycle, and the write enable signal is

applied. Under these conditions, one must be sure to read out the newly written data, and

not the old data. Like the total read access time within a pipeline stage, the total read after

write access time for the register file within a pipeline stage is the interval between the

time when the differential voltage of the write signal for the latches storing a read address

becomes zero, allowing the read address value to change, and the time when the output
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differential voltage of the sampling latches become zero, indicating the output data from

the register file has been acquired. However, in the case of the read after write operation,

read and write operations are being performed simultaneously on the same register file

row, so that the data being written into the memory cells is the data that must ultimately

be read out. Rather than waiting for the data to be written into the memory cells, and then

reading it out using the normal read access process, the data on the write bit lines is fed

directly to the input of the output latches when a read and write operation are occurring

simultaneously on the same memory cell row (see Chapter 2).

Register file read after write accesses were simulated to verify the functionality of

the register file in this capacity and to estimate the read after write access time of the

register file. In one set of simulations, one of the write address bits is switched such that

the write address matches the read address for port A. The write enable signal is then

pulsed to perform a write operation, which sets up a read after write condition for read

port A. Shown in Figure 7.12 are some of the various signals involved in performing a

read after write operation using read port A, including the system clock, the input data

signal voltages for one column, the corresponding write bit line voltages, the write enable

signal voltages, the match signal voltages, one set of output latch output voltages, and one

set of sense amplifier output voltages. The wafer 2 register file was simulated using the

97 models with capacitive wire parasitics to produce these signals.

As Figure 7.12 illustrates, since the read port A and write addresses match, the

assertion of the write enable signal causes the match signal for port A to also be asserted.

This in turn causes each output latch to select input data from the appropriate write bit

lines instead of the corresponding sense amplifier. From Figure 7.12, one observes that

under this scenario, the register file input data is available at the output of the sampling

latch master before it is written into the memory cell and arrives at the sense amplifier

output. Therefore, significant time is saved in performing a read after write access using

the method of feed-forwarding the write bit line data to the sampling output latches. The

voltage swings on the signals shown in Figure 7.12 are typically 0.25 V for differential

signals, and 0.5 V for single-ended signals, as discussed in Chapter 2. Some exceptions

are notable, such as the write bit line driver voltage swing and the match signal voltage
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swing, which are both 0.5 V to insure reliable operation despite the heavy loading on both

circuits.
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Figure 7.12: Wafer 2 register file read port A read after write access simulation results

using the 97 models and including capacitive wire parasitics.
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Because the write address counter on the wafer 1 RFTC does not function

correctly, it is difficult to determine whether or not read after write operations function

correctly for the wafer 1 register file. However, since all of the test circuits function

correctly on the wafer 2 RFTC, tests can be performed on the wafer 2 register file to

determine if read after write operations are possible. Read after write operations are tested

by first scanning all zeros into the scan chain to insure that the read and write address

counters are storing the same values. Therefore, when switching the RFTC back to

normal operation, the read and write addresses will always be equal for any given cycle.

In this way, when write operations are enabled on the RFTC, a read after write condition

will exist for both read ports every cycle, allowing this feature to be tested. To determine

whether read after write operations are successful, one must verify that the output patterns

of the columns under observation match the expected 63-bit LFSR pattern. Also, one can

view the match signal for read port A to verify that the output data during a read after

write operation is coming from the write bit lines instead of the data stored in the memory

cells.

Tests of the wafer 2 RFTC verify that register file read after write operations are

performed successfully. A wafer 2 RFTC output signal with read port A selected for

viewing, along with the corresponding match signal are shown in Figure 7.13. Since the

left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.13 has a 63-bit pattern, read after write operations

must be occurring. Otherwise, the pattern would only be 32 bits long, as in the case of

read operations. The 63-bit pattern observed in the left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.13

matches the 63-bit LFSR pattern described in Chapter 3. The right hand signal shown in

Figure 7.13 is the match signal. It is generated each cycle by the read port A comparator

to indicate that the read port A address and the write address match, and the write enable

signal is asserted. This produces a periodic waveform that reflects the periodic nature of

the internal write signal generated by the RFTC. The fact that a match occurs every cycle

indicates that repeated read after write operations are occurring. A 1.5 GHz external clock

was applied to a wafer 2 RFTC to produce the signals shown in Figure 7.13. At 1.5 GHz,

the period of the entire 63-bit left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.13 is 43 ns. This means

that each bit has a pulse width of 680 ps. Since the addresses are presented on the rising
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edge of the clock, and the results read from port A of the register file are sampled on the

falling edge of the clock, the read after write access time of the register file using port A

for this particular column is 340 ps. As with the output signals during a read access, the

voltage of the RFTC output waveform when viewing a register file column during a read

after write access varies significantly when in the same state for more than one clock

cycle. Again, this appears to be a superposition of the clock signal onto the output signal.

As before, this effect does not seem to impair the operation of the register file, however.

    

Figure 7.13: Wafer 2 RFTC output signals during a read after write operation. The left-

hand figure is a 63 bit pattern read out of one of the columns through read port A while in

write mode. The right-hand figure is the match signal for port A, indicating that a read

after write operations are occurring. The shortest pulse widths for the left hand signal are

680 ps, indicating a 340 ps read after write access time for the selected column.

Read after write operations were also performed using read port B. Shown in

Figure 7.14 are wafer 2 RFTC output signals with read port B selected for viewing. Since

the left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.14 has a 63-bit pattern, read after write operations

must be occurring for read port B as well. A 1.4 GHz external clock was applied to a

wafer 2 RFTC to produce the left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.14. As the clock

frequency is increased beyond 1.4 GHz, errors in sampling some of the bits from the

register file column occur, as the right-hand signal shown in Figure 7.14 illustrates. These
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bit errors occur because the value on the write bit lines to be written into the memory cell

of a particular row does not always satisfy the setup time for the output latch before the

falling edge of the clock if the clock frequency is too high. Through the detection of these

bit errors, the read after write access time of the register file can be estimated. At 1.4

GHz, the period of the entire 32-bit left-hand signal shown in Figure 7.14 is 47 ns. This

means that each bit has a pulse width of 740 ps. As before, since the addresses are

presented on the rising edge of the clock, and the results read from port B of the register

file are sampled on the falling edge of the clock, the read after write access time of the

register file using port B for this particular column is 370 ps.

    

Figure 7.14: Wafer 2 RFTC output signal with register file read port B selected for

viewing. The left-hand figure illustrates a correctly read 63-bit pattern from one of the

columns. The shortest pulse widths are 740 ps, indicating a 370 ps read after write access

time for the selected column. The right-hand figure illustrates errors in reading out the 63-

bit pattern from the same column using a slightly higher clock frequency.

Simulations were performed to determine the read after write access time of the

register file. As in the case of write operations, in performing a read after write operation,

the setup times for the address and data must be considered in determining when the write

enable pulse can be applied to the register file. This affects the read after write access

time even though the output data is obtained from the write bit lines since the comparator
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will not produce a match signal until the write enable signal is asserted, signifying a write

operation will actually occur. As in the case of write operations, the address setup time

limits the time at which the write enable pulse can be asserted. Therefore, the data setup

time will not be considered. The register file simulated read after write access time, as

well as the propagation delays that comprise the total simulated read after write access

time, using optimistic assumptions for the address setup time, are listed in Table 7.11

under various simulation conditions. From Table 7.11, the total read after write access

time in simulations without wire parasitics is 97.2 ps according to the 97 models, and 112

ps according to the 99 models. Because the data was read from the write bit lines instead

of the memory cells, these times are much lower than the corresponding read access times

found in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. That is, according to the 97 models, the read after write

access time is 42% shorter than the read access time on wafer 2, and 40% shorter

according to the 99 models.

No Wire Parasitics Read Port A (Cap) Read Port B (Cap)

Optimistic 97 99 97 99 97 99

Input Latch (tphl) 28.5 ps 32.4 ps 45.4 ps 48.6 ps 45.4 ps 48.6ps

Address Setup Time -6.05 ps -6.36 ps 7.53 ps 0.729 ps 14.6 ps 0.729 ps

Match (tplh) 49.2 ps 57.1 ps 116 ps 112 ps 77.7 ps 77.5 ps

Output Latch (tplh) 25.6 ps 28.4 ps 31.6 ps 36.4 ps 37.4 ps 31.1 ps

Read after Write Access 97.2 ps 112 ps 200 ps 198 ps 175 ps 158 ps

Table 7.11: Summary of the simulated propagation delays that comprise the total read

after write access time for both read port A and read port B of the register file using

optimistic assumptions for the address setup time.

Of course, the total read after write access time for read port A of the register file

increases significantly in simulations when capacitive wire parasitics are included. From

Table 7.11, the total read after write access time for read port A in simulations with

capacitive wire parasitics is 200 ps according to the 97 models, and 198 ps according to

the 99 models. This is an increase of 110% over the read after write access time simulated

without wire parasitics using the 97 models, and an increase of 77% using the 99 models.
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Also from Table 7.11, the total read after write access time for read port B in simulations

with capacitive wire parasitics is 175 ps according to the 97 models, and 158 ps according

to the 99 models. This is an increase of 80% over the read after write access time

simulated without wire parasitics using the 97 models, and an increase of 41% using the

99 models. Therefore, according to simulations, the impact of wire parasitics on the total

read after write access time for the register file using optimistic assumptions is similar to

the impact on the read access time. However, with capacitive wire parasitics, the register

file read after write access time is still 38% shorter than the wafer 2 register file read

access time for port A according to the 97 models, and 37% shorter according to the 99

models. And for port B, the register file read after write access time is 43% shorter than

the wafer 2 register file read access time according to the 97 models, and 50% shorter

according to the 99 models.

The increase in the read after write access time was larger for port A in part

because the port A latches are much farther away from the comparators on the chip than

the port B latches. Therefore, the match delay is much longer for port A than for port B,

as Table 7.11 indicates. For this reason, with simulations including capacitive wire

parasitics, the read after write access time for the register file through read port A is 14%

longer than when accessed through read port B according to the 97 models, and 25%

longer according to the 99 models. Without wire parasitics, the read after write access

time for read ports A and B of the register file is 15% longer using the 99 models when

compared with results using the 97 models. However, with capacitive parasitics, the read

access time for read port A is 1.0% longer using the 97 models when compared with

results using the 99 models. For read port B, with capacitive parasitics, the read access

time is 11% longer using the 97 models when compared with results using the 99 models.

These results are consistent with other simulation results in that the devices, when using

the 99 models, appear to be switch more slowly, but are less sensitive to capacitive wire

parasitics. Note that the simulations for the 99 models with capacitive wire parasitics

were performed in two stages since convergence problems exist in the single stage

simulation containing capacitive wire parasitics when using the 99 models. This causes

some error in making these comparisons. Based on these simulation results, it appears
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that, using the additional circuitry to check for collisions between read and write accesses,

the register file can perform read after write access more quickly than normal read

accesses. This indicates that the worst case read access time for the register file is not

limited by read after write operations.

No Wire Parasitics Read Port A (Cap) Read Port B (Cap)

Conservative 97 99 97 99 97 99

Input Latch (tphl) 28.5 ps 32.4 ps 45.4 ps 48.6 ps 45.4 ps 48.6ps

Address Setup Time 33.1 ps 34.3 ps 106 ps 85.7 ps 114 ps 85.7 ps

Match (tplh) 49.2 ps 57.1 ps 116 ps 112 ps 77.7 ps 77.5 ps

Output Latch (tplh) 25.6 ps 28.4 ps 31.6 ps 36.4 ps 37.4 ps 31.1 ps

Read after Write Access 136 ps 152 ps 299 ps 282 ps 274 ps 243 ps

Table 7.12: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the total read after

write access time for both read port A and read port B of the register file using

conservative assumptions for the address setup time.

The register file simulated read after write access time, as well as the propagation

delays that comprise the total simulated read after write access time, using conservative

assumptions for the address setup time, are listed in Table 7.12 under various simulation

conditions. From Table 7.12, the total read after write access time in simulations without

wire parasitics is 136 ps according to the 97 models, and 152 ps according to the 99

models. The result using the 97 models is 40% larger than simulations using optimistic

assumptions predict, and using the 99 models, the result is 36% larger. However, even

under conservative assumptions, according to the 97 models, the read after write access

time is still 20% shorter than the read access time on wafer 2, and 19% shorter according

to the 99 models. From Table 7.12, the total read after write access time for read port A in

simulations with capacitive wire parasitics increases to 299 ps according to the 97

models, and 282 ps according to the 99 models. This is an increase of 120% over the read

after write access time simulated without wire parasitics using the 97 models, and an

increase of 86% using the 99 models. Also from Table 7.12, the total read after write

access time for read port B in simulations with capacitive wire parasitics is 274 ps
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according to the 97 models, and 243 ps according to the 99 models. This is an increase of

100% over the read after write access time simulated without wire parasitics using the 97

models, and an increase of 60% using the 99 models. Therefore, according to simulations,

the impact of wire parasitics on the total read after write access time for the register file

using conservative assumptions is also similar to the impact on the read access time.

However, with capacitive wire parasitics, the register file read after write access time

using conservative assumptions is still 6.6% shorter than the wafer 2 register file read

access time for port A according to the 97 models, and 10% shorter according to the 99

models. And for port B, using conservative assumptions, the register file read after write

access time is still 11% shorter than the wafer 2 register file read access time according to

the 97 models, and 24% shorter according to the 99 models.

As previously mentioned, the match delay is much longer for port A than for port

B. For this reason, with simulations including capacitive wire parasitics, the read after

write access time for the register file using conservative assumptions through read port A

is 9.1% longer than when accessed through read port B according to the 97 models, and

16% longer according to the 99 models. Without wire parasitics, the read after write

access time for read ports A and B of the register file is 12% longer using the 99 models

when compared with results using the 97 models. However, with capacitive wire

parasitics, the read access time for read port A is 6.0% longer using the 97 models when

compared with results using the 99 models. For read port B, with capacitive parasitics,

the read access time is 13% longer using the 97 models when compared with results using

the 99 models. These results are consistent with the read after write access simulation

results using optimistic assumptions. Note again that the simulations for the 99 models

with capacitive wire parasitics were performed in two stages since convergence problems

exist in the single stage simulation containing capacitive wire parasitics when using the

99 models. Again, this causes some error in making these comparisons. Based on these

simulation results using conservative assumptions, it appears that, using the additional

circuitry to check for collisions between read and write accesses, the register file can still

perform read after write access more quickly than normal read accesses. Again, this
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indicates that the worst case read access time for the register file is not limited by read

after write operations.

Port A Port B

Die Read after Write Read Read after Write Read

1 390 ps 340 ps 400 ps 350 ps

2 370 ps 360 ps 360 ps 370 ps

3 320 ps 340 ps 350 ps 360 ps

4 340 ps 330 ps 370 ps 380 ps

Table 7.13: Measured read after write access times for both port A and B of the register

file on four wafer 2 die. The read after write access time was determined for the column

with the slowest measured read access time on each die, which is also listed for the sake

of comparison.

Read after write access time measurements were performed on each of the four

die on wafer 2 on which read access time measurements were also performed. Only the

column with the slowest read access time using port B was chosen for the read after write

access time measurements, however. The measured read after write access time for each

die, along with the corresponding read access time, is listed in Table 7.13. From Table

7.13, it is clear that in most cases, the port A read after write access time is slightly longer

than the read access time for the same column. The port B read after write access time is

slightly shorter than the read access time for the same column, however, in most cases.

The average read after write access time for port A, based on the data in Table 7.13, is

350 ps with an estimated standard deviation of 33 ps, while the average read after write

access time for port B is 370 ps with an estimated standard deviation of 24 ps. The

estimated standard deviation is below 10% of the average read after write access times for

both read ports. The average read after write access time is 3.9% larger than the average

read access time of 340 ps for port A, and 1.5% longer than the average read access time

of 360 ps for port B, according to the data from Table 7.13. Although the read after write

access times on average are longer than the read access times for the wafer 2 register files,

the difference is small. The anomalously large read after write access time on die 1 listed
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in Table 7.13 also makes the results appear less favorable than they might otherwise be.

Furthermore, little control is provided on the RFTC to adjust the address setup time for a

write operation. Therefore, with better control of the skew between the clock and the

write enable pulse, a more optimal address setup time can be chosen for the write

operation, which will improve the read after write access time. This adjustment may help

produce read after write access times that are consistently shorter than corresponding read

access times for both ports A and B of the register file.

Read Port A Read Port B

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

No Parasitics 97.2 ps 112 ps 97.2 ps 112 ps

Capacitance 200 ps 198 ps 175 ps 158 ps

Measured 350 ± 33 ps 370 ± 24 ps

Optimistic

% error 44% 44% 53% 57%

No Parasitics 136 ps 152 ps 136 ps 152 ps

Capacitance 299 ps 282 ps 274 ps 243 ps

Measured 350 ± 33 ps 370 ± 24 ps

Conservative

% error 16% 26% 26% 34%

Table 7.14: Summary of the average read after write access times for the register file

based on both simulated and measured results. The listed percent error is the error of the

simulated results including capacitive wire parasitics with respect to the measured results.

A summary of the average read after write access times for register file columns

based on simulated and measured results is listed in Table 7.14. These results show that

the measured read after write access times are higher on average than even the read after

write access times in simulations including capacitive wire parasitics and using

conservative assumptions for the address setup time. For port A, these simulations using

the 97 models predicted a 16% shorter read after write access time, while simulations

using the 99 models predict a 26% shorter read after write access time, when compared

with measured read after write access times. For port B, simulations including capacitive

wire parasitics and using conservative assumptions about the address setup time predict a
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26% shorter read after write access time according to the 97 models, and a 34% shorter

read after write according to the 99 models, when compared with measured read after

write access times. The average measured read after write access time for port B is 4.5%

longer than the read after write access time of port A. This occurs despite the fact that

simulations predict that the port B read after write access time will be shorter than the

port A read after write access time. This is consistent with measured read access time

measurements, however, which show that the read access times for port B are longer than

the read access times for port A. As described earlier, the average measured read after

write access times are for the worst case columns found while performing read access

time measurements on port B. For this reason, the average measured read after write

access times would likely be lower if the columns were chosen at random for

measurement. Also, better control over the address setup time for the read after write

operation could potentially lower this parameter, bringing the measured results closer to

the predicted simulations results.

7.5 Register file power dissipation

The current sources within the various register file circuits determine the amount

of current used by the register file. For this reason, the current drawn by the register file is

essentially static. Table 7.15 summarizes the current used by each type of circuit within

the wafer 1 register file, as well as the total current used by all the circuits of a particular

type. The write word line drivers draw about a third of the current used in the register file.

This current is also directed through the memory cells. The read word drivers draw the

same amount of current for a particular row. Only the row being read by each port

requires current, however, so the overall current used by the read word line drivers is

much less than that of the write word line drivers. The current drawn by a read word line

driver for a particular port flows through the sense amplifiers of that port, providing the

primary current responsible for generating the sense amplifier differential output. The

listing for the sense amplifier current in Table 7.15 is only the additional current required

to bias the sense amplifiers. Summing all the currents in Table 7.15 reveals that the total

current used by the wafer 1 register file is about 1.53 A. Since the wafer 1 register file is

designed to operate at 4.5 V, an average power of 6.90 W is dissipated.
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Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

write word driver 17 mA 0.55 A read stage 2 decoder 3 mA 192 mA

read word driver 17 mA 34 mA write bit line driver 5 mA 160 mA

sense amplifier 60 µA 3.8 mA feed forward buffer 1 mA 64 mA

stage 1 decoder 1 mA 15 mA write stage 2 decoder 5 mA 160 mA

write enable decoder 1 mA 1 mA output latch 3 mA 192 mA

wired-OR line 1 mA 36 mA comparator 30 mA 60 mA

reference voltage

generators

varied 65 mA

Table 7.15: Current levels used in the wafer 1 register file circuits.

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

Circuit Per

Circuit

Total

Current

write word driver 17 mA 0.55 A read stage 2 decoder 3 mA 192 mA

read word driver 17 mA 34 mA write bit line driver 5 mA 160 mA

sense amplifier 0.4 mA 26 mA feed forward buffer 1 mA 64 mA

stage 1 decoder 1 mA 15 mA write stage 2 decoder 5 mA 160 mA

write enable decoder 1 mA 1 mA output latch 3 mA 192 mA

wired-OR line 1 mA 36 mA comparator 30 mA 60 mA

reference voltage

generators

varied 67 mA

Table 7.16: Current levels used in the wafer 2 register file circuits.

Table 7.16 summarizes the current used by each type of circuit within the wafer 2

register file, as well as the total current used by all the circuits of a particular type. As

Table 7.16 indicates, the wafer 2 register file power dissipation is similar to that of the

wafer 1 register file power dissipation. The main difference is in the power dissipated by

the sense amplifiers. Although each wafer 1 sense amplifier only uses 60 µA of total bias

current, each wafer 2 sense amplifier uses 400 µA of bias current. This improves the
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sense amplifier performance by lowering the bit line voltage swing, as discussed in

Chapter 2. An increase in power dissipation is necessary to achieve this end, however.

The current through the current source reference voltage generators for the sense

amplifiers was also modified to achieve the desired bias currents for the sense amplifiers.

Therefore, as Table 7.16 indicates, the wafer 2 register file consumes a total of 1.56 A.

Since the wafer 2 register file is also designed to operate using a supply voltage of 4.5 V,

an average power of 7.01 W is dissipated. The power dissipated by the wafer 2 register

file is less than 2% larger than that dissipated by the wafer 1 register file.

7.6 Register file test chip power dissipation

Table 7.17 summarizes the current used by each type of circuit on the RFTC that

is responsible for testing the wafer 1 register file. A total of 510 mA is used by these

circuits. The I/O pad drivers and receivers use over a quarter of this current. The buffers

required to distribute the clock for the test circuits also use a significant amount of

current. Since the test chip is designed to operate with a 4.5 V supply, the expected power

dissipation of the circuits used to test the wafer 1 register file is about 2.30 W. The RFTC

uses a total of 2.04 A with a 4.5 V power supply, resulting in an overall power dissipation

of 9.19 W.

Circuit Total Current Circuit Total Current

read address counters 52 mA write generator 14 mA

write address counter 26 mA VCO 26 mA

data rotator 32 mA I/O pads 136 mA

output multiplexers 15 mA clock distribution 72 mA

reference voltage generators 48 mA data latches 64 mA

miscellaneous 25 mA register file 1.53 A

Table 7.17: Current levels used by the RFTC circuits that test the wafer 1 register file.

Table 7.18 summarizes the current used by each type of circuit on the RFTC that

is responsible for testing the wafer 2 register file. As Table 7.18 indicates, the wafer 2

register file test chip power dissipation is similar to that of the wafer 1 register file test
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chip power dissipation. The main difference is in the power dissipated by the clocking

circuitry. The extra clock buffers used by the write address counter and data rotator/LFSR

consume an additional 15 mA of current. Also the wafer 2 data LFSR/rotator uses 1 mA

of additional current with respect to the wafer 1 data rotator. Therefore, the total current

used by the circuits on the RFTC that are responsible for testing the wafer 2 register file is

526 mA. Since the test chip is designed to operate with a 4.5 V supply, the expected

power dissipation of the RFTC circuits used to test the wafer 2 register file is about 2.37

W. The RFTC uses a total of 2.08 A with a 4.5 V power supply, resulting in an overall

power dissipation of 9.37 W.

Circuit Total Current Circuit Total Current

read address counters 52 mA write generator 14 mA

write address counter 26 mA VCO 26 mA

data LFSR/rotator 33 mA I/O pads 136 mA

output multiplexers 15 mA clock distribution 87 mA

reference voltage generators 48 mA data latches 64 mA

miscellaneous 25 mA register file 1.55 A

Table 7.18: Current levels used by the RFTC circuits that test the wafer 2 register file.

The current consumed and the resulting power dissipation for each RFTC tested is

listed in Table 7.19, given the listed nominal applied supply voltage. The resulting

average power dissipation for the wafer 1 RFTC is 9.36 W with an estimated standard

deviation of 245 mW. For the wafer 2 RFTC, the average power dissipation is 6.57 W

with an estimated standard deviation of 270 mW. Based on the percentage of total current

used in the RFTC that is attributed to the register file, the estimated average wafer 1

register file power dissipation is 6.3 W, while the estimated average wafer 2 register file

power dissipation is 4.4 W. The estimated standard deviation is 2.6% of the average

power dissipation for the wafer 1 RFTC, and 4.1% for the wafer 2 RFTC. This low

estimated standard deviation indicates good uniformity in the fabrication of the test chips,

as well as similar contact resistance values between the power and ground probe pins and

the test chip power and ground pads among the test chips. There was a 10% reduction in
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the supply voltage on the wafer 2 RFTC, resulting in a 30% reduction in the wafer 2

RFTC power dissipation with respect to the wafer 1 RFTC power dissipation. The

additional power dissipation reduction when compared with the supply voltage reduction

is due to the fact that the RFTC current sources are not supply independent. In the case of

the RFTC’s, the current drawn by each current source varies linearly with the supply

voltage (see Chapter 2).

Wafer 1 Wafer 2

Die Voltage Current Power Voltage Current Power

1 5 V 1.87 A 9.35 W 4.5 V 1.53 A 6.89 W

2 5 V 1.82 A 9.10 W 4.5 V 1.49 A 6.71 W

3 5 V 1.86 A 9.30 W 4.5 V 1.41 A 6.35 W

4 5.1 V 1.90 A 9.69 W 4.5 V 1.41 A 6.35 W

Table 7.19: Applied voltage to wafer 1 and wafer 2 register file test chips during

measurements along with the consumed current and resulting power dissipation.

Table 7.20 lists the average power dissipation for the RFTC based on

measurements as well as by design. From Table 7.20 it is apparent that the 18% error in

the estimated power dissipation for the wafer 1 RFTC with respect to the measured power

dissipation is much lower than the 43% error observed for the wafer 2 RFTC. The closer

match in the wafer 1 RFTC power dissipation is a result of the increased supply voltage

of 5 V used in testing the wafer 1 RFTC, which was necessary for the read address

counters to function correctly at high clock rates. In general, it appears that the RFTC

consumes much less power than expected when the supply voltage that was specified in

the design is used for testing. This is due in part to the contact resistance between the

probe power and ground pins and the power and ground pads, as well as the resistance in

the power cables and in the power rails, neither of which was accounted for in the power

calculations. Despite the difference in power dissipation from the expected value for the

register files, however, they appear to operate with the shortest read access times near the

nominal supply levels li sted in Table 7.20, as Figure 7.5 through Figure 7.8 indicate.
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Wafer 1 Wafer 2

Voltage Power Voltage Power

Designed 4.5 V 9.19 W 4.5 V 9.37 W

Measured 5.0 ± 0.05 V 9.36 ± 0.25 W 4.5 V 6.57 ± 0.27 W

% error 18% 43%

Table 7.20: Power dissipation of the register file test chip by design and according to

measurements. The percent error is the variation of the designed power dissipation from

the average measured power dissipation.

7.7 Summary of measured register file results.

Summarizing the performance of the best measured wafer 1 register file, the read

access time for port A is 330 ps, while the port B read access time is 350 ps, based on

four measured columns for each port. Before this particular chip was well characterized,

based on initial measurements, it was reported to have a read access time of 0.29 ns [84],

which is only true for one of the register file columns using port A. The write access time

of this register file is unknown, while the estimated power dissipation is 6.8 W using a 5

V supply. Summarizing the performance of the best measured wafer 2 register file, the

read access time for port A is 350 ps, while the port B read access time is 360 ps, based

on four measured columns for each port as well . The write access time for this register

file is 340 ps, with a write enable pulse width of 170 ps, while the estimated power

dissipation is 4.7 W using a 4.5 V supply. Note that the read access time is not limited by

read after write accesses for this register file, based on read after write measurements of

the column with the longest read access time.

Comparing these results with those found in the literature, li sted in Table 1.4, one

finds that the performance of the register file described here compares well with these

other memory structures. Two of the memory structures listed in Table 1.4 have faster

read access times. However, the “high-density 300ps BiCMOS GRA” [37], although it

has a read access time of only 300 ps, only has a memory capacity of 32 words by 20 bits,

which is 38% less storage capacity than the register file described here. In addition, the

BiCMOS GRA only has one read port, while the register file described here has two read
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ports. Therefore, the register file can read data faster on a given cycle if two read accesses

are required during that cycle, which is typical in a processor design. Furthermore, the

write access time of the BiCMOS GRA is approximately 1 ns, which was good enough

for its application, but will limit t he cycle time in many pipelined systems. The write

access time for the register file described here is faster than the read access time,

however, so the write access time will not be a limiti ng factor for the system cycle time

when using this design.

The “32 x 8 register file implemented in GaAs/AlGaAs HBTs” has a read access

time of 0.22 ns [43],[44], which is even shorter than that of the BiCMOS GRA. However,

the register file described here has four times the storage capacity of the 32-word by 8-bit

AlGaAs/GaAs register file. In addition, the AlGaAs/GaAs register file has only one port

for both read and write accesses. No data is given on the write access time for the

AlGaAs/GaAs register file. However, even if the write access time is the same as the read

access time, the time required to complete two read accesses and one write access is

significantly longer using the AlGaAs/GaAs register file when compared with the time

required for the register file described here to perform the same accesses, since they can

be done in parallel using the register file described here. If the AlGaAs/GaAs register file

write access time is greater than the read access time, the system clock period using this

register file will be longer, regardless of whether or not multiple access are required in a

given clock cycle.

Summarizing the performance of the poorest measured wafer 1 register file, the

read access time for both port A and port B is 370 ps, based on four measured columns

for each port. The write access time of this register file is also unknown, while the

estimated power dissipation is 7.0 W using a 5 V supply. Summarizing the performance

of the poorest measured wafer 2 register file, the read access time for port A is 340 ps,

which is limited by the read after write access time, while the port B read access time is

380 ps, based on four measured columns for each port as well . Note that the read access

time for port A on this register file is better than the read access time for the best

performing wafer 2 register file. The write access time for this register file is 250 ps, with

a write enable pulse width of 130 ps, while the estimated power dissipation is 4.7 W
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using a 4.5 V supply. Comparing these results with those found in the literature, listed in

Table 1.4, one finds that the performance of the poorest register files described here

compare well with these other memory structures as well. This is not surprising

considering the wafer 1 and wafer 2 register files with the poorest performance have

access times that are not much longer than the respective register files with the best

performance. Therefore, the register file described here has the shortest read and write

access times for a memory structure of its size or larger. Also, the register file described

here has arguably the best overall performance of any of the memory structures in the

literature, given it has more ports than either of the two memory structures with shorter

reported read access times, and its storage capacity is larger than either of these two other

memory structures.
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Chapter 8

Future Directions

Research and design is primarily an evolutionary process of building upon past work.

This research is no exception. The register file design incorporates aspects of a number

of earlier memory designs to produce a unique circuit that provides a function for a

specific purpose. The design is by no means perfect, nor is it complete. Some groundwork

for future research stemming from the design found here is presented to show how this

design may further evolve through the work of others.

8.1 Register file improvements

The biggest problem with the register file is its high power dissipation. The wafer

2 register file, with an estimated average power dissipation of 4.35 W, uses nearly an

order of magnitude more power than a BiCMOS register file with similar capacity and

functionality, which uses only 0.65 W [41],[42]. The register file power dissipation is

even larger than some bipolar RAM chips, such as a 5-Kb bipolar ECL SRAM, which

dissipates 2.4 W [51],[72], or a 1K by 16-bit ECL dual-port cache RAM, which dissipates

3.7 W [52]. Compared to CMOS memory, the register file also dissipates a large amount

of power. For instance, a CMOS 32-word by 32-bit three port register file was designed

that uses only 0.66 W [85], while a CMOS 1-Mb SRAM was designed that uses only 0.14

W of power [86].

Of course, the register file has a faster access time then all the memory circuits

just mentioned, which is due in part to the high power dissipation of the register file.

However, except for the bias currents for the memory cells and sense amplifiers, the bias

currents of the circuits were chosen to be the highest currents allowed for the device sizes

that were used. This is because simulations show that the propagation delay is typically

minimal at this current level (see Chapter 4). Of course, device sizes were chosen to be

the smallest possible in most cases for a given circuit to minimize the size of the register
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file. The only exceptions are for circuits that are required to drive large loads (see Chapter

2). Therefore, although the register file power dissipation is optimized to first order,

primarily to minimize access times and secondarily to minimize power, there is leeway

for lowering the bias current in a number of circuits that would substantially decrease the

power dissipation of the register file without significantly impacting the read and write

access times.

On the other hand, an in crease in the bias current of some circuits might improve

the register file read and write access times significantly without significantly increasing

the power dissipation. For instance, the addition of capacitive wire parasitics produced a

large increase in the simulated propagation delay through each of the stage one 2-bit

decoders. An increase in the bias current of the stage one 2-bit decoder wired-OR lines

might lower this propagation delay substantially.

8.2 Register file test chip improvements

The most significant problem with the register file test chip that was found while

testing the wafer 1 and wafer 2 register files, and was not solved, involves the way in

which the read access time is determined for each port. As described in Chapter 3, the

register file read access time for a particular port is measured by presenting a new read

address to the port on the rising edge of the system clock. The register file output data

from the port in question is then sampled on the falling edge of the system clock. If the

output data matches the expected data, then it is assumed that the read operation was

successful, and the read access time is, at most, half the period of the system clock. This

process is illustrated in Figure 8.1 for a sequence of read operations. For the first set of

output data, the new data corresponding to the address presented at each rising clock edge

becomes available at the sampling latch just before the next falling clock edge. This is the

point at which one half the clock period is equivalent to the minimum read access time

for the register file port under scrutiny.

For the second set of output data in Figure 8.1, this data does not become

available until the second falling clock edge after the rising edge that generated the

corresponding address. This is possible since, after a change in address, it takes some

time for the change to propagate through the register file in order to change the values
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presented to the output latches. Since there is some latency in a register file access, it is

even possible for data from a particular row to appear at a register file output port after

the address has been presented and removed from a register file input port. This can occur

since after an address is changed, it takes some time for the change to propagate through

the decoder to select a new row for reading data. While the new address is propagating

through the decoder, the old address may still be causing the current to switch between

read word line drivers. This allows the old data to appear on the read bit lines, and finally,

at the output latches long after the address has been removed from the input port. Since

the second set of output data depicted in Figure 8.1 appears just before the second falling

edge after the rising edge that produced the corresponding address, the output data takes

three times longer to arrive than the first set of output data. However, on an oscilloscope,

the two sets of output data will appear identical since the data is periodic. This means that

under these ideal conditions, it is impossible to determine whether the read access time is

a value or three times that value given the current RFTC design.

Address 1

Access Time

Clock

Address 2 Address 3

Output Data 1 Output Data 2

Access Time

Output Data 0 Output Data 1

Figure 8.1: Timing diagram illustrating a potential problem in accurately sampling the

register file output data to determine the read access time using the RFTC.

Fortunately, the access time for each memory cell in a particular column is not

identical. Therefore, at certain frequencies, some memory cell accesses for a column will

be sampled by the first falling clock edge while others will be sampled by the second
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falling clock edge. This results in a distortion of the output pattern, which can be detected

on an oscilloscope. As the clock frequency is increased beyond this point, all the memory

cell accesses in the column will be sampled by the second falling clock edge, and the

pattern will again appear correct. This means that in accurately determining the read

access time for a particular register file read port, one must be sure to sweep the clock

frequency starting at a low enough frequency, and carefully watch for pattern distortions

as the frequency is increased. If not, one could end up with a result like the one shown in

Figure 8.2. From Figure 8.2, it appears that the read access time of the measured wafer 1

register file column is 96 ps. However, after revisiting this column, errors in the output

pattern were discovered at much lower clock frequencies, as Figure 8.3 indicates. From

Figure 8.3, the access time of this wafer 1 register file column appears to actually be 330

ps. This is about three times longer than the erroneous read access time of 96 ps, which

corroborates the theory of the cause of these inaccurate read access time measurements.

    

Figure 8.2: Wafer 1 RFTC output signal with register file read port A selected for

viewing. The left-hand figure illustrates a correctly read 32-bit pattern from one of the

columns. The shortest pulse widths are 190 ps, which would seem to indicate a 96 ps read

access time for the selected column. The right-hand figure illustrates errors in reading out

the 32-bit pattern from the same column using a slightly higher clock frequency.
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Figure 8.3: Wafer 1 RFTC output signal with register file read port A selected for

viewing. The left-hand figure illustrates a correctly read 32-bit pattern from one of the

columns. The shortest pulse widths are 660 ps, which indicates a 330 ps read access time

for the selected column. The right-hand figure illustrates errors in reading out the 32-bit

pattern from the same column using a slightly higher clock frequency.

Another problem with the register file test chip is that it is difficult to trigger on a

RFTC output waveform when a register file column is selected for viewing. This is

because, in this case, there are multiple rising and falling edges within one period of a

particular waveform. Therefore, it was necessary to trigger on overshoot points of the

waveform, which correspond to voltages only appearing once over the span of one period.

This problem can be eliminated by including a second pad driver that provides the high

order read address counter bit corresponding to the read port column that is producing

data for the other pad driver. Since the high order counter bit is the same frequency as the

register file column pattern, but only has one rising and falling edge, it makes a perfect

trigger signal for the register file column pattern. Extra pads may be required, however, to

provide the same functionality for the RFTC and also provide two pad drivers.

Another advantage of including a second pad driver that provides the high order

bit of the read address counter corresponding to the read port column that is producing

data for the other pad driver is that the phase difference between these two signals can be

used to detect which falling clock edge the output data is being sampled on relative to the
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rising edge that produced the corresponding address. That is, if both signals are displayed

on the oscill oscope, at low frequencies the edges of the counter signal will li ne up with

particular points in the column output pattern. As the clock frequency is increased, the

counter edges will remain aligned with the same points in the column output pattern as

long as each output data bit is being sampled on the first falli ng edge of the clock after the

rising edge that produces the corresponding addresses. When each output data bit is being

sampled by the second falli ng clock edge after the rising edge that produced the

corresponding address, the counter edges will now be aligned with points in the column

output pattern one bit earlier than when the data was being sampled by the first falli ng

clock edge. Therefore, by watching for the shift in the output data pattern relative to the

high order bit waveform of the corresponding read address counter as the clock frequency

is increased, one can more easily detect the point at which the minimum read access time

for the register file column under observation has been reached.

8.3 BiCMOS register file design

Although the HBT’s in the SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology can be used to

produce logic circuits with shorter propagation delays than the CMOS devices in this

technology (see Chapter 4), CMOS logic circuits in this technology dissipate much less

power than comparable ECL and CML logic circuits. This is due to the fact that ECL and

CML logic circuits dissipate a large amount of static power since there is a steady state

current flowing through these circuits, while CMOS circuits dissipate only a small

amount of static power due to leakage current that flows through the circuits when they

are not switching [53],[54],[75]. This leakage current is due to the fact that CMOS

devices tend to appear li ke reverse-biased diodes when cut off . Most of the power

dissipation in CMOS circuits is dynamic. That is, CMOS circuits dissipate power mainly

in charging and discharging load capacitance to switch logic states. As ill ustrated in the

ring oscill ator circuit simulations in Chapter 5, the dynamic power dissipation of the ECL

and CML circuits designed using this SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology are only a very

small fraction of the static power dissipation of these circuits. In fact, given ideal current

sources, the average total power dissipation of ECL and CML circuits should always

equal the static power dissipation of the circuits since all current must eventually flow
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through the current sources. An investigation of a BiCMOS register file design was

undertaken, therefore, to attempt to find a way to lower the power dissipation of the

register file.

VSS

VDD
BL BLb

WL

Figure 8.4: CMOS single-port static memory cell schematics.

A standard CMOS single-port static memory cell is shown in Figure 8.4 [53],

[54],[75]. It consists of two inverters that are cross-coupled in such a manner that a high

voltage (VDD) at the output of one of the inverters produces a low voltage (VSS) at the

output of the other inverter, which in turn maintains the high voltage at the output of the

first inverter. This positive feedback allows a value to be stored in the cross-coupled

inverter pair as long as power is applied or until the voltages are forced to the opposite

values through a write operation to the cell. A write operation is performed by placing

high and low voltages on the bit lines corresponding to the value to be written, and then

by bringing the word line voltage high. The pass transistors with gates connected to the

word line pull the voltage levels at the inputs of the memory cell inverters to the voltages

found on the corresponding bit lines. Note that the width-to-length ratios of the devices in

the memory cell inverters are sized such that the value stored through the positive

feedback can be overridden by the voltage levels on the bit lines, when the bit line values

are set to particular values. To perform a read operation of the memory cell, the bit lines

are placed in a high impedance state or allowed to float to a high value using pull-up

devices. Then, when the word line voltage is brought high, the pass transistors allow the

bit line voltages to be brought to the levels of the memory cell inverter output voltages.
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The bit line voltages can then be read by a sense amplifier to determine the value stored

in the memory cell. Note that if pull-up devices are used to set the bit line voltages before

a read operation takes place, the width to-length ratios of the pull-up devices must be

small enough relative to the memory cell devices to insure that the value stored in the

memory cell is not lost due to fluctuations in the memory cell voltages during the read

operation.

For a BiCMOS register file with the same capabilities as the bipolar register file, a

memory cell is needed that can perform two read accesses and one write access

simultaneously. This type of memory cell can be created by simply adding two additional

pairs of pass transistors to the CMOS single-port static memory cell with schematics

shown in Figure 8.4. A CMOS memory cell with read ports using pass transistors,

however, is not directly compatible with the bipolar two stage read address decoder

described in Chapter 2. One could use a CMOS read address decoder, but based on the

propagation delay data in Chapter 4, a CMOS read address decoder is likely to

significantly lengthen the read access time of the BiCMOS register file relative to the

bipolar register file. One could design an interface between the bipolar read address

decoder and the CMOS memory cell, but this would still require a CMOS word line

driver to properly control the pass transistors. This solution will have a significant impact

on the read access time, therefore, due to the slow propagation delay of the CMOS word

line driver and the propagation delay associated with passing the memory cell voltages to

the read bit lines. A better solution is to use a memory cell with read ports that are

directly compatible with the bipolar read address decoder described in Chapter 2.

Figure 8.5 illustrates a CMOS memory cell with two read ports and one write port

[41],[42]. Assuming VSS is at the same potential as VEE, and VDD is 3.6 V above VSS,

which is the maximum voltage that can be applied to a gate in the SiGe HBT BiCMOS

technology relative to VSS, read ports of this memory cell are almost directly compatible

with the bipolar read address decoder described in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, the bipolar

write address decoder is still not compatible with this CMOS three port memory cell.

Therefore, circuits are required to translate the ECL signals from the write address

decoder to levels which are compatible with CMOS word line drivers, and it may be
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beneficial to redesign the write enable circuit [41],[42]. The CMOS three-port memory

cell stores data in the same manner as the CMOS single-port memory cell. In addition, a

write operation is performed in the same manner to store new data in the CMOS three-

port memory cell as the CMOS single-port memory cell, using MW and MWb as the pass

transistors to facilitate the write operation. To perform a read operation using read port A

of the CMOS three-port memory cell, the word line driver draws current through RAW.

MRA and MRAb act as a current switch, resulting in a portion of the current flowing

through RAW to be conducted through either MRA or MRAb, depending on whether MC or

MCb is at a higher potential, which in turn flows through either RAB or RABb. The value

stored in the memory cell is determined by a sense amplifier connected to RAB and

RABb, such as the bipolar sense amplifier described in Chapter 2, based on the current

flowing in these two bit lines. The value stored in the memory cell can be read

simultaneously through port B using similar methods.

VSS

VDD

RAW
RBW

RABb RBBbRABRBBWBBb WBB

WW

MRAMRB MRBbMRAb

MCb MC

MNA MNB

MPA MPB

MWb MW

4/1 4/1

1/1 1/1

8/1 8/1 8/1 8/18/1 8/1

Figure 8.5: CMOS three-port static memory cell schematics.

The size of each PFET in the memory cell cross-coupled inverters was sized for

the minimum width given the length is twice the minimum allowed value. This allows a

one-to-one width-to-length ratio to be used for each PFET without violating the minimum

gate area constraint. The width-to-length ratio of each NFET in the cross-coupled

inverters was chosen to be the smallest possible ratio while still using the minimum gate

length and minimum gate area, resulting in a width-to-length ratio of four-to-one for these
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devices. Therefore, given the difference in width-to-length ratios between the PFET’s and

the NFET’s, the cross-coupled inverters in the CMOS memory cell are weak inverters in

the sense that the drive strength of the NFET’s is much greater than the drive strength of

the PFET’s. This means that the inverter will be able to switch from a high voltage to a

low voltage much more quickly than it can switch from a low voltage to a high voltage.

This scenario is necessary in the case of a memory cell to allow the output voltage levels

of the cross-coupled inverters to be overridden by the voltage levels passed through the

pass transistors MW and MWb during a write operation. This occurs much more easily if

the memory cell node held at VDD by the undersized PFET can be overpowered by an

NFET pulli ng the corresponding write bit li ne to VSS, and hence, the memory cell node to

VSS as well through the pass transistor. Using devices in the cross-coupled inverters of the

memory cell that have the minimum gate area helps improve the write access time of the

BiCMOS register file by minimizing the parasitic capacitance that must be driven in order

to switch the value of a memory cell . Also, by sizing devices in the cross-coupled

inverters of the memory cell such that the devices have the minimum gate area, the size of

the memory cells are made smaller, which reduces wire parasitics on the bit li nes and

word lines since these wires can be shorter if the memory cells are smaller.

For the same bias current, VDS for MRA and MRAb, shown in Figure 8.5, given the

width to length ratio of each of these devices, is greater than VCE for QRA and QRAb,

shown in Figure 2.2. This difference is large enough to saturate the device conducting

current in the read word line driver shown in Figure 2.8, assuming the read address

decoder described in Chapter 2 is used to drive each CMOS memory cell read port. For

this reason, the ECL NOR gate in stage 2 of the read address decoder needs to be

redesigned to insure that none of the read word line driver devices are saturated. This is

accomplished by adding RT between VCC and RC, as well as the collector of QREF. All the

current drawn by ICS will flow through RT, regardless of which transistors the current

flows through. Therefore, the steady-state voltage at R1 will be 0.4 V lower than the

voltage at R1 in the circuit for the bipolar register file, which in turn shifts the voltage at

R3 0.4 V lower. This modification shifts the voltage at the base of each transistor in the

read word line driver lower by 0.4 V, which is enough to prevent the read word line
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drivers from becoming significantly saturated due to the voltage dropped across MRA and

MRab of the CMOS memory cell. Making RT larger than 400 Ω would cause the voltage

drop across the current source IEF to be too small for the current source to operate

properly since the current source device would then be saturated.

Al VREF

VEE

VCC

R3

Ah

IEF

QREF
QlQh

R1

2 mA

500 Ω

400 Ω

RC

RT

ICS

2x

2x

1 mA

Figure 8.6: Schematics for a 2-input single-ended ECL NOR gate used in the read

address decoders of a BiCMOS register file.

Simulations were performed to determine the read access time for the BiCMOS

register file. Since no layout for the BiCMOS register file exists, only simulation results

without wire parasitics are available. For these simulations, the pipelined register file

sense amplifiers were biased in the same manner as those found in the wafer 2 bipolar

register file. The minimum width-to-length ratio that would still allow the read word line

drivers to operate out of the saturation region was chosen for MRA, MRAb, MRA, and MRab

in the BiCMOS memory cells. This appears to minimize the read access time according to

simulations.

The BiCMOS register file simulated read access time, as well as the propagation

delays that comprise the total simulated read access time, using the 97 and 99 models, are

listed in Table 8.1. From Table 8.1, the total read access time in simulations without wire

parasitics is 201 ps according to the 97 models, and 222 ps according to the 99 models.
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The BiCMOS register file read access time is 19% larger than the wafer 2 bipolar register

file read access time of 169 ps according to simulations without wire parasitics using the

97 models, and 18% longer than the bipolar register file read access time of 188 ps using

the 99 models. Comparing the results shown in Table 8.1 for the BiCMOS register file

with those shown in Table 7.2 for the wafer 2 bipolar register file, one finds that the

majority of the increase in the read access time is due to the increased propagation delay

through the memory cell. However, a small increase in the read address decoder

propagation delay is observed due to the change in the read address decoder design, as

well as the effects on the read address decoder as a result of the biasing from the CMOS

memory cell. Without wire parasitics, the read access time for the BiCMOS register file is

10% longer using the 99 models when compared with results using the 97 models. This is

consistent with other simulation results presented earlier. Assuming the increase in read

access time for the BiCMOS register file of only 18% to 19% over the bipolar register file

read access time can still be maintained after the BiCMOS register file is designed and

wire parasitics take effect, one could expect an average measured column read access

time of 390 ps for read port A, and an average measured read access time of 420 ps for

read port B.

Circuit 97 models 99 models

Input Latch (tphl) 28.3 ps 32.2 ps

Address Decoder 1 (tphl) 33.1 ps 34.3 ps

Address Decoder 2 (tplh) 45.8 ps 52.3 ps

Word Line Driver (tplh) 7.87 ps 11.2 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 41.4 ps 44.2 ps

Sense Amplifier (tplh) 26.8 ps 27.2 ps

Output Latch (tplh) 17.7 ps 20.2 ps

Total Read Access 201 ps 222 ps

Table 8.1: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the total read access

time for the BiCMOS register file. Simulations do not include wire parasitics.
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Simulations were also performed to evaluate write access operations for the

BiCMOS register file. In this case the write word line driver is assumed to be a CMOS

inverter with an NFET width-to-length ratio of 128 and a PFET width-to-length ratio of

256. The bit line driver is assumed to be a pair of CMOS inverters. The devices in these

inverters have the same width-to-length ratios as the devices in the write word line driver.

Again, since no layout for the BiCMOS register file exists, only simulation results

without wire parasitics are available.

BiCMOS register file Bipolar register file

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Write word line driver 54.9 ps 65.2 ps 11.4 ps 14.0 ps

Memory cell 54.1 ps 57.5 ps 25.5 ps 24.8 ps

Subtotal 109 ps 123 ps 36.9 ps 38.8 ps

Write propagation delay 181 ps 201 ps 109 ps 117 ps

Table 8.2: Write word line driver and memory cell write access propagation delays for

the BiCMOS register file simulated without wire parasitics. Also included are equivalent

propagation delays for the bipolar register file. The estimated write access propagation

delay based on the change in these two parameters is also listed.

The simulated write word line driver and memory cell write access propagation

delays for the BiCMOS register file, along with corresponding delays for the bipolar

register file, are listed in Table 8.2. The propagation delay through the write word line

driver is 54.9 ps, while the memory cell write access propagation delay is 54.1 ps, for a

total of 109 ps according to the 97 models. Using the 99 models the write word line driver

propagation delay is 65.2 ps, while the memory cell write access propagation delay is

57.5 ps, for a total of 123 ps according to the 99 models. Note that these delays are not

unreasonably large for this technology, as the CMOS inverter propagation delay

simulations in Chapter 4 show. This portion of the write access propagation delay,

however, is 3.0 times larger than the 36.9 ps propagation delay for the bipolar register file

according to the 97 models, and 3.2 times larger of the 38.8 ps propagation delay

according to the 99 models. Therefore, the total write access propagation delay for the
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BiCMOS register file, assuming the write word line drivers could be driven directly from

the write address decoder, would be 181 ps according to the 97 models. This is 66%

larger than the 109 ps write access propagation delay of the bipolar register file. Using the

99 models, the total write access propagation delay for the BiCMOS register file under

the same assumptions would be 201 ps, which is 72% larger than the 117 ps write access

propagation delay of the bipolar register file.

Based on the new values for the write word line driver propagation delay and the

memory cell write access propagation delay, the write enable pulse width, as well as the

setup and hold times for the address and data can be recomputed for the BiCMOS register

file. These computations are based on the same criteria as that outlined in Chapter 7 for

the bipolar register file. Again, the write address decoder is assumed to be directly

connected to the write word line drivers for the computations. Since the address setup and

hold times only involve the address decoder circuits, these parameters are the same as in

the bipolar register file. However, the write enable pulse width has increased significantly

due to the longer write access propagation delay. Also, increases in the write access

propagation delay and the bit line driver propagation delay have resulted in an increase in

the magnitudes of the data setup and hold times.

The increase in the write enable pulse width and the data hold time have resulted

in an increase in the write access time to 220 ps according to simulations using the 97

models, and 242 ps according to the 99 models, without wire parasitics under optimistic

assumption. Under conservative conditions, the write access time increased to 343 ps

using the 97 models, and 379 ps using the 99 models, according to simulations without

wire parasitics. These increases range from 58% to 114% larger than the write access

times determined under similar conditions for the bipolar register file. The minimum

pipeline clock period that can be used in a system containing the BiCMOS register file

while still allowing write operations to perform correctly also increased with respect to

the minimum pipeline clock period that can be used in a system containing the bipolar

register file. The increase was to 197 ps using the 97 models, and 216 ps using the 99

models under optimistic assumptions, and 214 ps according to the 97 models, and 235 ps

using conservative assumption, according to simulations without wire parasitics. These
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increases range from 51% to 145% larger than the minimum pipeline clock periods

determined under similar conditions for the bipolar register file. According to the

measured results from wafer 2, the average column read access time using port B is only

22% longer than the average write access time for the bipolar register file. Assuming the

increase in write access time and pipeline clock period for the BiCMOS register file over

the bipolar register file write access time and pipeline clock period does not become

worse after the BiCMOS register file is designed and wire parasitics take effect, one

could expect an average measured write access time between 420 ps to 710 ps in a

pipelined system, depending on whether the conservative or optimistic assumption are

more accurate. Because these access times are larger than the read access times using

either port, they limit the pipeline clock period in pipelined systems in which a write

operation is required every cycle.

Optimistic Conservative

97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Write enable pulse width 107 ps 118 ps 142 ps 158 ps

Address latch delay 28.5 ps 32.4 ps 28.5 ps 32.4 ps

Address setup time -6.05 ps -6.36 ps 33.1 ps 34.3 ps

Address hold time 6.87 ps 8.51 ps 39.1 ps 42.8 ps

Data setup time -77.9 ps -87.0 ps -23.0 ps -21.8 ps

Data hold time 90.4 ps 97.9 ps 139 ps 154 ps

Write access time 220 ps 242 ps 343 ps 379 ps

% increase 114% 112% 58% 60%

Pipeline clock period 197 ps 216 ps 214 ps 235 ps

% increase 145% 145% 51% 56%

Table 8.3: Estimates of parameters that comprise the BiCMOS register file write access

time using simulations without wire parasitics. These estimates assume the write address

decoder can be connected directly to the write word line drivers. The listed percent

increase is with respect to the simulation results determined for the bipolar register file.
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The problem becomes even worse when one considers that to make write

operations work correctly in the BiCMOS register file, a circuit is required to translate the

ECL logic voltage levels from the write address decoder to CMOS voltage levels that the

write word line drivers can handle. One solution, found in [41],[42], involves replacing

the second stage of the write address decoder with the version found in the read address

decoder utilizing a single-ended output. The output of this decoder stage drives a PMOS

style inverter, which in turn drives a CMOS inverter. The CMOS inverter drives the write

word line driver, which drives a feedback circuit to aid the PMOS style inverter in its

falling edge transitions as well as a word line. Therefore, two additional gate delays are

added to the write access propagation delay. Even with the feedback to improve

performance, each gate delay is likely to be at least 50 ps, given the results shown in

Chapter 4. Therefore, due to the translation circuit, the write access time and the pipeline

clock period will rise substantially beyond the higher values predicted for the BiCMOS

register file with the assumption that the write address decoder could drive the write word

line drivers directly. This makes the BiCMOS register file even less attractive for

pipelined systems in which the write access time is as critical as the read access time. For

this reason, the bipolar register file was chosen over the BiCMOS register file as a topic

of research based on the goals outlined in Chapter 1.

8.4 Pipelined register file design

One way of improving the throughput of a memory circuit is by using a technique

known as pipelining [1]. Pipelining may be implemented on a circuit that executes a

series of operations in a repeated manner. Pipelining involves the overlapping of the

series of steps from one specific iteration of the operation with the series of steps from

other, temporally close iterations of the overall operation. That is, instead of waiting for

the current iteration of the operation to complete before starting the next iteration, step

one of the next iteration is started immediately after step one of the current operation is

completed. In this way, the next iteration of the operation is finished soon after the

current iteration of the current operation is finished since only the time to execute the last

step of the operation separates the completion of the two iterations. This increases the

throughput of the operation since the overlapping of the operations reduces the time
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between when operations finish. Therefore, although each iteration of an operation still

takes the same amount of time, the number of operations executed in a specific amount of

time is increased because the operations are executing to some degree in parallel.

Typically, the steps within an operation are lengthened to that of the longest step to

simplify the pipelining process. To exemplify, assume a process has four steps of lengths

0.6 s, 0.4 s, 0.5 s and 1 s. If operations are run sequentially, the throughput is one

operation every 2.5 s. However, if each step is made 1 s, and the operations can be

pipelined such that the next operation begins after the current operation finishes the first

step, an operation will complete every second. Therefore, in this example, pipelining

improved the throughput of the process from one operation every 2.5 s to one operation

every second.
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Figure 8.7: Diagram illustrating a two-stage pipelining scheme for the register file.

The pipelining principle can be applied to memory circuits [87]. A simple

pipelining scheme for a memory circuit can be implemented using two stages. The
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memory address is decoded in the first stage, and the read or write operation is performed

in the second stage. This pipelining scheme can be applied to the register file, allowing all

three operations to be pipelined simultaneously. In this manner, the throughput of the

register file can be improved significantly. This improvement is illustrated in the register

file pipeline diagram found in Figure 8.7. As Figure 8.7 illustrates, assuming the decode,

read, and write operations all require the same amount of time, the throughput of the

register file can be doubled. That is, new results are ready in intervals that are half the

length of time that was required for new results to become available without pipelining.

However, the time between when and address is presented and the time when output data

is available or data is written has not changed.
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Figure 8.8: Schematics for a latch with a 2-input single-ended CML NOR input. This

latch is the master of a master-slave latch for the second stage of either address decoder of

the pipelined register file.

Since a new address must be decoded while a read or write operation is occurring,

it is necessary to store the decoded address in a pipeline register each cycle. This prevents

a newly decoding address from disrupting a previously decoded result before the

concurrently executing read or write operation has finished. For the register file, the bits

that must be stored in the pipeline latch include the output values of all the NOR gates in
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Figure 8.9: Schematics for a latch with a single-ended level 3 output. This latch is used

as the slave in a master-slave latch for the second stage of the read address decoder for

the pipelined register file.
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Figure 8.10: Schematics for a latch with a differential level 3 output. This latch is used as

the slave in a master-slave latch for the second stage of the write address decoder for the

pipelined register file.
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the stage two decoders, as well as the comparator results. The simplest way to design the

pipeline register is to use a series of master-slave latches to store the necessary bits. D-

latches may also be used to save devices and power. However, depending on the timing,

the clocking of the D-latches may be more complicated. To incorporate the latches

efficiently into the design, a master and slave latch can be integrated into each stage two

decoder NOR gate. The resulting schematics for each stage two decoder NOR gate,

including corresponding master-slave latches, are shown in Figure 8.8 through Figure

8.10.

When W2b is asserted, NOR operations are performed on the signals from the

decoders, and the results are stored in the corresponding master latches. Also, the

comparator results are stored in corresponding master latches when W2b is asserted.

When W2 is asserted, the values stored in the master latches are transferred to the

corresponding slave latches, which in turn are passed on to the appropriate word line

drivers. Also, the results stored in the comparator slave latches are passed along to the

multiplexer select lines for the register file output latches. The assertion of W2 should be

synchronized with changes in the addresses presented to the register file to allow the

accesses to the memory cell array that occur after the slave latches are written to coincide

with the decoding of the new addresses presented to the register file, as illustrated in

Figure 8.7. Therefore, W2 should be derived from the system clock. The data to be

written into a register file location must be presented about one cycle after the

corresponding write address is presented and the write enable signal is asserted since the

actual write operation occurs one cycle after the write address is decoded.

A timing diagram illustrating the operation of the pipelined register file is shown

in Figure 8.11. The addresses shown represent both read and write addresses presented

simultaneously every cycle. The latched data out represents data read out of the register

file from the read ports and latched into pipeline latches. As Figure 8.11 illustrates, for a

read operation, presenting an address at particular cycle causes data to be read from the

register file, which is available in the pipeline latches two cycles later. During the first

cycle, the address is decoded, and the row to be read latches a high value. Then, on the

second cycle, the selected row proceeds with a read operation by switching current to the
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appropriate read word line driver, as in the case of the original register file, and the read

operation continues as before. For a write operation, a write address and a write enable

pulse are presented on a particular cycle. The address is decoded and the row to be

written latches a high value. The following cycle, the data to be written is presented,

which is then driven onto the write bit lines. The write word line driver of the selected

row switches current from one write word line to the other, as in the case of the original

register file, causing all the memory cells in that row to store the new data, as illustrated

in Figure 8.11. At the beginning of the next cycle, a low value is written into the latch,

signifying the end of the write operation, and the write word line driver switches the

current back to the original write word line.

Address 0

Write Enable

Clock

Address 1 Address 2

Data In 0 Data In 1

Memory Data 0

Latched Data Out 0

Old Memory Data

Figure 8.11: Timing diagram illustrating operation of the pipelined register file.

Read after write accesses for the pipelined register file are performed in a manner

similar to the way in which the original register file performs these accesses. Comparators

are still used to determine whether one is writing to a row that is also being read by either

read port A or B. The output of each comparator is latched, however, using the pipeline

clock in order to synchronize the read after write operations with the read and write

operations in the pipeline. In this way, the read after write condition is detected during the

decode pipeline stage. The output of each comparator pipeline slave latch drives two

buffers, which in turn drive the multiplexer select lines on the output latches of the
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pipelined register file. The multiplexers in the output latches select between data from the

sense amplifiers and data from the write bit lines, as before. Therefore, during a pipelined

register file read after write operation, in the second pipeline stage, the latched

comparator results are used to select the write bit lines for data, while during a normal

read operation, the sense amplifier data is chosen. This means that, regardless of whether

the pipelined register file is performing a read operation or read after write operation, the

appropriate data will be stored in the output latches at the end of the second pipeline

stage, as Figure 8.11 illustrates.

Circuit 97 models 99 models

Input Latch (tphl) 28.4 ps 32.2 ps

Address Decoder 1 (tphl) 31.9 ps 33.3 ps

Address Decoder 2/latch (tplh) 14.9 ps 16.5 ps

Stage 1 Propagation Delay 75.2 ps 82.0 ps

Address Decoder Slave Latch (tplh) 53.6 ps 58.0 ps

Word Line Driver (tplh) 6.90 ps 9.37 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 23.0 ps 26.1 ps

Sense Amplifier (tplh) 23.9 ps 24.3 ps

Output Latch (tplh) 17.9 ps 20.3 ps

Stage 2 Propagation Delay 125 ps 138 ps

Table 8.4: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the total stage 1 and

stage 2 read access propagation delays for the pipelined register file.

Simulations were performed to determine the pipelined register file throughput for

read accesses. Since no layout for the pipelined register file exists, only simulation results

without wire parasitics are available. For these simulations, the pipelined register file

sense amplifiers were biased in the same manner as those found in the wafer 2 register

file. The pipelined register file simulated stage 1 and stage 2 read access propagation

delays, as well as the gate delays that comprise these stage delays, are listed in Table 8.4.

The stage 1 delays include all the decoder delays up to and including the master pipeline

latches, while the stage 2 delays include the delay through the slave latches as well as the
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delays involved in performing the actual read access of the memory cell and storing the

result in the output latches. From Table 8.4, the read access throughput of the pipelined

register file in simulations without wire parasitics is limited by the stage 2 read access

propagation delay, which is 125 ps according to the 97 models, and 138 ps according to

the 99 models. The pipelined register file read access throughput is 26% greater than the

wafer 2 register file simulated throughput without wire parasitics according to the 97

models, and 27% according to the 99 models.

A 50% reduction in the read access throughput was not obtained, as the ideal

pipelining strategy for the register file, illustrated in Figure 8.7, suggests since the

pipeline latches were placed within the register file in a location that does not divide the

overall propagation delay for a read access into two equal parts. It was impossible to

place the pipeline latches in such a location, however, since the overall propagation delay

is not equally divided between the address decoder delays and the delays in the circuitry

to access the memory cell data. In addition, the pipeline latch delays increase the overall

delay of each of the stages with respect to the delays observed in the wafer 2 register file.

This also makes it difficult to achieve a 50% reduction in the read access throughput of

the pipelined register file with respect to the wafer 2 register file read access throughput.

The stage 2 propagation delay for the pipelined register file is 10% longer using the 99

models when compared with results using the 97 models. This is consistent with other

simulation results presented earlier. Assuming a 26% to 27% reduction in the register file

throughput for read accesses can be maintained after the new register file is laid out and

wire parasitics take effect, one could expect an average measured column throughput for

read accesses of one result every 240 ps for read port A, and one result every 260 ps for

read port B.

Simulations were also performed to determine the pipelined register file

throughput for write accesses. Since no layout for the pipelined register file exists, as

before, only results without wire parasitics are available. The pipelined register file

simulated stage 1 and stage 2 write access propagation delays, as well as the gate delays

that comprise these stage delays, are listed in Table 8.5. The stage 1 delays include all the

decoder delays up to and including the master pipeline latches, while the stage 2 delays
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include the delay through the slave latches as well as the delays involved in performing

the actual write access of the memory cell. The delay for the write address latches to

produce a new write address after the pipeline clock is asserted is included as well in this

case since this delay is important in determining the write access time of the pipelined

register file. The write enable signal is also latched in the input pipeline for the pipelined

register file, although the corresponding delay is not included in Table 8.5 since it is

slightly less than that of the write address latch delays and, therefore, is not on the critical

path. From Table 8.5, the stage 1 write access propagation delay in simulations without

wire parasitics is 81.7 ps according to the 97 models, and 88.5 ps according to the 99

models, while the stage 2 write access propagation delay is 79.1 ps according to the 97

models, and 86.5 ps according to the 99 models. Without wire parasitics, the pipelined

register file stage 1 write access propagation delay is 8.3% longer using the 99 models

when compared with results using the 97 models, while the stage 2 write access

propagation delay is 9.4 % longer. The longer delay in the 99 models when no wire

parasitics are included is consistent with other simulation results reported earlier.

Although the stage 1 and stage 2 write propagation delays are lower than the stage 2 read

access time, additional delay is incurred in performing a write operation safely.

Circuit 97 models 99 models

Address Latch Delay 28.5 ps 32.4 ps

Write Address Decoder 1 (tphl) 38.1 ps 39.4 ps

Write Address Decoder 2/latch (tplh) 15.1 ps 16.7 ps

Stage 1 Propagation Delay 81.7 ps 88.5 ps

Write Address Decoder Slave Latch (tplh) 45.0 ps 49.9 ps

Write Word Line Driver (tplh) 11.3 ps 14.3 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 22.8 ps 22.3 ps

Stage 2 Propagation Delay 79.1 ps 86.5 ps

Table 8.5: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the stage 1 and stage

2 write access propagation delays for the pipelined register file.
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Because of the changes made to pipeline the register file, the definitions for the

address and data setup and hold times for the pipelined register file have changed

substantially. The purpose of the address setup time in an asynchronous memory, such as

the original register file, is to prevent the contents of a previously addressed row of

memory cells from being inadvertently overwritten by forcing the address for the selected

row of memory cells to be set a sufficient length of time before the write enable pulse is

asserted. In addition, the purpose of the address hold time in an asynchronous memory is

to prevent the contents of the next addressed row of memory cells from being

inadvertently overwritten by forcing the address for the selected row of memory cells to

be changed a sufficient length of time after the write enable signal is lowered. Since the

output of the write address decoder is latched, however, in the pipelined register file, the

time at which the write address changes relative to the write enable pulse is not critical, as

long as the decoder master latch output identifies the correct row to be written (if a row is

to be written) when the decoder pipeline slave latch is written. To insure that one writes

to the correct row of the pipelined register file, and only that row, therefore, one must be

sure to allow enough time to decode the new write address if a write is enabled, or make

sure no row receives a write signal if a write is not enabled. This is accomplished by

insuring that changes in the address and write enable pulse at the input pipeline latches

have enough time to propagate through the write address decoder and set the decoder

pipeline master latch outputs before the next rising edge of the pipeline clock. This will

be true if the pipeline clock period is at least the stage 1 write access propagation delay,

which is listed in Table 8.5 for simulations without wire parasitics.

Since the pipelined register file is not an asynchronous memory, the write enable

pulse width is not a parameter that one chooses directly, but instead is a function of the

pipeline clock. The same principles are employed, however, in determining the period of

the pipeline clock in order to insure that a write access operation is performed

successfully. That is, to determine the minimum pipeline clock period, it is necessary to

determine how soon the second pipeline rising clock edge, which finishes the write

operation, can be sent without signal changes resulting from this transition ending the

write operation prematurely. In this case, it is undesirable to affect the operation of the
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write word line driver until the write operation is complete. However, the second pipeline

rising clock edge may allow the output of the write address decoder pipeline master

latches to propagate through the write address decoder pipeline slave latches while the

write operation is occurring without affecting the outcome. Therefore, the pipeline clock

period must be at least the difference between the stage 2 write access propagation delay

and the time for the second pipeline rising clock edge to allow the state of the write word

line driver to begin switching. A more conservative estimate assumes that the input

voltages to the write word line driver cannot be altered until the write is complete, in

which case the second pipeline rising clock edge may not occur until the write operation

is complete. This pipeline clock period is simply the stage 2 write access propagation

delay. This parameter will be referred to as the stage 2 pipeline clock period.

The data setup and hold times for the pipelined register file are similar to those for

the original register file, although the times are now referenced to the pipeline clock

edges, rather than the write enable pulse edges. Therefore, to determine the minimum

setup time for the data before the first pipeline rising clock edge, as before, it is necessary

to determine when the new data must be on the write bit lines to allow the correct values

to be written into the memory cells. This means that, for the pipelined register file, it is

necessary to have the data available on the write bit lines at the time when the write word

line driver switches current from the WWb line to the WW line, as with the original

register file. Hence, the minimum data setup time is the difference between the

propagation delay of the bit line driver and the time for the write word line driver current

to switch after the first pipeline rising clock edge. As before, a more conservative

estimate assumes the data must be available on the write bit lines at the time the write

word line driver begins to switch current between the write word lines. In this case, the

minimum data setup time is the difference between the propagation delay of the write bit

line driver and the time for the output of the write address decoder pipeline master latch

to propagate through the write address decoder pipeline slave latch after the first pipeline

rising clock edge.

To determine the minimum hold time for the data after the second pipeline clock

edge, as before, it is necessary to determine when the values on the write bit lines can be
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changed in relation to the completion of the write operation. For the pipelined register

file, therefore, the values on the write bit lines cannot change until the write word line

driver has switched the current from the WW line to the WWb line, as with the original

register file. Hence, the minimum data hold time is the difference between the time for

the write word line driver current to switch after the second pipeline rising clock edge and

the propagation delay of the bit line driver. As before, a more conservative estimate

assumes the write bit lines cannot even begin switching values until after the write word

line driver has switched current from WW to WWb. In this case, the minimum data hold

time is simply the time for the write word line driver current to switch after the second

pipeline rising clock edge.

Also a factor in the total write access time of the pipelined register file is the time

between when the pipeline clock clocks the pipeline latches and when the new data is

latched by the pipeline latches and presented to the register file. These data latch delays

must also be considered in determining the necessary pipeline clock period without

violating the data setup or hold times.

Data

Clock

35 ps

89 ps 35 ps

Figure 8.12: Relationship between the input data and pipeline clock for a write operation

with optimistic assumptions using the pipelined register file. Results are simulated using

the 99 models without wire parasitics.

The relationship between the pipeline clock and the input data to the write bit line

drivers, based on simulations using the 99 models without wire parasitics, in order to

write data successfully to the pipelined register file with optimistic assumptions, is

illustrated in Figure 8.12. This relationship can be defined using two parameters, which

are the pipeline clock period and the skew between the pipeline clock rising edge and the

change in input data. With only these two parameters, however, the stage 2 minimum
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pipeline clock period, data setup time, data hold time, and stage 1 propagation delay must

all be satisfied, and one must account for the input data latch delay. These parameters,

determined using simulations without wire parasitics using both optimistic and

conservative assumptions, are listed in Table 8.6. In the case of an optimistic write

operation, an input data skew equal to the data latch delay is larger than the data hold

time and, therefore, satisfies this parameter. However, there is a violation of the data

setup time in this case, since even with a negative setup time, the data setup time is not

small enough such that its magnitude is greater than the data latch delay. Therefore, the

pipeline clock period must be extended to compensate for the data arriving late to insure

that the correct data is written into the memory cell row.

Optimistic Write Conservative Write

Parameter 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Stage 1 propagation delay 81.7 ps 88.5 ps 81.7 ps 88.5 ps

Stage 2 pipeline clock period 34.1 ps 36.6 ps 79.1 ps 86.5 ps

Data latch delay 30.9 ps 35.3 ps 30.9 ps 35.3 ps

Data setup time -16.6 ps -21.6 ps -5.22 ps -7.29 ps

Data hold time 16.5 ps 21.3 ps 56.2 ps 63.9 ps

Table 8.6: Parameters that determine the pipelined register file clock period for write

operations. The parameters were determined from simulations without wire parasitics.

To determine the correct minimum pipeline clock period, a new set of simulations

was performed in which new data was provided on the second rising pipeline clock edge

for the pipelined write operation. This creates a second critical path in the stage 2 write

access propagation delay, which involves putting the new data onto the write bit lines for

the memory cells to store. The pipelined register file simulated stage 1 and stage 2 write

access propagation delays, as well as the gate delays that comprise these stage delays, are

listed in Table 8.7 using the second critical path involving new input data. The stage 2

propagation delay with the input data along the critical path is 26% longer than the

critical delay with the write word line driver on the critical path according to the 97

models, and 27% longer according to the 99 models. Therefore, the longest critical path
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for the stage 2 write access propagation delay involves the propagation of input data to

the write bit lines for storage in the memory cells. This was expected based on the data

setup time and data latch delay listed in Table 8.6.

Circuit 97 models 99 models

Address Latch Delay 28.5 ps 32.4 ps

Write Address Decoder 1 (tphl) 38.1 ps 39.4 ps

Write Address Decoder 2/latch (tplh) 15.1 ps 16.7 ps

Stage 1 Propagation Delay 81.7 ps 88.5 ps

Data Latch Delay 30.9 ps 35.3 ps

Write Bit Line Driver 40.2 ps 42.9 ps

Memory Cell (tphl) 29.4 ps 32.1 ps

Stage 2 Propagation Delay 100 ps 110 ps

Table 8.7: Summary of simulated propagation delays that comprise the stage 1 and stage

2 write access propagation delays for the pipelined register file. The critical path for the

stage 2 critical path in this case involves the input data.

The new stage 2 minimum pipeline clock period based on the input data critical

path is listed in Table 8.8 under both optimistic and conservative assumptions from

simulations using both the 97 and 99 models without layout parasitics. Also listed in

Table 8.8 are the previously computed data latch delays, data hold times, and stage 1

propagation delays under the same simulation conditions and assumptions, as well as the

resulting pipeline clock period and data skew that must be used during an actual write

operation using the pipelined register file. As previously mentioned, since the data latch

delay is larger than the data hold time under optimistic assumptions, the data hold time is

satisfied. Therefore, under optimistic assumptions, the actual stage 2 pipeline clock

period can be as low as the stage 2 minimum pipeline clock period, and the data skew is

simply the data latch delay. However, since the stage 1 propagation delay in this case is

larger than the stage 2 minimum pipeline clock period, the overall pipeline clock period is

determined by the stage 1 propagation delay. The resulting pipeline clock period is 81.7

ps with a data skew of 30.9 ps for an optimistic write operation according to the 97
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models, as Table 8.8 indicates. For the 99 models, the pipeline clock period is 88.5 ps

with a data skew of 35.3 ps, which is illustrated in Figure 8.12. These pipeline clock

periods are far lower than the pipeline clock period required for a read access of the

pipelined register file according to the 97 and 99 models. Therefore, write accesses do not

limit the pipeline clock frequency under optimistic assumptions.

Optimistic Write Conservative Write

Parameter 97 models 99 models 97 models 99 models

Stage 1 propagation delay 81.7 ps 88.5 ps 81.7 ps 88.5 ps

Stage 2 pipeline clock period 55.5 ps 60.4 ps 100 ps 110 ps

Data latch delay 30.9 ps 35.3 ps 30.9 ps 35.3 ps

Data hold time 16.5 ps 21.4 ps 56.2 ps 63.9 ps

Data skew 30.9 ps 35.3 ps 56.2 ps 63.9 ps

Pipeline clock period 81.7 ps 88.5 ps 126 ps 139 ps

Table 8.8: Parameters that determine the pipelined register file clock period for write

operations. The parameters were determined from simulations without wire parasitics that

include the input data critical path.

In the case of a conservative write operation, the data hold time is longer than the

data latch delay. Therefore, in this case, the data skew must be made greater than the data

latch delay in order to satisfy the data hold time. This delays the data from being

presented on the write bit lines so that it can be written into the memory cells, however.

Since the input data delays are part of the stage 2 write access critical path, the additional

delay introduced to satisfy the hold time must be added to the pipeline clock period to

insure that the write operation completes successfully. This additional delay, which is the

difference between the data hold time and the data latch delay, is reflected in the actual

pipeline clock period listed in Table 8.8 under conservative assumption. Note that under

conservative assumptions, the stage 1 propagation delay is too small to limit the pipeline

clock period. The pipeline clock period is 126 ps with a data skew of 56.2 ps for a

conservative write operation according to the 97 models, as Table 8.8 indicates. For the

99 models, the pipeline clock period is 139 ps with a data skew of 63.9 ps, which is
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illustrated in Figure 8.13. These pipeline clock periods are about 1 ps larger than the

respective minimum pipeline clock periods for read accesses of the pipelined register file,

which is less than 1% larger in both cases. Given that the actual minimum pipeline clock

period for a write access is probably lower than that computed using conservative

assumptions and the fact that the minimum pipeline clock period is only slightly larger

for a write access using conservative assumptions than for a read access, however, the

pipeline clock period, in general, is most likely defined by the minimum time at which a

read access can be performed successfully.

Data

Clock

64 ps

139 ps 64 ps

Figure 8.13: Relationship between the input data and pipeline clock for a write operation

with conservative assumptions using the pipelined register file. Results are simulated

using the 99 models without wire parasitics.

Simulations were performed to determine the throughput for read after write

accesses using the pipelined register file. The stage 1 and stage 2 read after write access

propagation delays for the pipelined register file, as well as the propagation delays that

comprise these stage delays, based on simulations without wire parasitics, are listed in

Table 8.9. Unlike in a read after write operation using the original register file, the

address setup time is not a factor for read after write accesses using the pipelined register

file. The reason for this is that write operations using the pipelined register file do not

involve a setup time for the address before the write enable signal is asserted. Therefore,

one simply needs to measure the time for a comparator to generate a match signal

following a rising pipeline clock edge, and have that match signal propagate through the

master pipeline latch of the comparator, assuming the addresses match and the write

enable signal is asserted. This is the stage 1 propagation delay. As with a write operation,

the critical path that limits the stage 2 read after write access propagation delay for the
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pipelined register file involves propagating the input data onto the write bit lines. For this

reason, this critical path is listed as part of the stage 2 read after write access propagation

delay in Table 8.9.

97 models 99 models

Input latch (tphl) 28.5 ps 32.4 ps

Match delay, comparator and master latch (tplh) 81.1 ps 94.2 ps

Stage 1 total 110 ps 127 ps

Data latch 30.9 ps 35.3 ps

Bit line driver 40.2 ps 42.9 ps

CML buffer delay 12.0 ps 14.5 ps

Output latch 14.8 ps 18.1 ps

Stage 2 total 97.9 ps 111 ps

Table 8.9: Summary of the propagation delays that comprise the stage 1 and stage 2 read

after write propagation delays for the pipelined register file based on simulations without

wire parasitics.

From Table 8.9, the throughput for read after write accesses of the pipelined

register file in simulations without wire parasitics is limited by the stage 1 read after write

access propagation delay, which is 110 ps according to the 97 models, and 127 ps

according to the 99 models. Because the data was read from the write bit lines instead of

the memory cells, these delays are lower than the corresponding stage 2 read access

propagation delays found in Table 8.4. More specifically, according to the 97 models, the

stage 1 read after write access time is 12% shorter than the stage 2 read access

propagation delay, and 8.0% shorter according to the 99 models. Therefore, the stage 1

and stage 2 read after write access propagation delays do not limit the minimum pipeline

clock period at which the pipelined register file can operate correctly. Instead, the

minimum pipeline clock is most likely limited by the stage 2 read access propagation

delay according to simulations without parasitics, as Table 8.4 indicates.
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CONCLUSIONS

A 32-word by 32-bit bipolar register file with 2 read ports and 1 write port was

described. This register file was implemented using a SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology.

This technology supports an HBT with an fT of 48 GHz and an fmax of 69 GHz. A test

chip was designed to determine the on-chip register file performance in a pipelined

system. Two iterations of the design were fabricated. The two 5-bit counters on the test

chip used to generate read addresses operated using average maximum clock frequencies

of 4.3 GHz and 5.1 GHz on the first iteration, and 5.8 GHz and 5.0 GHz on the second

iteration. The 5-bit counter on the test chip used to generate write addresses operated

using an average maximum clock frequency of 4.0 GHz on the second iteration, but did

not operate correctly on the first iteration. The 6-bit linear feedback shift register (LFSR)

on the test chip used to generate input data operated using an average maximum clock

frequency of 5.5 GHz on the second iteration.

The best measured die on the first iteration has a read access time of 330 ps for

port A, while the port B read access time is 350 ps, based on four measured columns for

each port. The write access time for this register file is unknown, while the estimated

power dissipation is 6.8 W using a 5 V supply. Some of the column read access times

were much lower than the worst case column access time for a particular die, however,

such as the 280 ps read access time on one of the columns of the best measured die on the

first iteration. The best measured die on the second iteration has a read access time of 350

ps for port A, while the port B read access time is 360 ps, also based on four measured

columns for each port. This die has a read after write access time of 320 ps for port A,

and a read after write access time of 350 ps for port B. The write access time for this

register file is 340 ps, with a write enable pulse width of 170 ps, while the estimated

power dissipation is 4.7 W using a 4.5 V supply. Some of the column read access times

were also much lower than the worst case column access time for a particular die on the

second iteration, such as the 290 ps read access time on one of the columns of another

measured die on the second iteration.
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For the average maximum clock frequency of the read address counters, the

simulation results varied between 13% and 35% of the measured results on the first

iteration, while on the second iteration, the simulation results varied between 0.3% and

25% of the measured results, depending on the counter and which models were used. For

the average maximum clock frequency of the write address counter, the simulation results

varied between 44% and 57% of the measured results on the second iteration, depending

on which models were used. For the average maximum clock frequency of the data

LFSR, the simulation results varied between 52% and 72% of the measured results on the

second iteration, again depending on which models were used. For the average read

access times, simulation results on the first iteration of the register file were within 8% of

the measured results for both ports, while on the second iteration, the simulation results

were within 13% of the measured results for both ports. For the average read after write

access times, simulation results on the second iteration of the register file varied between

16% and 57% of the measured results, depending on which models and assumptions were

used. For the average write access times, simulation results on the second iteration of the

register file varied between 6% and 62% of the measured results, also depending on

which models and assumptions were used. For the average minimum write enable pulse

width, simulation results on the second iteration of the register file varied between 24%

and 69% of the measured results, again depending on which models and assumptions

were used.

The bipolar register described here is the first register file designed using a SiGe

technology that has been reported in the literature [84]. Overall, the register file circuit

design is novel, utilizing components, such as the memory cell, sense amplifier, etc., from

a number of independent sources. The register file access times are the shortest reported

in the literature for a 1 Kb memory or larger. Given that the register file has three ports,

its overall throughput is arguably the best of any memory structure of 256 bits or larger

reported in the literature. The short access times are made possible by the use of the SiGe

HBT BiCMOS technology as well as an ECL style of circuit design for the register file.

Based on the measured access times, the register file is capable of operating in a pipelined

digital system clocked as high as 2.8 GHz.
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APPENDIX A – Miscellaneous Schematics
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Figure A.1: Schematics for a 2-input AND function implemented in CML. QD is used to

lower the voltage across Q2b when it is cut off to prevent breakdown of the device.
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Figure A.2: Schematics for a 2-to-1 multiplexer implemented in CML.
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Figure A.3: Schematics for a 3-input AND function implemented in CML.
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Figure A.4: Schematics for a D-latch with a 2-to-1 multiplexer to select the D-input

implemented in CML.
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Figure A.5: Schematics for a 2-to-1 multiplexer with a 2-input XOR function at one of

the multiplexer inputs. The circuit is implemented in CML.
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Figure A.6: Schematics for a 2-input XOR function with a 2-input AND function at one

of the XOR function inputs. The circuit is implemented in CML.
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APPENDIX B – Cell Ar twork
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Figure B.1: Sense amplifier layout (north facing right).
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Figure B.2: Write bit line driver layout (north facing left).
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Figure B.3: Output master latch layout (north facing right).
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Figure B.4: Output slave latch layout (north facing right).
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Figure B.5: CML buffer layout (north facing right).
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Figure B.6: stage one 2-bit decoder CML buffer.
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Figure B.7: Stage one 3-bit decoder CML buffer layout (north facing right).
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Figure B.8: Second stage of the read address decoder and read word line driver layout for

the A and B read ports.
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Figure B.9: Write enable circuit layout.
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Figure B.10: Second stage of the write address decoder and write word line driver layout.
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Figure B.11: Typical layout for a reference voltage generator for a 1 mA current source.
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Figure B.12: Single-ended signal reference voltage generator layout.
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Figure B.13: ECL buffer layout.
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Figure B.14: Layout for a 2-input AND function implemented in ECL.
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Figure B.15: Layout for a 2-input XOR function implemented in ECL.
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Figure B.16: Layout for a D-latch with level 1, level 2, and level3 outputs implemented

in ECL.
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Figure B.17: Voltage-controlled delay element (VCDE) layout.
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Figure B.18: Balanced 2-input XOR gate layout.
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Figure B.19: Layout for a 2-input AND function implemented in CML.
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Figure B.20: Layout for a 2-to-1 multiplexer implemented in CML.
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Figure B.21: Layout for a 3-input AND function with level-3 outputs implemented in

ECL.
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Figure B.22: Layout for a D-latch with a 2-to-1 multiplexer to select the D-input

implemented in CML.
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Figure B.23: Layout for a 2-to-1 multiplexer with a 2-input XOR function at one of the

multiplexer inputs. The circuit is implemented in CML.
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Figure B.24: Layout for a 2-input XOR function with a 2-input AND function at one of

the XOR function inputs. The circuit is implemented in CML.
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Figure B.25: Layout for a 4-to-1 multiplexer with level-2 outputs implemented in ECL.
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Figure B.26: Layout for a pad receiver with level 2 outputs.
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Figure B.27: Schmitt trigger receiver layout.
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Figure B.28: Pad driver layout.
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Figure B.29: VCO analog frequency select pad receiver schematics.
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APPENDIX C – Wafer 2 Register File Test Chip Netlist

* # FILE NAME: /USER/STEIDL/SIMULATION/SIGETCV3/HSPICES/SCHEMATIC/NETLIST/
.GLOBAL 0 vcc vee sub
XI0 NET600 NET601 NET598 NET599 NET600 NET601 NET598 NET599 NET600 NET601
+NET598 NET599 NET600 NET601 NET598 NET599 NET699 NET698 NET697 NET696 NET699
+NET698 NET697 NET696 NET699 NET698 NET697 NET696 NET699 NET698 NET697 NET696
+NET683 NET682 NET681 NET680 NET683 NET682 NET681 NET680 NET683 NET682 NET681
+NET680 NET683 NET682 NET681 NET680 NET667 NET666 NET164 NET664 NET667 NET666
+NET164 NET664 NET667 NET666 NET164 NET664 NET667 NET666 NET164 NET664 NET603
+NET602 NET508 NET852 NET851 NET850 NET849 NET848 NET847 NET846 NET845 NET844
+NET843 NET842 NET841 NET840 NET839 NET838 NET493 NET494 NET836 NET835 NET491
+NET492 NET832 NET831 NET489 NET490 NET828 NET827 NET487 NET825 NET824 NET823
+NET478 NET479 NET820 NET819 NET476 NET477 NET816 NET815 NET474 NET475 NET812
+NET811 NET472 NET473 NET808 NET807 NET463 NET464 NET804 NET803 NET461 NET462
+NET800 NET799 NET459 NET460 NET796 NET795 NET457 NET458 NET792 NET791 NET448
+NET449 NET788 NET787 NET446 NET447 NET784 NET783 NET444 NET445 NET780 NET779
+NET442 NET443 NET776 NET775 NET433 NET434 NET772 NET771 NET431 NET432 NET768
+NET767 NET429 NET430 NET764 NET763 NET427 NET428 NET760 NET759 NET418 NET419
+NET757 NET756 NET416 NET417 NET753 NET752 NET414 NET415 NET749 NET748 NET412
+NET413 NET745 NET744 NET403 NET404 NET741 NET740 NET401 NET402 NET737 NET736
+NET399 NET400 NET733 NET732 NET397 NET398 NET729 NET728 NET575 NET662 NET573
+NET660 NET571 NET658 NET569 NET656 NET567 NET654 NET556 NET557 NET554 NET555
+NET552 NET553 NET550 NET551 NET548 NET549 NET313 NET125 NET537 NET538 NET535
+NET536 NET533 NET534 NET531 NET532 NET529 NET530 NET527 NET528 NET525 NET526
+NET523 NET524 NET159 NET160 NET519 NET520 NET361 NET362 NET281 NET282 NET287
+NET288 NET299 NET300 NET293 NET294 NET323 NET324 NET317 NET318 NET305 NET306
+NET311 NET312 rf3pbv3
XI120 ROTSEL NET64 NET56 NET208 NET888 NET889 ser3c1e1
XI1 N4 N5 N7 N1 NET889 NET888 NET600 NET601 NET598 NET599 NET699 NET698 NET697
+NET696 NET683 NET682 NET681 NET680 NET667 NET666 NET164 NET664 NET515 NET516
+NET161 NET162 rot8lfsr6
XI118 aFilcells
XI117 substrcons
XI116 NET957 NET958 TOUT20 TOUT21 NET351 NET59 NET355 NET356 N3 N6 NET361
+NET362 N0 N8 WDEL20 WDEL21 writegen
XI93 NET344 vref2mr4
XI83 NET15 vref2mr4
XI82 NET16 vref2mr4
XI81 NET17 vref4mr4n2d2p5
XI61 NET51 NET52 VIEW NET17 NET22 sgsed
XI54 NET94 NET95 NET47 NET48 NET375 NET376 NET43 NET44 NET233 NET234 NET192
+NET193 NET37 NET37 NET51 NET52 sgmux42c1e1
XI95 VREF4A vref4mr4d5
XI80 NET55 vref4mr4d5
XI46 NET56 vref4mr4d5
XI92 NET37 vref1mr4
XI94 NET22 vref1mr4
XI96 NET351 vref1mr4
XI91 NET57 vref1mr4
XI86 NET313 vref1mr4
XI79 NET63 vref1mr4
XI87 NET295 vref1mr4
XI89 NET59 vref1mr4
XI45 NET64 vref1mr4
XI84 NET125 vref1mr4
XI88 NET163 vref1mr4
XI90 NET577 vref1mr4
XI23 NET66 vref0p9mr4
XI17 NET67 vref0p1mr4
XI18 NET109 NET85 ECLK20 ECLK21 SCAN30 SCAN31 NET351 NET351 TOUT20 TOUT21
+sgmux22c1e1
XI69 VCLK20 VCLK21 ECLK20 ECLK21 CSEL30 CSEL31 NET351 NET351 NET109 NET85
+sgmux22c1e1
XI22 TOUT20 TOUT21 NET603 NET602 NET171 NET172 NET37 NET94 NET95 sgmux21c1
XSCANBF SCAN30 SCAN31 NET37 NET37 SCAN20 SCAN21 sgbuf2c1e1
XI36 NET85 NET109 NET37 NET37 NET291 NET292 sgbuf2c1e1
XI38 NET85 NET109 NET37 NET37 NET309 NET310 sgbuf2c1e1
XI39 NET121 NET122 NET295 NET295 NET117 NET118 sgbuf2c1e1
XI40 NET121 NET122 NET125 NET125 NET123 NET124 sgbuf2c1e1
XI27 SCAN30 SCAN31 NET37 NET37 NET129 NET543 sgbuf2c1e1
XI26 SCAN30 SCAN31 NET37 NET37 NET515 NET516 sgbuf2c1e1
XI59 NET519 NET520 NET125 NET29 NET30 sgbuf1c1
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XI152 NET246 NET247 NET351 SCAN10 SCAN11 sgbuf1c1
XI85 SI30 SI31 NET295 NET151 NET152 sgbuf1c1
XI25 NET224 NET225 NET125 NET355 NET356 sgbuf1c1
XI48 NET159 NET160 NET163 NET161 NET162 sgbuf1c1
XI49 NET164 NET664 NET295 NET563 NET564 sgbuf1c1
XI113 N9 NET64 NET64 NET56 NET208 N0 N8 sgser3c1e1
XI56 SELB3 NET63 NET63 NET55 NET204 NET171 NET172 sgser3c1e1
XI50 SHIN NET22 NET22 VREF4A PADRFA SI30 SI31 sgser3c1e1
XI60 CLKSEL NET22 NET22 VREF4A PADRFA CSEL30 CSEL31 sgser3c1e1
XI55 SELA3 NET63 NET63 NET55 NET204 NET192 NET193 sgser3c1e1
XI42 SELC3 NET64 NET64 NET56 NET208 NET393 NET394 sgser3c1e1
XI51 NET55 NET204 sgpndref
XI63 VREF4A PADRFA sgpndref
XI47 NET56 NET208 sgpndref
XI57 SELB2 NET63 NET63 NET55 NET204 NET212 NET213 sgser2c1e1
XI66 N2 NET63 NET63 NET55 NET204 WDEL20 WDEL21 sgser2c1e1
XI68 WREN NET63 NET63 NET55 NET204 NET224 NET225 sgser2c1e1
XI58 SELA2 NET63 NET63 NET55 NET204 NET233 NET234 sgser2c1e1
XI41 SELC2 NET64 NET64 NET56 NET208 NET122 NET121 sgser2c1e1
XI112 WREXT NET64 NET64 NET56 N3 N6 sgstr
XSCNPAD SCAN NET22 NET22 VREF4A NET246 NET247 sgstr
XI67 CLKEXT NET22 NET22 VREF4A ECLK20 ECLK21 sgstr
XSCANML SCAN10 SCAN11 SCAN30 SCAN31 NET37 NET37 NET109 NET85 sgml3c1e1
XVCO CTRL0 CTRL1 VCLK20 VCLK21 SI30 SI31 NET66 NET67 NET351 sgringvco5
XI53 VCOAF NET22 VREF4A CTRL0 CTRL1 sgringvco5apad
XI123 NET335 NET336 NET295 NET16 N7 N1 sgbuf3c1e2
XI122 NET335 NET336 NET295 NET16 N4 N5 sgbuf3c1e2
XI124 NET359 NET360 NET163 NET163 NET957 NET958 sgbuf3c1e2
XI28 NET291 NET292 NET295 NET16 NET281 NET282 sgbuf3c1e2
XI29 NET291 NET292 NET295 NET16 NET287 NET288 sgbuf3c1e2
XI30 NET291 NET292 NET295 NET16 NET293 NET294 sgbuf3c1e2
XI31 NET291 NET292 NET295 NET16 NET299 NET300 sgbuf3c1e2
XI32 NET309 NET310 NET313 NET15 NET305 NET306 sgbuf3c1e2
XI33 NET309 NET310 NET313 NET15 NET311 NET312 sgbuf3c1e2
XI34 NET309 NET310 NET313 NET15 NET317 NET318 sgbuf3c1e2
XI35 NET309 NET310 NET313 NET15 NET323 NET324 sgbuf3c1e2
XI21 TOUT20 TOUT21 NET37 NET344 NET359 NET360 sgbuf3c1e2
XI20 TOUT20 TOUT21 NET37 NET344 NET335 NET336 sgbuf3c1e2
XI16 TOUT20 TOUT21 NET37 NET344 NET540 NET541 sgbuf3c1e2
XI19 TOUT20 TOUT21 NET37 NET344 NET347 NET348 sgbuf3c1e2
XI52 NET563 NET564 NET546 NET547 NET29 NET30 NET544 NET545 NET212 NET213
+NET171 NET172 NET37 NET43 NET44 sgmux41c1
XI14 NET373 NET374 NET371 NET372 NET420 NET421 NET405 NET406 NET212 NET213
+NET171 NET172 NET313 NET375 NET376 sgmux41c1
XI13 NET388 NET389 NET386 NET387 NET480 NET481 NET465 NET466 NET212 NET213
+NET171 NET172 NET295 NET47 NET48 sgmux41c1
XI12 NET403 NET404 NET401 NET402 NET399 NET400 NET733 NET732 NET123 NET124
+NET393 NET394 NET313 NET405 NET406 sgmux41c1
XI11 NET418 NET419 NET416 NET417 NET414 NET415 NET749 NET748 NET123 NET124
+NET393 NET394 NET313 NET420 NET421 sgmux41c1
XI10 NET433 NET434 NET431 NET432 NET429 NET430 NET764 NET763 NET123 NET124
+NET393 NET394 NET313 NET371 NET372 sgmux41c1
XI9 NET448 NET449 NET446 NET447 NET444 NET445 NET780 NET779 NET123 NET124
+NET393 NET394 NET313 NET373 NET374 sgmux41c1
XI8 NET463 NET464 NET461 NET462 NET459 NET460 NET796 NET795 NET117 NET118
+NET393 NET394 NET295 NET465 NET466 sgmux41c1
XI7 NET478 NET479 NET476 NET477 NET474 NET475 NET812 NET811 NET117 NET118
+NET393 NET394 NET295 NET480 NET481 sgmux41c1
XI6 NET493 NET494 NET491 NET492 NET489 NET490 NET828 NET827 NET117 NET118
+NET393 NET394 NET295 NET386 NET387 sgmux41c1
XI5 NET508 NET852 NET849 NET848 NET845 NET844 NET843 NET842 NET117 NET118
+NET393 NET394 NET295 NET388 NET389 sgmux41c1
XI4 NET957 NET958 NET537 NET538 NET535 NET536 NET533 NET534 NET531 NET532
+NET529 NET530 NET527 NET528 NET525 NET526 NET523 NET524 NET159 NET160 NET519
+NET520 NET515 NET516 NET151 NET152 NET163 counterw5
XI3 NET540 NET541 NET556 NET557 NET554 NET555 NET552 NET553 NET550 NET551
+NET548 NET549 NET129 NET543 NET544 NET545 NET546 NET547 NET57 counter5
XI2 NET347 NET348 NET575 NET662 NET573 NET660 NET571 NET658 NET569 NET656
+NET567 NET654 SCAN20 SCAN21 NET563 NET564 NET544 NET545 NET577 counter5
.SUBCKT sgdl1c1 D120 D121 Q10 Q11 VRCS W230 W231
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
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XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdl1c1
.SUBCKT vref0p2mrs VREF
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=336.658 W=2E-6 L=4.35E-6 LRS=2E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=2.73179E3 W=2E-6 L=25.45E-6 LRS=23.1E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=2.499999936844688E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref0p2mrs
.SUBCKT sgmlmx23c1e1 I010 I011 I110 I111 QS20 QS21 QS30 QS31 S20 S21 VRCS VREF W30
+W31
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS20 QS21 QS30 QS31 VRCS VREF W30 W31 sgdl23c1e1
XMDL I010 I011 I110 I111 QM10 QM11 S20 S21 VRCS W31 W30 sgdlmx1c1
.ENDS sgmlmx23c1e1
.SUBCKT sgsed I120 I121 PAD VRCS VREF
XREFCS0 NET12 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XREFCS1 NET14 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XRCCS NET2 vee sub PBDTRES R=49.8912 W=16E-6 L=5.95E-6 LRS=3.6E-6
XD6 PAD vcc vee sub ESD AS=574E-12 PS=116E-6 AB=380E-12 ABS=127E-12
XQD1 vcc vcc PAD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XQEFCS0 I230 VREF NET12 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 I231 VREF NET14 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc I120 I230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc I121 I231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS NET2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XQ0 PAD I230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XQ1 vcc I231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
.ENDS sgsed
.SUBCKT addrlinedrv I20 I21 VRCS ZA20 ZA21 ZB20 ZB21
XQCCS E VRCS E2 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
XRECS E2 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XQ9 vcc Z10 ZB20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ8 vcc Z10 ZA20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ7 vcc Z11 ZB21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ6 vcc Z11 ZA21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z11 I20 E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z10 I21 E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS addrlinedrv
.SUBCKT sgml1c1 D120 D121 QS10 QS11 VRCS W230 W231
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS10 QS11 VRCS W230 W231 sgdl1c1
XMDL D120 D121 QM10 QM11 VRCS W231 W230 sgdl1c1
.ENDS sgml1c1
.SUBCKT sgmux21c1 I0120 I0121 I1120 I1121 S230 S231 VRCS Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ18 Z11 I0120 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C230 S230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ19 Z10 I0121 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C231 S231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z11 I1120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z10 I1121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgmux21c1
.SUBCKT vref2mr4v3 VREF
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=1.16427E3 W=4E-6 L=23.2E-6 LRS=20.85E-6
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=199.753 W=4.7E-6 L=6.25E-6 LRS=3.9E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref2mr4v3
.SUBCKT mc3pb RBITA0 RBITA1 RBITB0 RBITB1 RWORDA RWORDB TWORD WBIT0 WBIT1
+WWORD0 WWORD1
XRC0 TWORD MC0 sub PBDTRES R=464.361 W=2E-6 L=5.475E-6 LRS=3.125E-6
XRC1 TWORD MC1 sub PBDTRES R=464.361 W=2E-6 L=5.475E-6 LRS=3.125E-6
XQRB0 RBITB0 MC0 RWORDB sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQRA0 RBITA0 MC0 RWORDA sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQRA1 RBITA1 MC1 RWORDA sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQRB1 RBITB1 MC1 RWORDB sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQM0 MC1 MC0 WWORD0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQW0 MC1 WBIT0 WWORD1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQW1 MC0 WBIT1 WWORD1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQM1 MC0 MC1 WWORD0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
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.ENDS mc3pb

.SUBCKT rot8lfsr6 CLK30 CLK31 CLK32 CLK33 LFSR30 LFSR31 ROT020 ROT021 ROT120
+ROT121 ROT220 ROT221 ROT320 ROT321 ROT420 ROT421 ROT520 ROT521 ROT620 ROT621
+ROT720 ROT721 SCAN20 SCAN21 SI10 SI11
XROT0 SI10 SI11 RT010N RT011N NET109 NET110 ROT020 ROT021 SCAN21 SCAN20 NET88
+CLK30 CLK31 mlmx12c1e1
XI37 ROT720 ROT721 LFSR30 LFSR31 NET88 NET109 NET110 ROT520 ROT521 RT010N
+RT011N sgxormux1c1
XI36 NET88 vref1mr4
XROT5 ROT420 ROT421 ROT520 ROT521 NET88 NET88 CLK32 CLK33 sgml2c1e1
XROT7 ROT620 ROT621 ROT720 ROT721 NET88 NET88 CLK30 CLK31 sgml2c1e1
XROT6 ROT520 ROT521 ROT620 ROT621 NET88 NET88 CLK30 CLK31 sgml2c1e1
XROT3 ROT220 ROT221 ROT320 ROT321 NET88 NET88 CLK32 CLK33 sgml2c1e1
XROT4 ROT320 ROT321 ROT420 ROT421 NET88 NET88 CLK32 CLK33 sgml2c1e1
XROT2 ROT120 ROT121 ROT220 ROT221 NET88 NET88 CLK32 CLK33 sgml2c1e1
XROT1 ROT020 ROT021 ROT120 ROT121 NET88 NET88 CLK30 CLK31 sgml2c1e1
.ENDS rot8lfsr6
.SUBCKT sgandb21c1 A120 A121 A230 A231 VRCS Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQD1 Z11 Z11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ230 C230 A230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 A231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Z11 A120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Z10 A121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgandb21c1
.SUBCKT ls21c1 I20 I21 VRCS Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ1 Z11 I20 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z10 I21 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS ls21c1
.SUBCKT sgml2c1e1 D120 D121 QS20 QS21 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS20 QS21 VRCS VREF W230 W231 sgdl2c1e1
XMDL D120 D121 QM10 QM11 VRCS W231 W230 sgdl1c1
.ENDS sgml2c1e1
.SUBCKT mlmx12c1e1 I010 I011 I110 I111 QS10 QS11 QS20 QS21 S20 S21 VREF W30 W31
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS10 QS11 QS20 QS21 VREF VREF W30 W31 sgdl12c1e1
XMDL I010 I011 I110 I111 QM10 QM11 S20 S21 VREF W31 W30 sgdlmx1c1
.ENDS mlmx12c1e1
.SUBCKT vref2mr4 VREF
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=1.16427E3 W=4E-6 L=23.2E-6 LRS=20.85E-6
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQREREF vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref2mr4
.SUBCKT sgser2c1e1 PAD VRCS VREF VREF4 VRFD Z20 Z21
XREFCO1 EFCSO1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREFCO0 EFCSO0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XREFCI1 EFCSI1 vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XESD1 PAD vcc vee sub ESD AS=574E-12 PS=116E-6 AB=380E-12 ABS=127E-12
XQDP vcc vcc PAD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFI1 PAD PAD PAD2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 VRFD CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ4 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 PAD2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCO0 Z20 VREF EFCSO0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCO1 Z21 VREF EFCSO1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCI1 PAD2 VREF4 EFCSI1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgser2c1e1
.SUBCKT sgbuf3c1e2 I1230 I1231 VRCS VREF Z30 Z31
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Z30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
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XQEFCS1 Z31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 Z21 Z21 Z31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 Z20 Z20 Z30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 I1230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 I1231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgbuf3c1e2
.SUBCKT sgringvco5apad PAD VREF VREF4 Z30 Z31
XR6 EFCSO1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XR5 EFCSO0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XR9 EFCSI0 vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XRE0 E0 CCS sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRE1 E1 CCS sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
X0 EFCSI1 vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XESD1 PAD vcc vee sub ESD AS=574E-12 PS=116E-6 AB=380E-12 ABS=127E-12
XQEFDO1 Z21 Z21 Z31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDP vcc vcc PAD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ19 PAD PAD PAD2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFDO0 Z20 Z20 Z30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 REF2 E0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 PAD2 E1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ7 vcc vcc REF2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
X1 Z30 VREF EFCSO0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
X2 Z31 VREF EFCSO1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
X3 REF2 VREF4 EFCSI0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VREF ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
X4 PAD2 VREF4 EFCSI1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgringvco5apad
.SUBCKT sgstr PAD VRCS VREF VREF4 Z20 Z21
XRTER2 vcc PAD sub PBDTRES R=100.179 W=20E-6 L=11.675E-6 LRS=9.325E-6
XRTER1 vcc PAD sub PBDTRES R=100.179 W=20E-6 L=11.675E-6 LRS=9.325E-6
X0 EFCO0E vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRCI1 Z20 Z20B sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRCI0 Z21 Z21B sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRCO0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=302.604 W=2E-6 L=4.05E-6 LRS=1.7E-6
XRCO1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=302.604 W=2E-6 L=4.05E-6 LRS=1.7E-6
XR9 EFCI0E vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XREFCS1 EFCI1E vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
X1 EFCO1E vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRE1 E1 CCSI sub PBDTRES R=100.632 W=4E-6 L=3.7E-6 LRS=1.35E-6
XRE0 E0 CCSI sub PBDTRES R=100.632 W=4E-6 L=3.7E-6 LRS=1.35E-6
XRICS ECSI vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XROCS ECSO vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XESD1 PAD vcc vee sub ESD AS=574E-12 PS=116E-6 AB=380E-12 ABS=127E-12
XQEF1 PAD PAD PADL2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDP vcc vcc PAD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFID1 PADL2 PADL2 PADL3 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFID0 REFD2 REFD2 REFD3 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
X2 Z21 VREF EFCO1E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
X3 Z20 VREF EFCO0E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQOCS CCSO VRCS ECSO sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQICS CCSI VRCS ECSI sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
X4 REFD3 VREF4 EFCI0E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
X5 PADL3 VREF4 EFCI1E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQO1 Z10 Z21B CCSO sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQO0 Z11 Z20B CCSO sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQI0 Z21B REFD3 E0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQI1 Z20B PADL3 E1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFI0 vcc vcc REFD2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgstr
.SUBCKT sgdlmx1c1 I010 I011 I110 I111 Q10 Q11 S20 S21 VRCS W30 W31
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
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XQ31 C31 W31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 W30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ100 Q11 I010 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 S20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ101 Q10 I011 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 S21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ110 Q11 I110 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ111 Q10 I111 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdlmx1c1
.SUBCKT sgser3c1e1 PAD VRCS VREF VREF4 VRFD Z30 Z31
XREFCO1 EFCSO1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREFCO0 EFCSO0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XREFCI1 EFCSI1 vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XESD1 PAD vcc vee sub ESD AS=574E-12 PS=116E-6 AB=380E-12 ABS=127E-12
XQEFDO0 Z20 Z20 Z30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDP vcc vcc PAD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFI1 PAD PAD PAD2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFDO1 Z21 Z21 Z31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 VRFD CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ4 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 PAD2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCO0 Z30 VREF EFCSO0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCO1 Z31 VREF EFCSO1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCI1 PAD2 VREF4 EFCSI1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgser3c1e1
.SUBCKT sgringvco5del CTRL30 CTRL31 I20 I21 VRCSH VRCSL VREF Z20 Z21
XQCD vcc vcc CCTRL0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XREFCS0 NET34 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECSL0 ECSL NET45 sub PBDTRES R=1.99963E3 W=2E-6 L=19E-6 LRS=16.65E-6
XRECSL1 NET45 vee sub PBDTRES R=1.99963E3 W=2E-6 L=19E-6 LRS=16.65E-6
XREFCS1 NET32 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREC0 ECTRL0 CCSH sub PBDTRES R=350.847 W=2E-6 L=4.475E-6 LRS=2.125E-6
XREC1 ECTRL1 CCSH sub PBDTRES R=350.847 W=2E-6 L=4.475E-6 LRS=2.125E-6
XRECSH ECSH vee sub PBDTRES R=444.496 W=2E-6 L=5.3E-6 LRS=2.95E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=1.99963E3 W=2E-6 L=19E-6 LRS=16.65E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=1.99963E3 W=2E-6 L=19E-6 LRS=16.65E-6
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF NET32 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF NET34 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCSH CCSH VRCSH ECSH sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCSL CCTRL1 VRCSL ECSL sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQSBD1 vcc Z10 sub SBD PDW=1.999999994950485E-06 PDL=1.999999994950485E-06 NCSTRIPES=2
XQSBD0 vcc Z11 sub SBD PDW=1.999999994950485E-06 PDL=1.999999994950485E-06 NCSTRIPES=2
XQ31 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQC0 CCTRL0 CTRL30 ECTRL0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQC1 CCTRL1 CTRL31 ECTRL1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 I20 CCTRL1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 I21 CCTRL1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgringvco5del
.SUBCKT buf2c2e2sp5 I1230 I1231 VREF Z20 Z21
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=199.753 W=4.7E-6 L=6.25E-6 LRS=3.9E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=199.753 W=4.7E-6 L=6.25E-6 LRS=3.9E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=199.753 W=4.7E-6 L=6.25E-6 LRS=3.9E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=250.522 W=4.7E-6 L=7.35E-6 LRS=5E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=250.522 W=4.7E-6 L=7.35E-6 LRS=5E-6
XQECS1 Z20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQECS0 Z21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VREF ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 I1230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 I1231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS buf2c2e2sp5
.SUBCKT wworddrv VRCS WR30 WR31 WWORD0 WWORD1
XRECS2 NET17 vee sub PBDTRES R=46.5149 W=18E-6 L=6.15E-6 LRS=3.8E-6
XRECS1 NET17 vee sub PBDTRES R=46.5149 W=18E-6 L=6.15E-6 LRS=3.8E-6
XQCCS CCS VRCS NET17 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.000000318337698E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XQ31 WWORD1 WR31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.000000318337698E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XQ30 WWORD0 WR30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.000000318337698E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
.ENDS wworddrv
.SUBCKT sgmux41c1 I010 I011 I110 I111 I210 I211 I310 I311 S20 S21 S30 S31 VRCS Z10
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+Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ10 Z11 I010 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 S20 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ11 Z10 I011 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 S21 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ12 Z11 I110 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ13 Z10 I111 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ14 Z11 I210 C22 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 S30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 S31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ22 C22 S20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ15 Z10 I211 C22 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ23 C23 S21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ16 Z11 I310 C23 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ17 Z10 I311 C23 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgmux41c1
.SUBCKT sgml3c1e1 D120 D121 QS30 QS31 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS30 QS31 VRCS VREF W230 W231 sgdl3c1e1
XMDL D120 D121 QM10 QM11 VRCS W231 W230 sgdl1c1
.ENDS sgml3c1e1
.SUBCKT senseamp RBIT0 RBIT1 SA0 SA1 VREF
XRCBCS0 ECBCS0 vee sub PBDTRES R=1.59098E3 W=2E-6 L=15.4E-6 LRS=13.05E-6
XRCBCS1 ECBCS1 vee sub PBDTRES R=1.59098E3 W=2E-6 L=15.4E-6 LRS=13.05E-6
XRC1 vcc SA1 sub PBDTRES R=799.226 W=2E-6 L=8.425E-6 LRS=6.075E-6
XRC0 vcc SA0 sub PBDTRES R=799.226 W=2E-6 L=8.425E-6 LRS=6.075E-6
XRCD1 vcc SAD1 sub PBDTRES R=1.59666E3 W=2E-6 L=15.45E-6 LRS=13.1E-6
XRCD0 vcc SAD0 sub PBDTRES R=1.59666E3 W=2E-6 L=15.45E-6 LRS=13.1E-6
XQCSD0 SAD0 SAD0 RBIT0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCSD1 SAD1 SAD1 RBIT1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCBCS1 RBIT0 VREF ECBCS1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCBCS0 RBIT1 VREF ECBCS0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCB0 SA0 SAD0 RBIT1 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCB1 SA1 SAD1 RBIT0 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS senseamp
.SUBCKT rworddrvcs IA
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=2.499999936844688E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XREREF NET33 vee sub PBDTRES R=76.2247 W=12E-6 L=6.45E-6 LRS=4.1E-6
XREB NET27 vee sub PBDTRES R=46.5149 W=18E-6 L=6.15E-6 LRS=3.8E-6
XREA NET27 vee sub PBDTRES R=46.5149 W=18E-6 L=6.15E-6 LRS=3.8E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=439.516 W=12E-6 L=26.95E-6 LRS=24.6E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF NET33 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=2.750000021478627E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XQCSA IA VREF NET27 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.000000318337698E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
.ENDS rworddrvcs
.SUBCKT outsdl1 D20 D21 Q10 Q11 VRCS W30 W31
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D20 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D21 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS outsdl1
.SUBCKT sgringvco5 CTRL0 CTRL1 OUT20 OUT21 SEL30 SEL31 VRCSH VRCSL VREF
XI27 CTRL0 CTRL1 PD0 PD1 VRCSH VRCSL VREF PE0 PE1 sgringvco5del
XI28 CTRL0 CTRL1 PE0 PE1 VRCSH VRCSL VREF PF0 PF1 sgringvco5del
XVCODC CTRL0 CTRL1 PB0 PB1 VRCSH VRCSL VREF PC0 PC1 sgringvco5del
XVCODD CTRL0 CTRL1 PC0 PC1 VRCSH VRCSL VREF PD0 PD1 sgringvco5del
XVCODB CTRL0 CTRL1 PA0 PA1 VRCSH VRCSL VREF PB0 PB1 sgringvco5del
XVCODA CTRL0 CTRL1 PF1 PF0 VRCSH VRCSL VREF PA0 PA1 sgringvco5del
XLS12 SLOW10 SLOW11 SLOW11 SLOW10 VREF FAST20 FAST21 sgml1c1
XOMUX SLOW10 SLOW11 FAST20 FAST21 SEL30 SEL31 VREF VREF OUT20 OUT21 sgmux22c1e1
XOBUF PF0 PF1 VREF VREF FAST20 FAST21 sgbuf2c1e1
.ENDS sgringvco5
.SUBCKT vref4mr4d5 VREF
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=589.157 W=8E-6 L=24.1E-6 LRS=21.75E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref4mr4d5
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.SUBCKT sgdl123c1e1 D120 D121 Q10 Q11 Q20 Q21 Q30 Q31 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Q30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Q31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 Q21 Q21 Q31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 Q20 Q20 Q30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Q10 Q20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Q11 Q21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdl123c1e1
.SUBCKT xor23c1e1 A120 A121 B230 B231 VREF Z30 Z31
XREEF0 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF1 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFD1 Z21 Z21 Z31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 Z20 Z20 Z30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z31 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 Z30 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VREF ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ18 Z10 A121 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C230 B230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ19 Z11 A120 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C231 B231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 A120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 A121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS xor23c1e1
.SUBCKT comp5 A020 A021 A120 A121 A220 A221 A320 A321 A420 A421 B030 B031 B130
+B131 B230 B231 B330 B331 B430 B431 MAT020 MAT021 MAT120 MAT121 VREF VREF2 WR20
+WR21
XI8 NET50 NET51 WR20 WR21 NET88 NET27 VREF VREF NET167 NET89 sgand32c1e1
XI35 NET167 NET89 VREF2 MAT120 MAT121 buf2c2e2sp5
XI36 NET167 NET89 VREF2 MAT020 MAT021 buf2c2e2sp5
XI4 A420 A421 B430 B431 VREF NET57 NET58 xor23c1e1
XI3 A320 A321 B330 B331 VREF NET46 NET47 xor22c1e1
XI2 A120 A121 B130 B131 VREF NET73 NET74 xor22c1e1
XI6 NET38 NET39 NET74 NET73 VREF NET88 NET27 andt23c1e1
XI5 NET48 NET49 NET47 NET46 NET58 NET57 VREF NET50 NET51 sgand31c1
XI1 A220 A221 B230 B231 VREF NET49 NET48 sgxor21c1
XI0 A020 A021 B030 B031 VREF NET39 NET38 sgxor21c1
.ENDS comp5
.SUBCKT xor22c1e1 A120 A121 B230 B231 VREF Z20 Z21
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VREF ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ18 Z10 A121 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C230 B230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ19 Z11 A120 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C231 B231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ8 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ6 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 A120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 A121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS xor22c1e1
.SUBCKT vrefecl2c1e1 VCS VCSW
XRECS NET10 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRCD0 vcc NET41 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
XRCD1 vcc NET41 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
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XREEF NET4 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=2.27774E3 W=2E-6 L=21.45E-6 LRS=19.1E-6
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VCS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQECS VCSW VCS NET4 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQREF VREF2 VCS E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS NET40 VCS NET10 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ29 NET41 NET41 NET40 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ38 vcc NET41 VCSW sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ23 vcc NET41 VCSW sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vrefecl2c1e1
.SUBCKT addrlinecsh ICS VRCS
XQCS ICS VRCS E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS E vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
.ENDS addrlinecsh
.SUBCKT wworddrvcs VREF
XQREF VREF2 VREF EREF sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.500000159168849E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=244.75 W=18E-6 L=23E-6 LRS=20.65E-6
XREREF EREF vee sub PBDTRES R=46.5149 W=18E-6 L=6.15E-6 LRS=3.8E-6
XQDRV1 vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV0 vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS wworddrvcs
.SUBCKT sganxrx21c1 A10 A11 A30 A31 VRCS X20 X21 Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQL0 Z10 X21 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Z11 X20 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 A31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 A30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ100 Z10 A11 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 X20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ101 Z11 A10 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 X21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ110 Z10 A10 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ111 Z11 A11 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sganxrx21c1
.SUBCKT vref0p9mr4 VREF
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=444.496 W=2E-6 L=5.3E-6 LRS=2.95E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=2.59558E3 W=2E-6 L=24.25E-6 LRS=21.9E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref0p9mr4
.SUBCKT vref4mr4n2d2p5 VREF
XQ4 vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=2.499999936844688E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=587.15 W=8E-6 L=24.025E-6 LRS=21.675E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=2.750000021478627E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
.ENDS vref4mr4n2d2p5
.SUBCKT sgdl3c1e1 D120 D121 Q30 Q31 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Q30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Q31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 Q21 Q21 Q31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 Q20 Q20 Q30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Q10 Q20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Q11 Q21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdl3c1e1
.SUBCKT andt23c1e1 A10 A11 A20 A21 VREF Z30 Z31
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
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XQEFD0 Z20 Z20 Z30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 Z21 Z21 Z31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 Z30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VREF ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 Z11 A20 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 A21 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Z11 A10 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Z10 A11 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS andt23c1e1
.SUBCKT addrlinedrvh I20 I21 VRCS ZA20 ZA21 ZB20 ZB21 ZC20 ZC21 ZD20 ZD21
XQCCS E VRCS E2 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
XRECS E2 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XQ17 vcc Z11 ZC21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ18 vcc Z11 ZD21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ19 vcc Z10 ZC20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 vcc Z10 ZD20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ9 vcc Z10 ZB20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ8 vcc Z10 ZA20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ7 vcc Z11 ZB21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ6 vcc Z11 ZA21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z11 I20 E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z10 I21 E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS addrlinedrvh
.SUBCKT rf3pbv3 D0L20 D0L21 D1L20 D1L21 D2L20 D2L21 D3L20 D3L21 D4L20 D4L21
+D5L20 D5L21 D6L20 D6L21 D7L20 D7L21 D8L20 D8L21 D9L20 D9L21 D10L20 D10L21
+D11L20 D11L21 D12L20 D12L21 D13L20 D13L21 D14L20 D14L21 D15L20 D15L21 D16L20
+D16L21 D17L20 D17L21 D18L20 D18L21 D19L20 D19L21 D20L20 D20L21 D21L20 D21L21
+D22L20 D22L21 D23L20 D23L21 D24L20 D24L21 D25L20 D25L21 D26L20 D26L21 D27L20
+D27L21 D28L20 D28L21 D29L20 D29L21 D30L20 D30L21 D31L20 D31L21 N227 N199
+QA0L10 QA0L11 QA1L10 QA1L11 QA2L10 QA2L11 QA3L10 QA3L11 QA4L10 QA4L11 QA5L10
+QA5L11 QA6L10 QA6L11 QA7L10 QA7L11 QA8L10 QA8L11 QA9L10 QA9L11 N276 N212 N219
+N228 N265 N201 N274 N186 N253 N213 N264 N238 N252 N6 N206 N273 N279 N260 N217
+N200 N249 N192 N280 N251 N240 N247 N254 N205 N271 N196 N172 N278 N197 N198
+N209 N259 N176 N188 N202 N222 N268 N204 N244 N210 QB0L10 QB0L11 QB1L10 QB1L11
+QB2L10 QB2L11 QB3L10 QB3L11 QB4L10 QB4L11 QB5L10 QB5L11 QB6L10 QB6L11 QB7L10
+QB7L11 QB8L10 QB8L11 QB9L10 QB9L11 N229 N231 N245 N261 N241 N256 N190 N208
+N275 N207 N226 N237 N177 N225 N168 N169 N234 N175 N191 N215 N263 N170 N218
+N277 N258 N214 N216 N248 N171 N246 N235 N257 N239 N221 N262 N255 N230 N189
+N232 N272 N269 N223 N193 N220 RAA020 RAA021 RAA120 RAA121 RAA220 RAA221 RAA320
+RAA321 RAA420 RAA421 RAB020 RAB021 RAB120 RAB121 RAB220 RAB221 RAB320 RAB321
+RAB420 RAB421 VRCMPA VRCMPB WA020 WA021 WA030 WA031 WA120 WA121 WA130 WA131
+WA220 WA221 WA230 WA231 WA320 WA321 WA330 WA331 WA420 WA421 WA430 WA431 WR20
+WR21 N173 N270 N233 N250 N242 N195 N236 N174 N211 N194 N224 N203 N267 N266
+N243 N187
XI297 N147 vref0p2mrs
XI298 N183 vref0p2mrs
XI322 N26 vref2mr4v3
XI296 RAA020 RAA021 RAA120 RAA121 RAA220 RAA221 RAA320 RAA321 RAA420 RAA421
+WA030 WA031 WA130 WA131 WA230 WA231 WA330 WA331 WA430 WA431 NET572 NET571 N227
+N199 VRCMPA N26 WR20 WR21 comp5
XI295 RAB020 RAB021 RAB120 RAB121 RAB220 RAB221 RAB320 RAB321 RAB420 RAB421
+WA030 WA031 WA130 WA131 WA230 WA231 WA330 WA331 WA430 WA431 NET570 NET569 N50
+N51 VRCMPB N26 WR20 WR21 comp5
XI303 N54 vref2mr4
XI309 NET500 vref2mr4
XI69 NET225 vref2mr4
XI70 NET226 vref2mr4
XI299 N111 vref1mr4
XI300 N181 vref1mr4
XI301 N127 vref1mr4
XI302 N141 vref1mr4
XI304 N3 vref1mr4
XI305 N22 vref1mr4
XI306 N121 vref1mr4
XI307 N100 vref1mr4
XI308 N148 vref1mr4
XI310 NET501 vref1mr4
XI311 NET502 vref1mr4
XI66 N64 topdiode
XI65 N151 topdiode
XI64 N30 topdiode
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XI63 N113 topdiode
XI62 N1 topdiode
XI61 N34 topdiode
XI60 N178 topdiode
XI59 N128 topdiode
XI58 N33 topdiode
XI57 N10 topdiode
XI56 N78 topdiode
XI55 N13 topdiode
XI54 N35 topdiode
XI53 N185 topdiode
XI52 N18 topdiode
XI51 N77 topdiode
XI50 N164 topdiode
XI49 N179 topdiode
XI48 N12 topdiode
XI47 N11 topdiode
XI46 N80 topdiode
XI45 N16 topdiode
XI44 N29 topdiode
XI43 N19 topdiode
XI42 N104 topdiode
XI41 N8 topdiode
XI40 N165 topdiode
XI39 N106 topdiode
XI38 N58 topdiode
XI37 N59 topdiode
XI36 N157 topdiode
XI35 N98 topdiode
XI34 RAA020 RAA021 RAA120 RAA121 RAA220 RAA221 RAA320 RAA321 RAA420 RAA421
+N139 N138 N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159
+N123 N144 N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 NET226
+NET225 rwordcol
XI33 RAB020 RAB021 RAB120 RAB121 RAB220 RAB221 RAB320 RAB321 RAB420 RAB421
+N110 N71 N122 N53 N108 N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124
+N96 N42 N116 N125 N180 N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 NET226
+NET225 rwordcol
XI32 WA020 WA021 WA120 WA121 WA220 WA221 WA320 WA321 WA420 WA421 WR20 WR21 N90
+N143 N67 N65 N63 N114 N140 N57 N52 N107 N61 N49 N47 N45 N136 N43 N79 N87 N37
+N126 N41 N21 N23 N60 N154 N14 N76 N4 N91 N118 N9 N2 N86 N102 N66 N7 N15 N115
+N133 N56 N161 N160 N89 N142 N46 N44 N158 N105 N93 N38 N112 N25 N163 N99 N24
+N20 N39 N153 N5 N40 N48 N0 N182 N94 wwordcol
XI31 D15L20 D15L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 N264 N238 N226 N237 N139 N138
+N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144
+N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108
+N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180
+N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179
+N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34
+N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI30 D14L20 D14L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 N253 N213 N275 N207 N139 N138
+N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144
+N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108
+N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180
+N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179
+N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34
+N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI29 D12L20 D12L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 N265 N201 N241 N256 N139 N138
+N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144
+N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108
+N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180
+N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179
+N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34
+N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
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+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI28 D13L20 D13L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 N274 N186 N190 N208 N139 N138
+N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144
+N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108
+N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180
+N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179
+N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34
+N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI27 D9L20 D9L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 QA9L10 QA9L11 QB9L10 QB9L11 N139
+N138 N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123
+N144 N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53
+N108 N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125
+N180 N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11
+N179 N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77
+N34 N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI26 D8L20 D8L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 QA8L10 QA8L11 QB8L10 QB8L11 N139
+N138 N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123
+N144 N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53
+N108 N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125
+N180 N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11
+N179 N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77
+N34 N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI25 D10L20 D10L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 N276 N212 N229 N231 N139 N138
+N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144
+N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108
+N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180
+N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179
+N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34
+N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI24 D11L20 D11L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 N219 N228 N245 N261 N139 N138
+N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144
+N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108
+N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180
+N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179
+N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34
+N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N233 N250 N224 N203 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI23 D3L20 D3L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 QA3L10 QA3L11 QB3L10 QB3L11 N139
+N138 N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123
+N144 N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53
+N108 N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125
+N180 N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11
+N179 N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77
+N34 N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N173 N270 N211 N194 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI22 D2L20 D2L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 QA2L10 QA2L11 QB2L10 QB2L11 N139
+N138 N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123
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+N144 N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53
+N108 N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125
+N180 N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11
+N179 N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77
+N34 N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N173 N270 N211 N194 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
+N15 N114 N115 N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46
+N45 N44 N136 N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99
+N23 N24 N60 N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94
+mc3pbcol
XI21 D0L20 D0L21 NET572 NET571 NET570 NET569 QA0L10 QA0L11 QB0L10 QB0L11 N139
+N138 N137 N84 N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123
+N144 N92 N97 N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53
+N108 N156 N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125
+N180 N149 N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11
+N179 N164 N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77
+N34 N1 N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 NET502 NET501 NET500 N141 N127
+N181 N111 N147 N183 N173 N270 N211 N194 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63
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+N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108 N156
+N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180 N149
+N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179 N164
+N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34 N1
+N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 N121 N22 N54 N141 N127 N181 N111 N147
+N183 N236 N174 N243 N187 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63 N15 N114 N115
+N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46 N45 N44 N136
+N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99 N23 N24 N60
+N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94 mc3pbcol
XI0 D31L20 D31L21 N227 N199 N50 N51 N244 N210 N193 N220 N139 N138 N137 N84
+N162 N135 N145 N32 N82 N152 N70 N129 N81 N146 N88 N55 N159 N123 N144 N92 N97
+N36 N75 N134 N62 N69 N117 N109 N27 N155 N31 N95 N110 N71 N122 N53 N108 N156
+N68 N119 N150 N184 N130 N131 N132 N83 N120 N124 N96 N42 N116 N125 N180 N149
+N72 N73 N101 N85 N167 N28 N166 N74 N103 N17 N16 N80 N29 N19 N12 N11 N179 N164
+N165 N106 N8 N104 N59 N58 N157 N98 N78 N13 N10 N33 N185 N35 N18 N77 N34 N1
+N178 N128 N30 N113 N151 N64 N148 N100 N3 N121 N22 N54 N141 N127 N181 N111 N147
+N183 N236 N174 N243 N187 N90 N86 N143 N102 N67 N66 N65 N7 N63 N15 N114 N115
+N140 N133 N57 N56 N52 N161 N107 N160 N61 N89 N49 N142 N47 N46 N45 N44 N136
+N158 N43 N105 N79 N93 N87 N38 N37 N112 N126 N25 N41 N163 N21 N99 N23 N24 N60
+N20 N154 N39 N14 N153 N76 N5 N4 N40 N91 N48 N118 N0 N9 N182 N2 N94 mc3pbcol
.ENDS rf3pbv3
.SUBCKT sgand31c1 A10 A11 A20 A21 A30 A31 VRCS Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ1D Z11 Z11 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 Z11 A20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 A21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 A30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 A31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ10 Z11 A10 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ11 Z10 A11 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgand31c1
.SUBCKT aFilcells
MN16 0 NET80 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12
+PD=22.7E-6 PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN15 0 NET3 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN14 0 NET6 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN13 0 NET9 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN12 0 NET12 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12
+PD=22.7E-6 PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN11 0 NET15 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12
+PD=22.7E-6 PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN9 0 NET18 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN8 0 NET21 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN7 0 NET24 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN6 0 NET27 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN5 0 NET30 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN4 0 NET33 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN3 0 NET36 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN2 0 NET39 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN1 0 NET42 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
MN0 0 NET45 0 sub NFET L=1E-6 W=10E-6 AD=13.5E-12 AS=13.5E-12 PD=22.7E-6
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+PS=22.7E-6 M=1
.ENDS aFilcells
.SUBCKT sgmlmx12c1e1 I010 I011 I110 I111 QS10 QS11 QS20 QS21 S20 S21 VRCS VREF W30
+W31
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS10 QS11 QS20 QS21 VRCS VREF W30 W31 sgdl12c1e1
XMDL I010 I011 I110 I111 QM10 QM11 S20 S21 VRCS W31 W30 sgdlmx1c1
.ENDS sgmlmx12c1e1
.SUBCKT sgmlmx123c1e1 I010 I011 I110 I111 QS10 QS11 QS20 QS21 QS30 QS31 S20 S21 VRCS
+VREF W30 W31
XSDL QM10 QM11 QS10 QS11 QS20 QS21 QS30 QS31 VRCS VREF W30 W31 sgdl123c1e1
XMDL I010 I011 I110 I111 QM10 QM11 S20 S21 VRCS W31 W30 sgdlmx1c1
.ENDS sgmlmx123c1e1
.SUBCKT sgdl2c1e1 D120 D121 Q20 Q21 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Q20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Q21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Q10 Q20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Q11 Q21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdl2c1e1
.SUBCKT rwordcol A00 A01 A10 A11 A20 A21 A30 A31 A40 A41 N16 N30 N13 N12 N10 N27
+N11 N31 N28 N21 N29 N9 N24 N20 N23 N26 N7 N25 N8 N6 N1 N2 N0 N5 N3 N22 N19 N14
+N18 N17 N4 N15 VREF0 VREF1
XI134 NET387 rworddrvcs
XI87 NET133 NET387 N25 rworddrv
XI86 NET121 NET387 N8 rworddrv
XI85 NET127 NET387 N6 rworddrv
XI84 NET97 NET387 N1 rworddrv
XI83 NET103 NET387 N2 rworddrv
XI82 NET139 NET387 N7 rworddrv
XI81 NET115 NET387 N0 rworddrv
XI80 NET109 NET387 N5 rworddrv
XI79 NET79 NET387 N15 rworddrv
XI78 NET73 NET387 N4 rworddrv
XI77 NET49 NET387 N3 rworddrv
XI76 NET85 NET387 N17 rworddrv
XI75 NET381 NET387 N18 rworddrv
XI74 NET61 NET387 N14 rworddrv
XI73 NET67 NET387 N19 rworddrv
XI72 NET55 NET387 N22 rworddrv
XI71 NET90 NET387 N21 rworddrv
XI70 NET217 NET387 N29 rworddrv
XI69 NET223 NET387 N9 rworddrv
XI68 NET193 NET387 N24 rworddrv
XI67 NET199 NET387 N20 rworddrv
XI66 NET96 NET387 N28 rworddrv
XI65 NET211 NET387 N23 rworddrv
XI64 NET205 NET387 N26 rworddrv
XI62 NET175 NET387 N31 rworddrv
XI63 NET169 NET387 N11 rworddrv
XI52 RADEC0 NET387 N16 rworddrv
XI61 NET181 NET387 N27 rworddrv
XI60 RADEC4 NET387 N10 rworddrv
XI54 RADEC3 NET387 N12 rworddrv
XI55 RADEC2 NET387 N13 rworddrv
XI53 RADEC1 NET387 N30 rworddrv
XI51 VRCS vref1mr4
XI50 VCS VCSW vrefecl2c1e1
XI42 NET540 VCS addrlinecsh
XI46 NET125 VCS addrlinecsh
XI43 NET522 VCS addrlinecsh
XI48 RAH1 VCS addrlinecsh
XI49 RAH0 VCS addrlinecsh
XI44 NET570 VCS addrlinecsh
XI47 NET6 VCS addrlinecsh
XI45 NET203 VCS addrlinecsh
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XI41 NET108 VCS addrlinecs
XI38 RAL0 VCS addrlinecs
XI40 NET72 VCS addrlinecs
XI39 RAL1 VCS addrlinecs
XI36 RAL0 NET522 NET49 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI35 RAL1 NET522 NET55 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI34 NET108 NET522 NET61 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI33 NET72 NET522 NET67 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI32 NET72 NET540 NET73 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI31 NET108 NET540 NET79 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI30 RAL1 NET540 NET85 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI29 RAL0 NET540 NET381 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI28 RAL0 NET570 NET97 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI27 RAL1 NET570 NET103 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI26 NET108 NET570 NET109 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI25 NET72 NET570 NET115 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI24 NET72 NET203 NET121 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI23 NET108 NET203 NET127 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI22 RAL1 NET203 NET133 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI21 RAL0 NET203 NET139 VRCS VCSW VREF1 raddrdec
XI20 RAL0 RAH0 RADEC0 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI19 RAL1 RAH0 RADEC1 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI18 NET108 RAH0 RADEC3 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI17 NET72 RAH0 RADEC2 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI16 NET72 RAH1 NET169 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI15 NET108 RAH1 NET175 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI14 RAL1 RAH1 NET181 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI13 RAL0 RAH1 RADEC4 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI12 RAL0 NET125 NET193 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI11 RAL1 NET125 NET199 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI10 NET108 NET125 NET205 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI9 NET72 NET125 NET211 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI8 NET72 NET6 NET217 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI7 NET108 NET6 NET223 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI6 RAL1 NET6 NET90 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI5 RAL0 NET6 NET96 VRCS VCSW VREF0 raddrdec
XI4 A40 A41 VCS NET540 NET125 NET522 NET6 NET570 RAH1 NET203 RAH0 addrlinedrvh
XI3 A30 A31 VCS NET540 NET570 NET522 NET203 NET125 RAH1 NET6 RAH0 addrlinedrvh
XI2 A20 A21 VCS RAH1 RAH0 NET125 NET6 NET570 NET203 NET540 NET522 addrlinedrvh
XI1 A10 A11 VCS NET72 RAL0 NET108 RAL1 addrlinedrv
XI0 A00 A01 VCS RAL1 RAL0 NET108 NET72 addrlinedrv
.ENDS rwordcol
.SUBCKT outdlmx2 I010 I011 I110 I111 Q20 Q21 S20 S21 VRCS VREF W30 W31
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS1 Q21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 Q20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Q11 Q21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Q10 Q20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 W31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 W30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ100 Q11 I010 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 S20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ101 Q10 I011 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 S21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ110 Q11 I110 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ111 Q10 I111 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS outdlmx2
.SUBCKT wbitdrv I20 I21 VRCS VREF Z20 Z21
XRCS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREF0 NET39 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XREEF1 NET37 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=464.361 W=2E-6 L=5.475E-6 LRS=3.125E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=464.361 W=2E-6 L=5.475E-6 LRS=3.125E-6
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF NET39 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF NET37 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 I20 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
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XQ1 Z10 I21 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS wbitdrv
.SUBCKT addrlinecs ICS VRCS
XQCS ICS VRCS E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS E vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
.ENDS addrlinecs
.SUBCKT topdiode TWORD
XQ0 vcc vcc TWORD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.000000318337698E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
.ENDS topdiode
.SUBCKT sgbuf2c1e1 I1230 I1231 VRCS VREF Z20 Z21
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQECS1 Z20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQECS0 Z21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 I1230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 I1231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgbuf2c1e1
.SUBCKT sgxormux1c1 I00 I01 S30 S31 VRCS X10 X11 X20 X21 Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQL0 Z11 I00 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Z10 I01 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 S31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 S30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ100 Z10 X11 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 X20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ101 Z11 X10 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 X21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ110 Z10 X10 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ111 Z11 X11 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgxormux1c1
.SUBCKT vref1mr4 VREF
XREREF E vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRREF vcc VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=2.27774E3 W=2E-6 L=21.45E-6 LRS=19.1E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref1mr4
.SUBCKT counterw5 CLK30 CLK31 Q020 Q021 Q030 Q031 Q120 Q121 Q130 Q131 Q220 Q221
+Q230 Q231 Q320 Q321 Q330 Q331 Q420 Q421 Q430 Q431 SCAN20 SCAN21 SI10 SI11 VREF
XMS4 Q310 Q311 Q410N Q411N Q420 Q421 Q430 Q431 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF VREF CLK30
+CLK31 sgmlmx23c1e1
XI10 Q310 Q311 Q120 Q121 Q230 Q231 VREF Q410A Q411A sgand31c1
XI9 Q110 Q111 Q220 Q221 Q030 Q031 VREF Q310A Q311A sgand31c1
XI7 Q410A Q411A Q030 Q031 VREF Q420 Q421 Q410N Q411N sganxrx21c1
XI6 Q110 Q111 Q030 Q031 VREF Q220 Q221 Q210N Q211N sganxrx21c1
XI8 Q310A Q311A Q320 Q321 VREF Q310N Q311N sgxor21c1
XI5 Q120 Q121 Q030 Q031 VREF Q110N Q111N sgxor21c1
XMS3 Q210 Q211 Q310N Q311N Q310 Q311 Q320 Q321 Q330 Q331 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF
+VREF CLK30 CLK31 sgmlmx123c1e1
XMS1 Q010 Q011 Q110N Q111N Q110 Q111 Q120 Q121 Q130 Q131 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF
+VREF CLK30 CLK31 sgmlmx123c1e1
XMS2 Q110 Q111 Q210N Q211N Q210 Q211 Q220 Q221 Q230 Q231 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF
+VREF CLK30 CLK31 sgmlmx123c1e1
XMS0 SI10 SI11 Q011 Q010 Q010 Q011 Q020 Q021 Q030 Q031 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF VREF
+CLK30 CLK31 sgmlmx123c1e1
.ENDS counterw5
.SUBCKT vref0p1mr4 VREF
XREREF1 E1 vee sub PBDTRES R=1.99963E3 W=2E-6 L=19E-6 LRS=16.65E-6
XRREF4 vcc NET28 sub PBDTRES R=6.22233E3 W=2E-6 L=56.2E-6 LRS=53.85E-6
XRREF3 NET28 NET34 sub PBDTRES R=6.22233E3 W=2E-6 L=56.2E-6 LRS=53.85E-6
XREREF0 E0 E1 sub PBDTRES R=1.99963E3 W=2E-6 L=19E-6 LRS=16.65E-6
XRREF2 NET34 NET18 sub PBDTRES R=6.22233E3 W=2E-6 L=56.2E-6 LRS=53.85E-6
XRREF NET18 VREF2 sub PBDTRES R=6.22233E3 W=2E-6 L=56.2E-6 LRS=53.85E-6
XQREF VREF2 VREF E0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDRV vcc VREF2 VREF sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS vref0p1mr4
.SUBCKT substrcons
.ENDS substrcons
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.SUBCKT sgbuf1c1 I1230 I1231 VRCS Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ1 Z11 I1230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z10 I1231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgbuf1c1
.SUBCKT sgdl12c1e1 D120 D121 Q10 Q11 Q20 Q21 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Q20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Q21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Q10 Q20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Q11 Q21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdl12c1e1
.SUBCKT sgxor21c1 A120 A121 B230 B231 VRCS Z10 Z11
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ18 Z10 A121 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C230 B230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ19 Z11 A120 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C231 B231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 A120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 A121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgxor21c1
.SUBCKT ser3c1e1 PAD VREF VREF4 VRFD Z30 Z31
XREFCO1 EFCSO1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREFCO0 EFCSO0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRC1 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XREFCI1 EFCSI1 vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XESD1 PAD vcc vee sub ESD AS=574E-12 PS=116E-6 AB=380E-12 ABS=127E-12
XQEFDO0 Z20 Z20 Z30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQDP vcc vcc PAD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFI1 PAD PAD PAD2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFDO1 Z21 Z21 Z31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z11 VRFD CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ4 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFO0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 Z10 PAD2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCO0 Z30 VREF EFCSO0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCO1 Z31 VREF EFCSO1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VREF ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCI1 PAD2 VREF4 EFCSI1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS ser3c1e1
.SUBCKT sgmux22c1e1 I0120 I0121 I1120 I1121 S230 S231 VRCS VREF Z20 Z21
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1200 Z11 I0120 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 S230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1201 Z10 I0121 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 S231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1210 Z11 I1120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1211 Z10 I1121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
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.ENDS sgmux22c1e1

.SUBCKT sgpndref VREF VRFD
XQEFCS VRFD VREF NET8 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XREFCS NET8 vee sub PBDTRES R=100.271 W=8E-6 L=5.825E-6 LRS=3.475E-6
XQEF vcc vcc VRFD sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=4.999999873689376E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgpndref
.SUBCKT sgmux42c1e1 I010 I011 I110 I111 I210 I211 I310 I311 S20 S21 S30 S31 VRCS
+VREF Z20 Z21
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ10 Z11 I010 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 S20 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ11 Z10 I011 C20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 S21 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ12 Z11 I110 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ13 Z10 I111 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ14 Z11 I210 C22 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 S30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 S31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ22 C22 S20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ15 Z10 I211 C22 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ23 C23 S21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ16 Z11 I310 C23 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ17 Z10 I311 C23 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgmux42c1e1
.SUBCKT raddrdec IA2 IB2 NOR3 VRCS VRCSW VREF
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF NET30 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XRC0 vcc NOR1 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XQEFCS0 NOR3 VREF NET30 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 NOR2 NOR2 NOR3 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc NOR1 NOR2 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 vcc VRCSW CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ22 NOR1 IB2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 NOR1 IA2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS raddrdec
.SUBCKT sgdl23c1e1 D120 D121 Q20 Q21 Q30 Q31 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Q30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Q31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 Q21 Q21 Q31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 Q20 Q20 Q30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ231 C231 W231 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Q10 Q20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Q11 Q21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ120 Q11 D120 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ121 Q10 D121 C231 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgdl23c1e1
.SUBCKT sgand32c1e1 A10 A11 A20 A21 A30 A31 VRCS VREF Z20 Z21
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQ1D Z11 Z11 C30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
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XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 Z11 A20 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 A21 C31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 A30 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 A31 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ10 Z11 A10 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ11 Z10 A11 C21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgand32c1e1
.SUBCKT rworddrv IN3 IREF IWORD
XQ0 IWORD IN3 IREF sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.000000318337698E-06 NSTRIPES=2.0
.ENDS rworddrv
.SUBCKT mc3pbcol DIN20 DIN21 MATA20 MATA21 MATB20 MATB21 QA10 QA11 QB10 QB11 RWA0
+RWA1 RWA2 RWA3 RWA4 RWA5 RWA6 RWA7 RWA8 RWA9 RWA10 RWA11 RWA12 RWA13 RWA14
+RWA15 RWA16 RWA17 RWA18 RWA19 RWA20 RWA21 RWA22 RWA23 RWA24 RWA25 RWA26 RWA27
+RWA28 RWA29 RWA30 RWA31 RWB0 RWB1 RWB2 RWB3 RWB4 RWB5 RWB6 RWB7 RWB8 RWB9
+RWB10 RWB11 RWB12 RWB13 RWB14 RWB15 RWB16 RWB17 RWB18 RWB19 RWB20 RWB21 RWB22
+RWB23 RWB24 RWB25 RWB26 RWB27 RWB28 RWB29 RWB30 RWB31 TW0 TW1 TW2 TW3 TW4 TW5
+TW6 TW7 TW8 TW9 TW10 TW11 TW12 TW13 TW14 TW15 TW16 TW17 TW18 TW19 TW20 TW21
+TW22 TW23 TW24 TW25 TW26 TW27 TW28 TW29 TW30 TW31 VRCLMA VRCLMB VRCWBD VRELMA
+VRELMB VREWBD VRLSA VRLSB VROLA VROLB VRSAA VRSAB WRLA30 WRLA31 WRLB30 WRLB31
+WW00 WW01 WW10 WW11 WW20 WW21 WW30 WW31 WW40 WW41 WW50 WW51 WW60 WW61 WW70
+WW71 WW80 WW81 WW90 WW9=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Z11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Z20 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Z21 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ10 Z11 I010 C20 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 C20 S20 C30 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ11 Z10 I011 C20 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 C21 S21 C30 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ12 Z11 I110 C21 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ13 Z10 I111 C21 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ14 Z11 I210 C22 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ30 C30 S30 CCS sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ31 C31 S31 CCS sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ22 C22 S20 C31 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ15 Z10 I211 C22 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ23 C23 S21 C31 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc Z10 Z20 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc Z11 Z21 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ16 Z11 I310 C23 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ17 Z10 I311 C23 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS sgmux42c1e1
.SUBCKT raddrdec IA2 IB2 NOR3 VRCS VRCSW VREF
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF NET30 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XRC0 vcc NOR1 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XQEFCS0 NOR3 VREF NET30 sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 NOR2 NOR2 NOR3 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc NOR1 NOR2 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 vcc VRCSW CCS sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ22 NOR1 IB2 CCS sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 NOR1 IA2 CCS sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS raddrdec
.SUBCKT sgdl23c1e1 D120 D121 Q20 Q21 Q30 Q31 VRCS VREF W230 W231
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc Q10 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XRC1 vcc Q11 sub PBDTRES R=251.523 W=2E-6 L=3.6E-6 LRS=1.25E-6
XQEFCS0 Q30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS1 Q31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
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XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 Q21 Q21 Q31 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 Q20 Q20 Q30 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL0 Q11 Q10 C230 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ230 C230 W230 CCS sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07
NSTRIPES=1.0
XQL1 Q10 Q11 C230 sub NPN NEW=4.999999987376214E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NS58
wworddrv
XI71 NET608 NET90 NET792 N4 N59 wworddrv
XI70 NET608 NET217 NET778 N17 N6 wworddrv
XI69 NET608 NET223 NET785 N31 N19 wworddrv
XI68 NET608 NET193 NET750 N44 N33 wworddrv
XI67 NET608 NET199 NET757 N54 N45 wworddrv
XI66 NET608 NET96 NET799 N57 N49 wworddrv
XI65 NET608 NET211 NET771 N0 N55 wworddrv
XI64 NET608 NET205 NET537 N12 N2 wworddrv
XI62 NET608 NET175 NET729 N47 N37 wworddrv
XI63 NET608 NET169 NET722 N35 N23 wworddrv
XI52 NET608 WADC00 WADC01 N26 N15 wworddrv
XI61 NET608 NET181 NET736 N21 N10 wworddrv
XI60 NET608 WADC40 WADC41 N8 N63 wworddrv
XI54 NET608 WADC30 WADC31 N61 N53 wworddrv
XI55 NET608 WADC20 WADC21 N51 N42 wworddrv
XI53 NET608 WADC10 WADC11 N40 N29 wworddrv
XI36 WAL0 NET522 NET582 NET49 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI35 WAL1 NET522 NET589 NET55 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI34 WAL3 NET522 NET596 NET61 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI33 WAL2 NET522 NET603 NET67 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI32 WAL2 NET540 NET610 NET73 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI31 WAL3 NET540 NET617 NET79 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI30 WAL1 NET540 NET624 NET85 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI29 WAL0 NET540 NET631 NET381 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI28 WAL0 NET570 NET638 NET97 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI27 WAL1 NET570 NET645 NET103 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI26 WAL3 NET570 NET652 NET109 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI25 WAL2 NET570 NET659 NET115 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI24 WAL2 NET203 NET427 NET121 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI23 WAL3 NET203 NET673 NET127 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI22 WAL1 NET203 NET680 NET133 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI21 WAL0 NET203 NET447 NET139 VRCS VCSW NET420 waddrdec
XI20 WAL0 WAH0 WADC01 WADC00 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI19 WAL1 WAH0 WADC11 WADC10 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI18 WAL3 WAH0 WADC31 WADC30 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI17 WAL2 WAH0 WADC21 WADC20 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI16 WAL2 WAH1 NET722 NET169 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI15 WAL3 WAH1 NET729 NET175 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI14 WAL1 WAH1 NET736 NET181 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI13 WAL0 WAH1 WADC41 WADC40 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI12 WAL0 NET125 NET750 NET193 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI11 WAL1 NET125 NET757 NET199 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI10 WAL3 NET125 NET537 NET205 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI9 WAL2 NET125 NET771 NET211 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI8 WAL2 NET6 NET778 NET217 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI7 WAL3 NET6 NET785 NET223 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI6 WAL1 NET6 NET792 NET90 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XI5 WAL0 NET6 NET799 NET96 NET881 VCSW NET770 waddrdec
XWRBUF0 WR20 WR21 VCS WAL0 WAL1 WAL2 WAL3 wrbuf
XI203 NET881 vref1mr4
XI51 VRCS vref1mr4
XI50 VCS VCSW vrefecl2c1e1
XI42 NET540 VCS addrlinecsh
XI46 NET125 VCS addrlinecsh
XI43 NET522 VCS addrlinecsh
XI48 WAH1 VCS addrlinecsh
XI49 WAH0 VCS addrlinecsh
XI44 NET570 VCS addrlinecsh
XI47 NET6 VCS addrlinecsh
XI45 NET203 VCS addrlinecsh
XI41 WAL3 VCS addrlinecs
XI38 WAL0 VCS addrlinecs
XI40 WAL2 VCS addrlinecs
XI39 WAL1 VCS addrlinecs
XI4 A40 A41 VCS NET540 NET125 NET522 NET6 NET570 WAH1 NET203 WAH0 addrlinedrvh
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XI3 A30 A31 VCS NET540 NET570 NET522 NET203 NET125 WAH1 NET6 WAH0 addrlinedrvh
XI2 A20 A21 VCS WAH1 WAH0 NET125 NET6 NET570 NET203 NET540 NET522 addrlinedrvh
XI1 A10 A11 VCS WAL2 WAL0 WAL3 WAL1 addrlinedrv
XALD0 A00 A01 VCS WAL1 WAL0 WAL3 WAL2 addrlinedrv
.ENDS wwordcol
.SUBCKT wrbuf I20 I21 N0 ZA20 ZB20 ZC20 ZD20
XQCCS E N0 E2 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XRC0 vcc Z10 sub PBDTRES R=549.496 W=2E-6 L=6.225E-6 LRS=3.875E-6
XRECS E2 vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XQ9 vcc Z10 ZB20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ8 vcc Z10 ZA20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ17 vcc Z10 ZD20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ6 vcc Z10 ZC20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ1 vcc I20 E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ0 Z10 I21 E sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS wrbuf
.SUBCKT counter5 CLK30 CLK31 Q020 Q021 Q120 Q121 Q220 Q221 Q320 Q321 Q420 Q421
+SCAN20 SCAN21 SI10 SI11 SO10 SO11 VREF
XI10 Q310 Q311 Q120 Q121 Q230 Q231 VREF Q410A Q411A sgand31c1
XI9 Q110 Q111 Q220 Q221 Q030 Q031 VREF Q310A Q311A sgand31c1
XI7 Q410A Q411A Q030 Q031 VREF Q420 Q421 Q410N Q411N sganxrx21c1
XI6 Q110 Q111 Q030 Q031 VREF Q220 Q221 Q210N Q211N sganxrx21c1
XI8 Q310A Q311A Q320 Q321 VREF Q310N Q311N sgxor21c1
XI5 Q120 Q121 Q030 Q031 VREF Q110N Q111N sgxor21c1
XMS4 Q310 Q311 Q410N Q411N SO10 SO11 Q420 Q421 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF VREF CLK30
+CLK31 sgmlmx12c1e1
XMS3 Q210 Q211 Q310N Q311N Q310 Q311 Q320 Q321 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF VREF CLK30
+CLK31 sgmlmx12c1e1
XMS1 Q010 Q011 Q110N Q111N Q110 Q111 Q120 Q121 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF VREF CLK30
+CLK31 sgmlmx12c1e1
XMS2 Q110 Q111 Q210N Q211N Q210 Q211 Q220 Q221 Q230 Q231 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF
+VREF CLK30 CLK31 sgmlmx123c1e1
XMS0 SI10 SI11 Q011 Q010 Q010 Q011 Q020 Q021 Q030 Q031 SCAN21 SCAN20 VREF VREF
+CLK30 CLK31 sgmlmx123c1e1
.ENDS counter5
.SUBCKT writegen CLK30 CLK31 CLK230 CLK231 VREFA VREFB N9 N7 N8 N5 N4 N2 N1 N0 N6
+N3
XI18 WRAN20 WRAN21 N8 N5 N1 N0 VREFB NET23 NET24 sgmux21c1
XI35 WRLT20 WRLT21 CLK30 CLK31 VREFB WRAN20 WRAN21 sgandb21c1
XI44 WRD010 WRD011 WRD110 WRD111 N6 N3 VREFB VREFB N4 N2 sgmux22c1e1
XI12 NET90 NET91 VREFB WRD010 WRD011 sgbuf1c1
XI13 NET70 NET71 VREFB WRD110 WRD111 sgbuf1c1
XI11 NET66 NET67 VREFB NET70 NET71 sgbuf1c1
XI38 NET23 NET24 VREFB NET90 NET91 sgbuf1c1
XI42 NET38 NET39 VREFB NET66 NET67 sgbuf1c1
XI41 WRD010 WRD011 VREFB NET38 NET39 sgbuf1c1
XWRSMP N9 N7 WRLT20 WRLT21 VREFA VREFA CLK230 CLK231 sgml2c1e1
.ENDS writegen
.SUBCKT waddrdec IA2 IB2 OR30 OR31 VRCS VRCSW VREF
XREEF1 EEF1 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XREEF0 EEF0 vee sub PBDTRES R=200.177 W=4E-6 L=5.525E-6 LRS=3.175E-6
XRECS ECS vee sub PBDTRES R=401.929 W=2E-6 L=4.925E-6 LRS=2.575E-6
XRC0 vcc OR10 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XRC1 vcc OR11 sub PBDTRES R=501.253 W=2E-6 L=5.8E-6 LRS=3.45E-6
XQEFCS1 OR31 VREF EEF1 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFCS0 OR30 VREF EEF0 sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQCCS CCS VRCS ECS sub NPNHB NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD1 OR21 OR21 OR31 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEFD0 OR20 OR20 OR30 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF1 vcc OR11 OR21 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQEF0 vcc OR10 OR20 sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=1.999999994950485E-06 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ20 OR11 VRCSW CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ22 OR10 IB2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
XQ21 OR10 IA2 CCS sub NPN NEW=5E-07 NEL=9.999999974752427E-07 NSTRIPES=1.0
.ENDS waddrdec
.END


